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New developments of the theory of micellar kinetics are reported together with new experimental results 
obtained in the course of chemical relaxations (T-jump, p-jump, and shock tube) studies of micellar solu
tions of ionic surfactants. These results as well as those obtained in previous studies are quantitatively in
terpreted in terms of this theory. Several pieces of information thus far not available on micellar solutions 
have been obtained: (1 ) the rate constants k + and k ~  for the association/dissociation reactions of one am
phiphilic ion to/from micelles. The association reaction is very close to being diffusion controlled. The vari
ation of the dissociation rate constant with the alkyl chain length is in quantitative agreement with what is 
expected from theory; (2 ) the width of the distribution curve of stable micelles is found to increase with 
chain length but the micelle polydispersity is small and decreases for increasing chain length; (3) an ap
proximate value of the average number of amphiphilic ions in the micellar species at the minimum of the 
distribution curve; (4) the enthalpy and entropy changes associated with the incorporation of one amphi
philic ion into the most stable micelle and into the aggregate at the minimum of the distribution curve. The 
enthalpy changes for these two processes are of opposite signs. This explains why the overall heat of micel- 
lization is very small.

I. Introduction

In a recent report1 was presented the first experimental
evidence of the existence of two relaxation processes relat
ed to micellar equilibria in solution of ionic detergents, not 
taking into account the additional relaxation process de
tected by means of ultrasonic absorption in more concen
trated solutions. These processes are characterized by the
relaxation times t \ and T2 differing by as much as two to 
three orders of magnitude (ri «  T2). The fast process (rj), 
which has been detected by means of ultrasonic absorption, 
T-jump, and/or shock tube method, has been assigned to 
the association-dissociation (exchange) equilibrium of am
phiphilic ion to/from micelles1 (reaction 1  in ref 1). A large 
consensus has now been reached among workers con
cerning this attribution.2 * * *' 6 The slow process (T2), which has

been detected by p-jump and/or T-jump, is attributed to 
the micellization-dissolution equilibrium1 (reaction 2 in ref 
1). This interpretation is in line with that given by several 
authors,3-5 but at variance with that recently postulated by 
Coleen.6 The reasons which clearly indicate that Coleen’s 
interpretation must be discarded are given in the note fol
lowing ref 6 .

The dependence of the two relaxation processes on ionic 
strength, detergent chain length, and concentration was re
cently1 accounted for on a purely qualitative basis. At 
about the same time, but without knowing about the new 
experimental evidence, Aniansson and Wall53 have used a 
new approach from which they were able to derive analyti
cal expressions of relaxation times characterizing the two 
processes. This approach is based on the analogy between
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906 H offm ann, W all e t al.

the rate equations for the series of bimolecular equilibria 
by which micelles are formed or dissolved, and heat con
duction, or more generally, diffusion processes. It was 
pointed out that as far as kinetics are concerned, the micel
lar solution can be viewed as a system of “two large metal 
blocks” connected by a thin “wire”, one “block” corre
sponding to the monomers and oligomers, the other to mi
celles of the most probable size, and the “wire” correspond
ing to the region in between. After an initial, short period 
of adjustment (fast relaxation process) the main process 
would be a pseudo-stationary flow from one “block” to the 
other, through the “wire” (slow relaxation process). Assum
ing that the aggregation number s can be dealt with as a 
continuous variable, the expressions for the relaxation 
times t i and to for the fast and slow process, respectively, 
could be obtained. These calculations5® first yielded an ex
pression of T] independent of the detergent concentration, 
in clear disagreement with the experimental results (see ref 
1  and references therein). Since then a correction and im
provement of the theory613 have resulted in an expression of 
ti which correctly predicts the main features of the fast re
laxation process, as will be shown below.

Thus, a situation had developed in which both new ex
perimental results and a detailed theory had been obtained 
independently from each other and were published at 
about the same time. When the authors of the two corre
sponding groups compared the counterpart with their 
work, they realized that results and theory agreed excep
tionally well and that the theoretical expressions permitted 
the evaluation of several parameters, both kinetic and ther
modynamic, that could not be obtained thus far. It was 
thus decided to write a joint publication making the fullest 
use of both theory and experiment and where we report: (1 ) 
new developments of the theoretical approach of micellar 
kinetics based on the analogy with diffusion.5 In particular 
a new expression has been obtained by the group in Swe
den for the rate constant for the dissociation of one amphi
philic ion from the stable micelles; (2 ) new data concerning 
amphiphiles that had not been previously investigated to
gether with extensions of previous measurements, obtained 
by the groups in Germany and France; (3) the interpreta
tion of the available data in terms of the new theory of mi
cellar kinetics. This last point has led to a number of con
clusions which now gives very good insight into the phe
nomena involved in micelle formation and provide quanti
tative information not available thus far on micellar solu
tions.

II. Theory

1 . G e n e r a l  O u tlin e . In all likelihood, the association and 
dissociation of the micelles proceed stepwise,9 i.e., one mo
nomer at a time enters and leaves the micelle. The concen
tration of dimers, trimers, etc., is generally much lower 
than that of monomers so that only a much greater ease of 
their entrance into and exit from the micelles could make 
their contribution to the rate comparable with that of the 
monomers. From the treatment below of the details of the 
elementary process it seems to follow that rather the oppo
site is true. Anyhow, the contribution from nonunitary 
steps would be a relatively small one, the effect of which 
could be taken into account as a correction when the preci
sion of the measurements and other evidence so requires.

For ionic surfactants we assume that the mobility of the 
counterions is so much larger than that of the somewhat 
bulky surfactant ions that they adjust almost instantly to

A-A

l s

Figure 1. Sketch of a possible initial deviation from equilibrium, /4S-  
As, as a function of aggregation number s.

the motion of the latter. The rearrangement of the counter
ions is, however, expected to show up as an independent 
process in ultrafast relaxation measurements and would be 
an interesting subject for separate study.

The individual steps (exchange processes) considered in 
the overall process are then the following:

k ,+
Ai + As- ! i = ± A s s = 2 , 3 , . . .  (1 )

k r

where As denotes an aggregate containing s surfactant mo
nomers.

At the beginning of a relaxation experiment (T-jump or 
p-jump, etc.) the deviation from equilibrium concentra
tions may typically be something like that shown in Figure 
1 . A, denotes the concentration and A,, its equilibrium 
value. In drawing the picture it has been assumed that ag
gregates occur in substantial amounts only in two regions, 
namely, in the region of proper micelles, around the mean 
aggregation number, and in the region of monomers, di
mers, trimers, etc. (see Figure 1 in ref 5a).

In the attainment of equilibrium the excess population 
has to move from some regions of aggregation numbers to 
other ones. According to eq 1  this occurs in steps that are 
small compared to the distance in aggregation space gener
ally covered. The process will, then, have the character of a 
flow.

It has indeed proved possible to write the kinetic equa
tions in a form that closely resembles that of heat conduc
tion, diffusion, etc.5® By introduction of the relative devia
tion from equilibrium

y AS AS 
A ,

(2 )

and using the equilibrium relation

/zs + A i A . , _ i  =  k s ~ A s (3)

the kinetic equations can be written

^s(d£s/di) =  — (Js+i — <Js) (4)
with

Js =  ~ k s A s [£s — £s _ i  — (1  +  £ s - i ) ] (5)
J s is the net number of aggregates passing per unit time 
from s — 1 to s. In eq 2-5 A i and As refer to equilibrium 
concentrations.

The equations for diffusion in a tube of varying cross 
section A(x), where x is the coordinate along the tube axis, 
and where the transverse dimensions are very small com
pared to the length of the tube, are

K, ^Sc(x) SJ(x) 
A (x )  - (6 )

ôt Sx

J ( x ) ~  D( x ) A ( x ) 8c(x)  
Sx

(7)

The Journal o f Physical Chemistry, Vol. 80, No, 9, 1976



Kinetics of Micellar Equilibria Theory 907

J { x )  is the total flow across A(x), D ( x )  is the diffusion con
stant that can vary with x ,  and c(jc) is the concentration. 
Equating now x  with s, J ( x )  with J s, D ( x ) with k s ~ , A ( x )  
with A s, c ( x ) with £s, and noting that the differences £a — 
£s_i and Js+ 1 — J s are analogous to derivatives with re
spect to s,  on e  finds that there is an almost complete analo
gy between eq 4 and 5 on one hand and eq 6  and 7 on the 
other. The difference is the term £i(l + £s-i) within the 
square brackets of eq 5.

For small deviations from equilibrium the product £i£s- i  
can be neglected. Since the flow in ordinary diffusion is 
“driven” by the concentration gradient to which |s — _ j
is analogous, our process is one where superimposed on 
that is a flow driven through the tube by the “force” £1; in
dependent of the “coordinate” $ but of course dependent 
on time. This introduces some peculiar characteristics 
which will be considered below but the main feature of the 
analogy used will remain valid and useful. For the further 
use of eq 4 and 5 and the diffusion analogy something must 
be assumed concerning the s dependence of As and k s ~.

The dependence of A s on s for micellar systems with low 
dispersion of micellar aggregation numbers is not at 
present experimentally known in any detail. The existence 
of dimers and trimers in noticeable amounts is still uncer
tain and the amount of larger aggregates between these and 
the proper micelles is most probably orders of magnitude 
lower than that of the proper micelles (at least at concen
trations above the cmc). The width of the distribution of 
the proper micelles is generally about 2 0% of the mean 
aggregation number for the substances considered here, 
often called monodisperse since the ratio of weight to num
ber average aggregation numbers is close to one. In agree
ment with these facts is the type of distribution curve given 
in Figure 1 of ref 5 and, obtained from statistical-thermo- 
dynamical arguments by Hoeve and Benson.7

The tube of the diffusion analogy is thus one with two 
thick ends connected by an extremely thin section. The dif
fusion from one end to the other can then be expected to be 
a much slower process than those of equalization of “con
centration” within each of the thick ends. Only if the “dif
fusion constant” k s ~ were so much larger in the thin sec
tion than at the ends so that k s ~ A s were of a similar order 
of magnitude in the thin section to that of the same prod
uct at the ends, only then could the diffusion through this 
section occur in a time of the same order of magnitude as 
the equalization at the ends. As will be shown further below 
this is quite improbable. However from the relation

- ln -^ f= -=  l n ^ -  = In A s — In As_i = -j-ln A s (8 ) 
fes+A i As_i ds

obtained from eq 3 and also shown in Figure 1 of ref 5 it is 
clear that the ratio k s ~ / ks+A i  varies little in the region in 
question. It is not probable that k s ~  and k s+  vary separate
ly so strongly that an increase in k s ~ in the thin section 
could compensate for the low As values there.

The process can then be separated into two parts. The 
first will be a rapid attainment of pseudo-equilibria in the 
thick ends followed by a pseudo-stationary flow from one 
end to the other. The calculation of the relaxation times for 
these two processes has been previously reported.6 We shall 
here dwell particularly on the physical meaning of the vari
ous quantities and assumptions involved in the calcula
tions.

2. A t ta in m e n t  o f  P s e u d o -E q u il ib r iu m . The processes in 
the two ends will be coupled to each other since in general

each one is accompanied by a net consumption or produc
tion of monomers which by eq 4 and 5 influences the rate in 
the other one. If the two processes have sufficiently differ
ent rates, however, they will be decoupled in the sense that 
the faster one can be treated alone since the slower one will 
be practically frozen, not consuming or producing mono
mers. The slower one can then be treated assuming internal 
equilibrium in the other end.

At present we shall assume that dimers, trimers, etc., are 
sufficiently rare so that their influence on the process in 
the region of proper micelles can be neglected.

Under these circumstances the kinetic equations have 
been solved6’10 for the case that (1 ) k s ~ and k s + are inde
pendent of s in the region of proper micelles and equal to 
k ~  and k + , (2 ) the micellar distribution is Gaussian, n 
being the average aggregation number and a  the distribu
tion width, and (3) the latter is broad enough so that differ
ences with good accuracy can be replaced by derivatives 
and referred to s irrespective of whether the difference is 
between s and s — 1 or between s + 1 and s. In accordance 
therewith £s- i  in the last inner bracket of eq 5 is replaced 
by is-

After some algebra, one obtains

|i(i) = - a c o ( t )  -  V 2 - a c i ( t )  (9)
n

where C o(i  ) and C i ( t )  are the first two time-dependent coef
ficients in the expansion of £(s,f ) in terms of Hermite poly
nomials, and a is given by

a  = (Atot — Âi)/Âj (1 0 )

where Atot is the total detergent concentration.
In deriving eq 9 the sums over s have been replaced by 

integrals over s, formally extended to — °° despite the fact 
that in the sums s > 1. It introduces a negligible error but 
allows the use of the orthogonality properties of Hermite 
polynomials.

With the aid of the known properties of Hermite polyno
mials and after some algebra both sides, of eq 4 were rewrit
ten as sums over these polynomials whereupon identifica
tion of their coefficients on both sides yielded first order 
differential equations for the c, (i)'s. These could consecu
tively be solved in a straightforward way. Since in experi
ments one normally determines the time dependence of Ai 
or an equivalent quantity, eq 9 shows that the interest is 
limited to Co and c i for which there resulted

eo(f) = c0(0 ) (1 1 )

and

ci(i) = (ci(0) + B)  exp — J -  B  (12)

where

a - y = c 0( 1  + c0)
V 2

f l = ----------------------  (13)
1  H---- o(l + co)

n

and

— = ^ -  + — a ( l +  c0) (14)
ri n

Equation 11 expresses the fact that during the process 
under consideration the number of micelles remains con
stant. It can be easily shown that

The Journal o f Physical Chemistry, Vol. 80, No. 9, 1976
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c° EAS
(15)

Thus Co is the average relative deviation from equilibrium 
among the micelles, a quantity that in most relaxation ex
periments is of the order of 1% or less. Under these circum
stances c0 can be neglected compared with unity. Under 
these assumptions, the time dependence of the monomer 
concentration will be characterized by a single relaxation 
time constant. The concentration dependence of rj“ 1 will 
reside almost completely in the factor a  since for a sym
metric micelle distribution, of which the Gaussian is a spe
cial case, a is concentration independent and since for a In  
«  1 , n  varies very slowly with concentration.5 It is further 
inherent in the above assumptions that k ~  and k + are con
centration independent. When n  is large A] will be practi
cally concentration independent above the cmc and equal 
to the latter.

ti_ 1  will therefore be a linear function of the total con
centration from the slope of which k~ / n  is obtained. Since 
n  can be obtained from light scattering or other measure
ments k ~  can be calculated. The intercept gives k~ / a 2 and 
thus also a would, for the first time, be experimentally ob
tainable.

It is interesting to note that the first term, k~ / a 2, in the 
expression for rj- 1  is well compatible with the diffusion 
analogy. The time for diffusional equalization over a dis
tance l in a tube of approximately constant cross sectional 
area is of the order of l2/D where D  is the diffusion con
stant (see eq 7) so that with the correspondence of D  to k ~  
and l to a the analogy is clear. The second, concentration 
dependent term, is due to the occurrence of £i in the flow 
expression 4. It will be made intuitively understandable 
below that its effect is an accelerating one that increases 
with total concentration.

3. P s e u d o -S ta t io n a r y  F lo w  in  th e  C a s e  o f  S m a ll  P e r t u r 
b a t io n s . The calculation of the relaxation time associated 
with this process has been already presented in detail in a 
previous report.5 We shall here only insist on the analogy 
between diffusion in the “narrow passage” and the kinetics 
of the process.

When the “narrow” passage is “thin” enough the flow J  
from one end to the other will be so small that at each in
stant there will be ample time in each of the thick ends for 
an almost complete adjustment toward internal equilibri
um. This is equivalent to setting J s equal to zero in eq 4 for 
s values corresponding to the thick part.

On the other hand, in the narrow passage the As’s on the 
left-hand side of eq 5 are so small that any sizable differ
ence between J s and J,+i would cause large changes in 
However the pseudo-stationary flow is characterized by 
very slow changes of all “concentrations” in the diffusion 
analogy so one concludes that in the narrow passage

J s = J  = constant (16)
From eq 5 it is seen that this assumption is equivalent with 
the usual Bodenstein stationarity hypothesis made in ki
netics for species of very small concentrations.

With this assumption the following expressions were ob
tained for the flow J in the narrow passage and the relaxa
tion time T2 characterizing this process

J  =
n i 2C\ +  n 32C3 

R czip } fl

1  _  1 ni2Cl -I- n32C3

T2 Rc3 n\2Ci +  a2c 3

(17)

(18)

with

and

Cl = E  As c3 = E  A s
S = 1 S>S 2

----  1  S1 -
m 2 = — E  s2a s n ?  = — E  s2As

Cl S = 1 C3 s> s2

ÏÏ3 = — E  SÀS ff2 = n%2 _  n s 2
c 3 s > s 2

(19)

S 2
*  = E

l
i+i hs As

(2 0 )

The characteristics of eq 18 are borne out more clearly 
when certain simplifications are introduced. First we shall 
assume that n\2 =; 1 , i.e., that dimers, trimers, etc. occur 
only in negligible quantities. Then

A ? c i A i  (2 1 )

and

n 3c 3 -  Atot — Ai -  Ae (2 2 )

so that

« 32C3 = (n 3 2 + ff2)c3^  n32c3 = n3Aexc (23) 

If then Atot is not very close to Ai cmc 

n 3A.exc ^  A i

since n 3 is of the order of 1 0 0 .
Equation 18 now takes the form

l_ ^  n 2 1  1

T2 Aj R  0-2 
1  + — a  

n

where the previous notation n  for h 3 has been reintro
duced.

As before, A 1; cr, and n  vary very little with total concen
tration above the cmc.5 The last factor, then, introduces a 
hyperbolically decreasing factor, the rate of decrease being 
determined by the value of <r2/n as is shown in Figure 2.

The concentration dependence of R ~ x is governed by 
that of the As term of eq 2 0  that gives the largest contribu
tion to R  as is shown in Figure 3.

The application of the mass action law to the exchange 
processes1 yields

As = X,Ais with K s = n  (26)
i=  2

Since for the proper micelles s is of the order of 100, even 
extremely small relative changes in Ai will produce major 
changes in the number of proper micelles. This is, inciden
tally, the reason for the approximative constancy of Ai 
once micelles have started to appear in nonnegligible 
amounts. The approximate constancy of a and n  results in

As o: a s/n (27)

The larger s is, the faster will As increase with the total 
concentration Atot- This is shown in Figure 5. The narrow 
passage will then in general change shape with increasing 
Atot- It will widen quickly in the upper end and very slowly 
in the lower end. The relative changes are shown in Figure 
4 for several values of a.

If the narrow passage is relatively short R  can be approx
imated by

(24)

(25)
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Figure 2. Plot of [1 +  (a 2/ri) a] 1 vs. a. Curves 1, 2 and 3 refer to 
values of a2In equal to 1, 5, and 0.05, respectively.

Figure 3. Plot of FT1 vs. a for a short narrow passage situated 
around s = 20 (curve 1); a short narrow passage situated around s 
= 80 (curve 2); and a long narrow passage between s = 20 and s = 
80 (curve 3).

Figure 4. Variations of As/(As )a =1 with s. Curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
refer to values of a equal to 0.25, 1, 2, 4, and 8, respectively.

R  =* l/kr ~ A r (28)
where l is the effective length of the narrow passage (ex
pressed as a difference of two aggregation numbers) and r 
the value of s at the minimum of As. If Ur «  1 there will

fla*,
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0

Figure 5. Variations of As/(As )a = 1 with a. Curves 1-6 refer to 
values of s/n equal to 1, 0.9, 0.666, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.05, respective
ly.

hold that r changes little with total concentration and the 
same will hold for l if the minimum in As at s = r is not too 
unsymmetric. In such a case

R  °c a ~ ir/n) (29)

and r would be obtainable from a plot of In R  vs. In a . Fig
ure 3 shows the dependence of on total concentration 
for different narrow passages. Finally, Figure 6  shows the 
spectrum of concentration dependences of t-2~ 1 that results 
from compounding the cases of Figures 2 and 3.

If the simplification leading to eq 25 is introduced al
ready in eq 17 one obtains

J  =
n 32 ^  n|i
R n 3 ^  ~  R

(30)

The last step follows from eq 19 when one notices that a «  
n . Equation 30 can be understood in the following way: 
when the amount of material in the proper micelle region is 
of the same order of magnitude or larger than in the mono
mer region the relative deviations in the former region 
must also be of the same order of magnitude or smaller 
than in the latter. The “driving force”

(31)

in each step will, when summed from s = 2  to s = n, 
amount to

n £i -  “  n £i (32)

since £„ is of the same order of magnitude as whereas n  
is of the order of 100. The flow will then be the ratio be
tween the total driving force, n £ i and the resistance R  as in 
eq 30. The same argument applied to eq 17 for n 3 =  n  will 
confirm the result.

This result may also be expressed in the following way: 
since the free monomers are engaged in each step their de
viation from equilibrium concentration will consistently in
fluence each step in one direction, toward larger sizes, i.e., 
positive flow if A  i >  A  i (£i > 0) and vice-versa. The aggre
gate concentration will act in the opposite direction, but 
not consistently, since because of the conservation of mat
ter it has to change from excess (positive £.,) in one end to 
deficit (negative £s) in the other end. The net effect of the 
monomer deviation from equilibrium therefore overshad
ows that of the aggregates. __

From eq 25 it is seen that T2 _1 is proportional to n 32 =* 
n 2. One of these factors n  has its origin in the effect just 
described. The other has its root in the fact that the forma
tion and disintegration of one proper micelle consumes or 
produces approximately n  monomers a fact which also ac
celerates the process.

The factor Ai- 1  in eq 25 expresses the fact that the size 
of the reservoirs must affect T2. Large reservoirs will in-
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Figure 6. Variation of R“ 1[1 +  (cr2/n)a]_1 with a for a short narrow 
passage around s = 20 and values of a2In  equal to 1 (curve 1), 5 
(curve 2), and 0.05 (curve 3); a short narrow passage around s = 80 
and values of a2! n equal to 1 (curve 4), 5 (curve 5), and 0.05 (curve 
6); and for a long narrow passage between s. = 20 and s = 80 and 
values of a2/n equal to 1 (curve 7), 5 (curve 8), 0.05 (curve 9).

crease it since more material has to be transported through 
the given narrow passage.

The factor R  _1 is self explanatory. The factor ( 1  + 
<r2a/n) _1 is more elusive. It can however be understood 
qualitatively in the following way: for positive |i the mi
celle distribution will be shifted toward larger s values. 
This consumes monomers, |i will be reduced, and since it is 
the main driving force, T2 will be increased. The effect will 
be governed by the square of <r since both the average shift 
in s values and the amount of monomer consumed will be 
proportional to u. For negative |j smaller s values will be 
enhanced, again reducing the absolute value of £i with the 
same effect.

The factor ( 1  + a2a/n) also enters expression 14 for t \ 
when co is neglected, multiplying the expected value k~ / a 1. 
The explanation cannot be similar to the one given for T2 

since it shortens instead of lengthens the time constant. A 
very qualitative explanation is the following one: the fast 
process is striving toward the equilibrium distribution. If, 
taking a neutral example, one assumes that at the start the 
|s values are all similar, and further takes |i > 0 then, a 
movement of micelles toward larger s values will occur. 
Now, during the process there will be a consumption of mo
nomers so that |i is reduced. However a lower |i value en
tails a smaller shift toward larger s values. The process is 
striving toward a goal but the goal is kind enough to meet 
the process half-way thereby reducing the time required. 
This acceleration of the fast process will increase with total 
concentration since then a larger number of monomers is 
consumed giving a faster reduction of |j.

The analogy with diffusion used above is equivalent with 
the concept of random walk. Such a view has independent
ly been taken by Muller.3 He argued that the process of 
disintegration is one that requires as a net result n  steps to 
the left. The characteristic time for such a process is the 
one for the single step multiplied by n 2. Equation 25 is, 
however, completely at variance with this argument. The

reason seems to be that the argument requires equal proba
bilities for steps to the right and to the left. However close 
to equilibrium the ratio of these probabilities is

ks+l+A l «  * ¿ ¿ 1  (33)
k 3 kg

Between the proper micelle region and the narrow pas
sage this ratio is larger than unity (see Figure 1 in ref 5a). 
Even if the ratio is not much larger than unity the cumula
tive effect of many steps will give a sizable effect. One may 
note that

n —1 b  , i + A i  n — 1 b  A k  +  4  1 k  ~  A

n  n  = (3 4 )
s=r R-s s = r k s+ — 1 Kr+A r—\ k r A r

indicating why in a full treatment the equilibrium number 
of aggregates at the minimum is a decisive factor in the 
slow relaxation process.

4. T h e o r e t i c a l  C a lc u la t io n  o f  k s~ a n d  k 3+ . These quan
tities have recently been calculated12 with the simplifica
tion and generalization of Kramers’ 13 theory for reaction 
rates. Here we shall present a derivation of k s ~ based on a 
simple model14 that gives essentially the same result as the 
just mentioned one.

To begin with we shall treat the monomer as an essen
tially straight rod moving along its axis at right angles to 
the surface of the micelle. The motion will be a diffusional 
one characterized by a constant D  ( x ) which may vary with 
x ,  the length of the hydrophobic tail outside the micelle 
surface. Influencing the motion is also the hydrophobic 
bonding energy that tends to “pull” the hydrophobic tail 
into the micelle. For charged monomers the electrostatic 
interactions tend to pull it out of the micelle. The sum of 
these energies will be denoted by V { x ) .

The hydrophobic bonding energy seems to be propor
tional to the chain length, i.e., to x .8'15 When the tip of the 
hydrophobic tail leaves the micelle surface there will be a 
drop in the free energy of the system due to the increased 
freedom of both the (now free) monomer and the remaining 
hydrophilic end groups in the micelle. In the description of 
Hoeve and Benson7 this drop, A, is

A = - k T l n o t  (35)

where

1  [S(s-D ~  (s -  l)ap ~ Qi]s 7 m
S ( s - l )  [ S ( s - l )  —  ( s  —  l ) a o ] s _ 1  7 f re e

(36)

Here S(s-p  is the surface area of a micelle of aggregation 
number s — 1 . ao and a\ are the effective cross sectional 
areas of the hydrophilic head group and of the tail of the 
monomer. Ym/ 7 free is the ratio of configurational freedoms 
of the monomer at the maximum of the energy V ( x ) to that 
of the free monomer.

Neglecting the electrostatic energy, V ( x )  would then 
schematically have the appearance of Figure 7, curve 1. In 
actual fact both the minimum and the maximum of V  
would of course be somewhat rounded out. The addition of 
the electrostatic energy would bring about a change to 
curve 2 in the same figure.

For an ensemble of such systems containing c ( x )  mono
mers at x  per unit length there will be a flow equation of 
the Einstein-Smoluchowski type

J  = - D ( x )
5c 1  ¿V I
----------1---------------------c  I
Sx k T  Sx J

(37)
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Figure 7. Plot of the free energy l/(x) for the dissociation of a mono
mer from the micelle as a function of the length x of the hydropho
bic tail outside the micelle for the case of an uncharged surfactant 
(curve 1) and an ionic surfactant (curve 2),

where J  is the number of systems that per unit time pass x 
in the positive, outgoing direction. The condition appropri
ate for a calculation is a stationary case with c(0 ) kept at 
the value of undisturbed equilibrium and c ( l )  = 0, where Z 
is the length of the hydrophobic tail. It corresponds to a 
situation where the freed monomers are continuously re
moved and new systems are continuously added to keep 
c(0 ) at the prescribed value.

For such a system c will be independent of time and 
therefore, according to the continuity equation

6c _  _ & J

5t Ô X
(38)

J  will be independent of x .
Equation 37 can now be solved by noting that its bracket 

can be written

exp{ - V / k T )  — [c exp( V/&T)] (39)
6x

so that

—  [c exp (V / k T )\  m - i  exp (V / k T )  (40)
5x D

Integration from x  =  0 to x  =  l and use of c(Z) =  0 gives

c ( 0 ) = J  f '-f-ex p (V (x )/fe T )d x  (41)
Jo D ( x )

The main contribution to the integral will come from the 
region of maximal V { x )  since D ( x )  will be a comparatively 
slowly varying function of x .  Denoting V max by ( eq 41 can 
be rewritten as

c ( 0 )  = J  e x p ( f / k T ) (42 )

where D m is the value of D  in the region of maximal V  and 
/b is given by

Zb =  T  e x p [ ( V ( x )  -  t)/ k T ] dx (43 )

Zb is essentially the width of the barrier k T  below its maxi
mum. For a linear V ( x ) ,  it amounts to

f
For the actual rounded form it will be somewhat larger. 
c(0 ) is obtained from the equilibrium distribution

c ( x )  =  c ( 0 )  e x p [ - V ( x ) / / jT ]  (45 )

the integral of which will give the total number of mono
mers considered, sAs:

C  c(x)dx = c(0) f  exp[— V (x )/ k T ]  d x  
Jo Jo

= c(0 )Z0 = s A s (46)
where

Zo = J "  exp[— V (x )/ k T ]  dx (47)

For a linear V(x)
k T

Zo = Zb = —  Z (48)f
but also here a rounded form of V(x) will give a somewhat 
larger value. In the linear case, both Zo and Zb are close to 
the 1.1 A, i.e., slightly less than the projection of a C-C 
bond on the axis of the “zig-zag” alkyl chain. Inserting eq 
46 into eq 42 we obtain

J  =  s A s ^ y - e x p [ ~ t / k T ]  (49)
ZbZo

Since J  is identical with k s~ A s the final result will be

AT = s - f - exp[-i/ZeT] (50)
ZbZo

This expression is readily understood intuitively by not
ing that Zb2/D m is the characteristic time for diffusional 
motion over the distance Zb and that s(Zb/Zo) exp[— e/kT] is 
the relative probability per micelle at equilibrium of find
ing a monomer in a region of length Zb around the maxi
mum of V . Although the assumptions underlying eq 50 are 
not strictly true the main features of the actual process 
would be essentially the same. The hydrocarbon tails con
taining up to 2 2  carbon atoms are known15 not to be curled 
to an extent that influences the hydrophobic bonding ener
gy. Note that even if the monomers were curled the domi
nant factor in eq 50, the exponential one, would not be in
fluenced by this fact.

The restriction that the monomer moves cnly along a 
straight axis at right angles to the surface has of course to 
be relaxed. However the maximum in the free energy V ( x )  
would still be one where only one carbon is within the mi
celle. If this were not to be the terminal one the chain 
would have to be strongly bent at that point and would fur
ther require an extra crowding of the hydrophilic end 
groups of the other monomers in the micelle. Such configu
rations would therefore contribute little to the overall rate.

The configurations and motions of the exiting monomer 
for which the diffusion constant D m has to be estimated are 
fairly similar to those of a free monomer in bulk solution 
except that the tip of the tail is in the micelle surface. After 
comparing the motions of the free monomer and of the 
leaving monomer one would expect D m to be close to that 
of the free monomer.

In conclusion, one would then expect eq 50 to give at 
least the right order of magnitude for k s ~ and to be fairly 
useful in relating rate constants between different homolo- 
gues, different ionic strengths of the solution, etc. Com
pared with the expression of the transition state theory eq 
50 has a factor Dm/ZbZo instead of k T / h , where h is Planck’s 
constant. The former is in our case much smaller than the 
latter reflecting the fact that the mean free path of the 
bulky monomer is much smaller than the width of the bar
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rier maximum. The assumption of the transition state 
theory that all systems reaching the “saddle point” from 
the reactant side pass on to the full product side is no long
er valid.

The values obtained from the statistical-mechanical 
treatment are

i  -  Q s - l Q l  r .  i r i \K.S -   -------—----  «¿>(., — 1) (51)
°b Qs

and

k s + =  ^ - a S ( s - i )  (52)
‘ b

where Q s is the partition function for a micelle of aggrega
tion number s . For the proper micelles eq 50 and 51 are 
practically equal if the two D m’s are properly defined. 12 

From eq 52 it follows that &s+ is somewhat smaller than the 
ordinary “diffusion controlled” value since there is free en
ergy barrier, A, to overcome before entering the micelle. 
However this barrier appears to be small.

III. Experim ental Results

The measurements were carried out using the same p- 
jump, T-jump, and shock tube apparatuses as in previous 
studies. 1,16 Sodium tetradecyl sulfate (STS) and sodium 
hexadecyl sulfate (SHS) were investigated for the first 
time. In addition our previous study on sodium dodecyl 
sulfate1 (SDS) was extended to include the effect of added 
NaCl on the observed relaxation processes. These last mea
surements were mostly performed by means of a T-jump 
with spectrophotometric detection. Since SDS does not 
show any absorption spectrum in the range of wavelengths 
available on our equipment, acridine orange was added to 
the detergent solution and used to monitor the relaxation 
processes. As was shown elsewhere, 17 the relaxation time 
obtained from the change of absorption or fluorescence of 
the dye + detergent solution with time is the same as for 
the micellar system in the absence of dye, when the ratio 
(detergent)/(dye) is large enough (i.e., 1 0 0  to 2 0 0  depend
ing on the ionic strength, detergent concentration, etc.).

The experimental error on the measured relaxation 
times is expected to be less than 1 0 %, except for the slow 
process of SHS where the error is about 20%. Indeed, owing 
to the limited solubility of this detergent, measurements 
had to be carried out at higher temperature, where the re
laxation signals had a small amplitude and overlapped with 
the time constant of the equipment.

All surfactants investigated in this work were gifts from 
Henkel (Düsseldorf, West Germany). They were purified 
by successive recrystallizations in water or in mixtures of 
water and alcohol. The critical micelle concentrations 
(cmc) were measured by conductivity. Their values agreed 
well with the known cmc values.

In all instances, two well separated relaxation times, tj 
and T2 with n  «  r2, have been detected, confirming our 
previous findings.1 ’16 The values of t \ and r2 for STS and 
SHS measured by means of the p-jump and shock-tube 
methods are given in Tables I and II. With these tech
niques the relaxation time r2 could be observed from the 
cmc up to about twice the cmc because the amplitude of 
the process became vanishingly small at higher concentra
tions. This, however, does not mean that the equilibrium 
responsible for r2 does not occur for these systems at higher 
concentration. Indeed the effect can be observed at such 
concentration when using a T-jump technique and moni

toring the micelle concentration change with a dye, as de
scribed above. It is likely that the conductivity change 
brought about by a p-jump is simply too small to result in a 
significant relaxation effect. The relaxation times that were 
observed using the T-jump equipment for large detergent 
concentrations and solutions that had excess added NaCl 
are given in Table III. In a few cases, relaxation times could 
be observed under identical experimental conditions by 
means of T-jump and p-jump, thereby giving additional ev
idence that the different techniques are indeed observing 
the same process.

In Figure 8 , the 1/ri values for STS and SHS are plotted 
on a double logarithmic scale against the total detergent 
concentration (Atot). Data from previous investigations on 
sodium hexyl sulfate and sodium heptyl sulfate by Rassing, 
Sams, and Wyn-Jones18 and on sodium dodecyl sulfate by 
Folger, Hoffmann, and Ulbricht16 are also shown. It is in
teresting to note that an almost linear plot results. The 
concentration dependence for a given detergent is so large 
that the 1 /rj values practically reach the beginning of the 
curve for the next shorter homologue when the concentra
tion is increased up to and above the cmc of the shorter 
homologue. This situation however appears to be peculiar 
to the alkyl sulfates. Measurements on potassium alkyl ear- 
boxylates20 were found to give different results.

It is apparent from Figure 8  that there are no data in the 
time range between 1 and 0.1 /usee. This is due to the im
possibility of carrying out relaxation experiments in this 
particular region with the techniques available in our labo
ratories. Because the 1 /n  values for the alkyl sulfates of in
termediate chain length (C9-C 1 1) fell between 0 .1  and 1 

¿¿sec, the l /n  values at the cmc for these detergents should 
have been obtained by extrapolating data from far above 
the cmc. In view of the possible curvature of the plot of 1/ri 
vs. Atot this procedure may lead to substantial errors. For 
these reasons it was decided not to use the extrapolated 
values of the intercept at the cmc, in our calculations.

As predicted by eq 2 1  and as previously experimentally 
observed16’18’20 the 1 /ri values increase more or less linear
ly with Atot from a finite value at the cmc. The rise is, how
ever, slightly faster than linear as shown in Figures 9 and 
10 for STS and SHS. The slight curvature seems also to be 
visible in some of the previous sound absorption measure
ments. 18 No attention was previously paid to this deviation 
from a straight line but the effect seems significant enough 
to deserve some comments in the Discussion section.

The 1 / t2 values are plotted in Figure 1 1  for STS and in 
Figure 1 2  for SDS. As predicted by eq 25 the l/r 2 values 
pass through a maximum with increasing Atot. Addition of
0.01 M NaCl shifts the maximum away from the cmc and 
lowers the l/r 2 values. For larger concentrations of NaCl, 
the 1 / t2 values increase with A tot. At constant Atot, l/r 2 

goes through a minimum as CNaCi is increased.
The slow relaxation time has recently been observed for 

sodium decyl sulfate (SDeS) by Yasunaga et al.31 Judging 
from the linear rise of l/r 2 with increasing Atot the experi
mental values were probably affected by the presence of 
impurities. Preliminary studies on SDeS that were made in 
our laboratory indicate that r2 is much shorter than re
ported31 and that its concentration dependence is similar 
to that of SDS.

IV. Evaluation of K inetic Param eters and Discussion

1. T h e  F a s t  P r o c e s s . Using eq 14 the parameters k~ / n  
and k ~  t o 2 can directly be determined from the slopes and
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TABLE I: Relaxation Times r, (/is) and T2 (ms) for STS at Different Temperatures and Total Concentrations

103 Atot, 
M

15 °C 20 °C 25 °C 30 °C 35 °C 40 °C 45 °C
L t2 T, T2 Tt t2 T, T2 Tt T j Ti

2.1 123 320 41 245 19 155 7 3.5
2.2 87 290 33 220 13.5 148 5.6 3.3
2.3 320 95 270 32 203 12 133 5.1 107 2.6
2.4 298 85 210 32 175 12 131 4.8 108 2.5 87
2.5 256 90 34 12 4.9 2.4
2.6 183 133 100 85 73
2.8 235 65 26 10 4.2 1.9
3.0 250 70 125 34 88 12 73 5.1 60 2 60
3.2 258 68 29 11 4.3 2
3.4 212 55 33 11
3.6 62 28
4.0 71 57 43 36 26
5.0 50 38 29 24 19
7.5 30 20 14 10 7

10 17 12 9 6

TABLE II: Relaxation Times T, (/us) and r2 (ms) for SHS at 
Different Temperatures and Total Concentrations

1 04 A*.* 30 °C 35 °C 40 °C 45 °C
M T, 2̂ n. 7”2 7\ 7-2
4.6 1780
5.0 1700 1340
5.4 1520 1150 993
5.8 1400 1120 945 58 807 34
6.2 1360 1030 950 40 735 29
6.6 1245 960 895 32 665 22
7.0 1135 870 780 28 603 22
8.0 937 740 673 29 613
9.0 850 440 667 180 530 40 430 24

10 760 350 580 185 470 39 365 21
11 640 165 500 108 403 33 325 26
12 450 1 1 1 330 35
20 280 200 143 114
30 144 135 105 100
50 90 70 53 38

TABLE III: 1/Tj Values (s~‘ ) for SDS at 20 °C at Different 
Concentrations and Ionic Strengths (NaCl)

cNaCl> M

0 IO“ 2 6  X IO" 2 IO ' 1 2 X IO“ 1

i o -2 550 23.8 0.89 4.27
2 X 10 ~ 2 261 16.6 1.23 7.07
3 X 10 ' 2 104 8 . 8 0.89 1.58 10.7
5 X IO" 2 2 0 2.7 0.87 2.24 2 0

intercepts at the cmc of the curves of Figures 9 and 10. The 
values are summarized in Table IV. Included in the table 
are data from previous measurements that had been inter
preted differently before. Values for k~/n were obtained 
for these systems from the slopes of 1/ ti vs. Atot plots, be
cause the k~/n values do not depend so critically on a small 
curvature. These values could be somewhat higher than 
would result if measurements close to the cmc had been 
available.

The values of n taken from the literature22 were used for 
the calculations of a and k~ from k~/n and k~ la2. The re
sults of these calculations are listed in Table IV, together 
with the values of the recombination rate constant k+ and 
of the cmc. k+ values were obtained from k~ and the cmc 
using the approximate equation

KfI
IS*C*1

107

106

10s

Ilf

to3

sound ~ absorption 
E Wyn-Jones et at'

Cj2 125°}

S
(

Cv. /

C/6OtW
/

• p-jump

;<?*■
Ato[(M/l)

IO'3 KT2 1CT1 1

Figure 8 . Variation of Mt  ̂ with Atot for a series of sodium alkyl sul
fates.

k+/k = 1/Ai - 1/cmc (53)

(a) Discussion of the k+ Values. The rate constants k+ 
in Table IV are all in the range expected for diffusion-con-
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Figure 10. Plot of 1 /r, vs. A,ot for SHS at different temperatures

trolled association reactions. This indicates that the free 
energy of activation A (see section 114) must be small (1 to 
2kT) in agreement with the results of calculations based on 
approximate values of micellar radii and effective cross sec
tional area per charged head group. They nevertheless 
show a noteworthy decrease with increasing length of the 
alkyl group. Only a small fraction of this decrease can be 
accounted for by the decrease of the detergent ion diffusion 
coefficient with increasing chain length. Indeed the limit
ing equivalent conductivities Xm° (which are proportional 
to the diffusion coefficients) of detergent ions increase23 by 
a factor of less than 2 when the number of carbon atoms of 
the chain length is reduced from 16 to 6, while k+ is in
creased by more than tenfold. It is likely that this increase 
is due in part to electrostatic effects. Indeed the k+ values 
of the short chain detergents were obtained at higher ionic 
strength because of their larger cmc. This should allow a 
better shielding of the micellar charge and consequently re
sult in a higher rate constant for the approach of the deter
gent ion to the micelle. The difference can also possibly be 
caused by a dependence on micelle size of the free energy 
barrier A (see end of section 114) that the hydrophobic tail 
of the approaching detergent ion must overcome before en
tering into the micelle. It seems reasonable to assume that 
this energy barrier increases with the size of the micelle 
owing to the tighter packing of larger micelles relative to 
small ones. In fact, approximate calculations support this 
assumption.

It is also worth noting that the k + values of Table IV are 
much larger than those obtained by Rassing, Sams, and 
Wyn-Jones18 from the interpretation that these authors 
gave to their ultrasonic absorption data on sodium alkyl 
sulfates. The difference is due to the fact that in their 
treatment of the fast process the slope of the plot of 1/ri vs. 
A tot gave directly k+, while with the theory given in section 
II the slope is k+/n.

(b) Discussion of the a Values. The a values increase 
with the length of the hydrophobic tail up to STS. Surpris
ingly the value of a for SHS is lower than for STS. The dif
ference appears to be larger than the error limits. The rea
son for this behavior is unclear at present. It is however 
noteworthy that the a/n values decrease with the number

; }  1 0 3 A f o t ( M / l )

0  2 2 5  3  35  4

Figure 11. Semilog plot of 1 /r 2 vs. Ato, for STS at different temper
atures.

Figure 12. Semilog plot of 1 /r2 vs. /4,ot for SDS at 20 °C and differ
ent concentrations of added NaCI.

m of carbon atoms of the hydrophobic tail. Thus, the mi
celles appear to become more monodisperse with increasing 
m and size in). It is interesting to note that the absolute 
values of o agree fairly well with values that have been esti
mated from theoretical considerations by Tanford.8

It is also worth noting that the theory that was proposed 
by Graber and Zana20b to explain sound absorption data 
for potassium alkyl carboxylate solutions gives the correct 
values of a even though the model used by these authors 
was oversimplified in comparison to the one presented in 
this paper. The interpretation of the data was based on the 
reaction

An-<, + 2o-Ai A.n+a (54)
k-

for which the authors derived the following expression of 
the relaxation time:

T l \ n A1 J (55)
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TABLE IV: Values of the Kinetic Parameters, Aggregation Numbers, Distribution 
Widths, and erne’s for Sodium Alkyl Sulfates at 25 °C

Surfactant3 k~/n, s_l k~/o2, s~‘ n 0 cmc, M k~, s_1 k+, M- s—1

NaC6S04 b 7 .8  X 1 0 7 3 .8  X 1 0 7 17 6 0 .4 2 1 .3 2  X 1 0 9 3.2  X 1 0 9
NaC7S04ft 3 .3  X 1 0 7 6 .9  X 1 0 6 22 10 0 .2 2 7 .3  X 1 0 s 3.3  X 1 0 9
NaC.SO/ 3.7  X 1 0 6 27 0 .1 3 1 .0  X 1 0 s 7.7 X 1 0 5
NaC9S04* 4 .2  X 1 0 6 33 6 x 1 0 - 2 1 .4  X 10* 2 .3  X 1 0 9
NaC10SO4 b 2 .2  X 1 0 6 

(4 0  °C)
41 3.3  X 1 0 - 2 9 X 1 0 7 2.7  x 1 0 9

NaC, ,S04 8 .2  X 1 0 5 52 1 .6  X 10 ~ 2 4 X 1 0 7 2 .6  X 1 0 9
NaC12S04 1 .6 5  X 1 0 5 6 X 1 0 4 64 13 8 .2  X 1 0 - 3 1.0  X 1 0 7 1 .2  X 1 0 9
NaC14S04 1 .2  X 1 0 4 2 .8  X 1 0 3 80 16 .5 2 .0 5  X 1 0 - 3 9 .6  X 1 0 s 4 .7  X 1 0 ”
NaC16S04 6 X 1 0 2 

(3 0  °C)
5 .5  X 1 0 2 100 11 4 .5  X 1 0 - 4 6 X 1 0 4 1 .3  X 10*

aCm refers to a hydrophobic tail CmH2m+l containing m carbon atoms. ftThe data relative to these detergents have been 
taken from ref 18 and 19 or calculated from the original data reported in these works.

Clearly this expression becomes identical with eq 14 
when k~ is replaced by k~/<r2. The concept that upon per
turbation micelles of size n +  tr disappear and new ones of 
size n — a are formed is included in reaction 54. The short
coming of this model was, of course, that this was formulat
ed to happen in one step while it really occurs in about cr2 
steps.

For a given ionic surfactant, the dispersity broadens with 
increasing temperature as can be seen from Figure 13 
where [(l/ri)/(fe- /<72)] -  1 has been plotted against Aexc/  
Ai. The slope of the curve gives directly a1 In. The reason 
for the increase of a2/n with temperature is not completely 
clear at present. It seems likely however that a2/n de
creases with increasing surface charge density of the mi
celle. Indeed micelles with a lower surface charge density, 
such as, alkylpyridinium iodides where the iodide strongly 
interacts with the pyridinium ion, have larger a2In values 
than the other ionic micelles where the charge transfer in
teraction is absent.24 In the absence of charge effects the 
equilibrium constants for the successive steps (reactions 1 ) 
are probably very close. This results in a broader distribu
tion curve than in the case where charge effects tend to 
minimize the equilibrium constants for small aggregates 
thereby resulting in a narrower distribution curve. These 
considerations make it understandable that any increase of 
interaction between the counterions and the ionic head 
groups by either special charge transfer effects or reduction 
of dielectric constant upon a temperature increase should 
have the same effect on a2In.

With the available information on k + and a that has 
been obtained for the most probable micelles it is also pos
sible to obtain some information about micelles with inter
mediate aggregation numbers. Because the distribution 
curve is of considerable width it is clear that the ratio A J  
A„_ i which is equal to KnA i, changes only slightly from 
unity for different aggregates at the distribution maximum. 
This means that the equilibrium constant Kn for the indi
vidual steps can also change no more than a few percent. 
Furthermore it is likely that the recombination rate con
stants ks+ for the different aggregates As are close to that 
for the most probable micelles because the incorporation of 
a monomer in the more loosely packed micelle cannot be 
more hindered than in the average size micelle that is more 
tightly packed. The consequence then would be that the 
ks~ values also would have to be about the same for the in
termediate micelles and the ks~/s values have to decrease 
as the number of monomers in the micelle increases. In 
other words, the lifetime of a monomer in a micelle de-

Figure 13. Plot of [(1/-rn)/(/c /<r2)] -  1 vs. a for SHS at different 
temperatures.

pends on the aggregation number s of the micelle. It in
creases linearly with s.

This behavior is exactly opposite to what has been as
sumed by Sams, Rassing, and Wyn-Jones19 in their inter
pretation of ultrasonic absorption data on sodium alkyl sul
fates.

(c) Discussion of the k~/n Values. The theoretical ex
pression of k~/n can readily be obtained from eq 50 where 
t is the change in total free energy from a state where the 
monomer is in its lowest energy in the micelle, i.e., the hy
drophobic tail is completely incorporated, to a state where 
the monomer is almost completely free, t is the sum of a 
hydrophobic energy ch and an electrostatic energy «g. Sev
eral studies have shown that eg increases linearly with the 
number m of carbon atoms.15 On the other hand, Tanford’s 
calculations8 indicate that eg depends on m but is small rel
ative to ch- These conditions are close to those for having a 
potential free energy V(x) varying linearly with x (see sec
tion 114) and thus h, should be practically independent of
m. On the other hand, it has been pointed out in the theo
retical section that Dm is close to the diffusion coefficient 
of the free detergent ion. Thus, Dm is proportional to the 
limiting equivalent conductivity Am° of the detergent ion. 
Therefore a plot of log k~/n\m° vs. m should yield a 
straight line. Figure 14 shows that this prediction is ful
filled both for potassium alkylcarboxylates and sodium 
alkyl sulfates. The slope of this line is about 0.5. This value 
is very close to that which can be calculated by taking15
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0 10 15

Figure 14. Plot of log (k~/n\m° ) vs. the number m of carbon atoms 
of the hydrophobic tail for sodium alkyl sulfates (O) and potassium 
alkyl carboxylates (X). These last results are from the data reported 
in ref 2 0 .

{ ~  eH = constant + 1.15kT(m — 1)

This result a posteriori confirms Tanford’s calculations 
that

I m \ »  | «e |

(d) Thermodynamics of the Exchange Process. The re
sults presented in section IVIa have clearly shown that the 
exchange process is diffusion controlled. Therefore in Fig
ure 7, the free energy of activation for the association reac
tion should essentially be due to the change of the viscosity 
of water with temperature, in addition to the free energy 
term A mentioned in section 114 and which has been found 
to be small.

Free Energy Change. The equilibrium constant for the 
exchange process, expressed in liter per mole of detergent, 
is given by

K = k+ 
k~ /n

n
Â7

n
cmc

(56)

celle (see Figure 7). The factor TVa/ 1000, where N\ is Avo- 
gadro’s number, has been introduced to express k+ in 
mol-1 s-1. Note that eq 57 is strictly valid only for small 
concentrations. For higher concentrations, Debye-Hiickel 
terms that account for the shielding of the micellar charge 
through ionic strength would have to be included.

From eq 50 and 57, with s = n and assuming l0 = lb, one 
obtains

TV ^ (n~ l)(boN/A x/ \ /nml
K ~ ------1000----- exp [(e-«])/i?T ] (58)

Thus, the total free energy change AG for the incorpora
tion of one detergent ion is given by

AG = -R T  In K = -R T  In S^ -U l*aN* _  (f _  ) (59)
1000

S(n-i) is the surface area of the micelle with the aggrega
tion number n — 1 . Calculations performed with the as
sumption that the radius of this micelle is close to the 
length l of the hydrophobic tail, and with a ~  1 and ly, ~
1.1 A indicate that the first term on the right-hand side of 
eq 59 is small as compared to AG (see Table V). It is under
stood however that because the radius of the micelle de
pends on m, this term can change with chain length. The 
actual change appears to be not more than 2RT when m is 
increased from 6 to 16 (see Table V).

It is possible to determine ce + (y from the difference be
tween AG and ch for different m values. These values have 
been calculated and are given in Table V. They indicate an 
increase of ce + from m = 6 to m = 16. It is likely that 
most of this energy is associated with cj and that ce is rath
er small. The explanation for it may be that the average 
distance of the head group to the micelle center does not 
change much during the dissociation process. This can also 
be inferred from measurements on the effect of added 
NaCl on tj. A s seen from Figure 15 both k~fa2 and k~/n 
are affected only slightly by addition of 0.01 M NaCl to 
SDS solution, while the effect on the cmc and on k+ seems 
to be more marked. Unpublished results on potassium de- 
canoate show the same behavior.

Enthalpy Change. Expressing c as

c = AH -  TAS (60)

and assuming for Dm an Arrhenius-type temperature de
pendence

Dm = Dm°e-^r>/RT (61)

eq 50 becomes
k~ D °
------ =  m e &S/Re -(A H + A H p )/ R T  ( 0 2 )

n lb2

The factor n has been introduced to account for the fact 
that there are n possibilities for the dissociation of one de
tergent ion from the micelle of aggregation number n.

For neutral detergents, the rate constants k+ and k~ are 
given by eq 50 and 52. In the case of a charged surfactant, 
eq 52 must be modified because the monomer has to over
come an electrostatic repulsion during its approach to the 
micellar surface. The rate constant k+ can then be approxi
mated by

k+ = - a g  e - t l / R T  ( 5 7 )
lb 1000 1 '

where ei is the electrostatic free energy for the transfer of a 
monomer from infinite dilution to the surface of the mi

This equation predicts a linear variation of In (k~/n) 
with 1/T, as is experimentally found (see Figure 16). The 
slope of the lines in Figure 16 give the sum (AH + AHu). 
The value of AHd can be determined independently from 
the temperature dependence of Dm and thus AH can be 
calculated. The values are given in Table VI. Strictly 
speaking the AH’s are activation enthalpies. However when 
considering the meaning given to e it is clear that the AH’s 
also represent the enthalpy change for the transfer of a de
tergent molecule or ion from the micellar surface to the mi
cellar interior. This quantity is very close to that for the 
transfer of the same molecule or ion from the bulk of the 
solution to the interior of the most stable micelle. It is 
noteworthy that the AH values are directly derived from
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TABLE V : Thermodynamic Quantities (in kcal/mol of 
Monomer) for the Incorporation of a Monomer into 
Sodium Alkyl Sulfate Micelles

RT lnS(j_j)
X lbOiNA b

m A G« 10 3 eHc eE + e,
6 - 2.2 - 0.2 -5 .5 3.1
8 -3 .2 0.05 -6 .9 3.75

10 -4 .3 0.3 -8 .3 4.3
12 -5 .4 0.5 -9 .7 4.8
14 -6 .4 0.7 —1 1 .1 5.4
16 -7 .4 O.85 —12.5 5.95

a Calculated according to eq 56 and 59. b Calculated with
the assumption that a = 1 and /b = 1 .1  A. The surface area
S(s_ | ) has been set equal to 4ïïP, where the length l of the 
hydrophobic tail is given by 1 (Â) = 1.5 + 1.265m (see C. 
Tanford, J. Phys. Chem., 76, 3020 (1972)). c Calculated ac
cording to eq 11 in C. Tanford, J. Phys. Chem., 78, 2469 
(1974). The positive sign is due to the fact that in the the
ory of section 114, e corresponds to the free energy of dis
sociation while Tanford’s equation gives the free energy of 
association.

Figure 15. Plot of 1 / t -i vs. /4to, for SDS at 15 °C with and without 
added NaCl.

k~/n values that have been obtained experimentally. There 
is evidence that n changes with temperature25’26 but this 
change is already contained in the k~/n values.

The AH values are composed of a hydrophobic and an 
electrostatic part. The results of Figure 14 indicate that the 
electrostatic contribution to e is small and it is therefore 
likely that the electrostatic contribution (A H e ) to AH is 
small also, if not completely negligible. Therefore AH es
sentially represents the hydrophobic contribution to the 
heat of reaction for the incorporation of a detergent ion to a 
stable micelle. The results of Table VI show that AH in
creases linearly with m.

As seen from the Table VI, the incorporation process is 
exothermic which may, at first sight, look rather surprising 
because it is known27 from calorimetric measurement that 
the heat of micelle formation (A H m ) for the overall process 
is small and sometimes even endothermic. Note however 
that AHm is an average heat of formation, the averaging 
being done on the heat of each elementary step of associa
tion AHs of one detergent ion to a micelle As. There is thus

TABLE VI: Thermodynamic Parameters (kcal/mol) for the 
Formation of the Nucleus (subscript N )a and the Transfer 
of a Monomer from the Surface of the Micelle into the 
Micelle (no Subscript) for Sodium Alkyl Sulfates
m A Gn,b A Hn,c TASN ed A H* TAS

8
12 -7 .6 33 40.6 —7.5

- 1 .6f 
-4 .3 3.2

14 - 11 .2 33 44.2 -9 .1 -5 .2 3.9
16 —17.7 30.5 48.2 -10 .9 -7 .5 3.4

a The values of the thermodynamic parameters for the nu
cleus formation are expressed in kilocalories per mole of 
nucleus. The nucleus contains about seven monomers for 
SDS and STS. The other quantities are in kilocalories per 
mole of monomer. b Calculated from (AGN = — RT In 
Ar/A ,r). The values_of R are those determined in section 
IV2a. The values of Ar are calculated according to eq 28 
with l = 1 and k f  = k~. It has also been assumed that r = 7 
for SHS. c Calculated from the slope of the plot of In ( l /r 2) 
vs. 1 IT. d Calculated from eq 50 using the k~/n values of 
Table IV and /0 = ib = 1 .1  A and Dm = 2.66 X 10~7 Xm°
(R. A. Robinson and R. H. Stokes, “ Electrolyte Solutions” , 
2nd ed, Butterworths, London, 1970, p 317). e Calculated 
from the slopes of the lines of Figure 16, and using the 
value AHq = 4.2 kcal/mol, obtained from the data listed by
G. S. Kell, Water, Compr. Treatise, 1, 404 (1972). A cor
rection of 0.6 kcal/mol has been made to the slopes to ac
count for the fact that we have plotted log k~/n instead of 
log k~/nT vs. 1 /T on Figure 16. /  Value calculated from the 
ultrasonic absorption data in ref 19.

Figure 16. Plot of log (k In) vs. MT for several sodium alkyl sul
fates.

a basic difference between AH, as obtained in this work, 
and AHm-

The question which then arises is that of the nature of 
the other processes with an endothermic heat of reaction, 
which balance the exothermic heat of reaction for the in
corporation of a detergent ion into a stable micelle. Such 
processes cannot be due to counterion “ binding” to the mi
celle surface. Indeed the electrostatic energy associated 
with this binding is largely compensated by that involved 
in the approach of a detergent ion to the micelle surface. 
One is thus led to assume that the value of AH must de
pend very much on s and can even change sign. In fact, as
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will be shown below, the reaction of formation of very small 
aggregates is endothermic. It is then clear that the associa
tion reactions (1) are characterized by positive AH values 
that become smaller with increasing s and finally negative 
for the stable micelles. The average of all these individual 
contributions (A H m ) is close to zero, sometimes slightly 
positive or slightly negative, as indicated by the tempera
ture dependence of the cmc.

Additional experimental evidence strongly supports our 
contention of the existence of fairly large AH’s for the asso
ciation steps at the maximum and minimum of the distri
bution curve. This evidence is found in the fact that a T- 
jump can give rise to large perturbations of micellar equi
libria. (In ref 1, results were reported showing that T- 
jumps as small as 0.1 °C still result in detectable relaxation 
signals). After recalling that a T-jump results in the pertur
bation of chemical equilibria only if those are accompanied 
by nonnegligible enthalpy changes, one is led to the conclu
sion that indeed sizable AH’s must be associated with mi
cellar association steps.

The consequence of a negative AH and a small AHe is 
that the equilibrium constant K a = ks+/(ks~/s) for a given 
s is decreasing with increasing temperature. From the tem
perature dependence of the cmc, on the other hand, we 
know that K/n changes very little. It must therefore be 
concluded that n decreases with increasing temperature, in 
agreement with previous results by other techniques.25’26

2. The Slow Process. The slow relaxation process has 
been observed only with jump techniques and detergents 
with ten or more carbon atoms. In all sound absorption 
measurements only the fast process was detected. On the 
basis of the above theory and the experimental evidence for 
long chain detergents, the slow process must also be 
present for shorter detergents. This process may be more 
difficult to detect because its amplitude may be very small. 
Also for shorter detergents the relaxation times r\ and T2 
may be much closer than for long chain detergents and it 
may become difficult to separate the two processes in the 
case of sound absorption data. The amplitude of the ultra
sonic relaxation should show the same concentration de
pendence as p-jump relaxation amplitudes because for 
both methods the amplitudes are related to the volume 
change AV of the process. The relaxation amplitude as 
measured by the p-jump with a conductivity readout shows 
a sharp maximum at about 1 .2- 1 .3 cmc, and the effect 
practically disappears at about twice the cmc. For this rea
son the sound absorption data should be carefully analyzed 
close to the cmc for the existence of a second relaxation 
process. Unfortunately, this is the concentration range 
where, for most of the systems, few measurements have 
been carried out. However, based on the available data for 
long chain detergents it is possible to extrapolate T2 values 
for short detergents from the 1 / t2 plot against the number 
of carbon atoms m (see Figure 17).

(a) Counterion Dependence of r2. As shown in Figure 18, 
the values of t2 are extremely sensitive to a change in 
added salt concentration. For both SDS and STS at a given 
A tot a tenfold increase of r2 resulted from an addition of 
NaCl at a concentration cNaci equivalent to the cmc of the 
salt-free detergent. The fact that the change of r2 is not 
proportional to CNaCi but rather to the ratio CNaci/cmc is in
dicative that the change of T2 is not directly a consequence 
of a salt effect in which a particular rate constant for 
charged particles is affected by the ionic strength. That the 
situation must be more complicated is also indicated by the

Figure 17. Plot of log (1/rdcmo and log (1 /r2)cmc vs. the number m 
of carbon atoms of the hydrophobic tail for several sodium alkyl sul
fates at 25 °C.

Figure 18. Plot of log 1 /r2 vs. the concentration of added NaCl for 
STS with Aot =  2.3 X 10~ 3 M at different temperatures.

large change in the relaxation times. Equation 25 can be 
rearranged to

TI * M * - i ) + 7 v l
which clearly shows that the large change in l /r 2 for a given 
A tot must find its origin in R. Indeed it is known28 that n 
increases somewhat when CNaCi is raised to 0.1 N. For small 
additions of NaCl of Figure 18 it can however be assumed 
that both n and o2/n remain approximately constant. Thus 
the increase of r2 can be totally attributed to an increase of 
R with CNaCi- Seen from Figure 18 the added salt does not 
affect the temperature dependence of l /r 2, i.e., of R until 
the salt concentration reaches fairly high values (>0.05 N).

In addition to the high sensitivity of l /r 2 to ionic 
strength, and to Atot and T (as is shown below) it has pre
viously been observed1’16 that 1/ t2 also changes drastically 
if small amounts of other surfactants and impurities are 
present into the solution. These changes can also be viewed 
as a change of R.
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The results of Figure 18 make it possible to evaluate the 
average aggregation number r of the micellar species at the 
minimum of the distribution curve. Indeed, since n and 
a1 In are expected to change only little for the small addi
tions of NaCl involved in Figure 18, one can write for the 
values of 1/ t2 at two ionic strengths I and II (corresponding 
to CNaCi = 0 and, e.g., CNaCi = 2 X 10~3 M), at Atot close to 
the cmc

(1/ t2)i ^  fliiQAi)u ^  (fer~^r)i(Ai)n 
(1/ t2)ii # i(A i)i (fer~Ar)n(Ai)i

where the last step follows from eq 28, assuming that the 
length of the narrow passage and the value of r do not de
pend on CNaci at the very low ionic strengths used in these 
experiments. For such very small changes of ionic strength 
one should also expect a negligible variation of kr~, be
cause the dissociation rate constant does not show any ex
treme dependence on aggregation number (see end of sec
tion IVlb) or T. Therefore, to a first approximation one 
has (kr~)i = (kr~)n. It is thus clear that the sensitivity of T2 
on CNaci results from that of Ar. On the other hand, since 
all reaction steps such as reaction 1 obey the mass action 
law, one can write

Ar ~ ~r~ A ir f l  Kt* (65)
Jr 1 = 2

where n -=2 Ki* is the overall equilibrium constant at zero 
ionic strength and f\ and fr the activity coefficients of Aj 
and Ar. The equation makes it clear that every effect that 
changes Ax causes a change in Ar that is proportional to the 
ith power of the change of Ax. The large change of r2 with 
the added NaCl can thus be simply explained. The combi
nation of eq 64 and 65 results in

(1 / T2)i _  (Air~1)i( /i7 /r)i
(1/ t2)ii (Air - 1)n(/ir//r)ll

The activity coefficients can be calculated using the ex
tended Debye-Hiickel or Fuoss equations. However, for a 
rough estimation of r and small cNaCl the activity coeffi
cients may be set equal to 1 so that eq 66 yields

log [(1 /t2)i/( 1 /t2 )ii] 

log [(Ai)i/(Ai)n]
The values of l /r 2 at the chosen ionic strengths I and II can 
be taken from the results of Figure 18. On the other hand, 
the logarithm of the cmc is known29 to vary linearly with 
the logarithm of the counterion concentration, and thus Ai 
~  cmc can be obtained at any value of the ionic strength. 
For SDS and STS, using data at CNaCi = 0 and cn3ci = 2  X 
10~3 M, we found r ^ 7 .

(b) Concentration Dependence of r2. Using the values of 
a and n from Table IV, the “ resistance” R can be deter
mined from the r2 values for various concentrations using 
eq 68 obtained from eq 18, assuming that only monomers 
are present in region 1 .

(68)
t 2 Rc$ A i  T  <t2C3

The values of R for SDS are given in Tables VII and 
VIII. R is not constant but first decreases and then in
creases with increasing Atot. Thus, the 1/ t2 values fall off 
faster with A t01 than they would for a constant R. It could 
of course be argued that the falloff is really caused by an 
increase of a. This is unlikely, however, because a would 
have to increase unrealistically much to account for the

data. The o2/n values depend only slightly on Atot as we 
have seen from rj. This leaves no doubt that R really is in
creasing with Atot- This increase can be understood in the 
same manner as the change of R with ionic strength. When 
Atot is increased above the cmc, micelles are formed from 
which counterions are partially dissociated. As a conse
quence the concentration of Na+ ions increases with Atot 
which in turn lowers the cmc, increases R and reduces l /r 2.

The data would make it possible to calculate cmc values 
and hence Ax values for different Atot values above the 
cmc. This effect causes 1/ri to rise faster than expected 
from eq 14 and thus may explain the deviation from a 
straight line in the 1/t\ v s . Atot plots. The conclusion that 
A i is decreasing above the cmc with Atot has already been 
proposed by other workers from other evidence.30 Never
theless, the fact is not commonly accepted. Very recently, 
Tanford8 in a detailed theoretical treatment of the micelle 
formation assumed an increase of Ai with Atot- Our data 
provide convincing evidence that the reverse is true.

(c) Temperature Dependence of r2, and Thermodynam
ics of the Micellization-Dissolution Process. The tempera
ture dependence of t2 was found to be unusually strong for 
a relatively fast process, and to be practically independent 
of Atot- This appears to indicate that it arises from R. Actu
ally, the sensitivity of R to temperature is even somewhat 
higher than expressed by r2_1, because at Atot close to the 
cmc, eq 63 yields

R = n2/AxT2 1 (69)

and n2/Ax decreases with increasing temperature at least 
for SDS.25 The temperature dependence of R and thus of 
r2-1  can easily be explained. Indeed, when using the ap
proximate expression 28 for R and expression 65 for Ar, it 
becomes clear that only modest temperature dependences 
of the individual K  values are required to lead to a dramat
ic change of Ar, even when Ax is kept constant. The use of 
eq 28 and 65 also shows that the temperature dependence 
of T2_1 gives a quantity which is close to the total heat of 
formation of the aggregate Ar at the minimum of the distri
bution curve. This aggregate can be called the nucleus for 
micelle formation because, kinetically speaking, it is the 
first one that is large enough to have a better chance to 
grow than to dissociate back into monomers. The equilibri
um constants for aggregates smaller than the nucleus are 
smaller than Kr at the nucleus, which is equal to 1/cmc. 
The equilibrium constants increase rather rapidly with T 
and shall successively reach the values of 1/cmc which is 
also increasing with T but not as fast. It follows therefore, 
that the critical size of the nucleus is decreasing with in
creasing T. In the extreme, the size of the nucleus can only 
be reduced to two monomers. This state is probably being 
approached for high temperatures. At each temperature 
where the nucleus becomes smaller, the heat of reaction 
and hence the temperature dependence of l /r 2 should de
crease. Unpublished measurements do indeed show that 
the temperature dependence for high temperatures is low
ered in comparison to low temperatures. When the size of 
the nucleus is reduced, the Atot dependence for a given 
temperature is also affected.

The thermodynamic quantities that have been evaluated 
for the studied systems are listed in Table VI. The values 
of the enthalpy of formation of the nucleus, AHn, are large 
because they correspond to a reaction which involve several 
(r = 7) detergent ions. The most striking fact however is
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TABLE VII: Values of R for SDS as Determined from the Relaxation Times r2 Assuming n = 64, 0 = 13, and cmc =
8.3 X 1 0 "3 M at 20 °C

10JA tot, M 0.9 1 1.2 1.4
R, s M_1 960 630 470 400
1 0 5c 3 , M l .l 2.65 5.8 8.9

TABLE VIII: Values of R for SDS (Ato, = 1.2 X 10 2 M)
for Different Temperatures

i ,"C 25 20 15 10 5
R,a s M -1 180 470 1190 3640 9850
R b  s M -1 165 470 1280 4450 13100

a Assuming constant n and 0  values, b Assuming n and 0
values that change somewhat with temperature.

that the AHn values are all positive. We realize that the 
calculations which have led to these values are only semi- 
quantitative but the approximations involved do not affect 
the sign of the calculated values. On the other hand, it is 
likely that these values do not change abruptly in sign and 
magnitude when aggregates larger than the nucleus are con
sidered. It is therefore realistic to assume that the further 
steps of growth of the nucleus are also endothermic. On the 
other hand, we have obtained negative enthalpy of associa
tion (AH) of a monomer to the stable micelles. The results 
therefore indicate that aggregation starts with positive en
thalpy of association that becomes smaller with increasing 
size of the aggregates. At intermediate aggregation number 
the enthalpies of association are close to zero and finally for 
the stable micelles the enthalpies of association are nega
tive. As a consequence the total heat of reaction for micelli- 
zation is rather small as shown by calorimetric measure
ments.15 At the present time we can offer no quantitative 
explanation of the change of AH with aggregate size. It is 
likely, however, that the decrease of the surface to volume 
ratio upon growth of the aggregate, and changes in the 
packing of solvent and solute molecules as the aggregate 
grows, must be involved in this change.16

(d) Change of 1/ t2 at High Concentration of NaCl. For 
sodium alkyl sulfates, at a given Atot, I/V2 was always found 
to decrease with increasing CNaCi, as long as CNaCi < 0.03 M. 
For higher CNaCi, 1/T2 starts rising again. Two antagonistic 
effects are probably responsible for this behavior. The de
crease of l /r 2 can be explained by a lowering of the cmc 
with increasing CNaCi- Indeed, one has

J_ 1

T2 RA\
À i ' " 1 (70)

2 2.5 3 4 7
400 525 570 990 3430
18.7 26 34 49.5 96

Figure 19. Plot of log [(1/r2)(1/T)] vs. 1/7" for SDS in the absence 
of NaCl, (A) Atot =  1.4 X 1CT2 M, and (+) 7 X 10“2 M; (X) at ionic 
strength 0.06 M NaCl (Atot = 0.025 M); and (O) at ionic strength 0.2 
M NaCl (Atot = 0.025 M). The relaxation times are in s-1 . The right 
ordinate scale is relative to the results in the absence of NaCl and 
Aot = 1.4 X 10-2 M, and which have been obtained by p-jump. All 
other results have been obtained by T-jump.

Ar = K / A / cks?  (71)

where /3 is the number of counterions bound on the nucleus 
Ar' and K /  is the equilibrium constant for the association 
reaction of r' monomers and /? counterions. The increase of 
CNa may easily overcompensate the decrease of A , upon in
creasing CNaCi-

The temperature dependence of t2~' has been investi
gated for SDS at various ionic strengths (see Figure 19). 
The value of AHn was thus found to decrease from 33 kcal/  
mol in the absence of NaCl to 13 kcal/mol at CNaCi = 0.2 M. 
In view of this result, it is likely that the size of the nucleus 
is reduced upon increasing CNaCi.

(e) Ratio of the Two Relaxation Times at the cmc. 
Equations 14 and 18 now become

However, the cmc keeps decreasing with increasing CNaCi 
when I /7-2 is already increasing. The first effect must there
fore be overcompensated by a second one at higher CNaCi- 
The upward trend of l /r 2 could be thought of as being 
caused by the increase of n with CNaCi-30 However in the 
case of SDS, the values of n that have been determined for 
different CNaCi do not permit a quantitative prediction of 
the increase of l /r 2 and this explanation must be discarded. 
A more likely explanation is that micelles are formed via a 
different type of nucleus at high CNaCi- Indeed at low salt 
concentration the nucleus is probably completely dissociat
ed. As the salt concentration is increased, it becomes likely 
that the charge of the nucleus will be partly compensated 
by the binding of counterions. At the same time the size of 
the nucleus may change from r to r\ The concentration of 
this new nucleus Ar' in R is given by

(1/ Tl)cmc = k fa2

and

( l / r 2 )cm c “  l/ f ^ C 3

Using eq 22 and the approximate equation 

R = l/k~Ar

with
in -  r)2

Ar — Age
2 a2

and
. Aexc 1 A0 = -

x/ihr<T

(72)
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one obtains
fl/ri"| V 2tt (n — r)2
L  1 / t 2  Jcmc —  a e x p  2 <t 2

(73)

For a given chain length the ratio of the two reciprocal 
relaxation times can decrease or increase with increasing 
temperature, depending on the change of (n — r)/a with T.

On the other hand, Figure 17 shows that (1 / ti) /(1 / t2) in
creases with chain length which indicates according to eq 
73 that (n — r)/a increases with chain length. In a first ap
proximation this may be taken as indicating that r does not 
drastically change with chain length.

Conclusions

The complex concentration, temperature, hydrophobic 
tail length, and counterion dependence of the two relaxa
tion times that have been observed in micellar solutions of 
sodium alkyl sulfates can be quantitatively understood on 
the basis of the theory developed by Aniansson and Wall. 
The theory has been used to obtain kinetic and thermody
namic information that were thus far not available and 
could not be obtained by other methods.

The following parameters have been determined for sev
eral systems; n/k~, the lifetime of a surfactant molecule in 
the micelle; a, characteristic width of the micellar distribu
tion curve; AH, AS, reaction enthalpy and entropy for the 
incorporation of a monomer from the aqueous phase into 
the stable micelles; r, the aggregation number of the aggre
gate at the distribution minimum; Ar, the concentration at 
the distribution minimum; AGn,ASn,A.Hn, thermodynam
ic quantities for the formation of the aggregate at the mini
mum of the distribution curve (nucleus of the micelle).
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Appendix I. List of Symbols

cmc critical micellization concentration
Ax free surfactant molecule or ion (mono

mer); Ai, concentration of free surfac
tant.

As aggregate or micelle containing s surfac
tant molecules or ions; As, molar concen
tration of this aggregate

A tot (= Ai + 2 sAs) total surfactant concen
tration expressed in mole of surfactant 
per liter

Aexc (= Atot — Ai) concentration of micellized 
surfactant in mole of surfactant per liter

a (Aexc/A l)
relative deviation from equilibrium for 
the concentration of aggregate As, fol
lowing a perturbation

S,j aggregation number
n = n3 average aggregation number
r value of s at the minimum of the distri

bution curve
a width of the micellar distribution curve
ks+ association rate constant of a surfactant 

molecule to aggregate As- i

ks

k+, k

Js

D
l

x

A

V(x)

t
fH, CE

Cl

AG

AH, AS

AGn, AHn, 
ASn

lb

Dm

m

Tu T2

dissociation rate constant of a surfactant 
molecule from the aggregate As 
association and dissociation rate con
stants in the region of proper micelle (in
dependent of s)
net number of aggregate passing per unit 
time from aggregation number s — 1 to s 
diffusion constant
length of the narrow passage (eq 23); 
total length of the hydrophobic tail of the 
surfactant molecule (sections 114 and IV) 
coordinate along the tube of the diffusion 
analog of the slow process; length of the 
hydrophobic tail outside the micelle (sec
tion 114)
free energy decrease per monomer due to 
the increased freedom of a monomer dis
sociating from the micelle and of the re
maining hydrophilic head groups in the 
micelle
free energy involved in the dissociation of 
a monomer from the micelle 
maximum value of V(x): e = V(x)x=i 
contributions of hydrophobic and elec
trostatic interactions to < 
free energy for the transfer of a monomer 
from infinite distance to the micelle, to a 
state where the tip of its hydrophobic tail 
is in contact with the micellar surface 
total free energy for the incorporation of 
one detergent ion to the most stable mi
celle
enthalpy and entropy changes for the in
corporation of one detergent ion to the 
most stable micelle
analog quantities for the formation of the 
aggregate at the minimum of the distri
bution curve (nucleus). These quantities 
are expressed in kcal/mol of nucleus 
width of the free energy barrier for the 
dissociation process kT below its maxi
mum value e
diffusion coefficient of a dissociating mo
nomer. Its value is very close to that of a 
free monomer and thus proportional to 
the equivalent conductivity \m° of the 
free monomer.
number of carbon atoms of the hydro- 
phobic tail
relaxation times associated with the fast 
process and the slow process
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Relative Roles of Ensemble Constraints vs. Cross Sections in Hydrogen Dissociation
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By extrapolation, values for the initial dissociation rate constants of hydrogen, infinitely diluted in inert 
gases, are now available; a preliminary value for D2 (in Ar) has also been reported. These results provide 
idealized cases for computer modeling of the dissociation of a diatomic species in the strictly bimolecular 
regime, catalyzed by a single collider species and uncomplicated by extraneous reactions. Extrapolated re
sults for pure hydrogen, again at very low levels of dissociation, permit one to inquire whether u-u energy 
transfer rates play a significant role in the currently well-documented discrepancies between the experi
mental activation energies (E&) and the magnitude of the dissociation energy (Do) as determined from 
spectroscopic data. We summarized our results in the form of answers to eight specific questions, support
ed by suitably selected plots which clearly show the evolution of state populations, and the relations be
tween the three time regimes which characterize the drift of a suddenly perturbed system to its equilibrium 
condition. The following points, although not new to this analysis, are of particular interest; (i) the distinc
tion between the total unidirectional flux coefficient (*d) and k(l is clearly demonstrated; (ii) the system 
does obey the conventional phenomenological rate equation; (iii) the so called “ depletion” of the upper vi
brational state populations solely does not account for Ea < D0; (iv) the high value reported for Ea (H2 + 
H2 -*■ 2H + H2) provides a supporting argument for the importance of rotation-vibration coupling in the 
dissociation of highly energized molecules.

Introduction

Conceptually, the simplest collision induced dissociation 
is that of H2 via encounters with a zero group element. The 
rates, at very low extent of dissociation, for hydrogen high
ly diluted in Ar have been carefully measured by Breshears 
and Bird,1 and preliminary values for the dissociation of 
deuterium are also available.2 The reported rate constants 
are, respectively

&dAr(H2) = 9.35 X 1013 exp(—88 900/RT) cm3 mol“ 1 s“ 1
(la)

&dAr(D2) = 1.45 X 1014 exp(—93 400/RT) cm3 mol“ 1 s" 1
(lb)

In both experiments shock tube techniques were utilized, 
covering the temperature range 2000-8000 K, but different 
diagnostics were used to measure progress of the reaction. 
The dependence of the overall rate on the H2/Ar ratio and
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on the extent of dissociation permitted the partition of the 
measured rate1 into contributions due to Ar, H2, and H as 
colliders. The following conclusions are consistent with 
these data, (a) For any collider, the rate is adequately rep
resented by the phenomenological rate expression

d[H2]
di

= fedX[X] [H2] - (2)

over the time periods explored in these experiments (~4- 
100 (as), (b) For a mixed batch of collision partners the con
tribution of each to the net rate is linearly additive (mole 
fraction x): £d,net = 2^dXXx • (c) The activation energy [in 
this discussion E3 refers exclusively to the experimentally 
derived quantity: -R  d In kJA{\/T)] is approximately 89 
kcal/mol for H2 when the collision partners are atoms (H, 
Ar, Xr), and «105 kcal/mol for H2 when the collision part
ners is another molecule of hydrogen; for D2, £’a *  93 kcal/ 
mol with Ar as a collision partner;2 Do°(H2) = 103.24 and 
Oo°(D2) = 105.02 kcal/mol.

Direct measurement of the inverse three-body recombi
nation rates (H + H + X  -*  H2 + X) with X  = Ar, H2, SFe, 
etc. have been reported by Kaufman et al.3 over the tem
perature range 300-77 K; a few values are also available for 
D + D + D2 -*■ 2D2. The rate constants were found to in
crease with decreasing temperature (approximately as 
T ~°-8 for Ar and T -0-60 for H2), and can be connected to 
those derived from the dissociation rate constants mea
sured in the shock tube experiments1 via an extension of 
Keck’s phase-space theory.4

Development of a theory for this simple kinetic process 
proved to be both difficult and involved. As do all chemical 
kinetic problems this one consists of three distinct parts: (i) 
calculation of the three-dimensional potential energy sur
face for H2 + X; (ii) computation of the collision dynamics, 
preferably the quantum mechanical cross section a(g, b; v, 
J; ep); that is, the cross section for dissociation from a spec
ified initial set of states, to produce 2H + X in specified 
states (designated by ep); and (iii) solution of the master 
equation for the time evolution of the state populations in 
the ensemble. Only recently has an attempt been made to 
consider in some detail steps (i) and (ii) for H2 + He —► 2H 
+ He,5 and for the inverse process H + H + H —►H2 + H.6 
The published treatments of (iii)7 are encumbered by com
putational difficulties; the approximations generally intro
duced do not permit one to assess the sensitivity of the 
overall system to the individual features of the models pro
posed. We note that the lowest upper-bound estimates pro
vided by Keck’s formulation for three-body recombinations 
have been corrected by Shui, Appleton, and Keck8 to allow 
for the more probable redissociation of diatoms generated 
in the upper vibrational states, and for departure of vibra
tional level populations from Boltzmann distributions. We 
undertook a computer analysis to answer some clearly 
posed questions which depend on the time evolution of 
populations, taking for granted that the cross sections were 
derived from other sources. Some but not all of these ques
tions have been treated in the large number of discussions 
published to date on collision induced dissociations of di
atomics; reference to these will be indicated. The reader is 
also directed to earlier papers and to a number of recent 
ones.9-14

To focus attention on the critical ensemble features we 
list the following questions (some of these were explicitly, 
others implicitly, discussed previously).7

(I) At what stage in the statistical evolution of the popu

lations of the vibrational states does the phenomenological 
rate equation become valid? How large are the differences 
between the measured rate constants and the unidirection
al flux coefficients, for the forward and reverse processes, 
defined as

L*„,d[H 2"][Ar] Z  *„,a[Hj2[Ar]

M d =  Z  [H2u][Ar] ! [H]2[Ar] (3)
V

Thus (*)d is a measure of the average (over v) cross section 
for dissociation (unidirectional), while ( x ) a is the corre
sponding quantity for the unidirectional association to the 
various vibrational states.

(II) How large are the induced departures from a 
Boltzmann distribution over vibrational state populations, 
at a time when depopulation of vibrational states via disso
ciation becomes comparable to the repopulation of states 
via collisional vibrational energy transfer?

(III) At what stage of the approach of the system to equi
librium does the reverse flux attain a significant level, e.g., 
10% of the dissociation flux, and over what time regime is a 
steady state condition approximately valid? Since various 
criteria have been proposed for the steady state condition, 
we may: (a) apply that term to any species individually, 
when the net rate of change of its mole fraction is small 
compared with the one-way flux rates for its production 
and destruction; (b) use that term in a purely mathematical 
context; i.e., to specify that the solutions for a set of cou
pled differential equations, obtained by setting to zero the 
net rates of change of selected species, are acceptably close 
to the correct solutions; (c) specify a criterion for the en
semble as a whole; that is, require that there be a time to 
such that for any t > to the ratio [nu(t) -  n0(°°)]/[rc„,(i) — 
nw (<*>)] remains constant for all v, w.

(IV) Are the observed Ea < D0 for X = atoms and Ea ~ 
D0 for X  = H2 solely the consequence of depletion of the 
populations in the upper states, and therefore should have 
been fully predicted from the proper solution of the master 
equation?

(V) Must one also insert a functional constraint on the 
temperature dependence of the three-body recombination 
cross sections to account for the available rate data?

(VI) Does rotation-vibration coupling, particularly for 
the high energy states, account for £ a < D0, with no added 
assumptions regarding the temperature dependence of the 
recombination cross sections?

(VII) Does a model which satisfactorily accounts for the 
dissociation of H2 by Ar also account, without further ad
justment of parameters, for the dissociation rate of D2?

(VIII) Does a model which is satisfactory for the disso
ciation of hydrogen infinitely diluted in argon, and extend
ed to incorporate (v,v) energy transfers, also account for 
observations on pure hydrogen without additional ad hoc 
features?

From the multitude of published discussions we found it 
difficult to extract clear cut answers to the above questions. 
We therefore set out to find such answers by the brute- 
force solution of the master equation for the simplest 
model which incorporates the essential features of such 
ensembles, given assigned values for the various cross sec
tions.

Definition of Parameters

The model is best defined by the master equation for a
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sample of hydrogen infinitely dilute in argon, suddenly 
raised to a high temperature and maintained thereafter at 
constant volume. We write for the instantaneous popula
tion of the nth vibrational state

d[H2u]/dt = xi)_ ijU[Ar][H2i'_1] + «„+i,u[Ar][H2v+1]
-  xu>u-i[Ar][H 2u] -  xu,ij+i[Ar][H2<J]

+ xBiU [Ar] [H]2 — xd,u [Ar] [H^] (4)

Note that there are three pumping processes and an equal 
number of depleting processes. The assumptions implied in 
eq 4 are: (A) only adjacent level transitions (Av = ±1) are 
induced by collisions with the ambient gas; (B) dissociation 
may take place from any level to the continuum, and simi
larly for the reverse process, but not necessarily with equal 
a priori probabilities; (C) the corresponding cross sections 
are “ partially integrated” quantities: for example

X u . u - i  —  ° u , u - 1  =  / • * • / <r(g, b; V, J; V -  1 ,  J')
X Px(g) dg 2irb db P 2(J,J') dJ dJ' (5)

(similarly for xd,0). Hence these « ’s are dependent on the 
distribution functions Pi(g) and P2(J,J'); that is, on the 
translational and rotational temperatures. We shall assume 
that these remain Boltzmannian, which is not valid for hy
drogen at room temperature or below, where rotational re
laxation times are substantial. The role of rotational energy 
transfers on the reaction cross sections was not specifically 
inserted in eq 4. Three distinct effects (which should not be 
confused) arise from vibration-rotation interaction. These 
will be discussed below.

Equation 4 was integrated under the following condi
tions. Every molecular event satisfies microscopic revers
ibility; i.e., for every reaction the inverse reaction was in
serted. Progress along the integration routine was checked 
for conservation of total atomic species. The calculations 
were carried out over the total kinetic period, starting with
in 10-10 s after the imposed temperature step function, to 
full equilibrium (at approximately 10-2 s). Then

lim^oo [<x)d/(*>a] = A eq(c) = kd/ka (6)
Equation 6 follows from eq 2 and 3; note

Imp—-03 [(x)d/(«)a]
E * 0 .d[H2 "W A r])
—_______________l PHeq___ (7)

E  *u.a[H]eq2 [Ar] j £  [H2"]eq

and the quantity in the bracket is equal to unity. Since 
there are two types of cross sections in the master equation, 
to obtain a meaningful representation of the statistical be
havior of the ensemble these must be properly scaled. 
Therefore we inserted additional constraints; the xU|U- i ’s 
should reproduce the observed (u, T) relaxation times15 
while the *d,u and xa,u should be scaled so that the net com
puted rate approximately equals the measured rate at one 
selected temperature (4500 K).

For the various cases described below we followed a uni
form procedure. Each sample, at t = 0, was assumed to be 
at a specified translation-rotation temperature (3500, 4500, 
or 5500 K) but with a vibrational Boltzmann distribution 
which corresponds to 300 K. The evolution of the vibra
tional state populations and the H atom concentrations 
were then calculated by integration of the simultaneous 
first-order non-linear differential equations4 from t = 
10_1° s, and on toward equilibrium. Depending on the mag
nitudes of the x’s, the differential equations became “ stiff’

at various stages in the integration routine. Two computa
tional methods were used to solve this problem; the first 
was a Runga-Kutta-Merson numerical integration tech
nique for the early times, which automatically shifted for 
any one species to an algebraic routine, written by Kenesh- 
ea,16 when the rates of production and destruction ap
proached equality. The Keneshea technique proved ade
quate for the H2 -I- Ar case, although some loss of mass bal
ance did appear in the solution of the algebraic equations. 
However, when we incorporated the (v,v) energy transfer 
terms to model the H2 + H2 problem, these uncertainties 
increased to a point where the method was not acceptable. 
We then replaced that integration routine by a procedure 
developed by Gear.17 This maintained excellent mass bal
ance while allowing the integration to proceed at an accept
able rate. Agreement between the two methods was good 
for the H2  + Ar calculations. Because the cross sections are 
“ integrated” over the rotational state distributions (eq 5), a 
slightly different effective potential is implied for each 
temperature. The consequences of this unreallistic simpli
fication are discussed below. Fifteen levels, with appropri
ate anharmonicity, were inserted for hydrogen and 20 lev
els for deuterium. Microscopic reversibility requires

Xv,u— 1 xu—\,u exp[ß{EL, Ev— i)] ß — l/kTtrans\ (8) 

Xd,„ =  Kû xa,„ where Ku(c) = [H]eQ2/[H 2-]eq (9)

Note that 1 = 2 „[iftl<c)] \ and

A „(c) =
4Qtr2(H)

Qtr(H2)Qrot(H2)
exp[-/3(D0 -  Ev)] (10)

where the Q’s are the indicated standard partition func
tions at unit atmosphere.

For pure hydrogen additional terms which incorporate 
(v,v) transfer steps were included:

+ E  « w . ! 1 [H2 u'][H2u+1] + £  X „^-1 [H2 -][H 2’- 1]
w w

(1 1 )
-  E  [H2“ ][H2"J -  £  x-viTi1 [H2 '"][H /]

u> w
4 T V  = * £ #  exp[fi(E0 -  Ev- 1 + Ew -  Ew+1)] (12)

For a simple harmonic oscillator the x„ u±i cross sections 
are directly related to xi o, which in turn is given by the 
measured (v,T) relaxation time15 [xuv-i  = v xi,o]- For an 
anharmonic case, write

RT
xv,u-i = « 1,0 g(u); «i,o = —  (1 -  exp[-/3(Ei -  Fo)]l-1 (13) Jrr

The form of g(u) is an aspect of the model which we ex
plored; for the range of functions tested it appears to be of 
little consequence with respect to the Ea <  D o problem. 
The function of significance which characterizes the model 
is the expression for xa<v. Were the dynamics of the associa
tion step simply a termolecular encounter between hard 
spheres, the magnitude of xa?v would be given by classical 
kinetic theory. Clearly atoms and molecules do not behave 
like little balls. Hence, substantive questions remain rela
tive to the characteristic efficiencies of third bodies, and 
the temperature dependence of the reactive cross sections 
for collisions which populate specific vibrational states. To 
explore this feature of the model we followed an empirical 
procedure. The useful formats are:

«a.i> = ZTn fn(u) (14a)
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and

xa.u = ZTmfm{v,T) (14b)

wherein Z is a collection of molecular parameters and con
stants that appear in the expression for the termolecular 
collision rate, exclusive of the translational temperature. 
To ensure that the relative magnitudes of xu,u-\ and xa„ 
correctly represent the case of hydrogen, the absolute value 
of Z was adjusted so that the calculated net dissociation 
rate was close (but not necessarily equal) to that observed1 
at 4500 K, 10~5 s after shock initiation.

In the early discussions of diatom dissociations Rice10 
and others assumed that those molecules dissociate which 
are within a band of width (kT) below the dissociation 
limit. This was also the assumption made by Kiefer.12 On 
the other hand, Johnston and Birks11 concluded that for 
collisions with sufficient relative kinetic energy all vibra
tional states dissociated with equal a priori probability. 
Treanor18 took an intermediate position; he used eq 14b 
with an exponential dependence: im(v,T) cc exp[—/J(Do — 
-Ev)/a]; a is a small positive integer, and m = 0 or -M/2. 
Treanor’s net temperature dependence of xa,u is positive, 
with a large slope for small u, and a smaller one for large v; 
also the slope is greater for small a than for large a. This is 
illustrated in Figure 1. However, trajectory calculations6® 
as well as experimental recombination rates at low temper
atures3 show a net negative temperature dependence for 

this can be incorporated in eq 12 by assigning a small 
negative value to ft or a larger one to m. The specific v de
pendence for various a’s and T ’s are shown in Figure 2.

Specific Cases

The following is the first successful case we developed 
for H2/Ar mixtures, though it was not the first tested. It 
will be discussed in detail so that the consequences of mod
ifying its features may be summarized succinctly. The sys
tem is isothermal (3500 or 5500 K): (i) 0 < u < 14 with an- 
harmonicity. In eq 13, insert12

Pr = 1.4j3.9 X 10“ 10 exp[100T_1/,3]j (15)

(ii) g(v) = Um2/Uoi2, where Urn is the matrix element for 
the r —>• n vibrational transition.19 (iii) Xu+Co = 0 for all v,w 
[i.e., no (v,v) transfers included, to simulate H2 infinitely 
dilute in Ar]. (iv) [H2]initial = 2.935 X 1017; [Ar] = 5.57 X 
1019 molecules cm-3, at 3500 K and [H2]initiai = 3.047 X 
1016; [Ar] = 5.78 X 1017 molecules cm-3, at 5500 K.

xa,v = ZTttmsl~l exp[—dr(D0 -  Eu)/8]; ft. = 1/6(4500) (16)

It is instructive to consider the evolution of the vibra
tional state populations (Figure 3a,b) for this model. When 
Ttransi = 3500 K, these populations do not attain their final 
values until the system nearly reaches chemical equilibri
um. This “ depletion effect” was noted previously, and is 
obvious for the upper states; it is a direct consequence of 
the relative magnitudes of xViV- i  and x^v in eq 4. The sur
prising result appears in Figure 3b. Our model indicates an 
“ overshoot” of the vibrational state populations for Ttransi 
= 5500 K, for 5 X 10-6 < i  < 5 X  10-4 s. However, individ
ual level populations are not suitably scaled indicators of 
the system; better measures are the corresponding mole 
fractions (Figure 4a,b), or the equivalent vibrational tem
peratures (Figure 4c) defined by

k In (n jn v)

exp{-(D-El2)/2RT} exp {-(D-Ej2)/8RT}
exp{-(D-El2i/2R(5500)} exp{-(D-E!2)/8R(5500'}

e*p{-ÍD-E„)/2R(5500)}

3500 4000 4500 5000 5500
T °K

Figure 1. Temperature dependence of various functions tested, for 
use in eq 14; normalized.

Figure 2. Ratio of x ’s [v = 14 as a reference] for f(v), in eq (14): (a) 
fm(v) with a  1600; (b!,b2) fm(v) with a =  8 ; m =  — 1 (tp 3500 K, b2 

5500 K); (c) xa,„ given by eq 16; (d) f„(v) arbitrarily set to values 
shown in the graph, and n =  — 1 .

The level populations in Figure 3a,b have thus been replot
ted. Whereas the system never attains a steady state [defi
nition c in question III], there are time domains when the 
lower v states obey (dT„/di) ~ 0; and, as expected this oc
curs more predominantly at lower temperatures [definition 
a, question III]. It will be shown that for t > 10-4 s disso
ciation and association fluxes become comparable; never
theless, the Tu’s do not approximate a Boltzmann distribu
tion until »5  X 1CT3 s [answers question II], Finally, note 
the criss-crossing of the Tv curves in Figure 4; in particular, 
the positions of (10—14) relative to u(5) for t > 10-4 s, at T 
= 5500 K. This is due to the finite time required for deexci
tation of the newly associated molecules. We thus conclude 
that the “ depletion effect” cannot be solely blamed for £ a 
< Do (questions IV; more below). For the diatomics investi
gated thus far it is not meaningful to test a model in which 
a Boltzmann distribution is artifically maintained. How
ever, one may speculate over the fate of strange molecular 
species which have cross sections for (v,T) energy transfers
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-9  -8 -7  -6 -5 -4 -3 -2

Log t  (sec)

Figure 3. Computed concentrations of and H for the initial con
ditions listed In the text: (a) 3500 K; (b) 5500 K. In comparing (a) 
with (b) superpose the two figures so that the initial [H2] densities 
match.

comparable to (J,T) rates. Then the vibrational popula
tions would remain close to Boltzmannian. Given xau = 
ZTn fn(u), it follows, after some manipulation, that

Ea = D0 + (n + ~ hvJ i  £  ~- 9/ r ]  6 = hv/k (17)

Plots of the total unidirectional fluxes, 2 ud[H21’]/di)diss 
and 2ud[H21’]/di|assoc, are presented in Figure 5. These 
show that since termolecular events are considerably less 
probable than bimolecular events, even when the density of 
H atoms becomes comparable to that of H2, the total asso
ciation flux remains small compared to the total dissocia
tion flux until the ensemble gets close to equilibrium (ques
tion III). An expected feature appears in Figure 5b (5500 
K), between 10~6 and 10-4 s, when there is an overshoot in 
the dissociation flux; of course, this corresponds to the ov
ershoot in the upper vibrational state populations. The un
idirectional dissociation flux gives no hint of upper state 
“ depletions” , measured via mole fractions (Figure 4a,b). 
The most interesting results are demonstrated in Figure 6, 
for the time evolution of (x)¿ and (x)a. While the dissocia
tion flux coefficients are clearly time dependent, the limit
ing ratio at 3500 K, (*)d /(*)a (at t = 0.1 s) = 7.2 X 1017, 
compared with the equilibrium constant, K 35oo(c) = 7.2 X 
1017 molecules/cm3. Similarly, at 5500 K, { x ) J ( x ) a (at 0.1 
s) = 1.5 X 1020; Kssoo(c) =  1.51 X 1020 (confirming eq 6 ). 
One may ascribe the sharp rise in (*>d at about 10~6 s to

Figure 4. Plots of vibrational state populations (shown In Figure 
3a,b) in terms of equivalent vibrational temperatures (c), and in units 
of mole fraction, (a) and (b). Note the acceleration of vibrational re
laxation by v-v  energy transfer.
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Figure 5. Unidirectional total fluxes at two temperatures.

the (u,T) relaxation time for H2-Ar collisions, but this is 
not solely aP r„ effect since the break occurs earlier at 3500 
K than at 5500 K. The second sharp rise in (x)d at about 3 
X 10~4 s may be ascribed to the substantial repopulation of 
the upper vibrational levels by the reverse reaction from 
which dissociations take place; refer to Figure 5.

To obtain the computer’s equivalent of fed, the net rates 
of dissociation of H2 [i.e., the differences between 
2„d[H2l']/di}disSoc and 2 „d[H2v]/df ¡assoc] were fitted to eq 2, 
using the corresponding thermodynamic equilibrium con
stant. For times greater than »5  X 10~6 s, the fed’s so de
rived were also plotted in Figure 6. It is evident that (x)d ~ 
fed only for the interval 10-5 < t < 10~4 s. As pointed out 
by several authors20 there is no justification for equating 
(x)d’s (calculated for assumed Boltzmann distributions 
over *d,u’s, such as are derived by sampling trajectories) to 
the measured fed’s, notwithstanding claims for “ agreement” 
between calculated flux coefficients and experimentally de
termined rate constants. The present calculations clearly 
demonstrate that a phenomenological rate equation does 
apply to this type of a bimolecular process for f > 5 X 10-5 
s, and we have answered question I; this is consistent with 
the observation made in ref 13b, p 7701. On the basis of the 
fed’s so obtained, the computer’s value for the activation 
energy is E « = 89.4 kcal/mol, compared with Breshears and 
Bird’s value1 Ea = 88.9 kcal/mol (Table I, our calculations
no. 17, 18). Variations in the shape of the in(v) function, 
that is, a change from a Guassian to a Lorentzian, shown in 
Figure 2, gave an insignificantly better fit, E» = 89.2 kcal/

Figure 6. Unidirectional flux coefficients, and the corresponding 
phenomenological rate constants.

mol (runs 19, 20), but a somewhat lower absolute magni
tude (Figure 7).

It is essential that this model be tested with respect to its 
sensitivity to the parameters inserted in the computer pro
gram. First, are the values shown in Figure 6 dependent on 
the initial concentration of the H2? They should not if the 
model is set up correctly, since the infinitely dilute condi
tion was simulated by considering only H2-Ar collisions. 
This question was resolved early in our investigations by 
calculating curves for several concentrations but for the 
same set of parameters. The resulting curves for 0.5, 5, and 
15% hydrogen in argon, exclusive of (v,v) transfer, super
posed to well within the round-off errors of the computa
tion. Thereafter only 5% mixtures were tested. Another fea
ture to which the model is insensitive is the g(a) function of 
eq 13. This measures the augmented (v,T) energy transfer 
rate due to anharmonicity. Whether g(o) = v2, or is set 
equal to the ratio of the corresponding matrix elements, as 
proposed by Rapp and Sharp,19 had no significant effect on 
E»\ this is consistent with ref 13b and 21. However, we did 
not test the effect of varying (v,T) rates by an order of 
magnitude.

A somewhat more sensitive, but still not a crucial param
eter is the shape of the fn(v) function in eq 14. In our early 
tests we used exclusively Treanor’s format, wherein the v
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3500 K 5500 K

T A B L E  I:  * a,v =  cAT™  exp [ - ( D p 0 -  E v) /k U ]__________________________________________________

Run no. u(max) C m U [H 2]i [Ar] fed(at 10 5 s) [H 2]i [Ar] fcd(at 10 5 s) E*

1 13-H2 l % 8 T 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 3.0 X n r 14

2;6 13-H2 3 % 8 T 3 X 1017 5.6 X 1018 2.4 X 10~16 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 6.0 X 10-u 106
3 13-H2 3 % 8 T 9 X 1016 5 X 1017 6.1 X 10“ 14
4 13-H2 3 \ 8 T 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 6.0 X 10—I4

5;7 13-H2 3 1600T 3 X 1017 5.6 X 1018 4.1 X IO"16 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 8.0 X 10-14 101
8;9 13-H2 a 3 X 1017 5.6 X 1018 1.1 X 10~16 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 4.0 X 1 0 - u 114

11;12 15-H2 3 % 8 T 3 X 1017 5.6 X 1018 2.0 X 10“ 16 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 5.2 X 1 0 - u 106
13;14 15-H2 3 Hi 1600T 3 X 1017 5.6 X 1018 3.7 X lO“ 16 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 6.9 X 10“ 14 100
15;16 15-H2 3 - l 8 T 3 X 1017 5.6 X 1018 2.7 X 10 -16 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 4.0 X 1 0 - u 96
17;18 15-H2 0.5 - l 8 X 3 X 1017 5.6 X 1018 3.3 X 10“ 16 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 3.5 X 10-14 89.4

4500
19;20 15-H2 b 3 X 1017 5.6 X 1018 3.0 X 10~16 3 X 1016 6 X 1017 3.2 X 1 0 - u 89.2
21;22 15-H2 3 -1 8 X 3 X 1017 3 X 1017 1.3 X 10“ 15 3 X 1017 3 X 1017 1.2 X lO -73 86.5

4500
23;24 20-D2 3 -1 8 X 3 X 1017 3 X 1017 1.1 X 10~15 3 X 1017 3 X 1017 1.1 X 10~13 87.9

4500
25;26 20-D2 1 -1 8 X 3 X 1017 3 X 1017 4.6 X 10~15 3 X 1017 3 X 1017 5.0 X 1 0 - u 89.5

4500

a xa is as in runs 2-4, but other xa-y’s scaled according to a Lorentzian form. b xal5 as in runs 17,18, but other xa,„’s scaled accord
ing to a Lorentzian form.

Figure 7. Reported (Breshears and Bird) vs. computed k6’s for 
H2-A r and H2-H 2.

and T dependences are coupled in the exponential, with a 
multiplicative Tm factor; this proved confusing. Reference 
to Table I and Figure 2 shows that varying a from 8 to 
1600, with m = %  reduced E » from 106 to 101 kcal/mol. 
For a = 8, when m was reduced from +V2 to —1, E* de
creased to 96 kcal/mol (runs 15; 16). Even so, the net xa>„ 
dependence has an unrealistic positive temperature coeffi
cient. We then shifted to the jT~n f„(u)) format. For n = 
-1 , changing from a Gaussian ¡fn(u) = exp[-(D  -  Ev)/8k- 
4500] j to a Lorentzian, as shown in Figure 2, had practically 
no effect.

After numerous computer runs covering a wide range of 
parameters, it became evident that for this model a sub

stantial reduction in E* below Do can be achieved only by 
inserting an inverse temperature dependence for xa<u, the 
termolecular association rate coefficients (question V). 
This is entirely consistent with both experimental observa
tions onH  + H + X —»-H2 + X  recombination rates3 and 
trajectory calculations.6® Whether other features not incor
porated in this model are significant (i.e., is this model 
unique?) cannot be ascertained from a mere comparison of 
computed with experimental results. For example, we did 
not investigate the effect of the restriction Au = ±1. Wen- 
gle22 proposed that large increments in vibrational state 
quantum numbers should be considered. In our opinion, Au 
= ±1 is not a crucial assumption (in agreement with ref 13b 
and 21) because lifting it merely provides additional chan
nels for more rapid transfer of populations between vibra
tion states. As shown below for the H2-H 2 trial runs, the 
much more rapid redistribution of populations introduced 
by (v,v) transfer changed E* by a few kilocalories per mole 
only.

Finally, the above calculations demonstrate that pre
viously proposed models, wherein the E* < D 0 discrepancy 
was ascribed solely to depletion of the upper vibrational 
level populations and/or the assumption that a is very 
large, are questionable since these authors failed to distin
guish between (x)d and k .̂ Because the former is time de
pendent, fortuitous selection of f ’s at which the (*>d’s are 
computed for the upper and lower temperatures can lead to 
a wide range of inferred EEs.

Isotope Effects
To check whether we incorporated in the model the es

sential features to which E* is sensitive, we applied it to the 
dissociation of D2 via Ar collisions, without introducing ad
ditional ad hoc assumptions. For this isotopic pair: Do°(D2) 
= Oo°(H2) + 1.8 kcal; umax(D2) = 20 whereas umax(H2) = 
15; the heavier isotopic species has a longer vibrational re
laxation time15 (a factor of 3 at 1500 K; 1.8 at 5500 K) even 
though its levels are more closely spaced. At the high tem
peratures considered in this study, there are no directly
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T A B L E  I I :  R epresen ta tive  R ate  Coeffic ients®

H2 d 2 h 2 d 2

*1,0
*14 ,13

*19,18

*a,0

*a,14

*a,19

2.44 X 10“ 12 
4.36 X 1CT10

1.72 X 10“ 12

4.29 X 10~10 
1.23 X 10~34

*0,1
*13 ,14

* d ,0

*d ,14

*d ,1 9

1.00 X 10 "12 
3.50 X ÎO“ 10

3.13 X  ÎO“ 14 
1.61 X  10" 9

1.35 X  10“34 
5.68 X  10-34

5.30 X 10“ 34

° [T = 5500 K; H2(or D2) with Ar], [Ar] = 3.05 X 1017; units in molecules cm-3, vmax (H2) = 15, umax (D2) = 20.

3.00 X 10"14 

1.83 X 10~9

measured values for kas for (D + D + Ar), relative to (H + 
H + Ar). Below 300 K, the rate for the former is approxi
mately 0.7 that for the latter.3b One may argue that since 
the g(u) and f(v) functions have little effect on E*, if one 
accepts tnD(Ev) = fnH(Ev) [i.e., identical recombination de
pendence on v, but based on an energy scale], one should 
anticipate nearly equal E* s, but that for D2 may be some
what larger than for H2, because of the larger number of vi
brational states and its longer Pry. When the calculations 
were carried out in detail we found £*(D2) = E*(H2) plus 
«1  kcal/mol (Table I; runs 21-24), in essential agreement 
with the experimental values,1’2 although the two sets of 
measurements are not strictly comparable. This answers 
question VII.

In the last test for the (D2 + Ar) system we explored the 
effect of scaling the *u,„-i’s vs. *a u. If one arbitrarily mul
tiplies the latter by 3, E* for D2 is reduced from 89.5 to 87.9 
kcal/mol; for H2, from 89.4 to 86.5 kcal/mol. Representative 
magnitudes for the rate constants are listed in Table II.

H2 as a Collision Partner

Solution of the master equation for an ensemble of pure 
hydrogen at high temperatures, even if one artifically re
stricts the program to H2 as the only collision partner (ex
perimentally obtained by partitioning rates, as did Bresh- 
ears and Bird1), is considerably more time consuming than 
the cases described in the previous section, because of the 
presence of (u,v) energy transfer processes. Note that the 
(u,T) rate for the transfer of energy into the vibrational 
manifold is still limited; i.e., *o,i(H2 + H2) is only three 
times as large as *o,i(H2 + Ar). However, x̂ 'u-i provides 
many channels for the more rapid intravibrational energy 
redistribution.

The (i>,u) cross sections were calculated via the Rapp and 
Englander-Golden theory,190 as coded by Fisher.23 Some of 
the <t’s , estimated in this manner, exceeded the hard- 
sphere values, particularly at 5500 K. In the program these 
were truncated so that none was larger than the kinetic 
theory cross section. As indicated previously, microscopic 
reversibility and strict mass were maintained. Even with 
the Gear integration routine runs which incorporated vi
bration-vibration energy transfers required 45-120 min of 
computer time on a Burroughs B3500.

Inclusion of the (l>,u) transfer terms in the master equa
tion did have the expected effect of speeding vibrational re
laxation (Figure 8a,b); the overshoot at 5500 K is somewhat 
less marked. However, a Boltzmann population distribu
tion was not attained until t —»• 10~2 s. This is illustrated in 
plots of 7Ys vs. time (Figure 9 for H2-H 2 at 3500 and 5500 
K). Due to the more rapid redistribution of vibrational en
ergy, nearby all states show two regimes for which (dTv/dt) 
»  0: soon after translation —*■ vibration pumping signifi
cantly heated the reactant, and later when the association

L og  t (sec)

Figure 8 . The evolution of vibrational state populations for D 2- D 2,
showing the e ffec t of (v ,v ) energy transfers: - ------------ -- (v, 7) only;
-------- ( v, T) +  ( v, v) term s.

flux became comparable to the dissociation flux. The “ de
pletion” of the vibrational state populations now follows an 
ordinal sequence, a consequence of the more rapid intravi
brational energy transfers. Returning to the D2-D 2 exam
ple, over the interval 10“ 5 < t < 10-2-5, (v,u) processes in
crease the phenomenological rate constant (Figure 10a,b). 
Also, without adjusting the ’s, the derived magnitude of 
fedH2 at 5500 K is about three times as large as that for fe(jAr; 
this ratio is % of the experimental value1 (Figure 7)

& dH2 = 3.30 X  1015 e x p ( —105 300/R71) cm3 mol-1 s_1 (18)
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T A B L E  I I I :  *a,v =  c A T ~ 1 e x p [ - ( A >0 -  E v)/4500fc]

3500 K 5500 K

R u n  no. u (m ax) x(vu)a C [H2]i fed(at 10 5 s) [H2]i k i(a t  10 5 s) E,

26;27 H-2-15 X 0.1 3 3.0 X 1017 1.89 X  1 0 - 15 3.0 X 1017 1.89 X 10“ 13 88.0
28;29 H'2-15 X  10 3 3.0 X  1017 2.86 X 10“ 15 3.0 X 1017 2.14 X 10“ 13 82.5
26;29 H 2-15 X 0 .1 -1 0 3 3.0 X  1017 1.89 X 10~ 15 3.0 X 1017 2.14 X 10“ 13 90.3
30;31 D-2-20 X  1 1 3.0 X 1017 9 ,0  X 1 0 - 16 3.0 X 1016 9.7 X 10“ 14 89.5

“ uv term calculated via Rapp-Englander-Golden theory,18 times a factor of 0.1, 1, or 10 as indicated, but always < kinetic theory 
collision number.

Figure 9. Equivalent vibrational temperatures for H2-H 2. These cor
respond to the (v,f) +  (v,v) curves in Figure 4c. Note also the 
dashed curves in Figure 4a,b.

We had imposed the condition x!V/ H2> «= xa>, /Ar). However, 
it is possible that at these high temperatures the former is 
larger than the latter even if they are within about 10% at 
room temperature.3 Note, however, that E* evaluated with 
(u,u) differed insignificantly from that in which only (v,T) 
was allowed (Table III). Since the magnitudes of the (v,v) 
terms and their temperature dependence did affect the 
value of kd, by arbitrarily increasing these cross sections we 
could obtain E* s in the range 88-90 kcal/mol, compared 
with 86 kcal/mol when (v,v) transfers were omitted (Figure 
11a,b). This brings us to the inescapable conclusion that 
adjusting such cross sections over a factor of 10, and thus 
manipulating the rates with which the vibrational levels are 
filled, has only a small effect on the deduced E* (question
IV). Thus, maintaining an inverse temperature dependence 
for xa,„ of order —1 does not permit an E* in the range of 
105 kcal/mol, as reported for the H2-H 2 system1 (Question 
VIII); another factor seems to be involved, i.e., rotation- 
vibration coupling with the collision orbit.

We conclude that for H2 + M r=i 2H + M, with M = Ar, 
Xe, H, the significant factor is the temperature coefficient 
of the third-body collision efficiency at high temperatures. 
At low temperatures a range of values for the T exponent 
(in eq 14) was reported by Kaufman and coworkers.3b They 
found for the sequence H2, He, Ar, N2, CH4, CO2, SFfi, the 
following magnitudes for — n: 0.60, 0.40, 0.81,1.33,1.2, 2.27, 
and 1 .8.

Figure 10. The total unidirectional flux coefficients and the corre
sponding phenomenological rate constants deduced for D2-D 2, 
again yvith and without (v,v) transfer. (State populations shown in 
Figure 8 ).

The Role of Rotational States and Extension to 
Polyatomic Molecules

In formulating the above model we used “ partially inte
grated” cross sections over the reactant and product rota
tional states [P2(J,J') of eq 5], so that the mean effective 
potential for dissociation is temperature dependent:
(ipeff(K)) =  <p(R)j=o

P J(J + 1 ) 1 ) dJ dJ' (19)

We now restate question VI. Were one to allow for the spe
cific dependence of the recombination flux coefficient on
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Figure 11. {xa) and ka for H2-H 2. These show the effect of chang
ing the relative magnitudes of the (v,v) cross sections: (— ) X 10, 
(------) X 0.1, over the Rapp et al. rates.

the impact parameter [i.e., xa,v,g\, would E- be affected? 
The answer is yes. A second consequence15b of allowing for 
rotation is implicit in eq 19. For any Morse-type potential 
the number of vibrational states is determined by the mag
nitude of J, and there is an upper bound to the number of 
rotational states.24 When these limits are considered in cal
culating the vibrational and rotational partition functions 
the total number of states is diminished; in turn, this re
duces the slope of the rate constant for dissociation, with 
increasing temperature.25

The third factor introduced by incorporating rotation in 
the model is the constraint imposed by the rotational bar
rier on dissociation. As illustrated in Figure 12, the higher 
the rotational state of the diatom, the larger must be its en
ergy content (measured above v = 0; J = 0) before it can 
break apart. For the same total energy (such as regions a 
and (3) those with large J (region B) must pick up more en
ergy to dissociate than those with small J (region a). Note 
also that at the lower temperatures there are proportion
ately more molecules with low J than there are at higher 
temperatures. Thus, the dissociation at high T is depressed 
below the magnitude extrapolated from lower T measure
ments.26

A concurrent opposite effect, which increases the rate 
and E* is also illustrated in Figure 12; unfortunately this is

Figure 12. Plot of Ev/D0° vs. Ej/D0° required for dissociation of a 
diatom (heavy line that connects 1 to 1.6). (Ev/D0 vs Ej/D0 graph 
suggested by Professor B. Widom.)

difficult to quantify but it may account for the distinctive 
EB reported when the collision partner is molecular hydro
gen.1 That distant, and therefore numerous, collisions may 
trigger the dissociation of diatoms from higher rotational 
states was pointed out by Bauer in 1958.27 Consider a dia
tom with energy partitioned as at point P. To dissociate, 
the largest energy increment is required for path c, when 
Au = 0 coupled to a substantial increase in rotational quan
tum number. Less energy must be pumped into the mole
cule for path b, wherein both u and J increase. However, an 
encounter, even with a large impact parameter, which 
strongly couples this (u,J) state to the angular momentum 
of the collision orbit so as to conserve total angular momen
tum, i.e., A J «  0, while Al> > 0 (path a) takes the molecule 
above its dissociation limit with no net energy transfer. In 
general collisions represented by motion along nearly con
stant energy lines are very efficient;28 they should be par
ticularly effective for the near resonant case:

H2(v,J) + H2(uc,=/c) — H2(v + n; J') + H2(------ )

AE ~ 0; p coupled to collision orbit. The reduction of the 
dissociation rate by the rotational barrier is thus circum
vented and the effective activation energy approaches Do. 
In the absence of extensive trajectory calculations on a 
reallistic potential energy surface we have insufficient in
formation to assess the relative roles of the negative tem
perature dependence of xByU and the above rotational-vi
bration coupling.

Our final comment concerns the dissociation of poly
atomic molecules. For large molecules, the Ea’s measured 
at the high pressure limits have been traditionally equated 
to the corresponding bond dissociation energies. On the 
basis of the preceeding arguments this is legitimate provid
ed: (i) the recombination rate constants for the correspond
ing fragments have no significant temperature dependence. 
This is indeed the case even for relatively small radicals 
(»C H 3);29 and, (ii) for the molecules undergoing unimolec- 
ular decomposition only a few collisions (less than 10) are 
required for (v,T) relaxation. Typical values for Z| 0’s were 
summarized by Lambert;30 unsymmetric molecules with 
five or more atoms generally satisfy this criterion.
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By extension, one may anticipate that there are mole
cules, in particular triatomics (CO2, SO2, O3, H2), some 
tetraatomics (H2CO, NF3), and larger symmetric species 
(such as, CH4, CF4, SF6, etc.) which constitute an interme
diate class. These have been discussed at length by 
Troe.14’31 Generally, such dissociations are investigated in 
their falloff regimes; then, extrapolation of the measured 
activation energies to either their high or low pressure lim
its should be undertaken only with the aid of a reliable 
theory. We anticipate that exploitation of the laser-schli- 
eren technique for measuring density gradients at shock 
fronts15® will provide Ea’s at the bimolecular limits, for 
very low degrees of dissociation. Preliminary data on CH432 
show that for this case Ea «  D 0(H3C-H). As a consequence 
one may predict that recombination rate constants for the 
association of atoms with small radicals have negative tem
perature coefficients.
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Kinetics of the Thermal Decomposition of Bis(trifluoromethyi) Peroxide
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The pyrolysis of CF3OOCF3 (BTMP) was studied in the gas phase from 1 to 200 Torr pressure and be
tween 236 and 272 °C in a nickel reactor by the static method. Decomposition was limited to 5% to avoid 
complications. The reaction proceeds according to the overall stoichiometry BTMP —>- CF3OF + COF2, as 
determined by analysis of the products. The reaction is self-inhibited by COF2 and accelerated by the ad
dition of inert gases N2, C 02, and C2F6. Addition of 1-400 Torr of C2F6 was studied at 232 and 260 °C. A 
mechanism is proposed that accounts for the initial rate. Its main features are: (1) steady-state concentra
tion of CF30  radicals maintained by the equilibrium BTMP === 2CF30 ; (2) the rate-determining step is 
the unimolecular decomposition of the CF30  radical which is pressure dependent and reversible: CF30  
(+M) 4f COF2 + F (+M); this also accounts for the inhibition by COF2. The expression for initial rate is 
v = k-^ki/k^) [BTMP]j1/2, with k-2 pressure dependent. The observed experimental activation energy of
49.7 kcal/mol therefore corresponds to E2 + vtAE\ — E5).

Introduction

It is now generally agreed that bis(trifluoromethyl) per
oxide (CF3OOCF3, BTMP) decomposes thermally accord
ing to the overall stoichiometry

CF3OOCF3 — CF3OF + COF2 (1 )

and that between 200 and 300 °C the reaction reaches equi
librium well before all the peroxide has decomposed.1 This 
work concerns the kinetics of reaction 1 (the “ forward” re
action) in a thermal system, of which several studies have 
appeared previously.2-4 It largely confirms the experimen
tal results of the most recent work, that of Kennedy and 
Levy,4 but examines in more detail the effect of inert gases, 
and consequently offers a somewhat different interpreta
tion. A preliminary account of our findings has been given 
some time ago.5

Experimental Section

Materials. BTMP and CF3OF were both purchased from 
Peninsular ChemResearch, Gainesville, Fla. As received, 
BTMP contained a small amount of COF2 which was re
moved by pumping at —130 °C; CF3OF contained as im
purities CF4, COF2, and BTMP. The CF4 impurity in 
CF3OF was removed by pumping at liquid nitrogen tem
perature (with some loss of CF3OF). The COF2 impurity 
was difficult to remove by pumping, presumably because of 
formation of an azeotropic mixture6 with CF3OF. The 
COF2 was therefore first converted to C 02 on a column of 
silica gel, and the CF3OF was then distilled off at -196 °C, 
leaving BTMP and C 02 behind in the residue.

COF2, CF4, and C2F6 were purchased from the Matheson 
Co. and were used without further purification.

Apparatus. Experiments were done in a static system 
consisting of a 442-ml cylindrical reactor fabricated from 
metal and placed inside a large thermostated oven with a 
heavy aluminum core to increase its thermal inertia. Dead 
space was 11 ml. Three different reactor materials were 
used: stainless steel 18/8, monel, and nickel 200 (a commer
cial grade of pure nickel), all argon-welded. Temperature 
was measured with a chromel-alumel thermocouple placed 
between the reactor and oven core. A conventional vacuum

system was used for the preparation of gas mixtures, except 
that parts exposed to CF3OF and COF2 at room tempera
ture were made of copper, Monel, or stainless steel; the rest 
was made of glass.

Analysis. The analytical problem was to determine small 
amounts of CF3OF and COF2 in the presence of a large ex
cess of BTMP. Positive ion mass spectrometry is of little 
help because of the similarity of the mass spectra.7 Infrared 
spectroscopy is of limited usefulness since it permits the 
determination of COF2, but not of CF3OF, in the presence 
of BTMP. Infrared was used occasionally to provide an in
dependent check on COF2. The best method was found to 
be gas chromatography, with a GOW-MAC gas density de
tector, nitrogen carrier gas, and a silica gel column8’9 (Da
vidson, 40/50 mesh), 30 cm long and 0.32 cm o.d. This col
umn separates, in order of elution, air, CF4, CF3OF, C2F6, 
C 02, and BTMP within about 15 min at 26 °C. We have 
confirmed by infrared analysis that this column transforms 
COF2 quantitatively into C02 which is eluted. No reaction 
products other'than COF2 and CF3OF were found, except 
that at high conversion (~50%) a trace of CF4 appeared. 
The detector response was calibrated for COF2, CF3OF, 
and BTMP, and all three calibrations were linear.

Procedure. BTMP, either pure or in a suitable mixture, 
was introduced into the reactor by expansion from a refer
ence volume, giving (measured) initial pressure Pq. The 
ensuing pressure increase inside the reactor was followed 
manometrically by a differential pressure transducer (Pace, 
Model KP 15). All runs used for the determination of reac
tion rates were allowed to proceed to no more than 5% de
composition of BTMP to avcid complications due to the 
back reaction. A small initial portion of each pressure-time 
recording, representing the first 1% decomposition, was un
usable, generally because of a pressure disturbance in the 
system following admission of the gases into the reactor. 
Only the portion of the recording between 1 and 5% decom
position was used for rate measurements. The pressure in 
the reactor at 1% decomposition is called Pm and the corre
sponding rate is called the “ initial” rate u;n; this was 
deemed preferable to obtaining the actual initial rate by 
extrapolation back to time zero. Reaction was stopped by 
expanding the contents of the reactor into a liquid nitrogen
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trap; after a suitable warm-up period, an aliquot of the 
mixture was injected into the gas chromatograph for analy
sis, or, occasionally, into an infrared cell with NaCl win
dows for analysis by infrared.

Preliminary Results

No consistent results could be obtained in the stainless 
steel reactor, presumably due to surface effects, and it was 
therefore discarded.

The monel reactor was first cleaned and polished with 
nitric acid and then conditioned with fluorine gas10 at 
about 600 Torr for 17 days at 380 °C. Immediately fol
lowing such conditioning, fairly good reproducible results 
on the pyrolysis of BTMP were obtained, but after a few 
runs reproducibility deteriorated and analysis showed that 
the reaction yielded an appreciable excess of COP2 relative 
to CF3OF. Since the stoichiometry of reaction 1 requires 
the two products to be formed in equal amounts, the re
sults in the monel reactor indicate substantial (<50%) het
erogeneous decomposition of the originally formed CF3OF 
into COF2 (plus, presumably, F2, adsorbed or in the gas 
phase); this was confirmed by pyrolyzing CF3OF alone at 
230 °C. The decomposition of CF3OF appears to be a very 
sensitive indicator of the catalytic activity of the surface. 
The catalysis is probably due to the copper fluoride into 
which some of the copper in the monel was undoubtedly 
converted by the pretreatment with fluorine gas. In fact 
Cady11 has found that several metal fluorides, e.g., silver 
fluoride among others, are catalysts for the reverse reaction 
COF2 + F2 — CFgOF.

The nickel 200 reactor was first cleaned and polished by 
a mixture of nitric, sulfuric, orthophosphoric, and acetic 
acids.12 This reactor behaved somewhat like the monel re
actor, but the amount of CF3OF catalytically decomposed 
to COF2 was very much less. Conditioning of the nickel re
actor with 5-6 Torr of BTMP for several minutes immedi
ately prior to every run further reduced the catalytic de
composition of CF3OF to a negligible value. Under such 
conditions the products of BTMP pyrolysis contained 
equimolar amounts of CF3OF and COF2 (within experi
mental error, cf. Table I), and therefore the reaction may 
be considered to be substantially free of surface effects. 
The pretreatment with BTMP was used in all kinetic runs 
reported in this paper, and the reactor so treated will be re
ferred to as a “clean” nickel reactor.

We have next made a check to see if the recorded pres
sure increase in the “clean” nickel reactor (AP ,  corrected 
for dead space by the method of Allen13) was an actual 
measure of the progress of reaction as determined by anal
ysis. Results of several runs, carried to higher conversion 
than usual for better precision, are given in Table I, and 
they show that AP  is indeed a direct measure of either 
COF2 or CF3OF formed, or indirectly, of BTMP reacted.

Results

All results reported here refer to the “clean” nickel reac
tor and were obtained from pressure-time recordings taken 
during a run.

R ea ctio n  Order. Figure 1 shows a logarithmic plot of uin 
vs. P in at several temperatures. The slope a  gives the order 
with respect to concentration143 and is seen to be roughly 
unity. However if we consider a single run and determine 
the order with respect to time,143 it is found15 that this 
order increases, i.e., the rate falls off more rapidly than

TABLE I: Results of BTMP Pyrolysis in “Clean” Nickel 
Reactor3

Amount of BTMP reacted as determined

f • . from product analysis, Torrfrom pressure increase in ____ ___________ J
reactor, AP, Torr CF3OF COF2

2.55 2.62 2.71
5.00 5.05 4.89
7.55 7.45 7.34

10.0 9.84 10.0
12.5 12.4 12.6

a T  = 286 °C, initial pressure of BTMP = 20 Torr. All pres
sures refer to reactor temperature.

Figure 1. Order with respect to concentration. Logarithmic plot of 
initial rate (vin) vs. initial pressure of BTMP (Pin) at four tempera
tures. The slope a  gives the order with respect to concentration.

would be expected for a first-order reaction, suggesting 
self-inhibition, perhaps by one of the products.

In h ib ition . The effect on uin of the addition of up to 2 
Torr of CF3OF, F2, and COF2 was tested at fixed initial 
concentration of BTMP. Addition of F2 and of CF3OF had 
little effect on Vi„, whereas COF2 showed a pronounced in
hibiting influence. To make sure that all the self-inhibition 
observed in the course of BTMP pyrolysis could be attrib
uted entirely to COF2, several pyrolyses of BTMP with and 
without initially added COF2 were run to 5% decomposi
tion. The results, shown in Figure 2, indicate that there is 
no difference between the inhibiting effect of COF2 added 
initially or produced normally in the course of a pyrolysis, 
confirming that COF2 is the sole agent responsible for inhi
bition, and that the degree of inhibition is related to the 
absolute amount of inhibitor present.
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Figure 2. Inhibition by COF2. Ordinate is first-order rate constant 
calculated at 5% decomposition. Abscissa is total amount of COF2 
present at 5% decomposition, which is the sum of COF2 produced 
from BTMP in the course of the pyrolysis, plus any COF2 added ini
tially: T =  259 °C; open symbols, no COF2 added initially (pyrolysis 
of pure BTMP); full symbols, COF2 added initially (pyrolysis of BTMP 
+  COF2): initial pressure of BTMP P0 (Torr) =  20 (O), 40 (□), 60 
(O), 100 (A), 120 (3>), 160 (O), 200 (V).

First-order dependence of u;n on P¡n and self-inhibition 
by COF2 are also the main features of the reaction deter
mined by Kennedy and Levy4 at comparable pressures of 
BTMP. At BTMP pressures higher than those used by us, 
they found a half-order dependence of u¡n on Pm; this point 
is taken up later in connection with eq 11 and 12. It should 
be noted that their results were obtained in an aluminum 
reactor, ours in a nickel reactor. Such basic agreement be
tween studies done in the presence of two very different 
surfaces may be cited as further evidence for the absence of 
important surface effects in either study.

The form of the curve in Figure 2 suggests that the rate v 
can be written

CX[BTMP]
1 +  C2[COF2]

(2)

where Cx and C2 are constants and square brackets repre
sent concentrations. Since i>jn corresponds to [COF2] ~  0, 
we have Oin = Ci[BTMP]in, i.e., first-order dependence on 
[BTMP], in accordance with the results of Figure 1.

Inert Gas Effect. Three inert gases were used as addi
tive: N2, C 02, and C2F6. All three increase the rate, al
though to a different degree, as shown in Figure 3. We have 
confirmed by analysis that these gases are truly inert, i.e., 
do not change the nature or the proportion of the products 
in the pyrolysis of BTMP. To take into account the acceler
ating effect of inert gases we have to write for the initial 
rate

Via = CUBTMPlin-fMjin" (3)

where m + n = a, m and n being partial orders with respect 
to BTMP and M, respectively, and [M] is the concentration 
of inert gas defined below.

The inert gas effect indicates that the BTMP pyrolysis 
probably involves an energy transfer stage, in which BTMP 
itself very likely acts as an energy transfer agent, i.e., as an 
inert gas. It is therefore necessary to interpret [M] more 
generally as a weighted sum of the concentrations of all 
inert gases present in the reaction system,16 including, in 
principle, the products. The problem becomes simplified in 
the absence of products, i.e., at the beginning of the reac
tion; then in the presence of one foreign inert gas X we 
have

C2F6 pressure , torr
Figure 3. Example of inert gas effect. Initial rate vin as a function of 
inert gas pressure. Initial pressure of BTMP constant at 20 Torr. (A) 
Low pressure results: N2 (□); C02 (A); C2F6 (O), T =  258.9 °C. (B) 
High pressure results for C2F6 (O), T =  259.7 °C.

[M]in = [BTMP]in + a[X]

where a is the relative energy transfer efficiency of X  rela
tive to BTMP. Equation 3 thus becomes

oin = C1[BTMP]in'n{[BTMP]in + a[X]|" (4)

If [BTMP] in is kept constant, eq 4 can be written

Uin1/n = constant X |[BTMP]m + a[X][ (5)

which is an equation of a straight line, but containing two
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unknowns, n and a. Taking experimental results for X  = 
C2F6, in which [C2F6] was varied between 0 and 400 Torr 
and [BTMP]in kept constant, n in eq 5 was first adjusted 
until a “best” straight line was obtained by maximizing the 
correlation coefficient. Then the “ constant” and a were ob
tained from the intercept and slope, respectively. The re
sult15 for X  = C2F6 was n = 0.33 ±  0.11, a = 0.70 ±  0.33, as 
determined over the temperature range 232-260 °C. A few 
runs over the same temperature range with X  = CO2 yield
ed n = 0.31 and a = 0.12, showing that n is independent of 
X, as it should be, and that CO2 is a much less efficient en
ergy transfer agent than C2F6, which is what one would ex
pect.

Substituting the results for X  = C2F6 into eq 4 and tak
ing logarithms we get

1 ___________~ m_________ __
n |[BTMP]in + 0.70[C2F6]j0-33

= In Cj + m In [BTMP]in 

(6)
With constant [C2Ffi] and variable [BTMP]in this is the 
equation of a straight line of slope m. Experimental results 
treated in accordance with eq 6 yield15 m = 0.55 ±  0.09, 
again over the range 232-260 °C. The total order of u,n is m 
+ n = (0.33 ±  0.11) + (0.55 ±  0.09), which has been deter
mined previously as a = 0.93 ±  0.07; thus the partial orders 
m and n determined from inert gas experiments are consis
tent, within experimental error, with the total order deter
mined in the absence of foreign inert gas.

Initial rates give oniy information about the numerator 
of eq 2. It now remains to be determined if the denomina
tor of eq 2 is also dependent on the concentration of inert 
gas. Experimental data obtained between 232 and 260 °C 
with X = C2F6 were used to calculate Cj and C2 from eq 2, 
and it turns out15 that Ci is a constant independent of 
[C2F6], as we already know, but C2 increases with [C2F6], 
although it is independent of [BTMP], This suggests that 
C2 should be written

Cn = C2'
[BTMP]

where C2' is a (true) constant independent of pressure. 
Thus to fully account for the effect of inert gas, eq 2 should 
be written in the form

u = ■
CiiBTMP]0-55̂ ] 0-33

1 1  C; [M][COF2]
[BTMP]

(7)

Discussion

Initial Reaction Steps. The objective is to find first a 
mechanism that would account for the empirical rate equa
tion (eq 2). From Table II we see that D(CF3-OOCFa) > 
Z)(CF30 - 0 CF3), so that the pyrolysis must start by 0 -0  
rupture:

CF3OOCF3 — *- CF3O + OCF3 AH ~ 45 kcal/mol

In the pyrolysis of dialkyl peroxides the initial 0 -0  rupture 
is followed by22 hydrogen abstraction by CH30  to form 
CH3OH, a reaction which is exothermic and requires an ac
tivation energy of about23 10 kcal/mol. The analogous reac
tion of perfluorinated compounds, however, is endothermic 
by about 80 kcal/mol (Table II), and therefore is very un
likely in a thermal system. The reason for the dissimilarity 
between the perfluorinated and perhydrogenated systems

T A B L E  I I :  B ond D issoc ia tion  E nerg ies (k c a l/m o l)

Y = H Ref Y = F Ref

D( CY3O-OCY3) 36.1 17 46.2 36
IHCY3-OOCY3) 71 1 65 1
D(Y-CY2OY) 92 18 120 19
D(CY30-Y) 102 20 43.5 21
D(Y-CY2OOCY3) ~92 a <106 19

“ Assuming that D(H-CH2OOCH3) --D(H-CH 2OH).

TABLE III: Standard Enthalpies of Formation

Substance H 298 K, kcal/mol Ref

F + 18.9 ± 0.4 a
c o f 2 -152.7 ±  0.4 a
c f 4 -223.04 ± 0.3 a
CF3OF -182.8 ± 0.3 a
c f 3 -112.4 ± 1 a
CF3OOCF3 —360.2 ±  3 1

c f 3o -156.8 ±  2 4

0 “JANAF Thermochemical Tables” , Natl. Stand. Ref. Data 
Ser., Natl. Bur. Stand., No. 37, (1971).

is the very weak O-F bond in CF3OF compared with the 
O-H bond in CH3OH (Table II).

The only plausible alternative in the perfluorinated sys
tem seems to be

CF3O COF2 + F AH «  23 kcal/mol

which is endothermic to about 23 kcal/mol, if we use 
enthalpies of formation given in Table III. At low conver
sion, the most abundant species is BTMP, so that the most 
likely subsequent step is

F + CF3OOCF3 —U- CF3OF + CF3O AH »  —3 kcal/mol

which is slightly exothermic (Table II). Since CF30  is thus 
regenerated, reactions 2 and 4 constitute a short chain.

Chain Termination. Plausible chain-terminating reac
tions are

CF3O + OCF3— >-CF3OOCF3 AH «  —45 kcal/mol

CF3O + F — *• CF3OF AH *  —45 kcal/mol

which are both exothermic. The disproportionation reac
tion

CF3O + OCF3 —» CF3OF + COF2 AH »  —22 kcal/mol

appears to be very slow compared with reaction 5, even 
with photolytically generated24-26 CF30, although a similar 
reaction is one of the major reactions producing CH3OH in 
the pyrolysis of dimethyl peroxide.23 The reason for the 
dissimilarity between the perfluorinated and perhydrogen
ated systems seems to be again the weak O-F bond in 
CF3OF. Another possible chain-terminating step

F + F — F2

must be eliminated because molecular fluorine is not a 
product of the pyrolysis. In fact addition of a small pres
sure of molecular fluorine is without any marked effect on
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the pyrolysis (see Results) and this is consistent with the 
mechanism above which involves fluorine atoms but not 
F2. It can be deduced from the data of Lloyd27 that the 
equilibrium constant for the thermal dissociation F2 — 2F 
is about 10-14 mol/cm3 at 250 °C, the temperature of our 
experiments, so that the thermal dissociation of fluorine 
could provide significant amounts of fluorine atoms only at 
substantially higher fluorine pressures than those we have 
used. Rough calculations in support of this are given below 
in connection with eq 17.

Inhibition. The mechanism proposed so far does not ac
count for the observed inhibition by COF2. The most likely 
candidate for inhibition is the reverse of reaction 2

F + COF2 CF30  AH  *  -2 3  kcal/mol

a reaction that has been invoked previously28’29 in the sys
tem COF2 + CF3OF and which Aymonino30 has observed in 
the photolysis of F2 in the presence of COF2. (However re
cently Schumacher et al.31 have speculated that in a photo
chemical system the reaction might be F + COF2 —>► 
CF2OF.)

Mechanism I. Reactions 1-6, but excluding reaction 6, 
will be called Mechanism I. This mechanism can be solved 
exactly in the usual steady-state approximation, yielding

d[BTMP] fc2(fei/fe5)1/2[BTMP]172 

V d t 1 + fe3[COF2]/fc4[BTMP]
which is an expression fairly close to the empirical eq 7, ex
cept for the inert gas effect which has not yet been consid
ered.

Equation 8 is also strongly reminiscent of the well- 
known rate expression for formation of HBr in the H2 + 
Br2 reaction,14b with which mechanism I shares the princi
pal characteristics (corresponding features of the H2 + Br2 
reaction in parentheses): the equilibrium BTMP 2CF3O 
(Br2 = ‘ 2 Br) furnishes the steady-state concentration of 
CF30  (Br) radicals, and the rate-determining step is re
versible, CF30  — COF2 + F (H2 + Br ^  HBr + H), which 
leads to a very efficient inhibition of the reaction by COF2 
(HBr). Thus the numerator of the rate expression (8) con
tains the rate constant for the rate-determining step, k2, 
multiplied by the square root of the equilibrium constant 
for the chain-initiating reaction, (ki/k5)1/2; the denomina
tor contains the ratio of rate constants for inhibition, k3, 
and chain propagation, &4.

Insofar as the pressure dependence of inert gases is con
cerned, reactions 1, 5, and 4 are unlikely to be in their pres
sure-dependent region at the pressures used in this work 
because they involve BTMP, a large molecule.

Reaction 2 is the unimolecular decomposition of a small 
radical originally formed in the strongly endothermic reac
tion 1. As formed in reaction 1 , the radical CF30  is almost 
certainly “ cold” , i.e., without sufficient internal energy to 
decompose further, unless it acquires additional energy by 
collision. Examples of such behavior are numerous.32-35

Assuming a strong-collision (Lindemann) mechanism for 
the collisional activation of CF30, reactions 2 and 3 become

M + CF30  ^  CF30* + M
b

CF3O* ^  COF2 + F
d

where the asterisk represents internal excitation energy 
sufficient for decomposition. Introducing this refinement

into mechanism I results in "he replacement of k2 by kun\, 
where

 ̂uni —
feafcc[M] 

&b[M] + kc (9)

is the pseudounimolecular rate constant in the usual sense 
for the forward dissociation CF30  —► COF2 + F, and the re
placement of k3 by &bi, where

&dfeb[M] 
&b[M] + kc (10)

can be looked upon as the pseudobimolecular rate constant 
for the reverse reaction COF2 + F —► COF3. Equation 8 
thus becomes

fcuni(fel/fe5)1/2[BTMP]l/2 

1 + ¿bi[COF2]/fc4[BTMP] 1
Comparing constants between the numerators of eq 7 

and 11 we find

M]°-33 = fcuniM s ) i / 2 (12)

Comparing denominators between eq 7 and 11 we find 
C2'[M] = kbi/k4.

The pseudoconstant k,mi depends on pressure roughly as 
[M]9, where 0 < q < 1 , so that the 0.33 order with respect 
to [M] = C2F6 found experimentally is entirely what one 
would expect for a unimolecular decomposition in the pres
sure-dependent region. Due to the size of the BTMP mole
cule, we can expect it to be an efficient energy transfer 
agent, so that when [M] = BTMP (i.e., in the absence of 
inert gas), it would very likely take only moderately high 
(~ 1 atm) pressure for klml to become of zero order with re
spect to [M], i.e., Uin to become proportional to [BTMP]1/2. 
This is precisely what has been found by Kennedy, and 
Levy4 at BTMP pressures above about 200 Torr. The size 
of BTMP will also cause the first-order region of klmi (i.e., 
the 3/2-order region of v¡n) to be located at pressures (~ <  
0.1 Torr) well below the lowest BTMP pressure used by us 
or by Kennedy and Levy.4

Mechanism I thus appears to account quite satisfactorily 
for the main features of the pyrolysis, even though the 
chain termination via reaction 6 has not been considered. 
This reaction cannot be dismissed because it was found29 to 
be the rate-determining step in the inverse reaction CF3OF 
+ COF2 —*■ BTMP, and therefore must intervene in the for
ward reaction as well.

The complete mechanism comprising all the reactions 
1-6  cannot be solved in closed form, but we can solve the 
mechanism consisting of reactions 1-4 and 6, but excluding 
reaction 5. It is sufficient to examine only the expression 
for Vin. Application of the steady-state hypothesis leads to

vin- ( k 1k2k4/k6)1/2[BTMY>]in

At pressures below ~100 Torr, k2 and ke wall be both pres
sure dependent, but since i>in depends only on the ratio 
k2/kQ, v-m will be substantially independent of [M], con
trary to experiment. Hence this mechanism cannot be the 
principal mechanism. This is not to suggest that reaction 6 
does not occur, but merely that under our experimental 
conditions (low conversion) reaction 6 is relatively unim
portant. At low conversion, the principal constituent of the 
reaction mixture is BTMP, and under such conditions most 
fluorine atoms would be expected to disappear via reaction 
4 rather than reaction 6.

Evaluation of Constants. We now return to mechanism I
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and proceed to evaluate the numerical values of the con
stants in the rate expression. To this end we rewrite the 
empirical eq 7 in the form

c1[BTMP]°-5
1 + c2[COF 2]

(13)

The new constants c 1 and C2 are different from the old set 
Ci and C2 because they contain the inert gas effect. Since 
kuni, and therefore cj, are pressure dependent, it is conve
nient to extrapolate ci to infinite pressure. Extrapolation 
of Is uni yields krrj, and therefore

lim[M]-« cj =  ci„ = k„(ki/k5)1/2 (14)

This is shown in Figure 4 as a plot of 1 /c i vs. 1/Po- Arrhen
ius plot for c 1 yields the result

c i»  = (1.2 ±  0.1)1018 exp[—(49 700
±  3 700)/RT] Torr172 s“ 1 (15)

The activation energy corresponding to cj,„ is thus Ea =
49.7 kcal/mol; recall this refers to the “ clean” nickel reac
tor. It may be of interest that in the monel reactor, Ea ~40 
kcal/mol, a substantially lower value, indicating apprecia
ble heterogeneous contribution. From eq 14 we see that Ea 
corresponds to

Ea = E . +  ̂(£1 -  £ 5) (16)

If we take36 E\ = 46.2 kcal/mol and assume that E 5 ~  0, as 
one would expect for the recombination of two radicals, eq 
16 yields E„ ~  26.6 kcal/mol. This appears to be in line 
with the estimate made by Benson37 that a unimolecular 
chain-propagating step cannot have an activation energy 
larger than ~64 cal/mol deg, which works out to 35.5 kcal/ 
mol at 250 °C. We have found previously that AH ~  23 
kcal/mol for reaction 2; when combined with the above 
value of E this yields E,] ~  3 kcal/mol for the activation 
energy of the reverse reaction F + COF2 —► CF3O, which 
seems entirely plausible.

Extrapolation of C2 vs. 1/Po gives

C2~ = k jk i  (17)

Arrhenius plot for c2,„ yields the negative activation energy
of ca. —17 kcal/mol. Thus Ed — E4 ----- 17 kcal/mol which
combined with the previous result for Ed gives E4 ~  20 
kcal/mol. Such fairly high value for E4 would suggest that 
reaction 4 does not occur as a concerted process, i.e., that as 
the fluorine atom is approaching the 0 - 0  bond in BTMP 
starts to break first and the O-F bond forms only after the 
0 - 0  rupture is nearly complete.

The value of E4 can be used to obtain an estimate of the 
steady-state concentration of fluorine atoms, [F]ss, that can 
be expected on the basis of mechanism I according to which 
[F]ss = L>/fc4[BTMPj. If we take k4 ~  1013 exp(-EJRT) 
cm3 mol“ 1 s“ 1 and [BTMP] =; 10 Torr, then v ~  9.1 X 10“ 4 
Torr s” 1 (Figure 1), from which [F]ss ~  7 X 10“  2 Torr at 250 
°C. At the same temperature, the equilibrium pressure of F 
atoms generated from 2 Torr of F2 by thermal dissociation 
is only about 8 X 10“ 4 Torr, which explains why addition of 
2 Torr of F2 had no effect on the reaction (it would take 
~200 atm of F2 to produce 7 X 10“ 2 Torr of F atoms).

The result for c j„  can also be used to obtain an estimate 
of the chain length based on mechanism I. Chain length l is 
usually defined as overall rate divided by the rate of the 
chain-initiating reaction. From mechanism I we have, ne

Figure 4. Extrapolation for c 1as at four different temperatures. Plot 
of 1 /c-i vs. 1/P0, where c 4 =  kur]i(k-,/k5)1'2. Extrapolation to 1/P0 —*■ 
0  yields 1 / c 1eo.

glecting inhibition (i.e., in the early stages of the reaction)
c i[B TM P ]1/2 

Ail [BTMP] (18)

The chain length is thus inversely proportional to the 
square root of BTMP pressure. We know36 that ki = 1015-9 
exp(-46 200/RT) s“ 1, which combined with eq 15 gives, at 
530 K

l = 5.44/[BTMP]1/2 (19)

At 100 Torr of BTMP, l = 0.5, so that the chain length is 
already quite small at only moderate pressures of BTMP.

Mechanism II. In view of the very small chain length 
predicted by mechanism I, we have to examine the possibil
ity that the mechanism of the pyrolysis of BTMP may not 
involve a chain. A possible nonchain reaction scheme would 
consist of reactions 1, 5, 2, 3, and 6. This reaction mecha
nism will be called mechanism II. It does not admit of an 
exact solution, but can be solved approximately if we look 
upon it as a variant of mechanism I, i.e., on the assumption 
(ignoring inert gas effect for the moment) that (1) the rate
determining step is reaction 2 so that

o = A2[CF30] - A 3[COF2][F]

(2) the steady-state concentration of CF30  radicals is con
trolled by reaction 1 and its inverse, reaction 5; thus

[CF30] *  (ki/k5) 1/2[BTMP]1/2 

With these assumptions we obtain
M fei/fcsl^B TM P ]1/2

fe3[COF2]
fe6[(^ 1A 5) [BTMP] |1/2

This is again of the general form of eq 13, and in fact the 
empirical constant ci has the same interpretation in mech
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anisms I and II: inert gas effects result, as before, in the re
placement of & 2 by fe,lnj (eq 9). Thus the same extrapolation 
procedure concerning c ; applies, and mechanism II yields 
again eq 15 for ci«,.

The constant C2, on the other hand, though numerically 
the same, has a different interpretation in mechanism II:

c2 = ks/ke{(k i/k 5) [BTMP] |1/2 (21)

Here once more inert gas effects cancel because they in
volve only k3 and k3 and the two constants appear only as a 
ratio. A plot of I/C2 vs. T>1/2 gives fairly good straight lines 
of slope (ke/k3)(ki/kcl)1/2, and the Arrhenius plot of the 
slopes yields15

Ee + — E5) — E3 = 16.4 ±  5.7 kcal/mol (22)

Reactions 5 and 6 are radical recombinations, and therefore 
E$ = E § ~  0. If we make use of the previously determined 
E3 ~  Ed ~  3 kcal/mol, and take E 1 = 46.2 kcal/mol, we ob
tain

\E\ — £3 ~ 20 kcal/mol

which is reasonably consistent with eq 22.
Mechanism II thus yields merely an alternative interpre

tation for the denominator of the rate expression 13, i.e., 
for rate after the start of the reaction. It will be noted that 
the fit of the data is reasonably good whether the denomi
nator of eq 13 is interpreted in terms of mechanisms I or II; 
however, in either interpretation there is a fair amount of 
scatter in the data, suggesting that the maximum 5% con
version used in our work is not sufficient to probe accurate
ly the fine detail of the reaction much beyond the initial 
rate.

Conclusions

It may seem somewhat surprising at first sight that 
mechanism I, a chain mechanism, and mechanism II, a 
nonchain mechanism, both give a reasonably good interpre
tation of the experimental results. We have seen, however, 
that the chain, if there is one, is in fact likely to be very 
short, and therefore the distinction between a chain mech
anism and a nonchain mechanism becomes a very fine one, 
if not purely semantic. In addition, mechanism II was con
ceived at the outset as a variant of mechanism I of which it 
conserves the principal characteristics.

The principal characteristics of the initial stages of the 
pyrolysis of BTMP, insofar as we have been able to deter
mine on the basis of our experimental results, and which 
are embodied in mechanisms I and II, are that after the ini
tial split of BTMP into two CF3O radicals (reaction 1 ), 
most radicals “ do not do anything” except recombine to 
give back BTMP (reaction 5). A steady-state concentration 
of CF3O is thus set up, but occasionally a CF3O radical be
comes sufficiently activated by collisions to decompose 
COF2 and F (reaction 2). This is the rate-determining step, 
which, however, is reversible and leads to self-inhibition of 
the reaction by COF2 (reaction 3) as this compound accu
mulates in the system. What happens next appears to be of 
little consequence, at least at the beginning of the reaction, 
and constitutes the main distinction between mechanisms I 
and II.

While we agree with Kennedy and Levy4 on the basic 
facts of the decomposition, our interpretation, which ac
counts satisfactorily for our own results as well as theirs, 
differs fundamentally in that they consider reaction 1 to be 
rate-determining at the beginning of the pyrolysis, while to 
us the rate-determining step is reaction 2. The reason for 
our different interpretation is the inert gas effect which 
they did not notice. We thus believe that the overall activa
tion energy of 46.2 kcal/mol that they observed actually 
corresponds to the pressure falloff region of the reaction, 
while our value of 49.7 kcal/mol is the limiting high pres
sure activation energy.
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The absorption spectra and decay kinetics of the peroxy OH and H adduct of phenol have been studied 
using the pulse radiolysis technique. Both peroxy radicals decompose by a first-order reaction. 0 2C6H50- 
H(OH) decomposes to HO2 and a product which partly forms hydroquinone after some intramolecular re
arrangement. In alkaline deaerated solutions of phenol disproportionation of phenoxyl radicals produces 
benzosemiquinone radical anions. Formation of this transient is suppressed by the presence of O2. The re
action rate constants of C6H5OH(OH), C6H5OH(H), C6H50 , C6H4(OH)2(H), and C6H4(OH)2(OH) radicals 
with c'xygen have been determined.

Introduction

The formation of hydroxycyclohexadienyl radicals by 
addition of hydroxyl radicals to aromatic rings or of H 
atoms to hydroxybenzenes has been studied in a number of 
cases.1 Reaction rates of some hydroxycyclohexadienyl rad
icals with oxygen have been determined by pulse radioly
sis.2 No experimental evidence is, however, available about 
the peroxy radicals formed in these reactions, except for 
the study by Dorfman et al.,3 when the absorption spec
trum of the peroxy radical was obtained in oxygenated so
lutions of benzene.

Many organic peroxy radicals decompose, directly or in
directly, to yield the perhydroxyl radical, thus creating a 
new experimental problem of identification and discrimi
nation between their spectra.4' 10 In the present work, we 
investigated oxygen reactions with mono- and dihydroxy- 
cyclohexadienyl radicals, formed in aqueous phenol solu
tion. An attempt was made to obtain information about the 
formation of peroxy radicals and their subsequent reac
tions. Hydroquinone was used for comparison because of 
its capability to form isomeric radicals by reacting with H 
atoms.

In this work, pulse radiolysis was applied in the study of 
the spectral properties and kinetic behavior of the interme
diates formed. In some cases, for complementary informa
tion steady state irradiations with a 7  source were also per
formed.

monochromator OPTON MM 12, and a RCA 1P28 photo
multiplier tube coupled directly to Tektronix 454 and 564B 
scopes. A photomultiplier tube 1P28 with seven dynodes 
and a risetime of 0.3 gs was used in most experiments. In 
some cases a system with five dynodes and a 50-fi load re
sistor was used and the risetime was 10 ns. Stability of the 
lamp was controlled during observation of the slow pro
cesses. The total light path through the cell was 5.1 cm. 
The absorbed doses were in the range 0.5-7 krad/pulse. 
The absorbed dose was measured by using a potassium fer- 
rocyanide dosimeter,13 taking €42onm(Fe(CN)63-) as 100C 
M ' 1 cm-1  and G(Fe(CN)s3-) = 6.0. The temperature was 
19 ±  1 °C.

Steady state irradiations were performed with a 60Co 7  
source. The total absorbed doses were in the range of 30- 
180 krads and the dose rate was 1.6 krads m in '1. The 
change in phenol concentration was measured using a sim
plified 4-aminoantipyrene method.14 Hydroquinone was 
determined directly by measuring absorbances of irradi
ated solutions at 305 nm (t305nm 680 M -1 cm-1). The total 
amount of hydroquinone and catechol was determined 
using o-phenantroline as a reagent.15

Results and Discussion

Spectrum and Decay of O^Cefl^OHiOH) Radicals. An 
aqueous phenol solution is expected to undergo the fol
lowing reactions after the pulse in the presence of N20:

Experim ental Section

Solutions were prepared from analytical grade chemicals 
(BDH or Merck). Triply distilled water was used. The solu
tion pH was adjusted with HC104, NaOH, or phosphate 
buffers. For neutral solutions the buffer concentration was 
only 6 X  10-5 M and the pH of the solution changed from
7.2 to 6.8 during the pulse. Higher buffer concentration 
could not be used since phosphate ions catalyze decomposi
tion of the OH adduct of phenol.11 Oxygen was removed by 
bubbling with argon or N20. Different oxygen concentra
tions were obtained by mixing appropriate volumes of N20  
and 0 2 saturated solutions from two syringes.

For pulse radiolysis a Feberton 707 (Field Emission 
Corp.) electron accelerator was used, and the operation 
conditions were similar to those in previous work.12 The es
sential features of the pulse radiolysis set-up were a pulsed 
450-W Xe lamp, all Snprasil silica glass optics, a double

H20  — * eaq , H, OH, H A .  H* H30 +, OH 

eaq-  +  NX> — *• N2 +  OH +  OH ~

OH +  C6H5OH — *  CeHsOH(OH)

(1)
(2)

(3)

About 90% of the total primary radicals should react with 
phenol to produce C6H5OH(OH) radicals. Reaction 3 is 
very fast, ks = 1.4 X  1010 M-1  s-1 .11 The nature and ab-
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Figure 1. Absorption spectra of transients formed in phenol or hydroquinone aqueous solution, dose 3,5 krads. Each point is an average of 
three to six determinations, (a) 5 X 1CP4 M phenol solution saturated with 0 2 and N20  (1:4): (O) pH 6 .8  (6  X 10- 5  M phosphate buffer); ( • )  pH 
3.9 (HCI04 solution). C6H5OH(OH) radicals produced immediately (<1 m s ) after the pulse. 0 2C6H50H(0H) formed after 10 m s . The dashed line 
represents the expected absorbances of 0 2-  radicals calculated from ref 16; dots, the absorption measured after 400 ms. (b) 5 X 10- 4  M 
phenol, pH 7, saturated with 0 2 and N20  (1:4), stable products, (c) C6H4(OH)2(H) formed immediately (<1 m s ) after the pulse in 5 X 10~ 4 M hy
droquinone and 5 X 10~ 1 M fert-butyl alcohol solution, pH 1.3, argon saturated; 0 2C6H4(OH)2(H) radical 250 ms after the pulse in 2 X 10~ 3 M 
hydroquinone, 2 M HCOOH, and 1.3 X 10- 4  M 0 2 solution, pH 1.

sorption spectrum of these radicals (Xmax 330 nm; 6330 4400 
M_I cm-1) has been established previously.11 When O2 is 
present, CeHsOH(OH) radicals react according to

C6H5OH(OH) +  02 0 2C6H50H(0H)

Both radicals, C6HsOH(OH) and C^CeHsOHlOH), may 
exist in various ionized forms, because of the presence of an 
OH group and thus influence the rate of reaction 5 and also 
the mechanism of degradation of the peroxy radical. Since 
fast elimination of water from the CgHsOHiOH) radical 
takes place already in slightly acid and alkaline solutions,11 
our observations were limited only to the solutions with pH 
7 to 4.

In the presence of 0 2 a different absorption spectrum is 
observed. It is shown in Figure la, where the spectrum of 
the CeHsOHCOH) radicals obtained under the same condi
tions is also presented. 0 2_ radicals formed in the reaction 
of H atoms (G = 0.6) with oxygen contribute to the solid 
line spectrum (02CeHs(0 H)2), but not more than 6% with 
respect to molar absorptivity. The rate of reaction 5 was 
determined by monitoring the decay kinetics of the Cc;HsO- 
H(OH) radical at 330 nm, for different concentrations of O2 
(0.26-1.3 mM). An average value of = (1.5 ±  0.12) X 109 
M -1 s-1  was obtained. The previously published value,
= 4.9 X 106 M -1  s- 1 ,2 obtained in a phenol solution satu
rated with oxygen is lower probably because of the record
ing of peroxy radical decomposition following reaction 5.

The first-order decay of 0 2C6H5(0H) absorption was fol
lowed at 290 nm and the rate constant calculated from an 
appropriate plot assuming the products were formed at the

same rate. No effect of phenol and oxygen concentrations 
on the decay rate was observed. The value k6 = (8.0 ±  1.0) 
X 103 s“ 1 was obtained for pH 6.8 and 3.9. The most proba
ble reaction is unimolecular decomposition in which the 
long lived 0 2_ radical is formed.

0 2C6H50H (0H ) -  (C6H60 2) + H 02 (H+ + O2- )
(6)

In Figure la, absorbances measured after 400 ms are pre
sented by dots. The dashed line represents calculated ab
sorbances based on the known absorption spectrum of the 
0 2~ radical,16 taking G(0 2_) = 6.0. Calculated and experi
mental values are in good agreement. At pH 3.9 the absorp
tion spectrum of the product is shifted toward the uv re
gion, due to H 02 <=t H+ + 0 2~ equilibrium, pK = 4.88,16 
while the spectrum of 0 2C6Hs0 H(0 H) remains unchanged. 
It seems that contribution of the products, CgHgCh, cannot 
be observed in the spectrum obtained after 400 ms in the 
wavelength region between 320 and 290 nm. Catechol, o- 
dihydroxybenzene, and resorcinol (meta) can contribute 
considerably only below 290 nm,17 where phenol itself also 
absorbs. Hydroquinone (para) is not formed immediately 
in the decomposition process of 0 2C6Hs0 H(0 H) (reaction 
6), but after some intramolecular rearrangement.

OH

OH
Since hydroquinone has a Amax of 290 nm, we were able to 
observe first-order formation of hydroquinone at 290 nm 
and obtained h7 = 26.7 s~: . The absorption spectrum of 
stable product is presented in Figure lb. Besides hydroqui-
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none catechol and probably resorcinol are also formed. In 
order to complete information on the stable product yield, 
steady state irradiations with a y source were used. We de
termined G (hydroquinone), G(catechol), and G(—phenol) 
for phenol solution saturated with a mixture of N20:02 (4: 
1), and obtained the values 2.8, 1.6, and 5.4, respectively. 
The missing product with the yield of about 1 is probably 
resorcinol though this value is somewhat higher than the 
0.3 reported previously.18 Dose rate difference between 
pulse and steady state conditions does not appear to affect 
the yield of stable products, since reactions 6 and 7 are first 
order.

The isomeric intermediate of the OH adduct of phenol is 
formed by addition of H atom to hydroquinone, according 
to

H
+

C6H4(OH)2 — +• C6H4(OH)2(H)

with a rate of 1.3 X 109 M -1  s- 1 .19 The transient absorption 
spectrum of CeH4(OH)2(H) radicals (Figure lc), hitherto 
unknown, has been obtained. feri-Butyl alcohol (5 X 10-1 
M) was added to scavenge OH radicals and the absorption 
of its radical did not overlap the measured spectrum up to 
300 nm. This spectrum, with a Xmax of 360 nm and an «360 of 
3000 M -1 cm-1, is quite different from that for the CrHsO- 
H(OH) radical (Figure la). Elimination of water from the 
CgH4(OH)2(H) radicals is a slow process; at pH 1 the rate 
constant is <102 s-1, while for the OH adduct of phenol the 
rate constant is > 106 s-1  under the same conditions.

The rate constant for the reaction of C6H4(OH)2(H) with
0 2

CeH4(OH)2(H) +  0 2

was measured in acid (pH 1) hydroquinone solution at 360 
nm and kg = (1.2 ±  0.2) X 10® s-1  was obtained. HCOO” 
ions were added to this solution to react with OH radicals 
and to suppress the formation of the OH adduct of hydro
quinone having strong absorption in the observed wave
length region.20 Besides, HCOO-  ions are suitable scaven
gers since they do not form peroxy radicals but transfer the 
electron immediately to O2.16

After 250 ns when the reaction 9 has been completed, 
only weak absorption was observed in the wavelength re
gion 310-450 nm (Figure lc). Since hydroquinone itself ab
sorbs below 310 nm, it was not possible to determine 
whether peroxy radicals form in reaction 9 or decompose 
instantaneously.

Reaction of CqH^O Radicals. Pulse radiolysis experi
ments11 have shown that in absence of oxygen, CeH50 - 
H(OH) radicals eliminate water and produce phenoxyl rad
icals.

C6H5OH(OH) —  H20  +  C6H50 (10)

This elimination is a first-order process, catalyzed by H+, 
OH", and phosphate ions.11 In oxygen-containing solutions

Figure 2. Absorption spectra obtained in N20  saturated 5 X 10- 4  M 
phenol solution, pH 10, 3.5 krads; lower curve corresponds to 
C6H50  radicals formed 2 ns after the pulse and the upper one to 
transient species produced after 400 ns.

the formation of C6H5O radicals is dependent on competi
tion between reactions 5 and 10. The absorption of C6H5O 
radicals observed at 400 nm is reduced only by about 10% 
in oxygenated solution of phenol (2.5 X 10-3 M) and H2O2 
(1 X 10-1 M) at pH 2.3. Under the experimental conditions 
used (dose <2 krads) disappearance of C6H5O radicals is 
faster than in an air free solution. The rate curve was ana
lyzed by a linearizing niethod based on successive approxi
mations21 taking into account the competition between

C6H50  + C6H50  -  C6H 50+
+ C6H5O-  (and partially a dimer) (11 )

and

CeH50  ~b O2 * O2C6H5O (12)

From the results obtained ki2 = (1.4 ±  0.2) X 107 M-1  s-1 
and 2kn = (1.3 ± 0.1) X 109 M-1 s-1  were calculated.

We know very little about the products of reaction 1 1 . 
Disproportionation of phenoxyl radicals through electron 
transfer by the formation of positive and negative ions has 
been assumed early.22 In the absence of oxygen, in N2O sat
urated phenol solution at pH 2, we obtained by y radiolysis 
a value of 2.2 for G (—phenol) which can be considered to 
indicate phenol re-formation in reaction 1 1 . Besides dihy- 
droxybenzenes,23 some stable product with broad optical 
absorption spectrum between 280 and 450 nm also formed 
in this reaction. As has been assumed previously24 the spec
trum observed could probably be attributed to dimer or 
polymer formed.

In alkaline deaerated solutions (pH 8.5-14) decay kinet
ics of phenoxyl radicals and subsequent formation of tran
sients are quite different from those in neutral and acid 
medium. Absorption spectra registered in phenol solution 
at pH 10 are presented in Figure 2. The spectrum observed 
2 ns after the pulse (lower curve) is essentially identical 
with that of C6H5O radicals in neutral solution.11 Forma
tion of the second transient, after 400 jus, is independent of 
both phenol concentration and the nature of eaq-  scaven
gers (N20  or H20 2), but strongly depends on pH and the 
amount of the product present in the solution. Its absorb
ance increases with increasing solution pH, and also with 
repeated irradiations of the same solution. Neta and Fes
senden22 observed by steady-state ESR experiments in al-
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TABLE I: Formation and Decay Rate Constants of Peroxy Radicals

Solute pH Reacting species Radical formed, R kn+o2> M 1 s 1 Decay of R02, s 1

Phenol 3-7 OH C6H5OH(OH) (1.5 ±  0.12) X 109 (8 ±  1) X 103
Phenol 1 H C6H5OH(H) (2.65 ±  0.3) X 109 (2.2 ±  0.2) X 104
Phenol 1-6 OHa CgHgO (1.4 ±  0.2) X 107
Hydroquinone 1 OH C6H4(OH)2(OH) 6.1 X 1086
Hydroquinone 1 H C6H4(OH)2(H) (1.2 ±  0.2) X 108

° Followed by unimolecular elimination of water. b Rate constant was determined by using competition between reactions 
CgH^OH^iOH) + 0 2 —*■ 0 2C6H4(0 H)2(0 H) and CeH4(OH)2(OH) —* H20  + OC6H4OH (k = 4.6 X 104 s-1), in hydroquinone solu
tion (0.5 mM) in the presence of 0 2 (0.1-1 mM) and N20  (2-20 mM) at pH 7.

kaline phenol solution three different radicals, i.e., phenox- 
yl, and o- and p-semiquinone anion radicals. They assumed 
the semiquinone radicals to be formed in the second reac
tion of OH radicals with accumulated hydroquinone and 
catechol. Under our experimental conditions OH radicals 
react only with phenol whereas phenoxyl radicals, besides 
reaction 11 , may partly react with the products, probably 
dissociated dihydroxybenzene to form semiquinone anion 
radicals by electron transfer.

C6H50  + OHCgHgO- -  C6H50 -  + 0C 6H50 “  (+H+)
(13)

The features of the second transient spectrum, between 
400 and 450 nm, are very similar to those of the spectrum 
of the p-semiquinone radical20 (Figure 2), although contri
bution from underlying absorption of the stable products 
or other transients is not excluded.

In oxygenated alkaline solutions, formation of semiqui
none radicals is suppressed due to the reaction of phenoxyl 
radicals with oxygen which occurs here at the same rate as 
in acid solutions.

0 2CeH50H(H) Radicals. In acid phenol solutions H 
atoms react according to reaction 4. Since there is no re
ported spectrum for this radical, although its characteris
tics Xmax of 330 nm and e330 of 3800 M_1 cm" 1 had pre
viously been determined,11 the absorption spectrum of 
CgHsOHlH) is presented in Figure 3. The decay rate of 
C6HsOH(H) radicals in the presence of 0 2 (0.3-1.3 mM) 
was measured at 330 nm and k\4 = (2.65 ±  0.3) X 109 M -1 
s“ 1 was obtained.

C6H5OH(H) + 02

Figure 3 also shows the transient spectrum of 0 2- 
CgHsOHiH) radicals. The 0 2CgH50H(H) decay was fol
lowed at 290 nm and the first-order rate constant k = (2.0 
± 0.2) X 104 s_1 was obtained. The difference in the kinetic 
behavior of this and the isomeric radical 0 2C6H6(0 H), 
formed in oxygenated benzene solution, is due to slower re
action of the OH adduct of benzene with oxygen, the rate 
constant of which is 5 X 108 M “ 1 s“ 1, and to decomposition 
by second-order reaction3 of the peroxy radical formed.

Reactivity toward Oxygen. The formation and decay 
rates of peroxy radicals are summarized in Table I. The re
sults for phenol show that both OH and H adducts react 
very fast with oxygen forming peroxy transients, which 
then decompose further by first-order reaction. We were 
able to follow consecutive reactions of decomposition of the 
peroxy OH adduct of phenol. Peroxy radical 0 2CgHsO-

Figure 3. Absorption spectra of C6H5OH(H) in argon saturated 5 X 
10“ 4 M phenol solution and 5 X '0 _1 M fert-butyl alcohol, pH 1, and 
0 2C6H6OH(H) formed 20 gs after the pulse in 2.5 X 10“ 3 M phenol, 
2 M HCOOH, and 1.3 X 10“ 4 M 0 2 solution, pH 1. Pulse 2 krads.

H(OH) decomposes (k = 8 X 103 s“ 1) to produce the 0 2“  
radical in equivalent extent. The other product formed in 
this reaction does not have the absorption spectrum in the 
observed wavelength region and decomposes to yield hy
droquinone, the formation of which we were able to follow 
(k = 26.7 s“ 1).

In its reactions with OH or H, phenol does not form one 
type of radical but probably a mixture of isomers.23 Land 
and Ebert11 found different rates of elimination of water 
from the OH adduct of phenol (reaction 10) which they as
cribed to existence of isomers. In this study there was no 
indication of different kinetic behavior of isomers toward 
oxygen. No significant alternations of the decay rate of rad
icals in the reaction with 0 2 at different wavelengths were 
detected in the test performed. On the other hand, results 
presented here show that OjCgHsOHiOH) radicals decom
pose to produce about 50% hydroquinone (para), 30% cate
chol (ortho), and 20% probably resorcinol (meta). However, 
these results are not a support for the existence of isomers 
of the OH adduct of phenol since 0 2“  radicals are formed 
in an extent equivalent to the decomposition of peroxy rad
icals in reaction 6.

The behavior of C6H4(0H )2(H), the isomer radical
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formed in hydroquinone solution, is quite different. The 
two possible structural isomers for this radical are (a) in 
which the H atom attaches directly to a carbon carrying 
one OH group, and (b) presented by the 1,2,4 structures.

OH OH
i b

The fact that the absorption maximum of the H adduct 
of hydroquinone (360 nm) is different from that of the OH 
adduct of phenol (330 nm) and that these two isomers have 
quite different rate constants with oxygen, and even differ
ent rates of water elimination, implies that the H atom 
adds to a carbon at positions other than that at which the 
OH is attached.

It can be seen in Table I that the reaction with oxygen is 
slightly hindered for both OH and H adducts of hydroqui
none. This is most likely due to the existence of one more 
OH groups in the hydroquinone radicals as compared to 
the corresponding phenol adducts.

The more reasonance stabilized phenoxyl radical, 
CeHsO, reacts about two orders of magnitude slower with 
O2 than its precursor, the OH adduct of phenol. This is 
even more pronounced for the p-semiquinone radical 
formed by elimination of water from the OH adduct of hy
droquinone. The p-semiquinone radical does not react with 
oxygen at all, and can even be produced in the reverse reac
tion of the 02_ radical with benzoquinone.
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Homologous frans-4-Ethoxy-4'-cycloalkanecarbonyloxyazobenzenes. Calorimetry
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Calorimetric data are presented for the nematogenic homologous trans-4-ethoxy-4'-cycloalkanecarbon- 
yloxyazobenzenes from cyclopropane to cycloundecane and the nematic-isotropic transition temperature, 
enthalpy, and entropy trends are discussed within the framework of current theories. A correlation of phys
ical properties with the size of the terminal cycloalkane ring is observed. An extensive solid state polymor
phism is noted.

1. Introduction
Since the discovery of liquid crystalline mesophases 

manifesting molecular and orientational order, consider
able synthetic effort has been expended using various sub
stituents as structural probes to help elucidate the molecu
lar properties required for the existence of mesophases.1 
Many, though not all, materials forming thermotropic liq
uid crystalline mesophases contain roughly rodlike mole
cules possessing a highly polarizable, usually conjugated, 
central link and various types of terminal substituents.

Other than common functional groups such as halogens 
and cyanide, the most frequently used substituent is a ter
minal normal alkane. Many studies have reported various 
physical properties for a homologous series of mesomorphic 
compounds based on the variation in length of a terminal 
alkane chain.2 Our work with the homologous series of 4- 
ethoxy-4'-n-alkanoyloxyazobenzenes lead to use of p-(p'- 
ethoxyphenylazo)phenol as a convenient compound bear
ing azobenzene as the central link to which we could add 
various ester substituents. In particular we have prepared a
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TABLE I: Transition Temperatures and Derived Entropies for 4-Ethoxy-4'-cycloalkanecarbonyloxyazobenzenes and Certain 
Analogous Esters

Cycloalkane 
carboxylate ester Transition“ Temp, K

Temp
refk

AH,
kj mol-1

AS,
J mol-1 K_1

Cyclopropane K„ -  T 381.30 ±  0.24 25.9 ±  1.0 68 ±  3
Ki — ld 394.23 ±  0.29 31.7 ±  1.3 80 ± 3
N — T 375.62 ±  0.19 0.69 ±  0.04 1.83 ±  0.12

Cyclobutane K„ -  Nc 350.0 ±  0.8“ T1
KT — N 380.80 ±  0.15 T2 26.6 ±  C.9 70 ±  3
N — I 403.25 ±  0.17 T3 0.76 ±  0.04 1.88 ±  0.10

Cyclopentane K — N 397.05 ±  0.16 T2 30.8 ±  1.0 78 ± 2
N — I 403.59 ±  0.16 T3 1.01 ±  0.05 2.51 ±0.13

Cyclohexane K„ -  N“ 393.5 ±  0.3“ T1
Ki — N 400.72 ±  0.15 T2 29.6 ±  1.4 74 ±  4
N — I 417.14 ±  0.23 T3 0.96 ±  0.05 2.29 ±  0.12

Cycloheptane Ki, — Nc 351 ±  5“ T1
Ki — N 379.20 ±0.17 T2 24.0 ±  0.9 63 ±  2
N — I 393.00 ±0.16 T3 0.67 ±  0.03 1.68 ±  0.08

Cyclooctane K,„ -  Nc 349 ±  2“
Ki) -  Km' 336 ±  10“
Ki -*• I 376.51 ±  0.15 26.7 ±  0.9 71 ±  3
N — Ie 375.03 ±  0.15 0.49 ±  0.04 1.30 ±  0.10

Cyclononane K„ -  K,f 359.03 ±  0.29 3.9 ±  0.3 11.0 ±  0.7
Ki — P 362.94 ±  0.16 21.3 ±  0.8 59 ± 2
N — Ie 354.65 ±  0.15 0.32 ±  0.02 0.90 ±  0.06

Cyclodecane K, — I 352.82 ±  0.33 27.4 ±  1.2 78 ± 3
N — I h i

Cycloundecane Ki — I 361.94 ±  0.38 29.0 ±  0.8 80 ± 2
N — I j i

Adamantane K — I 447.9 ±  0.4 35.5 ±  1.0 79 ± 2
Benzene K — N 445.1 ±  0.4 43.0 ±  1.2 97 ± 3

N — I 474.0 ± 0.3 1.10 ±0.05 2.32 ±  0.10
° Notation of Verbit.5 K, crystal, N, nematic, I, isotropic. b Temp ref code refers to the transitions depicted in Figure lb. T2 means the 

temperature at point 2 which refers to the Ki — N transition. “ Monotropic. d Kn crystal previously fractured and allowed to stand 2 h at 
315 K. “ Estimation by microscopy; not resolvable by DSC. t Previously allowed to stand 24 h at 344 K. e Previously allowed to stand 15 
min at 360 K. h Monotropic nematic phase that could only briefly be observed on rapid undercooling to T < 333 K. ' Not observable by 
DSC. 1 Monotropic nematic that could only briefly be observed on rapid undercooling to T < 331 K.

new series of nematogenic compounds, trans-4-ethoxy-4'- 
cycloalkanecarbonyloxyazobenzenes (I), by varying the ali-

0

CH;,CH2— 0 — — N = N — (j w j) — 0 — C—

I
cyclic ring in the terminal position. We report here the re
sults of calorimetric studies for this new homologous series 
for n = 2 to 10 and discuss and contrast the trends ob
served with the analogous normal alkane compounds.3

2. Experimental Section

Syntheses of Cycloalkanecarboxylate Esters. The esters 
were all prepared from the appropriate acyl chlorides and 
p- (p'-ethoxyphenylazo) phenol from Eastman Organic 
Chemicals and used without purification. The acyl chlo
rides were directly obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. for 
the cyclopropane and cyclobutane carboxylate esters, while 
the other cycloalkyl acyl chlorides were obtained by treat
ment of the carboxylic acids with thionyl chloride. Descrip
tion of typical syntheses of the acyl chlorides and esters 
was given previously.4 Complete synthetic details will be 
described in a forthcoming article.

Carboxylic Acids. The cyclooctane-, cyclononane-, cyclo- 
decanecarboxylic acids were commercially unavailable. Cy- 
clooctanecarboxylic acid was prepared by hydrobromina- 
tion of cyclooctene and carbonation of the Grignard from 
the resulting bromocyclooctane. The cyclononane- and cy- 
clodecanecarboxylic acids were respectively obtained from

cyclodecanone and cycloundecanone by Favorskii rear
rangement of the corresponding 2-bromocycloalkanone in
termediates.

Microscopy. The mesophases were identified and transi
tion temperatures measured by the use of a Bausch and 
Lomb Dynoptic polarizing microscope equipped with a 
modified Koeffler hot stage. A particularly successful tech
nique used to study the mone tropic phases formed by these 
materials was to use an additional hot plate set at a tem
perature suitable to form the isotropic phase, heat a sample 
to form the isotropic phase, and then quickly place the 
sample on the microscope ho: stage set to a desired temper
ature. This procedure generally allowed estimations of the 
transition temperatures for the difficult to observe mono
tropic phases.

Calorimetric Measurements. The calorimetric measure
ments were made with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-1B. Details 
were as described previously.4

3. Results

Cycloalkanecarboxylate Esters. The cycloalkanecarbox
ylate esters from cyclopropane to cycloundecane were pre
pared and studied by means of differential scanning calo
rimetry as previously mentioned. The results of the calori
metric studies are presented in Table I. All of the cycloal
kanecarboxylate esters exhibit nematic mesophases, but 
the carboxylate esters of cyclopropane, cyclooctane, cyclo
nonane, cyclodecane, and cycloundecane are monotropic 
rather than enantiotropic. The esters also exhibit consider
able solid state polymorphism, much of which is monotrop-
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ic and, with the exception of the cyclopropane-, cyclooc- 
tane-, and cyclononanecarboxylate esters, not detectable 
by means of differential scanning calorimetry.

The phase behavior of these compounds can be summa
rized in Figure 1 with just a few comments. Cyclopropane- 
carboxylate ester exhibits a monotropic nematic phase as 
well as a monotropic crystalline phase called here Kij. Fig
ure la presents the idealized free energy-temperature di
agram unique to the cyclopropanecarboxylate. The phase 
behavior of the cyclobutane-, cyclohexane-, and cyclohep- 
tanecarboxylate esters is presented in Figure lb  as all of 
these compounds exhibit an enantiotropic nematic phase 
and two crystal forms, one of which is monotropic. The 
temperatures are of course different and can be determined 
from Table I. The cyclopentane ester is unique in that it 
exhibits only one crystal form and an enantiotropic nemat
ic phase. Figure lb  is appropriate if the line for Kn is ig
nored. Cyclooctanecarboxylate ester exhibits the greatest 
polymorphism observed in this series, showing three crys
talline modifications two of which are monotropic with re
spect to the stable room temperature crystal but enantio
tropic with respect to each other. Further the nematic 
phase is monotropic. Figure lc presents the phase diagram 
unique to the cyclooctane ester. The last member of the se
ries to exhibit a characterizable nematic phase is the cyclo
nonane carboxylate ester; Figure Id presents its pertinent 
phase diagram showing a monotropic nematic phase and 
two enantiotropic crystalline forms.

4-Ethoxy-4'-cyclodecanecarbonyloxy azobenzene (Cy-
clodecanecarboxylate). This ester exhibits a nematic 
phase, but the phase is so unstable that only fleeting stud
ies could be performed. The only successful way to achieve 
the N phase was to quickly cool the sample from isotropic 
to temperatures lower than ~57 °C. This could be reprodu- 
cibly done by taking the microscope slide from a hot plate 
with T > 82.5 °C (K -*■ I transition) and placing the slide 
on a hot stage 57 T o r  cooler. The nematic phase could be 
readily discerned as crystallization proceeded rapidly. It 
was not possible to establish an equilibrium nematic-iso
tropic temperature. Further the nematic phase could not 
be observed with DSC techniques (though sometimes com
plex cooling exotherms which might include the I —► N 
transition were observed). This ester exhibits at least two 
crystal forms one of which is monotropic, but, given the 
transient nature of the nematic phase, determination in de
tail of possible crystal modifications was not carried out.

4-Ethoxy-4'-cycloundecanecarbonyloxyazobenzene (Cy- 
cloundecanecarboxylaie). The phases and properties of 
this ester are very similar to those of the cyclodecane in 
that a nematic phase forms but only on quick undercooling. 
The nematic phase formed by cycloundecane appears to be 
qualitatively more stable than the cyclodecane analogue in 
that a nematic-isotropic equilibrium could almost be 
achieved. This ester also exhibits at least two crystal forms 
but complete characterization was not carried out.

4-Ethoxy-4'-(l-adamantanecarbonyl)oxyazobenzene 
(1-Adamantanecarboxylate). Differential scanning calo
rimetry and microscopy reveal that this ester melts into the 
isotropic at 176 °C and freezes at about 162 °C without the 
formation of a nematic phase. Moreover, microscopic ex
amination reveals that the crystal formed initially obtained 
from this crystallization spontaneously and almost instan
taneously converts to yet another crystal form which ap
pears to be thermodynamically or at least kinetically stable 
down to below room temperature.

Figure 1. Idealized free energy-temperature diagrams. Tempera
tures noted are in degrees Celsius and slope differences are in 
some instances exaggerated for clarity: (a) cyclopropanecarboxy
late ester; (b) cyclobutane-, cyclohexane-, cycloheptanecarboxylate 
esters; (c) cyclooctanecarboxylate ester; (d) cyclononanecarboxy
late ester.

4-Ethoxy-4'-benzoyloxyazobenzene (Benzoate). Exami
nation by differential scanning calorimetry discloses that 
this ester melts at 174 °C into what microscopy confirms is 
the nematic phase. The nematic to isotropic transition oc
curs at 194 °C, by far the highest temperature known for 
esters of p(p'-ethoxyphenylazo)phenol.

4. Discussion

Trends in Nematic to Isotropic Properties. The alicyclic 
homologous series exhibits definite trends in nematic to 
isotropic transition temperature, enthalpy, and entropy. 
The nematic to isotropic transition temperature is seen in 
Figure 2a to monotonically rise from cyclopropanecarboxy
late to cyclohexanecarboxylate and then, again monotoni
cally, decline almost linearly. Although the melting point 
behavior is similar, except for the decline from cyclopro
pane- to cyclobutanecarboxylate, its fluctuation is more 
moderate in magnitude so that the nematic phase becomes 
monotropic for the cyclopropane and all the esters past cy
cloheptane.

The nematic to isotropic transition enthalpy is depicted 
in Figure 2b. The entropy results parallel the enthalpy 
closely and are similar to the transition temperature trend 
with one surprising exception. The nematic to isotropic 
transition temperature reaches a maximum for the cyclo
hexanecarboxylate ester, while the maximum in the transi
tion enthalpy and entropy is reached with the cyclopenta- 
necarboxylate ester.

The enthalpy and entropy, as noted above, do not com
pletely follow the transition temperature trend and fur
thermore exhibit much larger percentage variations. In
deed if the marginally nematogenic cyclodecane- and cy- 
cloundecanecarboxylates are ignored, the nematic-isotrop
ic transition enthalpy and entropy decline 68 and 64%, re
spectively, from the highest to the lowest values exhibited 
by this homologous series, while the transition temperature 
declines only 15% when similarly considered on an absolute 
scale. Thus although there are large percentage changes in 
the transition enthalpy and entropy, the ratio results in a 
much smaller variation in transition temperature.

Steric Properties of Substituent Cycloalkanes. Gray
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NUMBER OF RING METHYLENES

Figure 2. Physical properties as a function of the number of carbons 
in the terminal cycloalkane ring for the homologous trans-4-ethoxy- 
4'-cycloalkariecarbonyloxyazobenzenes: (a) transition temperatures 
( • )  K «■ N, (■) N ♦ * i. In the case of solid state polymorphism the K 
—*• N temperature shown is for the room temperature stable crystal 
melting to nematic, (b) Enthalpies for the nematic-isotropic transi
tion.
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Figure 3. Physical properties as a function of the cylindrical diame
ter of cycloalkane in excess of that of remainder of ester for the ho
mologous frans-4-ethoxy-4'-cycloalkanecarbonyloxyazobenzenes: 
(a) nematic-isotropic transition temperatures; (b) enthalpies of the 
nematic-isotropic transition. The numbers beside each point indi
cate the number of methylene carbons in the terminal cycloalkane 
ring.

studied the effect of molecular diameter on mesophase for
mation by preparing a number of 3'-substituted derivatives 
of 4'-n-alkoxybiphenyl-4-carboxy] ic acids.1 In particular 
plots of the nematic to isotropic transition temperature 
Tm of the 4'-n-octyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylic acids vs. mo
lecular diameter, the diameter of the narrowest cylinder 
through which the molecule could pass, show a decreasing 
Tni for an increasing molecular diameter.6 Since the sub
stituents included hydrogen, methyl, halogens, and nitro 
groups, changes in molecular dipole moment seem to be of 
little importance. The stability of the nematic phase 
formed by the above series decreases as the substituents 
force the highly polarizable phenyl rings apart. However, 
the substituents themselves add to the total polarizability 
in rough proportion to their size, thus separate assessment 
of the size and polarizability effects is difficult.

Our structural probe, the increasing size of the alicyclic 
ring in a terminal position, would first simply add to the 
total polarizability of the molecule without significantly in
creasing the lateral distance between the highly polarizable 
azobenzene centers of neighboring molecules. The small cy
cloalkane polarizability contribution would result in some
what increased nematic stability. When the ring size.reach
es a point where it does contribute to the molecular diame
ter, the azobenzene centers would be forced far enough 
apart to cause a reduction in internal forces despite the 
small cycloalkane polarizability addition, and hence a de
cline in nematic stability. Use of terminal alicyclic rings 
should give a minimal change in dipole moment and total 
dipole, leaving any resulting effect ascribable to steric and, 
to a lesser extent, polarizability factors.

We assume that a molecule in the nematic phase will 
adopt a conformation minimizing the cylindrical diameter 
and hence maximizing the lateral intermolecular dispersion 
attractions. In particular, this means that the larger alicy
clic rings which naturally exist in effectively elliptical con
formations will preferentially adopt a ring conformation 
with the long axis of the ellipse as colinear as possible with 
the long axis of the remainder of the molecule. The cylin
drical diameters for the cyclopentane to cyclononane sub
stituents were determined from molecular models while the 
diameters for the cyclopropane and cyclobutane were esti
mated from molar volume data.7 We believe the estimates 
good to ± 0.1 A.

The nematic to isotropic transition temperature as a 
function of the disparity between substituent cylindrical 
diameter and the cylindrical diameter of the remainder of 
the molecule (6.0 A) is shown in Figure 3a, while similar 
correlations for transition enthalpy appear in Figure 3b. 
The esters appear on the abscissa in the same order as seen 
in Figures 2a and b, but they are no longer evenly spaced. 
The transition temperature and enthalpy (and entropy, not 
shown) reach a maximum at an alicyclic ring cylindrical di
ameter approximating that of the remainder of the mole
cule. That the enthalpy should behave so is not unexpect
ed, since one would anticipate that the maximum lateral 
intermolecular dispersion attraction present in the nematic 
phase would be reached when the substituent group pos
sesses the maximum ring size without sterically forcing the 
polarizable azobenzene portions of neighboring molecules 
apart.
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Evidently the nematic to isotropic entropy change in
creases as the intermolecular ordering forces become 
stronger. From simple Maier-Saupe theory, if the densities 
of these compounds do not vary much, the entropy of the 
nematic to isotropic transition should vary as A/T n i , where 
A is a complex parameter that mainly reflects the intermo
lecular forces in the mean-field approximation.8 Since both 
AS'ni and Tni increase with stronger intermolecular or
dering dispersion forces, the Maier-Saupe A parameter 
must also increase. Whether the change in A,S’ n i , Tn i , and 
A can be correlated with changing molar volume for this se
ries is a question of interest under study. Finally we note 
that since the transition entropy does not generally change 
as rapidly as the transition enthalpy with change in 
strength of the ordering dispersion forces, the temperature 
of transition also tends to follow the trend in transition en
thalpy and entropy.

Comparison with the Nematic-Isotropic Thermody
namic Observables of Other Cyclic Substituent Esters. 
One might expect that increasing the polarizability of a 
substituent as well as decreasing the cylindrical diameter 
disparity would increase the N —*■ I transition temperature, 
enthalpy, and entropy. The benzoate ester (cylindrical di
ameter deviation only +0.1 A) predictably possess a much 
higher nematic to isotropic transition temperature (194 °C) 
than observed for the alicyclic series. The enthalpy and en
tropy for both the K —>- N and the N -*• I transitions are 
significantly higher than the cyclohexane homolog or, in
deed, the other cycloalkanes. The large polarizability in
crease accompanying the addition of the benzene ring as 
opposed to a saturated alkane ring must greatly increase 
the intermolecular forces responsible not only for crystal 
packing but also those giving rise to nematic order.

The 1-adamantanecarboxylate ester (cylindrical diame
ter deviation + 0.6 A) would be expected to show a relative
ly low N —*■ I temperature in the vicinity of 110 °C. In fact, 
it melts into the isotrcpic at 176 °C and freezes after un
dercooling at 162 °C without exhibition of a nematic phase. 
This is the first reported example of a p-(p'-ethoxyphe- 
nylazo) phenyl ester in which a relatively high melting point 
prevents the expression of a nematic phase.

Comparison of Nematic-Isotropic Trends with Those of 
the n-Alkanecarboxylates. The trans-4-ethoxy-4'-«-alka- 
noyloxyazobenzenes have been found by Hiilemann et al.4 
to also exhibit distinct N —* I transition temperature, en
thalpy, and entropy trends. For the pentanoate through te- 
tradecanoate esters studied, the transition temperature 
tends to decline with increase in chain length, with a slight 
even-odd alternation superimposed on this trend. How
ever, the transition enthalpy and entropy both tend to in
crease with a superimposed even-odd alternation. Again 
the percentage changes in transition enthalpy and entropy 
are much larger than that of the resultant transition tem
perature.

Since the alkyl chain does not increase the cylindrical di
ameter of the molecule and adds to its polarizability, it is 
not surprising that the transition enthalpy and entropy in
crease with alkyl chain length. However, that the transition 
entropy rises faster than transition enthalpy, in contradis
tinction to the alicyclic series, may be a reflection that a 
flexible alkyl chain may tend to adopt a greater number of 
conformations in the isotropic phase than in the nematic. 
We note with others4-9 that the increment of AS'n i  with 
chain length is much less than the R In 3 predicted on the 
basis of a single conformation in the nematic and an infi
nite number of conformations in the isotropic. This 
suggests that the number of probable conformations in the 
isotropic phase is not much larger than that in the nematic.

Melting Point Trends. One notes from Table I and Fig
ure 3 that the melting point generally follows the nematic 
to isotropic transition temperature trends, reaching a maxi
mum at cyclohexanecarboxylate and declining thereafter. 
This suggests that the same properties of a terminal sub
stituent which lend high thermal stability to the nematic 
phase, that is a size adding to the polarizability of the mol
ecule without increasing the cylindrical diameter, also 
tends to result in high lattice energies. However, the de
cline in melting point from cyclopropane- to cyclobutane- 
carboxylate, the considerable variation in the transition 
enthalpies and entropies, and the widely different melting 
temperatures, enthalpies, and entropies for different crys
tal modifications of a given ester serve to caution one that 
lattice stability is dependent upon lattice packing arrange
ment as well.
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Ligand field excitations of Rh(NH3)5X 2+ and Co(CN)sX3- (X = N3, -NCS, and -SCN) lead to aquation of 
X with very small (10-2 to 10-4) quantum yields for the rhodium(III) complexes and appreciable yields 
(0.03-0.2) for the cobalt(III) complexes. As is generally observed for these families of complexes, these 
yields are largely independent of excitation wavelength through the ligand field absorption region. In con
trast the quantum yields of products from ligand field excitations of the analogous Co(NH3)5X 2+ com
plexes are strongly wavelength dependent. It is found that numerical values of quantum yields vary with 
conditions of the medium (e.g., viscosity), are not correlated to simple crystal field parameters. It is ob
served that the lowest energy electronic excited states of all complexes which exhibit wavelength indepen
dent photosubstitutional quantum yields occur at energies greatly in excess of the minimum energy for 
substitution into the ground state, while for the Co(NH3)5X 2+ complexes the lowest excited states lie at 
energies equal to or less than the minimum energy for substitutional decomposition of the ground state. As 
an alternative to various excited state models, it is proposed that electronic relaxation of the ligand field 
excited states may populate high energy ground state vibrational levels whose decay trajectories can lead to 
various product distributions depending on the configurational coordinates at the crossing point and on 
the energy and nature of the vibrational modes excited.

Introduction

Some remarks by Zink2 a few years ago led us to examine 
the ligand field photochemistry of Co(NH3)sX2+ (X = N3, 
-NCS)3, Co(CN)5Y3- ,3 and Rh(NH3)5Y2+ (Y = N3,3b'4“7 
-NCS, and -SCN). Continued interest in the ligand field 
photochemistry of coordination complexes8 has prompted 
this report on the results of our studies. We have been par
ticularly interested in the continued efforts to correlate rel
ative quantum yields with spectroscopic parameters and 
with the remarkable claims made for those correlations,9 
and in other attempts to infer patterns of excited state re
activity from variations in quantum yields.10'11 Not only do 
our results not fit neatly into these postulated reactivity 
patterns, but we believe there is evidence accumulating 
that these attempts to relate photoproducts and/or their 
yields to intrinsic reactivities of ligand field excited states 
suffer from some basic philosophical flaws. Our major con
cern has been that most of the proposed models deal with 
structural or static properties of transition metal excited 
states, while the formation of products must necessarily in
volve some dynamic properties of the excited system. Even 
if we always attribute product formation to the lowest en
ergy state of a given multiplicity9 or to some other thermal
ly equilibrated excited state of the system,10’11 the dynamic 
behavior of the system can affect product yields either (a) 
through variations from complex to complex in the rate of 
nonreactive relaxation to the ground state, and/or (b) 
through variations in the rate of product formation from 
the excited system. Ford12 has nicely articulated some of 
the concerns relating to the former. In this report, we wish 
to comment on aspects of the latter.

Experimental Section

The thiocyanato and isothiocyanato complexes were pre
pared using procedures described in the literature.13“16

Products of irradiations of M(NH3)5X 2+ (X = -NCS or 
-SCN) were separated by ion-exchange chromatography 
and analyzed using procedures described elsewhere.36 For 
analysis of NCS-  in photolyzed solutions of CoiCNJsX3- 
the following procedure was used: 3 ml of photolyte and 2 
ml of 0.5 M Fe(N03)3 in 0.5 M HN03 were diluted to 10 ml, 
absorbance at 460 nm vs. a similarly treated unphotolyzed 
blank was determined, and [NCS- ] was obtained from a 
calibration curve constructed for that specific complex con
centration.

Substrate concentrations were chosen to produce total 
light absorption in a 1 -cm optical path. Irradiations were 
carried out to less than 5% conversion to product. Other de
tails of photolysis procedures are described elsewhere.3

Results

The results of our photolyses of Rh(NH3)sX2+ and 
Co(CN)5X 3- (X = -NCS, -SCN) may be found in Table
II.17 The limit of $n h 3 < 4 X 10-4 for the former complexes 
is based on our failure to detect any observable changes in 
pH (initial pH’s 4.0 to 4.3). We also found no spectroscopic 
evidence for linkage isomerization following irradiations of 
any of these four complexes in their low energy ligand field 
absorption bands; irradiations of the rhodium complexes at 
254 nm did produce some evidence of linkage isomeriza
tion. Photosubstitution in Co(CN)5NCS3- and 
Co(CN)5SCN3- was found to be partially quenched by 
glycerol and that of Co(CN)sSCN3- by H2Ni(EDTA).

Discussion

The results of this study, together with the previous re
ports on Co(NH3)5N32+, Co(NH3)5NCS2+, Rh(NH3)5N32+, 
and Co(CN)5N:i:!-, do present some striking contrasts with 
popular generalizations about the “ photoreactivity of li
gand field excited states” : (1) the rhodium(III) complexes
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TABLE I: Comparisons of Photosubstitution Yields with Estimated Crystal Field and Activation Parameters for Several 
d6 Complexes

Complex Dt'y kK 4>sb
3E° -  A/DDADA 

kK
*a(X)/

~ A /D (eE), kKd MDV 0 x /0 i/

Co(NH3)63+ 0 <5 X IO-3 c (lie, 18) ~0 5
Co(NH3)5NCS2+ 0.08 <0.01 (3c, lie) -1 4,5
Co(NH3)6F2+ 0.18 2.4 X 10~3g (lie) 0.72 0.29
Co(NH3)5C12+ 0.23 <0.02 (lie) ~0 3.3,5 0.683 <0.34
Co(NH3)5Br2+ 0.32 <0.07h (lie; 19) ~0 3.3,5 0.72 >1
frans-Co(en)2(NCS)Cl+ <4.4 X 10~3 (20) 1.19 >0.16
Co(NH3)5N32+ 0.40 <0.3 (3c) - 5 4.5,5 0.867 <0.01
Co(CN)3- 0 0.31 (21)
Co(CN)5NH32- 0.35 0.35 (22)
Co(CN)6NCS3- 0.51 0.19 ~8 4
Co(CN)5C13- 0.75 0.07 (23) ~ 7 ‘
Co(CN)sBr3- 0.78 0.2 (23) ~ 7 ‘
Co(CN)5N33- 0.93 0.03 (24) 6
Co(CN)5I3- 1.04 0.17 (26) 7
Rh(NH3)63+ 0 0.075 (27) '4.6
Rh(NH3)5NCS2+ 0.19 1.8 X IO-3 ~10 3, 4.6
Rh(NH3)5OH23+ 0.19 0.43 (28)
Rh(NH3)5Cl2+ 0.59 0.14 (29a) 10 2.7, 4.6
Rh(NH3)6N32+ 0.75 <0.01 (4-7) 84.4, 4.4, 4.6
Rh(NH3)5SCN2+ 0.8 7 X lO“ 4
Rh(NH3)5Br2+ 1.02 0.20 (29a) 8 4.2, 4.6
Rh(NH3)5I2+ 1.09 0.87 (29) 8 4.6, 4.6

“ Estimated using Dt' = — 4/35[W — (10Dq — C)xy]; see ref 32. Assignments for Rh(NH3)sX are based on ref 33; for Co(CN)r,X 
on ref 25. 6 Total photosolvation yield (0l + <t>x)- Upper limits only are included for the wavelength dependent yields of cobalt(III)- 
ammine complexes; these correspond to near-uv excitations and 0S generally becomes orders of magnitude smaller for long wave
length excitations. References are indicated in parentheses; no reference indicates this work. c Difference in energy estimated for 
the thermally equilibrated 3E state and the activation energy for substitution in the JAi ground state (see ref 30). Differences listed 
are for X ligand hydrolysis in MmLsX complexes. 3E° energies are estimated as about 3 kK smaller than the absorption maximum 
observed31 in CoIIJ(NH3)5X (X = NH3, Cl, Br) or estimated from crystal field arguments32 for Com(NH3)5X' (X' = NCS, N3);3c 
3E° energies of the rhodium(III)-ammines are based on Thomas and Crosby;33 3£° energies for33 Co(CN)sX3_ (X = Cl, Br, I, N3) 
are based on Fujita and Shimura34 or estimated from crystal field arguments32 (X = NCS). We would estimate [3E° — /D('Aj)] to 
be about 2-5 kK more negative for ammine substitution than for X ligand substitution in M(NH3)6X complexes. a Estimated acti
vation barrier for replacement of X in the equilibrated 3E state of ML5X complexes. Estimated as A/D(eE) ~  %[A/DDAi) — 14(Dt 
— DU)] + 21A {Dt — DU) = % A/DC AD — % (Dt — DU), where DU is the spliting parameter estimated for a square pyramidal ML5, 
or ML4X complex. First value listed is for X ligand substitution; second for substitution of L. Since configuration interaction is 
omitted, the numerical values only serve to illustrate that single electron excitation does not necessarily lead to a loss of crystal 
field stabilization energy in the 3E° states. e From ref 9b, Table I. f Data from ref 8a, lie, 11a, 19, and 20. * Irradiations of the !A| 
—*• 'T [ band only. h This limit on the quantum yield of Br” aquation is based on ref He. Adamson111 has recently revised down
ward many of the quantum yields for the longer wavelength excitations of Co(NH3)r,Br2+. The ammonia aquation process claimed 
for this complex in ref 9b has not been verified in the published literature (see ref 3c, 8, lie, Ilf, and 19).1 A/D for halide aquation 
in Co(CN)sCl3_ and Co(CN)r,Br3“ based on the value determined for Co(CN)5l3~ and the differences in rate constants.30 > Since 
values of A/D are about 1 kK smaller for rhodium(III)-ammines than for cobalt(III)-ammines,30 We would estimate AZD ~  12 
kK/mol for Rh(NH3)63+.

are not very photolabile and (2) Co(NH3)5N32+ is more 
photolabile than Rh(NH3)f,N32+. However some caution 
must be exercised in the latter comparisons as the product 
quantum yields (and product ratios) from ligand field ex
citations of the cobalt (Ill)-ammines are very strongly de
pendent on the excitation energy. In fact, this is but one of 
several important features of the ligand field photochemis
try of d6 metals which is exemplified in the complexes 
being considered here.

(a) The product quantum yields for “ pure” ligand field 
excitations of cobalt(III]-ammines are generally very small 
(Co(NH3)5N32+ is a partial exception) and very strongly 
wavelength dependent.

(b) The product quantum yields for excitations of the 
pentacyanocobaltates ar.d rhodium(III)-ammines are near
ly wavelength independent through the ligand field region.

(c) Those complexes which exhibit nearly wavelength 
independent photosubstitutional chemistry have their low

est energy ligand field excited states at energies large com
pared to the activation energy for ligand substitution.

(d) There is some evidence for correlations between non- 
radiative relaxation rates and photosubstitutional quan
tum yields35 in a homologous series of rhodium(III) com
plexes. More generally photoreactivity does not appear to 
increase with excited state lifetimes; e.g., it appears that 
the photoactive chromium(III) quartet states may be sever
al orders of magnitude shorter lived36 than the “ photoin
ert” cobalt(III)-ammine ligand field excited states.37

(e) The numerical values of product quantum yields are 
sometimes functions of medium conditions.38’39

Despite Zink’s several optimistic statements9 we see lit
tle hope of rationalizing the known photochemistry of d6 
complexes in terms of any single simple model. Certainly 
Table I demonstrates the lack of correlation between the 
crystal field tetragonality parameters, Dt,40 and observed 
quantum yields. In addition to the assertion that the crys
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tal field model could predict relative quantum yields,9d 
there have been several attempts to use crystal field argu
ments in a qualitative way to rationalize the products 
formed.8"10 While these latter arguments are frequently 
helpful, the attempt to make them quantitative does not 
seem to have been very useful: e.g., the overlap populations 
reputed915 to discriminate between L and X  substitution in 
ML5X  excited states are far less sensitive to the nature of 
X  (ratios of M -X  and M -L overlap populations average 
0.75 ±  0.05 for the four Co(NH3)5X  complexes listed in ref 
9b) than are the quantum yields (<j>x/4>L varies over a range 
in excess of 102 for the same four complexes). Furthermore, 
the ratio <t>x/<t>L appears to vary with excitation wavelength 
for many cobalt complexes,8 and for at least one complex, 
Co(NH3)5Cl2+, ammonia aquation predominates for xAi —* 
1E excitation1 le while chloride aquation predominates for 
xAi —► 3E excitation.41 It should be kept in mind that the 
quantum yields for products of ligand field excitations of 
most cobalt(III)-ammines, excepting in part 
Co(NH3)5N32+, are extremely small (10“ 3 to 10-6).

Simple mechanical models seem intrinsically incapable 
of providing useful insights into the nature of these com
plex systems. We know of no definitive evidence that the 
observed photoreactions are the result of chemical reac
tions of excited state species. Further, we find it difficult to 
understand how a system which appears to be efficiently 
thermally equilibrated, apparently remaining intact during 
the dissipation of large amounts of electronic and vibra
tional excitation energy while “ cooling” to the lowest ener
gy excited state, can find the apparently significant energy 
to promote thermal dissociation during its very transient 
lifetime after it has “ cooled” . Given that cage recombina
tion of product fragments-appears to be an important fac
tor in many systems exhibiting nearly wavelength indepen
dent quantum yields (this work and ref 38), and that a pho- 
todissociative state should exhibit excitation energy recom
bination effects,42 the observed wavelength independence 
of quantum yields seems most consistent with vibrational 
and electronic relaxation within a bound state. Further
more, there is no reason to believe that promotion of a sin
gle electron from a nonbonding to an antibonding orbital 
should break the chemical bond or destroy the crystal field 
stabilization energy8®’303,43 (e.g., see Table I and Appendix 
I17). There are alternative approaches to the problems of li
gand field photochemistry. An approach which we believe 
should be given serious consideration is that the role of the 
“ photoactive excited state” is to provide a stereospecific 
distortion which couples the “ cooled” excited state to the 
ground state electronic manifold in such a way as to deter
mine the regions of most probable entry into the ground 
state manifold, thus the configuration coordinates and the 
momentum in configuration space of the relaxing system.

The correlation (c) of a large energy gap between the 
lowest energy thermalized ligand field triplet state and the 
transition state for substitution into the ground state, with 
wavelength independent, frequently photoactive, systems 
is quite striking. The transition state for substitution into 
the ground state corresponds to the lowest energy channel 
for substitutional decomposition of the ground state. This 
channel corresponds to the substitution process which is 
thermally observed. Several other channels for substitu
tional decomposition of the ground state exist. In a six 
coordinate complex one ought to consider at least one 
channel for each ligand, although several of these possible 
channels may be degenerate due to symmetry; also it is

Figure 1. Qualitative representation of a free energy surface with 
two substitutional decomposition channels for the ground state of an 
M L5X complex. Solid curves represent isoenergetic contours. Sub
stitutions along the M -X  and some M -L  axis are indicated. Free en
ergy minima occur for the substrate species, M L5X, and the two 
substituted products, M L5S and M L4S X . Isoenergetic relaxation of an 
M L5X excited state may occur by populating ground state vibrational 
modes which relax efficiently (A and B) to M L5X or which relax pre
dominately along some reactive coordinate (C); dotted curves are 
hypothetical trajectories for possible relaxing systems. While the 
coordinates of the region of entry into the ground state may be gen
erally important in determining the numerical values of quantum 
yields, the population of vibrational modes giving the relaxing sys
tem a significant component of momentum along an axis of disso
ciation is viewed as more critical; thus entry at a point which is not 
deeply imbedded in a reaction channel (C) may lead to reaction 
while entry at a point deeper in a reaction channel (B) may not, even 
if the energy requirements are met, if the former populates a vibra
tional mode with a significant momentum component along the dis
sociation axis while the latter does not.

probably most convenient to regard the continuous spec
trum of transition states from limiting dissociative to limit
ing associative as corresponding to different configuration
al coordinates and energies within a single channel for sub
stitution at a specific coordination site; i.e., the “ system” 
being considered should include not just the coordination 
complex, but the surrounding solvent as well. The genera
tion of different isomeric products from the substitution of 
a single ligand should be regarded as a consequence of 
branching of the reaction channel. Figure 1 is a qualitative 
representation of the ground state free energy surface, con
sidering only two possible reaction channels.

Isoenergetic, nonradiative relaxation of an excited state 
species will populate very high energy vibrational modes of 
the ground state of the system. It is simplest for our pur
poses to assume that the lowest energy electronic excited 
state can be described by a similar free energy surface. If 
nested, the excited state and ground state surfaces would 
be weakly coupled. However, in the systems of interest 
here, population of an antibonding orbital will lead to dis
tortion of the excited states with respect to the ground 
state; e.g., in Figure 1 we have postulated a lengthening of 
both the M-L and M -X  axes. Such a situation would lead 
to regions where the excited and ground electronic state 
free energy surfaces are strongly coupled, the coordinates 
of the strongly coupled regions would be expected to be 
critical in determining the sequence of events following 
electronic relaxation. Coupling which populates vibrational 
modes critical to ground state substitutional decomposition 
would be expected to lead to production of solvated prod
ucts if (1 ) those ground state vibrational modes are popu-
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lated with an energy in excess of the threshold energy for 
the appropriate ground state substitutional process and if 
(2) the momentum of the vibrationally excited system has a 
major component along the critical configuration coordi
nate leading to product species; such a situation is repre
sented qualitatively in point C of Figure 1. This may be 
characteristic of many Rhm(NH3)5X  and most 
Coni(CN)5X  complexes.

If neither of the above criteria are met, there will be little 
net substitutional chemistry in the relaxing system. Thus 
electronic relaxation which populates vibrational modes 
providing a major momentum component orthogonal or op
posed to a critical (e.g., M —► X  or M —1- L) coordinate axis 
will favor nonreactive vibrational relaxation; this may be 
the situation for the Rh(NH3)5Y 2f- (Y = -NCS, -SCN, N3) 
complexes and is qualitatively represented by point B in 
Figure 1 . Electronic relaxation which populates vibrational-. ■' 
modes with energy below the threshold energy for ground • 
state substitutional chemistry cannot induce much chemis- 
try in the ground state unless the ground state manifold is 
entered above the dissociation threshold before the excited : 
system has thermally equilibrated with the environment; ■ 
this is quite likely the case for Coln(NH3)5X  complexes and 
is qualitatively represented by point A in Figure 1.

In summary, we know of no compelling evidence for sub
stitutional reactions of d6 coordination complexes in their 
electronic excited stages. In contrast, it is now evident that 
the complexes which exhibit wavelength independent pho- 
tosubstitutional behavior have thermalized excited states 
with energies in excess of the threshold for substitutional 
decomposition of the ground state. The generation of sub
stituted species following ligand field excitations of these 
systems seems a likely consequence of the relaxation trajec
tory described by the ground electronic state following its 
generation by electronic relaxation of higher states. Multi
ple products are possible owing to the possibility of popula
tion of distributions of vibrational modes, or configuration 
coordinates which bias the relaxing system along any of 
several channels for substitutional decomposition. Similar
ly, several competitive, nonradiative, nonreactive relaxa
tion modes12-27-29’35 are possible in a single complex owing 
to detailed differences possible in the coupling (strong, 
weak, etc.) of each of the several excited state reaction 
channels with their ground state analogues. Since the excit
ed state distortions determine the coordinates of regions of 
strong coupling between the excited and ground state free 
energy surfaces, the electronic parameters which effect dif
ferent metal-ligand bonding interactions in the ground and 
excited state species8-10 should have some qualitative influ
ence on the distribution of product species, although that 
influence must be modulated by the dynamics of relaxation 
across the product surface. Clearly definitive quantitative 
models for photosubstitutional chemistry in these systems 
require a reasonably detailed and complete knowledge of 
ground and excited state free energy surfaces.
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Equations hayebeen derived for calculating the physical adsorption of solids from multicomponent solu
tions from adsorption isotherms of the individual components. The method shows good agreement with 
experimental dâta on the adsorption from water solution onto activated carbon of the following binary sys
tems: p-nitrqph'enol(PNP)-glucose; PNP-urea; PNP-benzoic acid; phthalide-glucose; phthalide-urea; and 
benzoic acid-glucose. It is well adapted for estimating the adsorption of traces of one component from high 
concentrations (up to near-saturation) of another.

Introduction

In earlier articles in this series the Polanyi adsorption 
potential theory has been applied to the adsorption onto 
activated carbon of: individual solids from a variety of sol
vents;1’2 organic liquids from water solution;3’4 mixed bina
ry organic liquids;5 and some individual organic solids from 
water solution.6 In addition, there is some as yet unpub
lished work7 on the adsorption of a rather wide variety of 
individual solids from water solution, in which the Polanyi 
theory has been of considerable utility. We here consider 
the problem of estimating the individual adsorption of two 
or more solid solutes onto activated carbon from the iso
therms of the individual components; we refer to this as 
competitive adsorption because the components tend to 
compete for the same absorption sites.

The problem of competitive adsorption occurs in the use 
of adsorbents to purify a wide variety of compounds in so
lution; the adsorbent capacity depends on the adsorbability 
and concentrations of both substrate and impurity. It also 
occurs in chromatographic adsorption, where one would 
like to account for the relative order of the various chroma
tographic bands. We here develop a theory for competitive 
physical adsorption (or multisolute adsorption) that is 
based on the Polanyi model,8 and report verification of the 
theory on aqueous solutions of the following binary solute 
mixtures: p-nitrophenol(PNP)-glucose; PNP-urea; PNP- 
benzoic acid; phthalide-glucose: phthalide-urea; and ben
zoic acid-glucose. The theory is readily applicable to multi

component solid solutes and to other solvents, and further 
work is continuing.

Theory

The Polanyi adsorption potential theory and its applica
tion to the adsorption of single solids from solution has 
been dealt with in an earlier publication.1 We start with the 
assumption that the adsorption isotherms of a number of 
individual solids from a given solvent, when expressed in 
terms of volume adsorbed vs. adsorption potential per unit 
volume, give curves (“ correlation curves” ) that are identi
cal except for an abscissa scale factor. (We shall find this to 
be a reasonable assumption for a number of solids, when 
the adsorbate volume is appropriately calculated.) Our 
problem is to calculate the adsorption of each component 
at some temperature, given the individual concentrations 
and mutual solubilities.

Let t, represent the net molar adsorption potential of the 
ith solid in solution, i.e., the adsorption potential of the 
solid (as if it were adsorbing from vapor) minus a correc
tion for the adsorption potential of the displaced solvent. 
Polanyi8 defines esi by the equation:

«si =  «s — « iV 's / V ’l

where Vs and V; are the respective molar volumes of solid 
and liquid and where we denote fsi as t for convenience; he 
postulates that solid will precipitate in the adsorption 
space wherever
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f > RT In csle (1)

where cs and c are the saturation and equilibrium concen
trations. The equality holds at the postulated equipotential 
surface at which solid and solution are at equilibrium. Else
where in the adsorption space the net driving force for ad
sorption, per mole of single adsorbate, is

-AG, = f, — RT In {cjc)i (2)

where the first term on the right is the energy component 
and the second term the entropie component of the adsorp
tive driving force.

Let us now consider a number of solid solutes in solution, 
all of which are presumed to be adsorbable, i.e., to have 
higher values of e/V than the solvent. We assume that the 
individual solutes are mutually insoluble as solids and 
therefore in the adsorbate, and we seek to determine which 
solid will be adsorbed in any given element of the adsorp
tion space. (Wife anticipate that different solids may occupy 
different regions in the adsorption space.) Paralleling at 
this point the treatment of Hansen and Fackler9 we postu
late that the adsorption of any solid in any element of vol
ume occupied by another solid must take place with no net 
volume change, i.e., with displacement of an equal volume 
of the displaced solid; e.g., for the adsorption of dn, moles 
of solid i and the displacement of dnj moles of solid j

Vi dn; + Vj dnj = 0 (3)

dn, = -(Vi/Vj) dn, (4)

The condition that dG < 0 for adsorption leads back to 
eq 1 for the criterion of whether any solid can adsorb in a 
given element of adsorption.space. If two or more solids can 
adsorb as single solutes, thèn for the displacement of any 
solid by any other, for example, of the yth by the ith com
ponent,

dG = AG, dn; + A Gy dn7 < 0 (5)

Substitution of dn; from eq 4 and AG; and AG j from eq 2 
leads to the equation

dG
dn,

fiT c;s ■ H------ In------1-
V; Vi

—  ln ^ < 0
c; V; Vj

(6)

as the criterion for the displacement of component j by 
component i. If dG/dn, > 0, then component j will displace 
component i (or be adsorbed in preference to component i). 
For any element of volume in the adsorption space, eq 6 
leads to the expectation that the adsorbed solid will be the 
one with the highest value of —AG/V. Although the con
centration-dependent component of the adsorptive driving 
force per unit volume will be constant for a given set of 
equilibrium concentrations, each value of e/V varies over 
the adsorption space. Consequently, different components 
may be adsorbed in different regions. The total volume of 
each component adsorbed may now be in principle calcu
lated for a multicomponent system. Since however we here 
have data only for binary solutes we shall illustrate the cal
culation method for a two-solute system, in which case the 
criterion for competitive adsorption of component 2, as
sumed to have the higher value of e/V, is

—  ln £25 > Ü  _  ÌL  + EL ln £15 
V2 C 2  V2 Vl V\ C l

(7)

We now illustrate the graphic calculation of the adsorbed 
volumes of both components in Figures 1 (component 1

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the construction of the corre
lation curve for adsorption from a saturated solution of competitor. 
Curves 1 and 2 are the correlation curves for the pure compounds. 
The dotted curve is the correlation curve for adsorption of compo
nent 2  (adsorbate) from a saturated solution of component 1 (com
petitor); it is constructed by subtracting the abscissa of 1 from that 
of 2 for every value of the ordinate. Point B is an illustrative value 
for the volume of component 2  adsorbed corresponding to a given 
value of RT In (c2s/c2).

saturated) and 2 (component 1 unsaturated). In Figure 1 
the two solid curves (from left to right) are the correlation 
curves for components 1 and 2. We wish to determine the 
adsorbed volumes of both components. We first draw the 
dotted line so its abscissa scale factor is the difference be
tween those for components 2 and 1. The dotted curve now 
gives e2/V 2 — e\/V 1 as a function of adsorbate volume. 
Since component 1 is saturated, eq 7 becomes

RT jn £25 > A l _  AL 
V2 C2 V2 Vi

(8)

It states that component 2 will be adsorbed wherever the 
value of (RT/V2) In (c2g/c2) equals or exceeds the abscissa 
of the dotted curve. For any given value of c2 (given the 
saturation value of c2s in the presence of saturated compo
nent 1 ) we can calculate this value, enter it into the abscis
sa, and find the corresponding ordinate (B) on the dotted 
line. This ordinate gives the volume of component 2 ad
sorbed. The volume of component 1 adsorbed is (A — B), 
i.e., the difference between the maximum adsorbate vol
ume A (the volume where both correlation curves meet the 
vertical axis) and the volume (B) of adsorbed component 2. 
Since one component is saturated, the entire adsorption 
space is occupied.

When neither component is saturated the calculation is 
illustrated by Figure 2. Again the correlation curve on the 
right is for component 2. The curve on the left is the corre
lation curve for component 1 , shifted to the left by a dis
tance equal to (RT/V1) In (cis/ci); we would need a new 
curve for each new value of ci. The shifted curve meets the
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Figure 2. S chem atic  diagram  showing the construction of the corre
lation curve for adsorption from  an unsaturated solution of com peti
tor. Curve 2 is the correlation curve for pure com ponent 2  (adsor
bate). Curve 1 is the correlation curve for pure com ponent 1 (com 
petitor), shifted to the left by R T  In ( c 1s/c , ) .  The dotted curve is for 
adsorption of com ponent 2 from  com ponent 1 a t c j,  it is con
structed by subtracting the abscissa o f curve 1 from  curve 2 for 
every ordinate point, and it co incides w ith curve 2 for all ordinate  
values larger than point 6 . The vo lum e C  is an illustrative vo lum e of 
com ponent 2 adsorbed a t concentration c 2 o f com ponent 2 .

vertical axis at point B, which represents the volume of 
pure component 1 that would be adsorbed at c i. The ab
scissa of this curve is now the value of t\/V\ — (RT/Vi) In 
(cis/ci), and the difference between the abscissas of the two 
curves (the dotted curve) now gives the value of the right 
side of eq 7. By eq 7, this curve now gives the values of 
(RT/V2) In (c2sA-2) above which component 2 will adsorb. 
Note that the dotted curve is a composite of two curves; the 
upper part is the original correlation curve without compe
tition, whereas competition is effective over the lower part. 
To find the adsorption of both components at equilibrium 
concentrations C\ and c 2, we enter the abscissa with the 
value of (RT/Vi) In (c2S/c 2)- The corresponding volume, at 
point C, is the volume of component 2 adsorbed. The vol
ume of component 1 adsorbed is B — C, if B > C. If C > B, 
then only component 2 will be adsorbed. Figure 2 is espe
cially interesting in that it predicts a kink in the correlation 
curve for component 2 adsorbing competitively. We shall 
see this kink later in our results.

Given the initial rather than the equilibrium concentra
tions, one can readily determine the equilibrium capacities 
and concentrations by successive approximations.

We now consider the possibility that the limiting adsor
bate capacities are not equal by the conventional calcula
tion of adsorbate mass divided by bulk density. The lower 
limiting capacity of solids relative to liquids and vapors has 
been observed by Manes and Hofer,1 Chiou and Manes,6

and Ozcan,7 and has been ascribed to submaximal packing 
of the solid in the adsorption space for compounds that do 
not exhibit molecular sieving. The submaximal packing has 
been ascribed to packing anomalies between the solid crys
tal and the adsorbent pore structure, and to hydration of 
the adsorbate. We have assumed the true maximum adsor
bate volume to be equal for all of the solutes, and used the 
observed small differences in limiting adsorbate volumes to 
calculate adsorbate densities that differ in some cases from 
the bulk densities. We have chosen to take one solid (PNP) 
as the tentative standard and to adjust the other densities 
downward to give the same limiting adsorbate volume for 
all. The adjustment also has consequence for the displace
ment. For example, if a spongy rather than a solid adsor
bate is displaced, the energy required to displace it is there
by reduced. The derivation is adjusted by using V*, the es
timated relative adsorbate density rather than the bulk 
density V in the calculations. Thus the abscissa becomes 
(RT/V*) In cjc  in the preceding calculation. Although the 
adjustment has not been large, in the sense that it has not 
been necessary for most of the experimental points, it does 
make a significant difference for the low capacity measure
ments, and we have used it in our calculations. We have 
been encouraged to use it by the findings that it results in 
correlation curves that superimpose well by the application 
of a single abscissa scale factor.

Experim ental and D ata Reduction

Materials. The activated carbon, a CAL grade carbon 
(200  X 325 mesh) from the Pittsburgh Activated Carbon 
Division of Calgon, Inc., came from the same batch (No. 
2131) that has been the source of all of the carbon used in 
this series. It was oven-dried overnight at 110 °C.

The PNP, phthalide (a-hydroxy-o-toluic acid lactone), 
and benzoic acid (USP) came from commercial sources and 
were used without further purification. Adsorption iso
therms of the PNP and phthalide were not detectably dif
ferent from those reported by Chiou and Manes6 for sam
ples recrystallized from the same starting material. The 
urea was ACS certified. Solutions of Matheson Coleman 
and Bell reagent grade glucose were treated prior to use 
with small amounts of activated carbon (about 1 g/1.) to re
move uv-absorbing impurities.

Adsorption Experiments and Data. Competitive ad
sorption was determined by the shaker bath techniques de
scribed earlier,1 using uv absorption spectrophotometry. 
The individual isotherms for PNP and phthalide were 
taken from Chiou and Manes,6 but with use of solid rather 
than liquid molar volumes in data reduction.

The individual isotherms for urea, glucose, and benzoic 
acid were determined by measuring the breakthrough vol
umes (with appropriate dead-space correction), of solutions 
of known concentration on small carbon columns (typically 
200-500 mg), using techniques and apparatus common to 
liquid chromatography, e.g., a high-pressure pump, a 0.25- 
in. o.d. stainless steel column tube, and an effluent moni
tor. For benzoic acid we used an Altex Model 152 uv moni
tor; urea and glucose were detected by a Waters R-401 dif
ferential refractometer. This technique considerably im
proved capacity determinations at high equilibrium con
centrations, and confirmed shaker-bath determinations at 
lower concentrations; it was particularly useful for urea and 
glucose at the higher capacities. The technique confirmed 
some of the earlier measurements of Ozcan7 and led to con
siderable improvement in others.
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Bulk solid molar volumes (cm3/mol) were calculated 
from literature values of the densities as follows: PNP, 
94.0; phthalide, 95.7; benzoic acid, 96.5; glucose, 116; and 
urea, 45.5.

The urea solubility in water (based on total organic car
bon determination of the saturated solution) was taken 
from Ozcan,7 and the PNP and phthalide solubilities from 
Chiou and Manes.6 Those of benzoic acid and of glucose 
were respectively determined by uv spectrophotometry and 
by stepwise addition of weighed solid to saturation. Com
petitive adsorption calculations required the solubilities of 
the measured adsorbates in the presence of relatively high 
concentrations of the competitors. These were determined 
by uv spectrophotometry; the absorption peaks of PNP 
and benzoic acid were sufficiently separated for the deter
mination of PNP. The solubility data in water and in solu
tions are given in Table I.

Data Reduction. Tne individual isotherm data for all 
five adsorbates were first plotted (as previously) as volume 
adsorbed vs. (T/V) log (cs/c) (Figure 3). The adsorbate 
densities were then adjusted to make all of the limiting ca
pacities equal, in this case to the essentially equal limiting 
capacities of benzoic acid and PNP (42 cm3/100 g). The re
spective adjustment factors for phthalide, glucose, and 
urea, i.e., 0.95, 0.88, and 0.90, were intended to correct for 
the presumed difference in packing anomalies. The data 
were replotted as volume adsorbed (using adjusted densi
ties where required) vs. (T/V*) log (cs/c), where V* is the 
molar volume calculated by use of the adjusted density, 
presumably the molar volume of the adsorbate. For benzoic 
acid and PNP, P* = V.

The theoretical correlation curves for competitive ad
sorption were determined from those of the individual 
components, adjusted where necessary, by the method out
lined in the theoretical section. Because we could go to 
lower capacities in competitive adsorption than in single 
solute adsorption, it was necessary to use extrapolated 
values for single-solute adsorption at low capacities. The 
extrapolation was facilitated by the observation that the 
single-solute correlation curves, when replotted on the 
basis of the adjusted adsorbate densities, could now be su
perimposed over their experimentally observed lengths by 
the application of a single abscissa scale factor in the same 
fashion as for vapor-phase isotherms.1 The glucose curve, 
which had the widest observable capacity range, was used 
as the standard from which the others were generated by 
using the scale factor that best fit their experimental 
points. The observed closeness of fit over all of the experi
mental points was taken as justification for extrapolation 
of the single-component correlation curves beyond the di
rectly observable range.

Results

The adsorption data for the individual solutes are given 
in Table II10 as cm3 adsorbed per 100 g of carbon against 
(T/V) log (cjc), where the adsorbate and molar volumes 
are calculated from the bulk solid densities. The data may 
be readily converted to other units by use of the molar vol
umes and solubilities given here. The table contains both 
our original data and seme from Chiou and Manes,6 which 
are recalculated on the basis of the bulk solid molar vol
ume. The low concentration points for urea confirm those 
of Ozcan.7

The data for competitive adsorption are also given in

TABLE I: Solubilities of Adsorbates in Water and 
Competitor Solutions

Component 1 Component 2 Solubility,
(adsorbate) (competitor) g/1.

Glucose Water 750
Urea Water 655°
Benzoic acid Water 3.5
Phthalide Water 5.0b
PNP Water 16.0b
PNP 95+% sat. urea 11.0
PNP 10% sat. urea 14.0
PNP 66% sat. glucose 11.4
PNP 10% sat. glucose 12.5
Phthalide 30% sat. glucose 4.28
Phthalide 5% sat. glucose 5.0
Benzoic acid 66% sat. glucose 2.61
Benzoic acid 10% sat. glucose 3.28
PNP Sat. benzoic acid 15.1
Phthalide 10% sat. urea 5.0
Reference 7. bReference 6.

Figure 3. Correlation curve (volume adsorbed vs. e/4.61/) for the 
single solutes (left to right): glucose, urea, benzoic acid, phthalide, 
and PNP.

Table II.10 Here, however, the adjusted densities have been 
used in calculating the tabulated values.

The individual isotherm data plotted as (adjusted) vol
ume adsorbed vs. e/4.6U (= (T/V*) log (cs/c)) are given in 
Figure 4. The differences resulting from :,he adjustment 
may be seen by comparison of Figures 3 and 4.

The competitive adsorption data are shown in Figures 
5-9. We here report only the adsorption of the first-named 
component as a function of its concentration. The concen
tration of the second component was held constant within 
the uncertainty limits of the correlation; the relative mag
nitudes of its (high) concentration and the sample size pre
cluded any appreciable concentration change resulting 
from adsorption, except for PNP-benzoic acid, where addi-
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Figure 4. Shifted correlation curves using V' for single solutes (left 
to right): glucose, urea, benzoic acid, phthalide, and PNP.

Figure 5. Correlation curves for the adsorption of PNP from urea so
lutions plotted as volume adsorbed vs. e/4.6l/*. Solid curves are 
calculated from theory. Left, PNP from 95+ % saturated urea; right, 
PNP from 10% saturated urea.

tional benzoic acid was added to maintain its equilibrium 
concentration.

Figure 5 shows two calculated curves for PNP in near- 
saturated (95+%) and 10% saturated urea, together with 
experimental points. Figure 6 is for PNP in 66 and 10% sat
urated glucose. Figure 7 is for phthalide in 30 and 5% satu
rated glucose, and Figure 8 is for benzoic acid in 66 and 
10% saturated glucose. Figure 9 is for phthalide from 10% 
saturated urea and for PNP from saturated benzoic acid; 
here the two curves are unrelated but presented together to 
save space.

Figure 6. Correlation curves for the adsorption of PNP from glucose 
solutions. Plot same as Figure 5. Left, PNP from 6 6 % saturated glu
cose; right, PNP from 10% saturated glucose.

Figure 7. Correlation curves (volume adsorbed vs. e/4.6 V") for the 
adsorption of phthalide from glucose solutions. Solid curves are cal
culated from theory. Right, phthalide from 30% saturated glucose; 
left, phthalide from 5% saturated glucose.

Discussion

We first consider the rationale for the choice of experi
ments. We knew from earlier work6-7 that PNP, phthalide, 
and benzoic acid had higher abscissa scale factors than ei
ther urea or glucose (the source of the differences will be 
discussed in a later publication), and should therefore be 
adsorbed at relatively low concentrations even from rela
tively concentrated solutions of urea or glucose. We also ex
pected that PNP should be adsorbed from benzoic acid. 
The systems chosen had the added advantage of ease of 
analysis by spectrophotometry. Moreover, the relatively 
high solubilities of urea and glucose made it possible to 
vary their concentration range without concern for concen
tration changes from their own adsorption. Experiments 
with adsorbates requiring separation are reserved for later 
study. The use of near-saturated rather than saturated so-
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Figure 8 . Correlation curves for benzoic acid from 6 6 % saturated 
glucose (left) and benzoic acid from 1 0 % saturated glucose (right). 
Plot same as Figure 7.

Figure 9. Correlation curves (volume adsorbed vs. c/4.6 V') for the 
adsorption of PNP from saturated benzoic acid (left) and phthalide 
from 10% saturated urea (right). Solid curves are calculated from 
theory.

lutions was dictated by the necessity of allowing for dis
placement, for example, of urea by PNP; one would not ex
pect displacement into an already saturated solution. In 
fact, experiments with PNP in saturated benzoic acid (in 
the presence of excess solid benzoic acid) led to somewhat 
low adsorption of PNP (see Figure 9) in the high capacity 
range; the anomaly disappears at low capacities. The choice 
of experimental conditions was influenced by our experi
ence with PNP-benzoic acid, where the low solubility of 
benzoic acid gave problems in maintaining constant solu

tion concentration. For systems containing glucose the 
original intent was to make the glucose solutions nearly 
saturated; however we later had to correct an earlier re
ported solubility for glucose. The experiments nevertheless 
served our purposes because we could achieve a reasonably 
wide concentration range for glucose.

The theoretical analysis had led, as noted earlier, to the 
expectation of composite (or kinked) correlation curves for 
what we shall refer to as the “ adsorbates” (i.e., the deter
mined component) at decidedly subsaturation concentra
tions of what we shall consider the “ competitors” (e.g., the 
glucose in PNP-glucose). The competitor concentrations 
were chosen to best display the expected kinks. We do not 
report data for phthalide from near-saturated urea because 
the two appeared to react slowly in solution. At lower con
centrations the reaction rate was sufficiently reduced for 
accurate adsorption determinations.

Finally, we have not here attempted to determine the ad
sorption of both components, partly to simplify analysis, 
partly because the determination of adsorption of a compo
nent present in high concentrations poses serious problems 
in precision, and partly because any failure of the proposed 
theory would make itself manifest with either component. 
Systems in which both components adsorb approximately 
equally are reserved for later study.

We now consider the data and its agreement with theory. 
The first feature of Figures 3-9 is the quite satisfying 
agreement of theory and experiment over a relatively wide 
range of capacities and competitor concentrations and an 
adsorbate concentration range of from four to five orders of 
magnitude. Indeed, the limitations of the observed agree
ment have been thus far set by the analytical sensitivity 
rather than by any concentration limitations of the theory.

A quite striking feature is the contrast between adsorp
tion from near-saturated and unsaturated solutions of com
petitor. Whereas the correlation curve in near-saturated so
lutions differs only in its scale factor from single-solute iso
therms, the corresponding curve at lower competitor con
centrations is, as expected from theory, a composite of two 
curves. When they differ considerably in slope, e.g., in 
phthalide-urea and PNP-urea, the transition appears as a 
quite sharp kink in the correlation curve. This kink marks 
the theoretically expected transition between competition 
and noncompetition. In retrospect it seems quite natural to 
expect that a solid will not compete where it cannot adsorb. 
Finally, in all cases the kink occurred at capacities at which 
the correlation curves for the individual components were 
directly determined from experimental points; it cannot 
therefore be an artifact of the extrapolation.

Comparing the presented treatment with earlier ap
proaches, we find that the method of Radke and Praus- 
nitz11 contains the assumption that the adsorbed phase 
forms an ideal solution. This does not appear to be a realis
tic assumption for solids that are not mutually soluble in 
bulk. Moreover, although Radke and Prausnitz11 report 
some success for dilute aqueous solutions, their theory can
not handle concentrated solutions. By contrast, the data 
presented here include concentrated solutions of one or 
both components; indeed, there appears to be no loss of ac
curacy as one approaches saturation. The present approach 
is of particular advantage for estimating the removal of 
trace impurities from a concentrated substrate, a common 
application of adsorption. Jain and Snoeyink12 apply a 
Langmuir model to account for binary adsorbates. Whereas 
they distinguish between regions of competitive and non-
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competitive adsorption on the same carbon, their model is 
expected to be valid only when a fraction of the adsorption 
occurs without competition. No such restriction appears in 
our model. Moreover, Jain and Snoeyink reported diffi
culty in reconciling their data to their model. It seems rea
sonable on the basis of our data to consider the Polanyi- 
based approach to be an improvement on preexisting meth
ods.

We now consider the expected generality and limitations 
of the present approach to competitive adsorption. We 
would expect it to be quite generally applicable to compet
ing adsorbates that do not react, form solid solutions, or ex
hibit pronounced molecular sieving effects. We would, 
moreover, expect the effect of competitor concentration on 
adsorption to be rather accurately predictable. We assume 
that the method starts with correlation curves (or adsorp
tion isotherms) of each component; the prediction of the 
individual scale factors from more fundamental consider
ations is left for a later publication. We have not yet exam
ined systems in which both components have nearly equal 
abscissa scale factors, but expect to do so soon.
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The interaction between isotactic polyelectrolytes and acridine orange has been studied in the case of 
poly(methacrylic acid) and poly(styrenesulfonlc acid), and compared with the results previously obtained 
with the atactic polyacids. The dye binding strength is higher and its stacking coefficient is lower in the 
presence of isotactic polyelectrolytes. This result has been interpreted as due to the higher probability for 
the dye molecules to be located between couples of negative charged groups arranged in helical sequences, 
when bound to isotactic polymers.

The difference in the properties of solutions of polyelec
trolytes with different tacticity has been widely recognized 
in the past, especially as regards the polyvinyl chain ma
croions. Solubility, viscosity, carboxylic groups ionization, 
and counterion binding are sensitive to the chain configu
ration.2"8

Most of the results suggest that isotactic polyelectrolytes 
have a higher charge density than syndiotactic ones; this 
was found for poly(2-vinylpyridine),3 poly(styrenesulfonic 
acid),7 and poly(methacrylic acid).4 It must be remem
bered, however, that in this last case results from our labo
ratory seem to suggest an opposite interpretation; sodium 
ion binding to isotactic polymethacrylate is in fact weaker 
than binding to atactic and syndiotactic polyelectrolyte,8 
and the electrophoretic mobility of the former polyion is 
lower than that of the latter ones.9

Some results were also reported on the different behav

ior of dye binding to polyelectrolytes of different tactic
ity.10-12

The relevant aspects of these studies can be summarized 
as follows. A number of cationic dye molecules bind to a 
polyacid matrix as monomeric species or they can interact 
each other through the 7r-eleetron system; in this case dye 
molecules bind as dimer or higher order aggregates.

Monomer, dimer, and higher order aggregate dye mole
cules can be distinguished because of their different optical 
absorption in the visible region (see Figure 5, graphs 1-4). 
The tendency of a given dye to aggregate, when bound 
along a polymeric matrix (stacking tendency), depends on 
the polyelectrolyte matrix species.12"14

It is the aim of this paper to present a spectrophotomet- 
ric study of the binding of acridine orange to isotactic 
poly(styrenesulfonic acid) and to discuss the possible rea
sons for the marked differences observed with respect to
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the dye behavior between atactic and isotactic polyelectro
lytes. It is known that atactic polymers with a vinyl chain 
have mainly syndiotactic configurations.4-15

Some results concerning isotactic and atactic polymetha- 
crylic acids will also be presented.

Experim ental Section

Acridine orange (AO) was purified as described else
where.13

Atactic poly(methacrylie acid) (a-PMA, commercial 
product) was purified by precipitation with ethyl ether 
from a methanol solution (light scattering Mw = 160 000).

Isotactic poly (methacrylie acid) (i-PMA) was obtained 
by acid hydrolysis of a poly(methylmethacrylate) sample 
(degree of hydrolysis higher than 91%, Mw a¿ 200 000). The 
isotactic poly(methylmethacrylate) was obtained by poly
merization of methylmethacrylate in toluene solution at 
—60 °C using n-phenylmagnesium bromide as a catalyst.16

The AO absorption spectra in the presence íof PMA, dis
cussed here, were taken at a very high P/D ratio (polymer 
equivalent concentration to dye concentration) by using a 
Beckman DK2 apparatus. The dye concentration was 10~6 
M, the polyacids were partially neutralized with NaOH at a 
pH ~7 and 0.001 M sodium cacodilate was added as a buff
er.

Due to the very low dye concentration, the absorption 
data were not very accurate; in order to compare different 
runs it was found convenient to compute the ratios, R, be
tween the optical density at 500 nm (maximum of mono
mer bound dye) and that at 465 nm (maximum of aggregate 
bound dye).14 In this way a set of self-consistent values was 
obtained which allowed comparing the behavior of the AO- 
a-PMA system to that of AO-i-PMA; the R data are shown 
in Figure 1.

An approximate value of the fractions X i of monomer 
bound dye at different values of the D/P ratio can be esti
mated from the graphs of Figure 1, as well as an approxi
mate value of the bound AO stacking coefficients, Qi.13-17

Isotactic Polystyrene (i-PS). A sample of i-PS was kind
ly furnished by Professor E. Butta from the Applied Chem
ical Institute of Pisa University. Both ir18 and x-ray dif
fraction19 characterization gave a crystallinity degree of 
about 60-70%, corresponding to a highly pure isotacticity.

Isotactic polyistyrene sulfonic acid) (i-PSS) was pre
pared by sulfonation of the (i-PS) as described elsewhere,20 
degree of sulfonation ~81%.

The i-PSS molecular weight was computed by measuring 
the limiting viscosity number of sodium salt at pH 7 in 2.5 
M NaCl through the expression

[77] = 1.9MV0'6 (1)

obtained by interpolation of literature data:21 Mv = 3 X
106.22

Spectrophotometric data were recorded using a Cary 14 
apparatus with a technique described in a previous paper.13 
The experimental results were treated as those obtained 
for the atactic poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (a-PSS)-acridine 
orange system.13 The limiting extinction coefficient of the 
monomer (E1) and aggregate bound dye (E3) were evalu
ated by a proper extrapolation of experimental data at P/D 

co and at P/D = 1 (see Figure 2). The dimer extinction 
coefficient (E2) at 498 nm was assumed equal to that of ag
gregated dye, as done in the previous paper13 (see Table I). 
By using the data given in Table I and the experimental ex
tinction coefficients at 485 and 498 nm, the fractions of mo-

Figure 1. Poly(methacrylic acid)-acridine orange system, dye con
centration 10~ 6 M, pH ~ 7 , polyacid degree of neutralization ~0.5: 
(O) isotactic PMA, ( • )  atactic PMA>R =  (optical density at 500 
nm)/(optical density at 465 nm); X-, =  approximate value of the 
fraction of dye bound as a monomer; D/P =  ratio of dye to polymer 
equivalent concentration.

Figure 2. Extrapolation of experimental extinction coefficients at 
two wavelengths to obtain the monomer limiting extinction coeffi
cients Ey. acridine orange concentration, 10~ 5 M; 498 nm, maxi
mum of monomer bound dye; 485 nm, isosbestic point of monomer- 
dimer bound dye.

TABLE I: Extinction Coefficients of Bound Dye

£i(atac-
X, nm Ei E2 E3 tic)

(monomer max) 498 45 000 13 000 13 000 53 400°
(monomer-dimer 485 35 000 35 000 17 500

isosbestic)
(monomer-dimer 482 36 000

isosbestic)

° From ref 13.

nomer (X i), dimer (X 2), and aggregated bound dye (X 3) 
were computed at various P/D ratios.

The dye-polyelectrolyte complex was treated as an infi
nite linear sequence of empty sites A, and occupied sites B:
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. . . AABBBAAAAABAABBBBBBAAAABBAAB...

so that . .. ABA . ..  corresponds to the dye monomer, . . . 
ABBA . . .  to the dye dimer, and . . . ABB . .. BA . . .  to the 
dye aggregate. The dye distribution among the three differ
ent species was computed by accounting for first, second, 
and third neighbor interaction parameters, following the 
sequences generating function treatment suggested by Lif- 
son.17’23 Accordingly the partition function of an infinite 
linear sequence of A and B sites can be obtained as the 
highest root of the equation

f(z) = 1 -  U(z) V(z) = 0 (2)

where U(z) and V(z) are series functions referring to the A 
and B sequences, respectively. If A and B represent empty 
sites and sites occupied by a dye molecule along the poly
electrolyte chain

U(z) = E  <7o‘z- i  = <7o/(z “  <7o) (3)
i=l

and
V(z) = + <7l<7a2Aa2Z' 2 + . . .

+<7m-1  ■ • • <?im_1(qaAa)mz“ m

x  E  ■ ■ ■ qiqa\az~l)j-m (4)
7=1

where <jo is the partition function of a desorbed state site; 
qa is the partition function of a site in an adsorbed state, 
and \a is the absolute activity of the dye in solution. Fur
thermore, it is assumed that neighboring adsorbed mole
cules interact with each other such that a pair of first 
neighbors has a partition function of pairwise interaction 
qi (stacking coefficient), a pair of second neighbors has a 
partition function q2, and so on up to the mth order of 
neighborhood. Finally, interactions of bound molecules 
through an empty site are excluded.

It is possible to obtain informations about dye distribu
tion along the polymer chain by appropriate derivations 
without actually solving eq 2:

D/P = (af(z)/a In gaAa)/(af(z)/d In z-1) (5)

X i = U(z)qa\az - 1/(af(z)/d In qaAa) (6)24

X 2 = 2Xiqi<7aAaz ~1 (7)

More detailed expressions are given in ref 12 and 13.24
By using these expressions, the values of q\, g2, and q3 

were computed that gave the best fitting between experi
mental and computed X\ and X 2 values (qm = 1 for m >
3). Table II reports the values of the interaction parame
ters q 1, ¡72, and q3-22

Discussion

Two main effects can be attributed to the polyion tactic- 
ity, both in the case of PMA and PSS; a third one has to be 
mentioned in the PSS case.

(1) The dye binding strength is markedly enhanced in 
the case of isotactic polymers, as was already observed for 
PMA in the past.10

Figure 3 shows the titration of AO with i-PSS at 20 °C; 
the end point titration at P/D = 1 (S03-  groups concentra
tion to dye concentration) is much sharper than the corre
sponding titration with a-PSS (ref 13, Figure 1) denoting a 
smaller amount of free dye in solution around the end 
point.

TABLE II: Interaction Parameters of Acridine Orange 
Bound to Isotactic PSSC

O o <?2 <?: i Ax i° AX2” a x 3°
q\ (atac

tic) h

0 15.6 2.21 1.57 0.027 0.019 0.031 43.1
20 8.74 2.23 2.70 0.021 0.026 0.034 30.0
35 5.33 2.11 3.0 0.031 0.020 0.034 22.9

0 Mean square error on mole fractions of monomer, dimer, 
and aggregate bound dye. b From ref 13. c See footnote 22.

dye concentration and po lyelectro lyte  equivalent (S O 3-  groups) 
concentration.

More direct evidence of this fact is shown in Figure 4 
where the AO extinction coefficients of solutions at con
stant P/D = 1.1 and varying dye concentration are plotted 
as a function of 1/D, both for atactic and isotactic PSS so
lutions at 35 °C. The terms E — E° (E° being the intercept) 
of such graphs measure the amount of free dye in solution 
at each 1/D value, as previously suggested.13 It can be seen 
that the amount of free AO in the presence of i-PSS at 35 
°C is very small. No free dye could be detected by using 
this technique at 20 °C and at lower temperatures for the 
AO-i-PSS system, in contrast with the results obtained for 
the AO-a-PSS system.

(2) The bound dye stacking tendency is markedly low
ered when bound to isotactic polymers, i.e., the dilution of 
the dye along (or within2-’) the polymer chain is favored in 
the case of isotactic polyacids.

An approximate value of the qi stacking coefficient was 
estimated for the polymethacrylic acids from the slope at 
D/P = 0 of the graphs in Figure 1, by using the limiting ex
pression (ref 13, eq 18)

= 1 -  2<?I(D/P) + . . . (8)

qi ~  8000 for a-PMA and q\ ~  1600 for i-PMA.
The qi values for a-PSS and i-PSS are collected in Table

II. We may remember that the q 1 parameter corresponds to 
the dimerization constant of the dye bound along the poly
electrolyte chain (ref 13, eq 32).

(3) The optical absorption of monomer dye bound to 
i-PSS exhibits a marked hypochromicity with respect to
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Figure 4. Extinction coefficients of solutions at constant P/D =  1.1 
and varying total dye, and polymer, concentration. Comparison be
tween the AO-a-PSS system (O) and the AO-I-PSS system ( • ) ,  at 
35 °C. It has been assumed that the extrapolated E° value at dye 
concentration —► °° (CAO~ 1 =  0 ) corresponds to the extinction of 
bound dye. The difference E — E° corresponds, at any actual con
centration, to the amount of free monomer dye.

Figure 5. Limiting extinction coefficients of AO in various solutions: 
(1) AO-I-PSS monomer bound dye spectrum; (2) AO-a-PSS mono
mer bound dye spectrum; (3) AO-i-PSS aggregate bound dye spec
trum; (4) AO-a-PSS aggregate bound dye spectrum; (5) monomer 
AO in water; (6 ) monomer AO bound to a-PMA at a polyacid degree 
of ionization lower than 0.2 (ref 25).

that bound to a-PSS; furthermore in both cases the extinc
tion coefficients are lower than in water.

This effect is remarkable if compared with the behavior 
of the A O-polyacrylate and AO-polymethacrylate systems 
where the bound monomer dye exhibits the same extinc
tion coefficient as in water or even a hyperchromie effect, 
in the presence of PMA at low degree of ionization, compa
rable to that shown in alcoholic solutions12’25 (some com
parative spectra are shown in Figure 5).

Jordan et al.11 mentioned a similar hypochromic effect 
for proflavine bound to i-PSS and to a-PSS, however, they 
found that by increasing temperature in the range 45-50 
°C any difference between i-PSS and a-PSS disappear. On 
the contrary we found no appreciable changes in the ab
sorption spectrum of a AO-i-PSS sample (P/D = 200, dye

concentration 10-5 M) up to 70 °C (under these conditions 
the AO is bound mainly in its monomeric state).

We already suggested, in the past, that the low stacking 
coefficient of dyes bound to PSS, as compared to that of 
dyes bound to other polyelectrolytes with a vinyl chain, 
might be due to specific interactions between the dye mole
cules and the benzene rings.12'13’26 These interactions could 
eventually favor some kind of partial intercalation similar 
to that described for the DNA-proflavine and DNA-AO 
systems.27’28 Also in the DNA case, in fact, the bound dye 
stacking tendency is very low, being lower for the native 
DNA than for denatured DNA.29' 31

It is known that both isotactic and syndiotactic configu
rations of polyvinyl chains may assume a relevant number 
of helical conformations in the crystalline state.32,33 Due to 
steric hinderance, the flexibility of isotactic chains is lower 
than that of the syndiotactic. So, while the syndiotactic 
chains may assume a zig-zag trans-planar conformation 
with the side groups spaced at about 5.2 A, as found for the
1 ,2-polybutadiene34 (see Figure 6A), such a conformation is 
not allowed for the isotactic chains because it would impose 
a 2.6 A distance between side groups; such a distance is not 
even sufficient for locating the methyl groups of isotactic 
polypropylene.

Figure 6B shows another possible helical conformation of 
syndiotactic chains33’35 with a spacing of about 7.3 A be
tween side groups. Figure 7A and 7B shows the ternary and 
quaternary helices of isotactic polystyrene and polystyrene 
derivatives,32,36’37 the phenyl groups spacing being 6.65 and
8.1 A, respectively.

The best possibility for intercalation of an aromatic 
structure is offered by the quaternary helix of isotactic 
chains (Figure 7B). The syndiotactic helix shown in Figure 
6B can also allow for some intercalation but steric hinder
ance is probably much more effective in this case.

Actually the polymer chain conformation in solution is 
not ordered and helical structures must be limited to short 
distances; however, the possibility of local conformations 
allowing for dye molecules intercalation shown by the poly
mer rigid crystalline structure can be preserved and, cer
tainly, enhanced in solution.

It may be interesting to compute the probability of such 
local helical conformations both in the case of isotactic and 
syndiotactic chains. This can be easily done if we assume a 
very simple model for the chains, and neglect electrostatic 
interactions.

The isotactic chain can be realized by a sequence of 
-(C -C )- bonds with internal rotation angles of 180° (trans, 
T) or 60 to 90° (G) , . . .  (TG)(TG)(TG) . .. , the side groups 
being included between the T and the G bonds.38-39 The se
quence (180°, 60°) (180°, 60°) corresponds to the right- 
handed ternary helix (Figure 7A), while the G = 90° corre
sponds to the quaternary right-handed helix. The left- 
handed helices are generated by sequences 
(G'T)(G'T)(G'T) . . . ,  G' being 300 (-60°) to 270° (-90°) 
(Figure 7B). Helix inversion can be achieved through a se
quence (TT) (inversion right to left) and a sequence 
(G*'G») (inversion left to right):40

. . .  (TG)(TG)(TG)[TT](G'T)(G'T)(G'T)[G»'G-«]~
(TG)(TG) .. . (9)

where (G»'G*) can be either (240°, 60°) or (300°, 120°).39,41
The sequences (TG), (G'T), and (TT) can be assumed as 

all having the same energy, while the (G*'G») sequence has
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Figure 6. Possible helical conformations of syndiotactic vinyl chain 
polymers: (A) zig-zag trans-planar conformation (as found for 1,2- 
polybutadiene (ref 34)); (B) . . .  TTGGTTGGTTGG . . . conformation 
(ref 33 and 35).

Figure 7. Helical conformations found for isotactic polystyrene and 
polystyrene derivatives: (A) ternary helix of i-PS (ref 36); B quater
nary helix found for a number of PS derivatives, such as the poly-o- 
methylstyrene and the poly-a-vinylnaphthalene (ref 37).

a higher energy content of about 3000 cal/mol (reasonable 
value for polystyrene).

The syndiotactic chain can be realized through the fol
lowing sequences:39

. . .  (TT)„(GG)(TT)m(GG)(TT)i (G'G')(TT)p . . .  (10) 
(180°, 180°), (60°, 60°), or (300°, 300°)

In this case the side groups are located between neigh
boring sequences (TT) and (XX), or (XX) and (TT). The 
sequence .. . (TT)(TT)(TT) . . .  corresponds to the zig-zag 
trans-planar conformation shown in Figure 6A, while the 
helix shown in Figure 6B corresponds to the sequence .. . 
(TT)(GG)(TT)(GG) . . . .  All syndiotactic sequences have 
about the same energy content.39

We may assume that a minimum of five (TG) or (G'T) 
sequences be required for a dye molecule intercalation 
along the isotactic PSS chain, and a minimum of five se
quences (TT)(GG)(TT)(GG)(TT), or (G'G'), be required 
for syndiotactic PSS.

. . . AAABBABAAABBBBAAABAABA. . .

where A — (TG), and B —► (G'T); each AB inversion in
cludes a (TT) sequence and each BA inversion includes a 
(G.'G.') one.

Let us assign the U(z) function to the A sequences and 
the V(z) to the B:

U(z) = ±  u‘z~' = (1 1 )
1 1 — liZ  1

. . .  , "  . e£/z-1V(z) = Z  eulz l ~ ----------- - (12)
l 1 — uz 1

Lifson’s algebra17 can be easily applied to compute the
helical sequence length distribution in both cases.

(A) Iso ta c tic  C hain  Case. Chain model

u being the partition function of both A and B, while t is 
the partition function of the BA joints;40 a reasonable value 
for e is

f = Z0 exp (-A E/RT) = 2 exp(-3000/RT) (14)

at 20 °C t = 0.0115. The factcr Zq = 2, in eq 14, accounts 
for the two isoenergetic possibilities (G*'G») = (240°, 60°) 
and (300°, 120°).

The fraction of BA joints is obtained by solving the ex
pression17’23

[BA] = (af(2)/a In i)/(af(z)/a In z“ 1) = %(l -  u z-1) (15)

By solving eq 2 one obtains the partition function z:

z2 — 2uz + u2(l — e) = 0 (16)
and by assuming u = 1:

z = u(l + v Q  = 1 + v 7  = 1.107 (17)

[BA] = [AB] = 0.0484

[A] = [B] = 0.5 (18)

[AA] = [A] -  [BA] = 0.4516
By using these values it is possible to compute the fraction
al concentration of any desired sequence, through the fol
lowing general expression:42

[XYW . . .  QRZ] = [YW . . .  QRZ] [XYW . . .  QR]/
[YW . . .  QR]

= [XY] [YW] . . .  [QR] [RZ]/
[Y][W ]...[Q][R] (19)

in particular

[A„] = [AA]n_1/[A ]'1-2 (20)
and

[BA„B] = [BA]2[AA]n -1/[A]n (21)

where, actually

Z  n[BA„B] = 0.5 (22)
n= 1

By using eq 20 the following fractions for some given se
quences have been obtained: ([A5] +  [B5 ]) = 66.6%, ([A10] + 
[Bio]) = 40%, ([A2o] + [B20]) = 14%. The fraction of A + B 
present as a monomer (BAB + ABA) plus dimer (BAAB + 
ABBA) plus, . . . ,  up to the tetramer, which do not allow 
for intercalation, is about 7.7%; accordingly, it may be con-
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eluded that about 92% of isotactic chains monomeric units 
are arranged in sequences allowing for intercalation.

(B) Syndiotactic Chain Case. Chain model

. . .  AAABAAB'AAABAAB'AB'A . . .  

where A —*■ (TT), B —» (GG), and B' —*■ (G'G'):

U(z) = L  Ulz~l = ---------—  (23)
1 1 — uz 1

V(z) = vz~l and V'(z) = v'z~l (24)

where u = v = v' = 1 because of the assumption that all se
quences have the same energy content.

The generating functions V(z) and V'(z) have the only 
first term because only monomers ABA and AB'A are al
lowed.

UZ ^
f(z) = 1 -  U(z)[V(z) + V'(z)] = 1 -  (U + «0 ---------ZT (25)

1 — uz

[ABA] = [BA] = IB]
1 — z -1

= (af(z)/a In v)/{df(z)/a In z_1) = % 2 _  (26)

z = 2 and [B] = [B'[ = 0.167.
The shortest sequence allowing for intercalation is 

ABABA, [ABABA] + [AB'AB'A] = 0.0834.
By adding the number of monomeric units participating 

in the helical sequences of any length greater than 5,43 one 
obtains ^35.4%. This value is much lower than the corre
sponding 92% value found for the isotactic chain; so we 
may conclude that the probability of dye intercalation in 
isotactic polymers is much higher than that in syndiotactic 
ones.

This higher probability must be responsible both for the 
higher binding strength exhibited by isotactic polyacids 
toward cationic dyes and for the higher tendency of the dye 
to dilute along the polymer chain, due to a lower stacking 
coefficient.

It may also be suggested that, in the special case of PSS, 
the 7r-electron interaction between the benzene rings and 
the partially intercalated AO molecule is also responsible 
for the observed hypochromic effect on the monomer dye 
absorption spectrum.

Finally it must be remembered that the computed chain 
sequences distribution cannot be quantitatively correlated 
to the experimental results; the assumed model is in fact 
oversimplified and it does not include electrostatic interac
tions. However it is interesting to have pointed out that 
isotactic helical sequences allow for partial intercalation, 
such possibility being interrupted only by defects (TT or 
G*'G*), while a number of syndiotactic helical sequences, 
such as . . .  TTTT .. . , do not.
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Quantitative relationships between chemical kinetics ana DTA curves are studied for the reactions which 
follow the general rate expression: r = r0e~E/RT( 1 — x). Both the frequency factor and the activation ener
gy can be derived from a single DTA curve. From the known kinetic parameters, the DTA curve can also be 
predicted. The rather simple models developed in this work have been tested by the oxidation reaction of 
nuclear graphite with CO2 and by data in the literature on the thermal dehydration of clays. The results 
are satisfactory considering the complexities involved in DTA.

Introduction Theoretical Considerations

Considerable importance and interest exist in the study 
of reaction kinetics by differential thermal analysis (DTA). 
Since the classic work of Murray and White on clay dehy
dration kinetics,2 DTA has been used to characterize com
plex chemical reactions, such as the thermal dehydration 
and decomposition of solid compounds3-7 and homoge
neous reaction systems.8 The method of Borchardt and 
Daniels was later extended to heterogeneous reactions.9-11 
It has not been possible, however, to obtain both the acti
vation energy and frequency factor from a single DTA 
curve for a heterogeneous gas-solid reaction, and to predict 
the DTA curve from the known kinetic parameters for the 
same reaction system.

Most of the previous work was concerned with the dehy
dration and decomposition of minerals with the reaction 
form: A (solid) —► B (solid) + C (gas). The order of the re
action is defined as the exponent n in the following rate ex
pression:

r = roe E/RT{\ — x)n (1 )

Here r is the rate and is expressed as dx/df; t is the time; 
r0 the frequency factor; E the activation energy; R the gas 
constant; T the absolute temperature; and x the fractional 
completion of the reaction.

For heterogeneous gas-solid reactions of the form A 
(solid) + B (gas) -*  C (gas), such as carbon oxidation reac
tions, the order of the reaction is conventionally related to 
the dependence of rate on the concentration of the gaseous 
reactant. The rate of a carbon oxidation reaction (r) is nor
mally expressed as — (l/m )(dm /df), here m is the instanta
neous mass of the solid. It can be shown that this expres
sion is identical with (dx/di)(l — x )_1 by using the rela
tion: x = 1 — (m/mo), here mo is the initial mass. When the 
rate is independent of the burn-off (x), the rate expression 
is identical with that of the “ first order” reaction in the 
previous case (with the concentration of the gaseous reac
tant constant). It should be noted here that the quotation 
mark is used here to differentiate it from the conventional 
meaning of the order of a gas-solid reaction.

The scope of this work is to (1) calculate both frequency 
factor and the activation energy from a single DTA curve 
and (2) predict the DTA curve, or at least its shape, from 
known kinetic parameters. The type of reactions consid
ered here is of the general form as in eq 1 with n = 1 .

In -a DTA curve, the temperature differential (AT) at 
any given instant can be approximated as being propor
tional to the instantaneous mass reacting rate:

A T = kxy  (2)

Here y is the instantaneous mass rate ( =rm0) and k\ is a 
constant. The equation is approximate because k\ is af
fected by the heat and mass transport processes which do 
not remain strictly constant during the reaction (the term 
reaction is used to include all chemical changes). However, 
for the case in which only the instantaneous thermal effect 
is detected and there is no accumulation of the effect, k\ is 
equal to the heat of reaction divided by the total heat ca
pacity of the sample mass.

For the “ first order” reactions

AT = k\r0e~E/RT(i — x)m0 (3)

The peak temperature of a DTA curve (Tm) is obtained 
by simply setting d(AT)/dT = 0 and solving for Tm. The 
following relationship was obtained and tested satisfactori
ly by Murray and White:2

!A„-E/RTm _
k2

E
RTm2 (4)

where k2 is the heating rate.
The temperature at the inflection points (T;), i.e., at the 

maximum and minimum slopes, can be obtained by setting 
d2(AT)/dT2 = 0 and solving for T;. The following relation
ship is obtained:

p—EIRT\
k2

(5)

In eq 5, there exist two solutions for T; (T; 1 and Tl2) 
which correspond to the two inflection points.

E and r0 can be calculated by solving eq 4 and 5 simulta
neously with Tm and either one of the T¡’s, or by solving eq 
5 with Tii and Tl2. The calculation is, however, quite tedi
ous. In eq 5, approximation for T; 1 (the first inflection 
point) can be made by dropping the second term in the 
left-hand side because it is normally quite small compared 
to the first term for T¡1. Thus, one obtains

¿Llg-E/RTi -  _A-----JL
k2 RTi2 Ti

(6)

Ti in eq 6 refers to T; 1 only. By knowing Tm and T¡1, eq 4
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and 6 can be easily solved simultaneously for E and ro. Ex
amples will be provided of this method for the kinetics of C 
-t- CO2 reaction and dehydration of kaolinite and halloysite.

To predict a DTA curve, one has to be able to express 
AT as a function of T. This can be achieved only when the 
functional form of x(T) is established. We start with

= roe-E/RT(i _  x ) (la)
d t

or

—  = (7)
1 -  x k2

Here t is the time.
Upon integration of eq 7, x(T) can be obtained. How

ever, because normally E/RT »  1, the integration of 
j e -ii/RT ¿p  is the most troublesome task. This integration 
has been attempted, and the following substitution has 
been used:7’12

J ->T' o-z r°>e~u
e - E / R T d T  =  ? ---------- j  ^ _ d l i  ( 8 )

0 Z J z U

Here u = E/RT. The function JJ(e_u/u) du has been 
tabulated for E = 10 — 66 kcal/mol and T = 100 — 430 °C .7 
An approximate solution for the same function was used by 
Murray and White2 in their calculation of the percentage 
reaction at the peak DTA temperature. The approximate 
solution was taken as the first two terms of the Taylor se
ries expansion of e~u/u. The two terms involve the second 
and third powers of RT/E.

It is nevertheless, more desirable to^obtain an analytical 
solution or approximation in a simpler form for it not only 
simplifies the calculation but also characterizes the actual 
processes. In order to achieve this, we adopt the “ method 
of expanding the exponent” first suggested by Frank-Ka- 
menetskii in developing his theory of combustion.13 The 
argument of the integrand is approximated as the fol
lowing:

E E E I E E
RT~ R(T0+ ST)~ RT0 5T ~ RT0 RT02

1 + —

5T (9)

Here 5T = T — To and To can be chosen arbitrarily, pro
vided it is near the reaction range so that tST/To is small. 
The approximation is better at higher temperature ranges 
and is in error by less than a few percent for all practical 
DTA measurements. Equation 7 can then be integrated 
conveniently with the boundary condition: T = 0, x = 0, 
and the solution substituted in eq 3. The following results 
are obtained:

l - x  = e~ki [eWRT°2)T _  !]

AT = kiromo exp [ - J f i -k *  e«” -/*™  + *4]

(10)

(li )

Here

k 4 = ^ ^ f  e-2E/RT0
k2 E (12)

The lower integration limit of T was chosen to be zero to 
simplify the solutions. When T is small, the approximation 
in eq 9 is poor but since E/R »  T, the integrands, both the 
original and the approximated, are negligibly small.

Equation 11 can be used to predict DTA curve. There

10-1

IO-2

K IO“ 3
UJI-<£T

io-»

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
% BURN-OFF OF CARBON

Figure 1. Reaction rate of nuclear graphite in C02.

are three factors in this equation: the first one is the Ar
rhenius factor; the second and third describe the decrease 
of the reacting material with the linearly increasing tem
perature. It is also interesting to note that eq 10 can be 
used to calculate E and ro with two sets of corresponding x 
and T values, which are obtained with the simultaneous 
DTA/TG apparatus. Applications of the method will be ex
emplified.

Experim ental Section

The kinetics and DTA curve of the reaction C + CO2 —»■ 
2CO were obtained by using a Mettler differential ther
moanalyzer Model TA-1. Reaction rates were measured 
gravimetrically (TG), and are expressed as — (l/m)(dm/dt) 
with the units of min“ * 1. Sensitivity of the balance was ±3 
X 10“ 6 g.

The carbon sample used was pile-grade nuclear graphite. 
Ash content of the graphite was below 0.01% and its major 
constituents were less than 0.001% of Si, Ag, and Cu and 
less than 0.0001% of Mg as detected by emission spectros
copy. Particle size of the sample used in ail the experiments 
was in the range 590-840 ¿¿m. The CO2 and argon gases 
used were originally bone dry and prepurified grades, re
spectively, and were supplied by Liquid Carbonic Co. The 
gases were purified from traces of water and oxygen by 
passing through a train of silica gel, Mg(C104)2 (both at 
room temperature), and copper turnings held at 500 °C. 
Gas flow rate was maintained constant and was about three 
orders of magnitude greater than could be consumed at the 
maximum reaction rate. Same samples and flow conditions 
were employed in both TG and DTA measurements.

In the DTA curve measurement, 20 mg of graphite was 
mixed with alumina (grade A-10, Alcoa, —50 + 200 mesh) 
and diluted to 10%. The reference contained 200 mg of alu
mina. It is also noteworthy that the thermocouple wells 
were immersed in the centers of the materials so that any
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TABLE I: Kinetic Parameters for Some Reactions

Predicted from,
eq 4 and 6 Expt value

E,a kcal/ E, kcal/
Reaction mol ro, 1/s mol ro, 1/s Source

C + C02 — 
2CO

72 3.25 X  107 71.16 3.32 X 
107

This
work

Dehydra
tion of 
Georgia 
kaolinite

35 1.23 X 106 34.97 1.29 X 
106

3 ,4

Dehydra
tion of

36 2.05 X  107 35.85 1.66 X 
107

3 ,4

Eureka
halloysite
a Two significant figures are derived by considering the 

error limits of Tm and T\ of ±0.5 °C.

thermal effect could be detected promptly. Platinum and 
platinum-10% rhodium thermocouples were used.

In a typical rate measurement, between 10 and 20 mg of 
graphite was used. The sample particles were spread into a 
layer of one to two particles thick on a flat disk sample 
holder made of alumina or platinum. The thermocouple 
joint was, in this case, underneath the disk and was in con
tact with its surface. The sample was heated to the desired 
reaction temperature in a stream of argon at a rate of 10 
°C/min. The purified CO2 was then introduced and reac
tion rates were calculated from the DTG curve (time deriv
ative of the weight).

Reaction rates of nuclear graphite + CO2 were measured 
at six temperatures ranging from 870 to 1200 °C. No differ
ence was observed between the rates obtained with the

Figure 3. Rates of dehydration of kaolinite and halloysite (from ref 3 
and 4).

T,°C

Figure 4. DTA curves of nuclear graphite in C02 (10 °C/min heating 
rate).

platinum and the alumina holders. The rate was plotted 
against burn-off of carbon and shown in Figure 1 . As seen 
in this figure, the rate was quite constant throughout the 
reaction. One is then justified in assuming that the reaction 
is approximately “ first order” . An Arrhenius-type plot of 
the rates at 20% burn-off (Figure 2) shows that the reaction 
was within the chemical controlled region and diffusional 
effects were negligible.14 Also from Figure 2, the following 
values were calculated for the kinetic parameters: ro = 3.32 
X 107 s_I and E = 71.16 kcal/mol.

The DTA curve of nuclear graphite in C 02 was measured 
at a heating rate of 10 °C/min and is shown in Figure 4. 
The temperature scale was enlarged by using fast chart 
speed so that more accurate readings of T¡’s and Tm could 
be obtained. The temperatures were 1221, 1293, and 1343 
°C for Tji, Tm, and T¡2, respectively.
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Comparisons of Experimental Results with Theories

Equations 4 and 6 (or eq 4 and 5) are used to calculate 
the activation energy and frequency factor from a single 
DTA curve, based on our data on the C + CO2 reaction and 
the well-known dehydration data of kaolinite and halloys- 
ite obtained from the literature. The examples were chosen 
because they are “ first order” and they differ in a wide 
range of activation energies. Table I gives the comparison 
of the values of the two kinetic parameters calculated from 
eq 4 and 6 and the experimental data for the above reac
tions.

The peak and inflection temperatures of the reactions 
are: T\\ = 1221 °C and Tm = 1293 °C for C + CO2 reaction; 
Tji = 555 °C and Tm = 600 °C for kaolinite dehydration; 
Tii = 496 °C and Tm = 533 °C for halloysite dehydration. 
The heating rate was 6°C/min for the two latter cases.

It should be noted that the values calculated from eq 4 
and 6 are approximate. The cumbersome eq 4 and 5 would 
give exact solutions. A comparison was made in this respect 
for the C + CO2 reaction. By using eq 4 and 5 the following 
values were obtained: E = 66 kcal/mol and rt, = 4.11 X 106 
s-1. The predicted rates calculated from the predicted E ’s 
and ro’s are also shown in Figure 2. These predicted values 
are lower than the experimental data determined isother- 
mally. It is because the temperatures measured (T; and 
T m) were the reference temperatures and during the reac
tion, the sample temperature was lower than the reference 
and the heating rate was also lower before the peak tem
perature. Consequently, the kinetic parameters calculated 
are lower than the values determined isothermally. Correc
tion in the calculations cannot be made at this point be
cause the heating rate of the sample during the reaction is 
not a constant, being smaller than the reference heating 
rate before the peak temperature and greater after the 
peak. However, by reducing the peak height experimental
ly, closer values can be obtained.

Figure 3 gives the comparisons between the predicted 
rates from DTA and the experimental rates determined 
isothermally for kaolinite and halloysite. The results are 
surprisingly satisfactory considering the complexities in
volved in DTA. The lower rates predicted for halloysite can 
be again attributed to the lower temperature in the sample 
during the endothermic reaction.

To predict a DTA curve from the kinetic parameters, the 
reaction C + CO2 is used as an example. From the isother
mal TG data we obtained: E = 71.16 kcal/mol and To = 3.32 
X 107 s-1. The value of T0 is chosen, with the knowledge of 
E and ro, to be 1500 K where the rate is appreciable. As 
discussed previously, the approximation in eq 9 is good as 
long as 6T/T 0 is small. The initial mass of carbon mo was 
20 mg. Substituting the above values into eq 11, we obtain

T 35 812.8 
AT = 6.64 X 105&i e x p -----———

-  2 .2893 X 1 0 - u e0-015 92T +  2 .2 8 9 3  X  1 0 ~ u  j
Here ki can be approximated as the heat of reaction di

vided by the total heat capacity of the sample; both change 
slightly with temperature. Now AT can be calculated as a 
function of T and is plotted in Figure 4. The DTA curve 
predicted in this fashion gives lower values of the AT than 
the experimental curve. This discrepancy indicates that 
heat transport is not fast enough and the thermal effect is 
partially accumulated.

In summary, from a single DTA curve, eq 4 and 6 can be 
used to estimate the two important parameters, namely, 
activation energy and frequency factor. Knowing the two 
kinetic parameters, eq 11 can be used to predict the DTA 
curve. Some examples are given in this work of such appli
cations. Comparisons of predictions by the simple models 
with the experimental data are considered satisfactory in 
view of the complexities involved in DTA.

In general, the rates predicted from DTA are lower for 
the endothermic reactions and are higher for the exother
mic reactions. This is because both the temperature and 
the heating rate are measured and controlled for the refer
ence in all the commercial instruments. The DTA curve 
predicted by eq 11 gives somewhat smaller temperature 
differential than the experimental value because the heat 
transfer rate is not rapid enough and the thermal effects 
are partially accumulated.
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Fluorescence Quantum Yield Determinations. 9,10-Diphenylanthracene 
as a Reference Standard in Different Solvents

John V. Morris, Mary A. Mahaney, and J. Robert Huber*

Fachbereich Chemie, Universität Konstanz, D-775 Konstanz, Germany (Received August 29, 1975)

A controversy has arisen regarding the photophysical properties of 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA), a pop
ular emission quantum yield standard. In order to elucidate the causes of the disagreement in the litera
ture, fluorescence quantum yields, lifetimes, and oscillator strengths were measured for DPA in ethanol,
3-methylpentane, cyclohexane, and benzene solutions. The effects of high concentrations and self-absorp
tion were dramatized by determining the measured lifetime for a series of concentrations of DPA in cyclo
hexane, demonstrating that the optical density in the 0-0 band must be kept below 0.05/cm in DPA to 
avoid reabsorption. It is proposed that these effects constitute a partial explanation for the discrepancies in 
the literature. In addition, the universal application in quantum yield measurements of the correction fac
tor ns2/nT2 for differences between the index of refraction of the sample ns and the reference n r is ques
tioned. By means of a variable slit arrangement, we have shown that the proper correction is a strong func
tion of the geometry of the sample compartment. This effect suggests that wide utilization of the standard 
correction term may also provide a source of error. Taking these deficiencies into consideration the fol
lowing fluorescence quantum yields and lifetimes of DPA at 293 K were determined: 0.95, 8.19 ns in etha
nol; 0.93, 7.88 ns in 3-methylpentane; 0.86, 7.58 ns in cyclohexane; 0.82, 7.34 ns in benzene.

Introduction

Most emission quantum yield determinations found in 
the literature are relative measurements vs. a standard 
whose quantum efficiency has been accurately determined 
by absolute methods or is otherwise generally agreed upon. 
As a consequence of the difficult and time consuming na
ture of absolute methods, only a very small number of com
pounds have been investigated in this manner.1-2 The most 
popular of these substances for use as a standard is quinine 
bisulfate in aqueous 1.0 or 0.1 N H2S04.3-4 Additionally, 
anthracene in ethanol is accepted as a standard because of 
the consistancy of the results obtained by different au
thors.z-3-5 9,10-Diphenylanthracene (DPA) has also been 
employed by several researchers,6~10 although it has several 
disadvantages with regard to its use as a fluorescence stan
dard including a long lifetime (susceptibility to oxygen 
quenching), a large 0-0 band overlap (possibility of self
absorption), and a structured absorption spectrum. In spite 
of these drawbacks, its continued use is maintained largely 
due to its high quantum yield, the presence in the litera
ture of values in a large number of solvents, and because it 
is one of the few emission standards available for work at 
77 K. Unfortunately, a controversy has arisen between cer
tain authors11-12 about the values themselves. In the time 
since the airing of this dispute in the literature, a pair of ar
ticles have appeared in an attempt to clear it up. Gusten 
and co-workers13 have compiled a large collection of litera
ture values as well as presenting their own determinations. 
Birch and Imhof14 reported lifetimes of DPA in cyclohex
ane and benzene and observed that a solvent dependence is 
manifest in DPA which the disputants had not hitherto re
marked upon. However, this difference was not sufficient 
to account for the discrepancies in the literature. These au
thors suggested high concentrations and resulting reab
sorption as a possible explanation for the disparity.

The dramatic increase in apparent intensity which re
sults from self-absorption with a solute such as DPA with 
both high fluoresence yield and strong overlap between ab

sorption and emission has already been demonstrated by 
Melhuish.15 Still, some researchers prefer to work under 
conditions which allow all exciting light to be absorbed, ob
viating the necessity of correcting for differences in absorb
ance between sample and reference. Certain authors are 
under the impression that by observing front-face, they 
have eliminated any problem with reabsorption.12 This is 
most definitely not the case, as Melhuish pointed out, stat
ing that ca. 85% of the emission passes back into the solu
tion where a part may be absorbed.15

The only additional major source of error involves the 
differences between the refractive index of the sample and 
reference solutions. Losses or amplifications, depending on 
the viewing geometry, in the observed intensity due to in
ternal reflections are exacerbated as the index of refraction 
n increases. When comparing solutions with different re
fractive indices, very few authors account for the resultant 
differences in reflection errors. More important, however, 
is the correction for the spreading of the emission upon 
leaving the sample cell. The well-known n2 factor has been 
recognized for a quarter century16-17 and is commonly used 
by most researchers, but many fail to report whether or not 
it has been applied. Moreover, some workers may have ig
nored the admonition by Hermans and Levinson17 to em
ploy small slits when applying the n2 correction term. 
Large slits and large viewing angles can lead to errors in the 
application of this factor, which might provide an explana
tion for some anomalies observed by Demas and Crosby.3 
When these authors corrected quantum yield values found 
in the literature prior to the initial acceptance of the re
fractive index term, many of the results proved to be great
er than unity. The possibility suggests itself that in these 
cases, the viewing geometry may not have been compatible 
with the n2 correction factor.

We began this study in an attempt to determine the 
causes of the dispute as well as possibly settling it. To this 
end, we have measured the fluorescence quantum yields 
and lifetimes of DPA in the three main solvents in which 
literature values are reported (ethanol, cyclohexane, and
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benzene) and in 3-methylpentane, because of the impor
tance of this solvent in temperature dependent studies. In 
addition, the oscillator strengths were determined from the 
absorption spectra in each of these solvents to verify the 
correlation between the rate constants found from the ratio 
of quantum yields and lifetimes and those calculated from 
the oscillator strengths.

Experim ental Section

Materials. Quinine bisulfate (Mallinckrodt Co.), anthra
cene (Merck, Schuchardt), and 9,10-diphenylanthracene 
(Aldrich) were purified by multiple recrystallizations (from 
water in the case of quinine bisulfate and from ethanol for 
anthracene and 9,10-diphenylanthracene). The melting 
points of these substances after purification were as fol
lows: quinine bisulfate, 235 °C (lit. 235.2 °C18); anthracene,
216.2-216.4 °C (lit. 216.2 °C19); 9,10-diphenylanthracene,
250.6 °C (lit. 245-247 °C20). Both benzene (Uvasol, fluores
cence grade, Merck) and 3-methylpentane (purum, Fluka) 
contained traces of absorbing impurities. These were re
moved by frontal analysis chromatography employing a 
basic aluminum oxide column (activity level I, Merck).

Cyclohexane (Uvasol, fluorescence grade, Merck), abso
lute ethanol (analysis grade Merck), and aqueous 0.1 N 
H2SO4 (fluorescence grade, Merck) were used as received.

Apparatus and Techniques. A fully computerized spec- 
trofluorimeter with a photon counting detection system 
which has been described elsewhere21 was utilized for most 
emission spectra; in addition, a series of measurements of 
DP A in ethanol has also been performed at Northeastern 
University with a system which has been previously de
scribed.22 A Cary 17 recording spectrometer was employed 
for all absorption measurements. The observed emission 
spectra were corrected for spectral response of the emission 
monochromator and photomultiplier. The sensitivity curve 
for this correction was derived by use of a 200-W standard 
tungsten-iodide lamp (ES-732, Eppley Laboratory, New
port, R.I.) which had been calibrated against U.S. National 
Bureau of Standards QM-111, QM-112, and EPI-1469 ref
erence standards. The resulting correction function was 
checked by comparison of the spectra of several com
pounds with their published spectra.23

The room temperature quantum yields of DPA were de
termined relative to fluorescent standards, with the possi
bility of correcting for differences between the refractive 
index of the reference nT, and the sample solutions ns using 
the expression

<Af(s) = </>f(r) f l s(v) dvDrns2 
flr(r) dvDs nr2 (1 )

Here the indices s and r, respectively, denote sample and 
reference. The integrals over I represent areas of the cor
rected emission spectra, and D is the optical density at the 
wavelength of excitation. Anthracene in ethanol (<j>f =
0.28)3'5 and quinine bisulfate in aqueous 0.1 N H2SO4 (<f>f =
0.55)3,4 were standards for DPA in ethanol. DPA in both 
benzene and 3-methylpentane was measured against DPA 
in ethanol using our value of 0.95 as well as against quinine 
bisulfate, whereas DPA in cyclohexane had only DPA in 
ethanol as a standard. Over 20 measurements were in
volved in determining each quantum yield. The excitation 
wavelengths (nm) employed in each case were 331.7, 343.8,
347.5, 358.8, 370.0 in ethanol; 357, 360, 370, 380 in 3-meth
ylpentane; 342.5, 362.5, 364, 382 in cyclohexane; and 346.5, 
363, 367.8, 368.3, 370, 372.5, 384 in benzene. The spectral

bandpass of the excitation monochromator was ~ 1  nm in 
each case. In order to minimize reabsorption effects, the so
lutions for both quantum yield and lifetime measurements 
were prepared such that the optical density was generally 
about 0.02 at the 0-0 band maximum, but was never higher 
than 0.05 for our 1-cm path length. Because it was deemed 
necessary to determine the effect on the quantum yield 
measurements of the slit geometry at the emission face of 
the sample cell, the sample holder shown in Figure 1 was 
employed for a separate series of experiments. To arrive at 
the results given in Table I, a very similar arrangement 
with fixed apertures of 5 mm width and 10 mm height on 
both excitation and errfission faces of the cell holder was 
used in place of the central portion of the apparatus in Fig
ure 1. In the experiments using the pictured sample holder, 
DPA in benzene, cyclohexane, and ethanol were compared 
with quinine bisulfate for a range of slit widths from 5 to
0.1 mm. This series of measurements was performed with 
the same wavelengths for all three solvents. The fluores
cence lifetime measurements were carried out on an Ortec 
9200 single-photon counting system equipped with an 
Ortec 462 time calibrator. Excitation was provided by a 
free-running air lamp and isolated by a bandpass filter 
(300-400 nm). The emission, after passing through a Spex 
1670 Minimate focal length 220 mm, f/4 analyzing mono
chromator, was monitored by either an RCA 8850 photo
multiplier tube or an RCA C31034 cooled photomultiplier 
tube. Samples for both lifetime and quantum yield mea
surements were normally deoxygenated by bubbling nitro
gen through the solution for 20 min before being stoppered; 
this procedure was held to be sufficient after comparison 
with several degassed solutions. Lamp decay curves were 
determined by using a mixture of fluorescence-free glycerin 
(Merck) and aluminum oxide in a 2-cm quartz cell as a 
scatterer. This method of acquiring the lamp function I(t) 
was found to fit the criteria for apparent optical density 
and optical path which must be met in order that the con
voluted function24

F'(i) = Jo‘ I(t ~  t')e~t lT dt' (2)

yields a good fit when compared with the measured func
tion F(i). The goodness of fit was determined by minimiz
ing the weighted sum of squares of residuals for the mea
sured and calculated decay functions.25

Oscillator strengths were obtained by integrating absorp
tion spectra measured with a Cary 17 spectrometer, using a 
Hewlett-Packard 9820A calculator equipped with a 9864A 
digitizer unit. The short wavelength limit of integration 
was chosen as 310 nm for spectra in all four solvents.

Results
Quantum Yields. For reasons discussed below, we have 

presented the quantum yield results both with and without 
the correction for refractive index (ns2/nT2; cf. eq 1 ). The 
quantum yield values for DPA in the four different sol
vents are listed in Table I. When the correction is applied 
(parameters labeled with superscript n), the quantum yield 
of DPA appears to remain constant in different solvents. 
Although Gusten reports a quantum yield value of unity in 
cyclohexane, his room temperature values in both benzene 
(4>f = 0.96) and ethanol (4>{ = 0.94) are in excellent agree
ment with ours.13>26 The quantum yield of 0.93 in 95% etha
nol from the work of Lentz et al.29 also agree quite well 
with our value. In addition, our ethanol result is consistent
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Figure 1. Cylindrical “ can”  C containing sample holder H with vari
able slit S on the emission face. Variable slit on excitation face (not 
shown here) was kept constant at 4 mm in these experiments. Sam
ple cell (1 cm) is positioned at Z. Lenses L1 (focal length 76.1 mm) 
and L2 (focal length 63.4 mm) are each part of a two-lens collimat
ing system between the excitation or emission monochromator slits 
and the sample holder.

TABLE I: Fluorescence Quantum Yields <j>f, Fluorescence 
Lifetimes Tf, Oscillator Strengths f , and Radiative Rate 
Constants k (° for 9,10-Diphenylanthracene in Solution at 
Room Temperature"

3-Methyl- Cyclo-
Ethanol pentane hexane Benzene

<t> f 0.95 0.93 0.86 0.82
Tf, ns 8.19(7.95) 7.88(7.90) 7.58 7.34
/ 0.175 0.178 0.176 0.175
kf°, 108

s-i  h
1.16 1.18 1.13 1.12

0 f<n> 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96

10®
s- ! b

1.16 1.21 1.25 1.30

a Values in parentheses were determined at 77 K. Super
script n denotes application of the standard refractive index 
correction (eq 1). b kf° = <t>(/rf.

with the triplet efficiency of 0.03 in ethanol published by 
Parker and Joyce30 which they measured by delayed fluo
rescence. Aside from these quantum yields, the remaining 
values found in the literature tend to lie between two ex
tremes, unity and ~ 0.8. Several authors have reported fluo
rescence quantum yields of unity or greater for DPA in var
ious solvents. Some of these higher quantum yields can be 
attributed to reabsorption effects. Bowen and Sahu used 
“ concentrations necessary to give practically total light ab
sorption” ;31 Berlman23 reported using 0.32 g/1. (giving an 
optical density at the 0-0 band of ~ 12). Due to the lack of 
published information, the concentrations used by East
man32 are unknown. Other researchers15’33’34 have observed 
lower quantum yields than ours, generally centering 
around 0.84. Given universal application of the refractive 
index correction, we have no explanation for this discrep
ancy.

If, however, the refractive index correction is neglected,

an interesting correlation appears (cf. Table I). The quan
tum yields determined in this manner parallel the behavior 
of the fluorescence lifetimes, yielding values for the radia
tive rate constant of fluorescence k f  which are practically 
independent of solvent. Comparison of these quantum 
yields with those of Melhuish,15 Birks and Dyson,33 and 
Medinger and Wilkinson34 reveals a reasonable agreement 
among the values in benzene solution. The failure to corre
spond with the values given in ethanol is simply presented 
noting that some older values of the lifetime of DPA in eth
anol are also too low.35

Omission of the refractive index in the determination of 
quantum yields is justified only for an integrating sphere 
technique, although for some viewing geometries the cor
rection factor may lie between 1 and n2.11 To ascertain the 
role played by differences between the index of refraction 
of the sample and of the reference in our measurements, 
the quantum yield determinations were repeated with the 
sample holder shown in Figure 1 . In these experiments, the 
emission slit was varied from 5 to 0.1 mm as quinine bisul
fate in aqueous 0.1 N H2SO4 and DPA in benzene were 
compared. As a result, a continuous dependence of the 
quantum yield of DPA upon slit width was found when the 
n2 factor was universally applied, ranging from the 0.95 
value for wide slits to 0.84 for 0.5-mm slits (cf. Table II). 
No further decrease was found for narrower slits. A similar 
effect was observed when DPA in cyclohexane was mea
sured against quinine bisulfate, whereas no discernable de
pendence was found for DPA in ethanol.

Lifetimes. Our data presented in Table I and literature 
values of the fluorescence lifetime of DPA demonstrate a 
distinct solvent dependence which has been little noted to 
date. The data of Gusten and co-workers13 essentially 
agrees with our work, with the exception of benzene solu
tion. In addition, we match the value in cyclohexane of 
Birch and Imhof14 but again we differ with their value for 
benzene. Our measured lifetime in benzene solution does 
agree quite well with the values of Ware and Baldwin36 and 
of Birks and Dyson.33 In contrast to this grouping of rela
tively consistent data, a few strongly divergent values are 
to be found. The long lifetime of Berlman23 in cyclohexane 
and that of Amata et al.,37 whom he quotes as support, can 
be explained on the basis of the high concentrations used 
and the resulting reabsorption effects.

Possible effects of water in the ethanol were investigated 
by adding distilled water dropwise to absolute ethanol so
lutions of DPA and measuring the lifetime after rebubbling 
with nitrogen. No significant difference was found for up to 
10% water. Reabsorption effects resulting from high con
centrations combined with high quantum yield are well 
known.15 To confirm and graphically demonstrate this ef
fect, fluorescence lifetimes were determined for a series of 
concentrations in cyclohexane. These results are presented 
in Figure 2. This curve was not extended to the upper limit 
of total reabsorption found by Melhuish because of the dif
ficulty encountered in dissolving the necessary quantities 
of DPA.

Oscillator Strengths. The oscillator strengths were de
rived by means of the relationship38

f = 4.32 X 10-9/ c  d? (3)

As these results are presented in Table I, they appear inde
pendent of solvent indicating a solvent independent radia
tive rate constant.
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TABLE II: Variation in the Measured Quantum Yield of 
Fluorescence fa  for 9,10-Diphenylanthracene in Benzene 
and Ethanol as Determined against Quinine Bisulfate in 
Aqueous 0.1 N H2S04 as a Function of Emission Slit Width 
(cf. Figure 1) with Application of Refractive Index 
Correction (Eq 1)

Slit width, mm fa(benzene) 4>f (ethanol)

5 0.96 0.95
4 0.94 0.95
3 0.92
2 0.90
1 0.86 0.95
0.5 0.84 0.95
0.1 0.84 0.95

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Concentration of DPA [ m x 105]

Figure 2. Measured lifetime r M, as determined by convolution (eq 2) 
with the lamp function, vs. concentration of DPA in cyclohexane.

Discussion

High concentrations and consequent reabsorption effects 
appear to account for at least some of the discrepancies in 
the literature, generally resulting in quantum yields which 
are too high and lifetimes which are too long. Of course, if 
the standard employed strongly reabsorbs, it is quite possi
ble that quantum yields measured against it will be too low. 
Reabsorption and reemission can take place at concentra
tions much lower than 10-3 M, depending on the amount of 
overlap between absorption and emission. As has been 
noted above, Melhuish has previously treated this subject 
from the standpoint of the effect on quantum yields and 
has presented an integral expression for the intensity of 
fluorescence from a concentrated solution.15 Although por
tions of the expression are specific for his front-face view
ing geometry, we have not attempted to rewrite these parts 
to fit our right-angle setup, since the description of the 
solid angle of observation will be individual to the instru
ment. However, the effect of reabsorption on the emission 
lifetime can be expressed independently of viewing geome
try because the measurement is not based on absolute in
tensity. The observed decay curve for a single exponential 
in the absence of reabsorption may be expressed by the 
convolution integral24

F(t) = C  K t - n e - ^ d t '  (4)
Jo

where F(t) is the observed decay, 7(f) is the lamp function, 
and t is the single-exponential decay time. When a portion

of this light is reabsorbed, the reemitted light will follow an 
exponential decay convoluted not with the lamp function, 
but with the first decay, thus

F'(t) = C* F(t — t')e~t,/r df (5)
Jo

Subsequent reabsorption of this light will result in a func
tion F"(t) which is a convolution with F'(t), and so forth. 
Each of these observed decay functions is additive, with 
the proper normalization factor for their relative intensi
ties. The lamp intensity is the strongest, with a factor

L = f ”  C l m d - e - ^ ^ d v d z  (6)
J o  J o

where e(5) is the extinction coefficient as a function of wave 
number, c the concentration, l the path length in the z di
rection, and 7(5) is the frequency distribution of the excita
tion. Here we have neglected the cross sectional area of the 
exciting light, leaving only one dimension. This function is 
of course normalized such that Jo 7(5) d5 = 1. The less in
tense reemission curves are multiplied by factors similar to 
Melhuish’s K integrals15

A=<t>f f “ f  f(5)(l -  e- 2-3*<s>c/('-)) dr d5 (7) 
Jo Jv

where r indicates integration over all coordinates of the 
cell, and the fluorescence distribution function is normal
ized such that Jof(5) d? = 1 . The observed decay function 
in the presence of reabsorption is consequently

F*(t) = L F (t) + A F'(t) + A2 F "(t) + . . .  (8)

This resultant functional form of the decay, when treated 
by normal deconvolution procedures or even a pimple least- 
squares analysis, will yield a measured lifetime tm longer 
than the intrinsic fluorescence lifetime T{ which would be 
found in the absence of reabsorption effects. Elimination of 
all reabsorption terms leaves only the simple convolution 
integral F(t) times a constant, reducing tm to Tf. Note that 
the viewing geometry of the detecting system does not 
enter this expression, since only the relative amounts of 
emission and reemission are important for the determina
tion of the final decay function. The dimensions of the cell 
are the only geometrical factors necessary to define the 
amount of reabsorption. Given the difficulty of calculating 
the integrals involved in this formula and the expression of 
Melhuish, it is advised to keep the optical density of the
0-0 band below 0.05/cm for solutes which strongly self-ab- 
sorb.

It appears that another possible source of error in quan
tum yield determinations lies in too broad an application of 
the standard n2 correction term for the index of refraction 
(cf. eq 1). Hermans and Levinson derived this factor with 
the admonition that it was appropriate for systems of small 
slits.17 For example, these authors determined a relative 
error of 8% arising from a system of two slits between the 
sample and detector where the angle <5 in the horizontal 
plane viewed by the detector is 0.1 radians, considered typ
ical for their instrument. This approximation is of course 
reasonable only when sin 8 ~  8. If one considers the “can"’ 
illustrated in Figure 1 as the limiting optics of the instru
ment, one finds 8 to be beyond the range of this approxima
tion, which probably indicates a large error in the refractive 
index correction. The results of varying the emission slit 
seem to confirm that errors can result from larger slit 
widths. The probability that these results are simply an ar
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tifact is reduced by the fact that, although a decrease is ob
served with narrower slit width for both benzene and cyclo
hexane, no measurable effect is observed for ethanol, which 
has an index of refraction very similar to that of the stan
dard solution. This finding would seem to indicate that the 
dependence on slit width is a function of solvent. This de
pendence suggests that the normal correction for the dif
ference in refractive index between the sample and the ref
erence is best applied when the emission approximates a 
point source. As the slits are widened, the viewing geome
try approaches a sphere, with a consequent decrease in the 
proper refractive index correction factor from n2 to 1. The 
possibility that this effect can manifest itself at much 
smaller slit widths than is commonly thought (5 mm and 
smaller) may provide one explanation for the wide range of 
quantum yield values found in the literature. Since nearly 
all determinations are performed with guinine bisulfate in 
either aqueous 1.0 or 0.1 N H2SO4 or anthracene in ethanol 
as a standard, measurements made in solvents with refrac
tive indices much different from 1.35 such as benzene and 
cyclohexane can be expected to show peculiarities of view
ing geometry. It is therefore important that the individual 
system be tested to ascertain the true dependence upon 
index of refraction for its limiting optics.

Accepting the universal application of the n2 form of the 
refractive index correction term, one is forced to explain 
the occurrence of solvent independence of the quantum 
yield together with solvent dependence of the fluorescence 
lifetime. As observed in Table I, this would indicate that 
the radiative rate constant k{° would be a function of the 
solvent medium. If an actual dependence exists, it should 
also be reflected in the oscillator strengths. Immediately we 
find ourselves confronted with yet another question involv
ing the index of refraction. Although throughout much of 
the literature38 any factor involving the refractive index n 
in the oscillator strength calculation is neglected, a large 
number of possibilities for such a correction for the solvent 
medium exist in the literature. The more common ones 
range from the 1 In factor of Birks,39 derived from the slow
down of light upon passage through condensed media, to 
the direct proportionality of Mataga and Kubota,40 based 
on the formulations of Forster41 for the transition probabil
ities. However, Forster’s expression for the oscillator 
strength does not involve refractive index. Berlman42 also 
presents a factor of n in his expression for /, but his con
stant is a factor of 3 larger than the accepted one. No ex
planation is given for this difference. Scheibe and co-work
ers43 have extracted an interesting refractive index correc
tion term from the work of Onsager44 on electric dipole mo
ments. They have applied their correction factor of nj(2n2 
+ l)/3n2j2 (which might be approximated as ~0.7n for the 
solvents used here) to oscillator strengths on the basis that 
the electric transition dipole is acted upon in a manner 
similar to a static dipole. A correction factor which has 
been quoted by several authors is the Lorentz-Lorenz term 
derived by Chako45 in the form 9/(re2 + 2)2. This expression 
is often found in the literature as 9n/(n2 + 2)2.46'47 How
ever, Chako compared this factor and others by means of 
experimentally measured quantities and found that it 
alone could not account for solvent dependences, and that 
there was not enough variation to decide among the possi
bilities. Also, Bayliss and Hulme,48 in their study of solvent 
shifts in the absorption spectra of benzene and its deriva
tives, found no effect of solvent upon the oscillator strength 
except for highly interactive solvents such as the chlorinat

ed methanes. Though theoretical justifications for consid
ering the index of refraction in the oscillator strength cal
culation can be advanced, the resulting correction factor 
depends on the model used. The possibility that more than 
one of these models may be valid, and that the resulting 
correction terms could cancel each other out, must be con
sidered. Nevertheless, the experimental findings indicate 
that this correction is quite small. We have thus neglected 
any factor involving n in the /  values shown in Table I. The 
solvent independence of the oscillator strengths would 
favor the corollary solvent independence of the radiative 
rate constants k{°. This statement in turn supports the con
tention that the quantum yield of fluorescence should fol
low the lifetime in its behavior upon change of medium. 
Because of the greater number of experimental errors in
trinsic to quantum yield measurements, and because the 
agreement in the literature is more widespread for the life
times, we tend to favor the latter quantities among our 
data. A constant k{° in conjunction with a solvent depen
dent fa and Tf requires that a nonradiative channel be en
hanced in DPA by the solvent medium. It can be recog
nized from the red shift (~500 cm-1) in the absorption 
spectrum of DPA in benzene relative to the other three sol
vents that there is slight alteration of the electronic wave- 
functions of the ground state, the first excited state, or 
both. What role this change might play in stimulating a ra
diationless channel is not obvious. It is known that inter
system crossing is the only significant deactivation other 
than fluorescence in the singlet manifold of large aromatic 
hydrocarbons.34 There does appear to be some solvent de
pendence of the triplet yield, as indicated by the value of 
0.03 in ethanol of Parker and Joyce,30 and the value of 0.12 
in liquid paraffin found by Medinger and Wilkinson.34 The 
shifts observed in the singlet absorption spectrum can re
sult in a stronger interaction with an intermediate triplet 
state. In the work of Kearvell and Wilkinson on substituted 
anthracenes, although the kp values given were slightly sol
vent dependent (see above), the bulk of the solvent and 
temperature dependence lay in the intersystem crossing 
rate constant &isc-49 Considering this fact, a small shift in 
electronic energy levels due to the solvent medium will cer
tainly have a greater effect on the intersystem crossing pro
cess involving a narrow energy gap than on a radiative 
channel covering well over 20 000 cm-1, particularly since 
the upper states are well separated from the lowest excited 
singlet. Thus we conclude that k{° should be solvent inde
pendent, and so the quantum yield values should follow the 
behavior of the fluorescence lifetimes. Bearing this in 
mind, we are inclined to believe that the values of fa pre
sented in Table I without the superscript n represent the 
true quantum yields of DPA in the various solvents.

The controversy11’12 about the photophysical properties 
of DPA appears to have arisen partly from the failure to 
recognize the solvent dependence, and partly from the use 
of high concentrations by certain authors. In addition, 
many researchers may be introducing errors into their data 
through their failure to recognize that the correction for 
differences in index of refraction between sample and ref
erence may deviate from n2 (cf. eq 1). In order to correctly 
apply this factor, the angle 5 viewed by the detector (see 
above) must be kept small. It is obvious that with suffi
ciently small slit widths the sample will appear to the de
tector as a point source, allowing the n2 term to be used in 
accordance with Snell’s law. Whether complete neglect of 
this correction factor is permitted for systems of larger slit
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short of a complete integrating sphere is not entirely clear 
and demands further study.
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Inter- and Intramolecular Quenching of Indole Fluorescence by Carbonyl Compounds
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Indole fluorescence was found to be quenched by a variety of carbonyl compounds. In the case of carboxyl
ic acids the quenching rates were proportional to the K a of the acid. The acid proton was not essential for 
quenching, however, as the ester derivatives were found to retain their quenching ability to a great degree. 
Quenching is interpreted as resulting through formation of an excited state charge-transfer complex in 
which the photoexcited indole acts as the donor. A simple molecular orbital scheme is presented which cor
relates these results with complimentary studies in which carbonyl fluorescence is quenched by aromatics 
and other ir-electron systems. Intramolecular quenching by indole-3-carboxylic acids may take place 
through a complex stabilized by a c interaction between photoexcited indole and the carbonyl carbon.

Introduction

The fluorescence yield of the indole ring system is sensi
tive to additives in solution as well as to groups attached to 
the ring itself.1 The hydronium ion is an excellent quench-

erla as are other potential proton-donating groups, particu
larly the -N H 3+ moiety when attached to the ring as in the 
case of tryptophan.2 In addition, studies have revealed the 
importance of the carboxyl group as a quenching center of 
indole fluorescence.3 Several mechanisms have been sug
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gested to explain the quenching process; they include 
transfer of an electron from the excited indole to the 
quencher and quenching by proton donation to the excited 
indole ring in the case of those quenchers which are poten
tial proton donors.

The purpose of this paper is to report the finding of a 
correlation between the kinetics of indole fluorescence 
quenching by carbonyl compounds and their molecular 
structure. This leads us to believe that quenching occurs 
primarily through a charge-transfer mechanism though a a 
complex may be important in the case of intramolecular 
quenching through attached carboxyl groups.

Experimental Section

The apparatus used to measure the fluorescence has 
been described previously.11 All fluorescence yields were 
determined by the method of Parker and Rees4 using cor
rected fluorescence curves.5 Ultraviolet absorption curves 
were run on all quenchers to ensure that they were trans
parent at the wavelength of indole excitation. The indole 
samples were purified through sublimation. Deuterium 
oxide (99.8%) was purchased from Thompson-Packard Co. 
No attempt was made to remove dissolved oxygen from the 
aqueous solutions as its effect on the fluorescence lifetime 
of indole is known to be negligible under the conditions of 
these experiments.6 pH measurements were made on a 
Corning Model 10 pH meter. It was assumed that in D20  
the pH accurately measured the concentration of D30 +. All 
indole samples were irradiated at 280 nm and the fluores
cence was measured at 340 nm. Indole fluorescence 
quenching constants for hydronium ion varied by less than 
5% when the indole sample was excited at wavelengths be
tween 224 and 300 nm. The temperature of the indole sam
ples was maintained at 23 °C unless otherwise stated. All 
quenching constants are reproducible to within 1% and the 
fluorescence yields within 5%.

Results and Discussion

The quenching of indole fluorescence by carbonyl com
pounds was analyzed using the Stern-Volmer (SV) equa
tion in the form

(Q V Q f-  1 ) = 2  [XSV]„[M ]„ (1 )

where Q ° f and Q f represent the fluorescence yield of indole 
in the absence and in the presence of quencher, respective
ly. The n’s refer to the several quenching agents which may 
be in solution and the [Ksv}’s are their respective SV 
quenching constants. [M]„ refers to the molar concentra
tion of the quenchers. This approach is necessary when 
studying quenching by weak acids where appreciable quan
tities of hydronium ion and anion are present in equilibri
um with the acid. In our case the SV equation takes on the 
particular form

( Q V Q f  -  1) = CK’sv)h 3o +[H3 0 +] + (KSv)ha[HA]
+ (K.v)a-[A -] (2)

The right-hand side of eq 2 contains three constants and 
three concentration terms. The latter can be determined 
from a knowledge of the stoichiometric concentration of 
the acid together with the measured pH and the pKa of the 
acid. At a pH »7.0 the first two right-hand terms of eq 2 
are negligible and (Ksv)a- can be determined from the 
slope of a ( Q V Q f  — 1) vs. [A- ] plot. Further, the value of

Quenching of Indole Fluorescence by Carbonyl Compounds

(Ksv)h3o+ can be determined independently by measuring 
the quenching effect of hydrochloric acid, a strong acid, in 
which case the second and third right-hand terms of eq 2 
are negligible. Having determined the values of (-K'sv)h30+ 
and (Ksv)a- in this way, eq 2 can be used directly to obtain 
(■K sv) h a -

The SV constants are converted into kinetic, second- 
order, quenching rate constants (kq) through division by r, 
the fluorescence lifetime of indole in the absence of 
quencher. Quenching rate constants for several acids, an
ions, esters, amides, and acetone are listed in columns 2-5 
of Table I. Some of the quenching data was obtained in a 
deuterium oxide solvent and is so indicated in column 1 .

Using a technique described in ref li the quenching rate 
constants were found to increase with increasing tempera
ture and conformed to the Arrhenius equation between 5 
and 45 °C, the temperature range studied. The results can 
be seen in Figure 1 which is an Arrhenius plot for quench
ing by (a) H30 +, (b) cyanoacetic, and (c) acetic acid. The 
numerical values in the graph represent the activation 
energies CEa) in cal mol-1.

Intramolecular fluorescence quenching of photoexcited 
indole has been reported,7 and we have included in our 
study three examples of intramolecular fluorescence 
quenching through attached carboxylic acid residues. The 
pH profile of the fluorescence yield of three indole-3-car- 
boxylic acids which differ only in the length of the aliphatic 
side chains linking the carboxylic acid group to the indole 
ring are shown in Figure 2. The precipitous decrease in flu
orescence yield between pH 6 and 4 parallels the titration 
curve of the carboxylic acids, suggesting that in this pH 
range the decreasing fluorescence yield reflect the appear
ance of a new nonradiative deactivation pathway associ
ated with the protonated acid side chain.

A molecular interpretation of these results can be ob
tained from the following reaction scheme:

(InH)* -*  InH + hv k{

(InH)* -*• InH + heat kc

(InH)* or (In- )* -»• InH or In-  + heat

where (InH)* represents the photoexcited indole-3-carbox- 
ylic acid and (In- )* the corresponding anion. The rate con
stants have the following meaning: ftf, the rate constant for 
fluorescence; kc, the rate constant for the nonradiative 
decay pathway due to the presence of the protonated side 
chain; and ki, the rate constant for all other nonradiative 
decay paths from the excited singlet of indole. Between a 
pH of about 7 and 9 the fluorescence yield of Qf is defined 
as k{/(k{ + ki) while at pH 3 it will have the value kf/(kf + 
ki + kc). With these two equations and the reasonable as
sumption that kf is the same for all three acids and equal to
4.5 X 107 s- 1 11 the data in Table II were assembled. For 
comparison, data on 3-methylindole are also included. The 
fluorescence yield (Qf = 0.34) of this compound is indepen
dent of pH over the acid range studied and its value is rep
resented in Figure 2 as the dotted line. Fluorescence yield 
for the acids were also obtained in D20  and these data have 
been included in Table II. In the last column of Table II is 
the ratio of phosphorescence yield to fluorescence yield ob
tained at 77 K for the three acids.

Weber and Rosenheck8 have studied the quenching ef
fect of carboxylic acids on the fluorescence of phenol and 
concluded that the process was occurring through the for
mation of a ground-state nonfluorescent complex. On the
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TABLE I: Quenching of Indole Fluorescence®

10-9 feq, M-4 s-1 Bronsted catalysis plot

Quenching agent Acid Anion Ester Amide leg kq log Ka logKe

a. Acetic 0.40 <0.01 0.27 <0.01 8.60 -4.45 -1.34
Acetic (D20) 0.40

b. Butyric 0.50 <0.01 8.70 -4.50 -1.24
c. Citric 1.7 9.23 -2.78 -0.64

Citric (D20) 1.7
d. Chloroacetic 5.2 1.3 9.72 -2.54 0.12

Chloroacetic 7.8
(D20)

e. 2-Chloropropionic 5.8 1.4 9.76 -2.53 0.24
f. 3-Chloropropionic 2.4 1.2 9.38 -3.68 -0.45
g. Cyanoacetic 2.8 0.065 Q.lb 9.44 -2.15 -0.35

Cyanoacetic (D20) 2.3
h. Dichloroacetic 8.1 6.5 9.91 -1.18 0.91
i. Formic 1.6 <0.01 0.84 ; 9.20 -3.45 -0.61

Formic (D20) 1.8
j. Glycolic 0.94 <0.01 • 8.97 -3.53 -0.94

Glycolic (DoO) 0.82
k. H30 + 10.0 10.0 1.27

d 3o+ 7.5
1. Propionic 0.49 <0.01 8.69 -4.57 -1.24
m. Sodium citrate 0.45 8.65 -4.44 -1.28

Trichloroacetic0
Urea
Acetone 10.0

6.3
0.01

0 All measurements were taken at 23 °C and the solvent is water except where D2O is indicated. The fluorescence lifetime of in
dole in the absence of quencher in H2O is 4.9 X  10-9 s and in D2O it is 6.5 X  10-9 s.b All pKa values for the acids are from “Hand
book of Chemistry and Physics” , 51st ed, The Chemical Rubber Company, Cleveland, Ohio. All esters are the ethyl derivatives ex
cept in the case of methylformate. 6 Solvent is 50% H2O-50% methanol. c Large Ka of this acid made it impossible to measure its 
feq.

1/T ,°K - Ix l 0 3
Figure 1. Arrhenius plot for the quenching of indole fluorescence: 
(a) hydronium ion, (b) cyanoacetic acid, (c) acetic acid. Values in 
graph refer to the activation energies in cal mol-1 .

other hand, we feel fluorescence quenching of indole by 
acids and other carbonyl containing compounds is primari
ly dynamic in nature and base this conclusion on the fol
lowing facts. DeLauder and Wahl,9 utilizing fluorescent 
lifetime techniques, showed unequivocally that hydronium 
ion quenched indole ring fluorescence through a dynamic 
mechanism. Using the same technique, Steiner and Kirby 
found that the amino acids cysteine and lysine also quench 
the indole ring system dynamically.1® In Figure 1 we show

an Arrhenius plot of the quenching constant for hydronium 
ion together with acetic and cyanoacetic acids. The similar
ity in activation energy between hydronium ion, the known 
dynamic quencher, and the two carboxylic acids suggests a 
similar mechanism in the case of the acids. In fact, the 
range of activation energies encountered are characteristic 
of diffusion-controlled processes. Lastly, the uv absorption 
spectra of the indole quencher mixtures were, within exper
imental error, the sum of the indole and quencher uv ab
sorption spectrum measured separately, indicating no ap
preciable ground-state interaction between the two species. 
Our findings, combined with the cited evidence, strongly 
support the hypothesis of a dynamic mechanism in the case 
of the quenchers under study.

Bronsted has pointed out that in the case of general- 
acid-catalyzed processes the reaction rate constant is often 
related to the ionization constant of the catalyzing acid in a 
linear fashion.10’11 In Figure 3 is shown the results of a plot 
of log kq vs. log Ka for the quenching of indole fluorescence 
by weak carboxylic acids. The nonhalogenated acid points 
fall on a good straight line with the exception of formic acid 
and H30 +. The negative deviation in the latter case is 
probably due to the fact that the quenching rate constant 
has reached a diffusion-controlled limiting value. As a 
group, the four chlorinated acids are better quenchers than 
their K a’s would have suggested, nor do they fall on a 
straight line when plotted but rather form the smooth 
curve in Figure 3 which appears to level off at a rate con
trolled by the diffusion of the species involved. The dotted 
line in Figure 3 represents a diffusion-controlled limiting 
value of 9.1 X 109 M -1  s-1, a reasonable value for small un
charged molecules in H2O at 23 °C .12 A linear Bronsted re-
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TABLE II: Intramolecular Quenching of Indole Fluorescence3

10—7 fei, s_1 10-7 k c , s“ 1

Compound h 2o D20 fei(H20)/fei(D20) h 2o d 2o &c(H2O)/fcc(D20) Qp/Qf

Indole-3-acetic acid 8.4 4.7 1.8 12 11 1.09 0.31
Indole-3-propionic acid 7.7 4.3 1.8 47 41 1.15 0.29
Indole-3-butyric acid 7.0 3.7 1.9 9.0 9.1 0.99 0.29
3-Methylindole 8.7 4.3 2.0

a For experimental conditions see Table I. Data for 3-methylindole from ref li-j.

pH
Figure 2. Fluorescence yield for (a) indole-3-butyric acid, (b) indole- 
3-acetic acid, (c) indole-3-propionic acid as a function of pH in an 
aqueous solution at 23 °C. The dotted line refers to the fluores
cence yield of 3-methylindole under similar conditions.

Figure 4. Fluorescence quenching of indole fluorescence by car
boxylic acids. Data corrected for diffusion of reactants. Letters refer 
to the acids in Table I.

T------- 1------- 1------- r

i i i l _____ I___ I---------
-4 . -3 . -2 . -1. 0. 1.

l og Ka
Figure 3. Fluorescence quenching of indole fluorescence by car
boxylic acids. Letters refer to the acids in Table I.

lationship similar to that of the nonchlorinated acids holds 
for these acids (as we shall show below) but is somewhat 
obscured by virtue of the fact that the rate of quenching is 
now being controlled both by the rate of encounter of the 
acid and fluorophore as well as the actual quenching pro
cess which occurs once the encounter complex is formed. It 
is possible to distinguish mechanistically between these

two controlling processes through the use of the following 
reaction

fediff r , ki
[In]* + Q v * [InQ]* —► quenched species (3)

k~ i

The encounter complex, [InQ]*, is formed at a diffusion- 
controlled rate represented by fediff from which the excited 
species can either be quenched by k \  or leave the complex 
unquenched through k-\. This reaction has been proposed 
in the past, particularly for encounter complexes stabilized 
by charge transfer.13’14

It follows from this mechanism that

k a = k diff
k  — 1 -F k i

(4)

where k q is the measured quenching constant. Rearranging 
again

(5)

This ratio represents a quasi-equilibrium constant Ke, 
which measures the effectiveness of the acid as a quenching 
agent. In Figure 4 is shown a plot of log Ke vs. log K a. The 
chlorinated acids now conform to the Bronsted relationship 
to a good degree. Conformity to the Bronsted relationship 
would normally imply that quenching is occurring via pro
ton transfer. This idea is substantiated in the case of the 
nonchlorinated acids by the fact that their anions, lacking 
acid protons, are uniformly poor quenchers. On the other 
hand, Table I reveals that the esters of acetic, cyanoacetic,
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and formic acid are themselves good quenchers despite 
their lack of an acidic proton. In addition, the anions of the 
chloroacids can also be seen to be good quenchers. These 
facts call into question the importance of the proton as a 
quenching species and obscures our interpretation of the 
Bronsted relationship as seen in Figure 4. What is required 
is a more general interpretation.

In several cases of quenching of photoexcited states, a 
charge-transfer type mechanism has been suggested based 
on studies of a linear-free-energy change character which 
reveal a strong correlation between quenching efficiency 
and related physical properties such as ionization poten
tials and reduction potentials. For example, in the quench
ing of acridine fluorescence by a series of amines a close 
correlation exists between the rate of quenching and the 
ionization potential of the amine thus providing indirect 
evidence in favor of a charge-transfer mechanism.15 Simi
larly, it has been shown that the quenching of ketone trip
lets by amines correlates closely with the ionization poten
tial of the amine as well as the reduction potential of the 
ketone.16 Also, the quenching of fluorescing substituted 
benzenes by diolefins has been found to correlate well with 
the electron affinity of the aromatic component.13 Finally, 
it has been shown that quenching of the indole ring system 
by lanthanide ions paralleled the ease with which the ions 
were reduced at a mercury electrode.1! In a similar way in
dole quenching by carbonyl compounds can also be inter
preted as charge-transfer in nature. Within the encounter 
complex excited indole transfers a charge to the electrophi
lic carbonyl group, i.e.

0 “
II
C

/ \
R R'

L H

which rapidly undergoes nonradiative decay to the ground 
state. Differences in quenching ability are due to the pres
ence of the attached groups R and R' which modifies the 
electrophilicity of the carbonyl group. The trend is clearly 
seen in the case of the carboxylic acids (R = OH) where the 
relationship between structure and acidity is well under
stood.17 In general, electron-withdrawing substituents on 
the acid bring about increased acidity through an inductive 
effect, via the carbonyl group, which stabilizes the anion by 
fortifying delocalization of the electron pair. The substitu
ents will modify the capability of the carbonyl group to 
enter into a charge-transfer interaction in the same way. 
Because of this common underlying effect the rate of 
charge transfer parallels the acidity of the acid as measured 
by its Ka and plots analogous to a classical Bronsted rela
tionship are found. Similar reasoning can be advanced to 
explain the rate of quenching by carbonyl compounds in 
the CH3COR family of compounds in which the quenching 
order is CH3COCH3 > CH3COOH *  CH3COOEt > 
CH3CONH2 *  CH3COO_. Each R group in the series is in
creasingly capable of electron release to the carbonyl car
bon thus reducing its ability to accommodate charge trans
fer from photoexcited indole resulting in diminished 
quenching efficiency for that agent. In this light, it is not 
surprising that urea, NH2CONH2, is a very poor quencher. 
The chlorinated acids also quench by charge transfer. In

addition, the chlorine atom(s) in the molecule are the cen
ter of a second nonradiative pathway.

The presence of this new quenching pathway is indicated 
by the fact that the anions of these acids are excellent 
quenchers in themselves. In addition, the chloroacids have 
higher quenching constants than would have been predict
ed from the Bronsted relationship for the simple carboxylic 
acids. The highly electronegative chlorines would appear to 
be acting in a synergistic fashion. On one hand, they en
hance the ability of the carbonyl group to quench indole 
fluorescence while, in addition, are themselves the center of 
a charge-transfer interaction. The linear relationship seen 
in Figure 4 for the chlorinated acids suggests that the abili
ty of the chlorine atoms to act as a quenching center is di
rectly related to their ability to enhance carbonyl quench
ing and therefore indirectly to the acidity of the molecule.

For the majority of acids studied the quenching was 
found to proceed a little more readily in H2O than D2O 
(Table I). The isotope effects were uniformly low, in the
1-1.4 range. These results are consistent with the uniform
ly low activation energies found for the quenching process18 
and also support the theory that, in the case of the carbox
ylic acids, quenching is occurring primarily through a 
charge-transfer rather than a proton-transfer mechanism. 
The small isotope effect found for H30 + may also suggest 
that quenching in this case is primarily by charge-transfer. 
We do not know why formic acid and chloroacetic acid 
should have a reversed isotope effect.

In Figure 1 and Table II are data on intramolecular 
quenching of indole fluorescence by carboxylic acids. This 
study provides an interesting case of first-order quenching 
which may be important to the understanding of protein 
and enzyme luminescence. In column I are listed the non
radiative decay constants, k-,. The near equivalence in value 
of k\ for the three acids and 3-methylindole suggests that it 
represents primarily a ring-centered decay pathway per
turbed only slightly by the nature of the methylene substit
uent at the 3 position. The value of fe; in each case is halved 
in D20  (see column 2). This isotope effect is due to the ex
change of the hydrogen on the ring nitrogen with deuteri
um since it has been found that k\ for 1 -methylindole is rel
atively insensitive to the presence of D20 . ij'19 The nonradi
ative decay constants representing the quenching effect of 
the RCOOH side chains are listed in column 3. As in the 
case of intermolecular quenching by acids, kc is only slight
ly depressed by the presence of D20  (see column 4). In con
trast to k-„ the value of kc varies by a factor of 5 among the 
three acids studied reaching a maximum value in the case 
of indole-3-propionic acid. It is difficult to attribute this 
variation to differences in pKa which would be expected to 
vary directly with increasing length of the alkyl side chain.

The order of reactivity may indicate the presence of a 
steric factor in this quenching process. A study of Dreiding 
molecular models for these compounds suggest that in ad
dition to quenching by charge transfer, which is presum
ably of the type requiring a plane-to-plane configuration of 
carbonyl and indole ring, quenching may also be occurring 
via a tr complex. The carbonyl group of the side chain ap
proaches the indole ring most closely at the 4 position. In 
the case of indole-3-propionic acid the carbon of the car
bonyl group can be centered within a van der Waals radius 
of this position through the formation of a six-membered 
ring; but in the case of acetic and butyric acid side chains, 
less stable five- and seven-membered rings are required re
sulting in the lower quenching rate constants. The encoun-
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ter complex would have the zwitterionic structure

H

In either mechanism quenching can only occur subse
quent to rotational diffusion of the side chain to bring it 
into the proper orientation with respect to the indole ring. 
Intramolecular quenching, therefore, might be expected to 
be reduced under conditions which hinder rotational diffu
sion, and in this regard it has been shown that intramolecu
lar quenching of indole fluorescence by rr-aminopropionic 
acid decreases in media of high viscosity and completely 
disappears in rigid solution.7

Cowgilllc and Feitelson1*1 have studied the fluorescent 
properties of several indole-3-earboxylic acid derivatives 
and both report that the fluorescent yield in water de
creases in the order RCH2COC>- «  RCH2CONH2 > 
RCH2COOH ~ RCH2COCH3, which is expected sequence 
if intramolecular quenching is dependent on the electro- 
philicity of the carbonyl group.

Finally, Tournon and El-Bayoumi20 observed intramo
lecular quenching with phenyl alkyl carboxylic acids, a sys
tem similar to indole carboxylic acids. They found that the 
attached acid groups quenched by enhancing intersystem 
crossing rates since their presence led to an increase in the 
Qp/Qf ratio of the phenyl group. Indole-3-carboxylic acid 
quenching appears to be different on at least two counts. 
First it is viscosity dependent which points to a dynamic 
mechanism and secondly, the Qp/Qf ratio for all three acids 
are the same even though their quenching ability varies by 
a factor of 5. (See column 5, Table II.)

Summary

The evidence indicates that carbonyl compounds quench 
indole fluorescence through a mechanism involving an en
counter complex stabilized by a charge-transfer interaction 
from the photoexcited indole to the carbonyl group. It 
should be noted that a purely electronic singlet-singlet en
ergy transfer mechanism for this system can be ruled out 
on energetic grounds. The 0-0 band for the first excited 
singlet of indole is at 285 nm in water while the carbonyl 
compounds are well to the blue of this.

Fluorescence quenching of carbonyl compounds should 
not be limited to the indole fluorophore alone. We have 
found, for example, that ethyl cyanoacetate quenches p- 
xylene fluorescence and we are presently investigating the 
generality of this phenomenon.

Interestingly enough, it has been found that the fluores
cence of ketones is quenched by dienes, electron-rich ethyl- 
enes, and some aromatics.21’22 In this case a quenching 
mechanism was proposed involving the formation of an ex
cited-state complex partly stabilized by a charge-transfer 
interaction from the w system of the quencher to the pho
toexcited ketone. Their interpretation compliments our 
findings as may be seen in the following simple orbital 
scheme

979

[A+B- ]*

where A, B, and [A+B- ]* represent the aromatic or diene, 
the carbonyl compound, and the charge-transfer complex, 
respectively. Thus, photoexcitation of either the diene (ar
omatic) or the carbonyl compound leads, in the encounter 
complex, to a charge transfer from the tr system to the car
bonyl compound. We have seen that an electron-rich group 
on the carbonyl diminished its ability to quench indole flu
orescence and it is not surprising that similar groups at
tached to the diene enhance fluorescence quenching of the 
carbonyl group. For example, ethylene is a very poor 
quencher of carbonyl fluorescence, however, substitution of 
electron-releasing methyl groups increases its quenching 
ability. Substitution of the electron-rich moieties -C = C R 2 
and -OR as in the diene and alkoxyethylenes result in fur
ther quenching. Conversely, it is found that the addition of 
an electron-withdrawing chloro group diminishes the 
quenching ability of the diene.
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Visible-to-near-ultraviolet absorption spectra of the anion radicals of some heterocyclic amine IV-oxides,
4-nitro-substituted pyridine and quinoline N-oxides, and their related substances were recorded, the radi
cals being generated by electrolysis techniques. These spectra were interpreted by applying open shell 
SCFMO Cl calculations. From these the mutual correlation of the electronic spectra among the anion rad
icals of pyridine, quinoline, and acridine N-oxides has been established. The blue shift of visible spectra 
upon aza (N) substitution was observed with the naphthalene, anthracene, and acridine N-oxide anion rad
icals. The main reason for this phenomenon was clarified. Finally, the visible spectra of 4-nitropyridine N- 
oxide and 4-nitroquinoline N -oxide anion radicals were extensively discussed on the basis of SCFMO-CI 
calculations.

Introduction

So far the anion and the cation radicals of heterocyclic 
amine N-oxides have been mainly studied by recording the 
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra,1-7 the analyses of 
which gave us valuable information on the electronic struc
tures of the amine N-oxide ion radicals. As for the genera
tion of the amine N-oxide free radicals, we previously re
ported an electrochemical technique1-4 that is very conve
nient. Besides the ESR investigation, this technique was 
also used for studying the infrared spectra of the anion rad
icals of 4-nitropyridine N-oxide (4NPO) and related nitro 
compounds.8 However, as far as we know, there have been 
only a few discussions on the electronic spectra of heterocy
clic amine ,'V-oxide free radicals.7’9 In this paper the visi
ble-to-near-ultraviolet spectra of heterocyclic amine N- 
oxide anion radicals have been systematically discussed in 
relation to those of their neutral species.

Experimental Section

Spectral Measurement of Anion Radicals. For the visi- 
ble-to-ultraviolet (uv) spectral measurement of free radi
cals we have employed two types of controlled-potential 
electrolysis cells. One is that which was already reported by 
us,8 and is the type involving circulation of the cathode so
lution (anion radical solution) through the optical quartz 
cell. The other is the flow type cell shown in the Figure 1. 
This type cell is more suitable for recording the spectra of 
less stable anion radicals.10 Radical concentration in the 
absorption cell depends on the flow rate and on the concen
tration of mother compounds. In general 0.025 cm3/s is the 
rate suitable for the optical measurement, and the concen

tration of mother compounds is on the order of ~IO-:! and 
~10-4 M for longer and shorter wavelength regions of the 
absorption spectra, respectively. The cell length used is 0.1 
cm unless otherwise noted. Unfortunately, however, the 
valid value of the molecular extinction coefficient (e) was 
not determined. The anion radicals were generated by the 
controlled potential electrolysis method at room tempera
ture, the set (reduction) potential being determined by re
cording the polarogram vs. saturated calomel electrode 
(SCE) using the same solution as for the radical generation, 
where tetra-n-propylammonium perchlorate (0.1 M) was 
added as a supporting electrolyte.1-2 The anion radicals 
produced were also certified by recording their ESR spec
tra as well as by checking their absorption spectra after in
troducing air into the radical solution; the absorption spec
tra due to the anion radicals studied usually were easily 
quenched by this technique. As another check of our elec
tronic spectra of the anion radicals we compared our visible 
spectrum of the 4NPO anion radical with that obtained by
7 -ray irradiation of a 2-methyltetrahydrofuran matrix of 
the sample at 77 K. This technique is also well known as a 
good method for ion radical formation.11-13 It is clear from 
Figure 2 that the two spectra are quite similar to each other 
in spite of the different experimental conditions.

The instruments used for the measurement of uv and 
ESR spectra were a Hitachi EPS-3T uv spectrometer and a 
Varian V-4502-15 X-band spectrometer with a 100-kHz 
magnetic field modulation, respectively. A Yanagimoto po- 
larograph Model P8-AP (three-electrode system), and a 
Yanagimoto VE-2 constant-potential electrolyzer were em
ployed for obtaining dc and ac polarograms and for radical 
generation, respectively. See our previous papers for the
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Figure 1. Controlled potential electrolysis cell for recording the 
electronic spectra of anion radicals. Part B Is a side view of the cor
responding part in the front view (A). Purified dry N2 gas was bub
bled from the upper side of part A and from part B in order to re
move the dissolved oxygen gas.

Figure 2. Comparison of the visible spectrum of the 4-nitropyridine 
W-oxide anion radical prepared by two different methods. Curves 1 
and 1 ' are the spectra obtained by the present flow technique and 
for the solution exposed to air, respectively. Curves 2 and 2' are the 
spectra yielded after and before the 7 -ray irradiation of 2 -methylte- 
trahydrofuran matrix at 77 K.

details of the instrument operation and the radical genera
tion technique.1-8’14 An example showing the spectral be
havior with the lapse of electrolysis time is depicted in Fig
ure 3 for 4-nitroquinoline N -oxide (4NQO), where a circu-

O.D.

34 0  4 0 0  4 50  5 0 0  550 6 00  650 nm 700

Figure 3. The spectral change of 4-nitroquinoline AAoxide (1.05 X 
10~ 3 M) with electrolysis time. Circulation type cell (see ref 8 ) was 
used. The inserted small figure indicates the change in optical den
sity at 518 nm upon electrolysis time.

lation type cell was used. That the radical formation reach
es a maximum after about 90 min is seen in this figure. 
This spectrum due to the radical was quenched with air 
(see Figure 11).

Solvents and Samples. The solvent used for obtaining 
electronic spectra, polarograms, and ESR spectra was di- 
methylformamide (DMF). The-purification of DMF and of 
tetra-n-propylammonium perchlorate for use as a support
ing electrolyte has already been reported elsewhere.1-14 Of 
the heterocyclic amine /V-oxides, the compounds for which 
reliable spectra of the anion radicals were recorded are ac
ridine N-oxide (ANO), phenazine mono- and di-N-oxides 
(PMNO and PDNO), 1,5-naphthyridine di-iV-oxide 
(NDNO), 4NP0, and 4NQ0. These iV-oxides, except for 
NDNO, were synthesized and purified according to the 
methods reported in our previous papers.1-14-15 For PDNO, 
silica gel column chromatography was applied, with special 
care of removing a small amount of PMNO, elutions being 
made with benzene, benzene-chloroform mixture, and fi
nally chloroform alone. The pure di-N-oxide was obtained 
from the chloroform fraction (mp 185 °C after changing its 
color at ~160 °C). NDNO was synthesized by the oxidation 
of 1,5-naphthyridine with an excess amount of m-chloro- 
perbenzoic acid in chloroform. The resulting NDNO was 
recrystallized several times from alcohol.16 It decomposes 
gradually with sublimation at a temperature greater than 
260 °C.

In addition, samples of acridine (AC), phenazine (PH), 
quinoxaline (QU), 1,5-naphthylidine (NA), 4-nitropyridine 
(4NP), and 4-nitroquinoline (4NQ) were also used for ob
taining the electronic spectra of their anion radicals, for 
comparison with the above A'-oxides. For these amines, ex
cept 4NP and 4NQ, commercially available samples were 
purified using the usual methods: for PH, recrystallization 
from alcohol; for AC, sublimation after recrystallizing from 
aqueous alcohol; and for NA, repeated sublimation. QU 
was distilled carefully under reduced pressure. 4NP and 
4NQ were deoxygenated from 4NP0 and from 4NQ0, re
spectively, according to the literature, and then puri
fied.16-17 All the above samples were submitted to elemen
tal analyses. Agreement between experimental and calcu
lated values was good.
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TABLE I: Calculated Transition Energies (eV), Oscillator Strengths, Main Configurations (%), Observed Values, 
and Tentative Assignment o f the Anion Radicals Given

Polar-
Compounds caled fcaled 2pö ization6

r o 0.00 0 2b2
0.35 0.000 2a 2 X

I 2.46 0.020 2b 2 z
o 3.27 0.121 2B2 z

PNO 3.81 0.108 2a 2 X

v I—► x
6 4 0.00 0 2 A"

OQ: 1.29
1.90

0.001
0.054

2 a " 
2 A "

3 I 2.17 0.060 2 a "
0 2.90 0.120 2 A "

QNO 3.53 0.027 2 A "
3.64 0.231 2 A "

, L

Configuration, wt %c AE0bSCj

96.2 (G)
93.4 (5/6)
73.0 (5/7), 11.5 (3/6)0, 10 (4/5) 
76.7 (4/5), 13.5 (3/6)0
79.0 (4/6)“ , 18.8 (4/6)0

97.1 (G)
97.0 (7/8)
50.8 (7/9), 35.8 (6/7)
41.0 (7/9), 39.9 (6/7)
64.0 (7/10), 13.5 (4/8)0
46.5 (5/7), 17.8 (7/11), 13.1 (5/9)0 
66.3 (6/8 )“ , 20.3 (6/8)0

■ 'C O O :
,;i i 3

0.00
1.53

0
0.062

2b 2
2b 2 Z

94.2
82.4

1.94 0.002 2a 2 X 95.610 2.17 0.120 2a 2 X 89.7
2.98 0.001 2b 2 z 51.1

ANO 3.15 0.126 2b2 z 66.3
2 3.33 0.354 2b 2 z 40.6

, U 3.63 0.066 2a 2 X 65.4
3.80 0.205 2A2 X 75.3

Ö C Q
lo 1 3

0.00 
1 55

0
0.094

2b 2
2b 2 z

96.2
83.2

2.17 0.000 2a 2 X 92.2
10 2.41 0.109 2A2 X 86.1

3 18 0.118 2b 2 z 54.3
PMNO 3 39 0.135 2b2 z 38.3

3 43 0.121 2a 2 X 66.4

LV* ► .1
3.61 0.069 2b 2 z 54.9
3.85 0.251 2A2 X 50.3

0I 0.00 0 2b2U 97.8... 1jr isj 0 1 .11 0.181 2B3g z 90.8

c e o
2.22
2.41

0
0.000

2A
2BIg X

97.6
43.8,  ! 3 2 48 0.371 2B,g X 52.9

0 2.88 0 2Bju 78.3
3 17 0 2AU 81.0

PDNO 3 44 0 2b 2U 77.1
z 3.53 0.328 2B3g z 73.6
L ,v * ► A 3.98 0.040 20 ëB3g z 90.6

0 0.00 0 2Bg 98.3

C O

1.30 0 2Bg 96.4
1.48
1.98

0.065
0.136

2AU
2AU

45.9
45.3

1 2.29 0 2Bg 75.31
0 3.02 0.187 2 ab 73.1

NDNO 3.36 0.235 2AU 68.4
V 4.08 0 2Bg 73.5

o\/o

0.00 0 2b 2 91.6IN
1 1.74 0.055 2b 2 z 47.8

2.23 0.003 2A, X 88.3
o 3.00 0.308 2b 2 z 40.0

1 2
4.00 0.000 2b 2 z 67.5

0 , L4NPO- v  *■ x

(G)
(8/9)
(9/10)
(9/11)
(9/13), 22.8 (7/9), 11.5 (9/12) 
(9/12), 17.2 (7/9)
(7/9), 39.4 (9/13)
(8/10)“ , 23.1 (8/10)0 
(8/11)“ , 12.9 (8/11)0

(G)
(8/9)
(9/10)
(9/11)
(9/12), 30.6 (9/13)
(9/13), 36.6 (7/9), 15.4 (9/12) 
(8/ 10 )“ , 21.2 (8 /10)0 
(7/9), 17.0 (9/13)
(8/11)“ , 17.4 (5/9), 17.4 (8/11)0

(G)
(9/10)
(10 /1 1 )
(10/12), 41.0 (9/11)“ , 14.9 (9/11)0 
(10/12), 32.0 (9/11)“
(8/10), 19.9 (10/13)
(9/12)“ , 17.3 (9/12)0 
(10/13), 20.7 (8/10)
(10/14), 13.1 (5/11)0 
(7/10)

(G)
(8/9)
(8/10), 44.0 (7/8)
(8/10), 36.3 (7/8)
(6/8 ), 15.8 (7/10)0 
(8/11), 16.0 (5/9)0 
(7/9)“ , 20.2 (7/9)0 
(6/9)“ , 19.6 (6/9)0

(G)
(7/9), 30.4 (6/7), 17.1 (6/9)0 
(7/8)
(7/9), 28.3 (6/7), 16.5 (6/9)“  
(4/8)0, 27.7 (7/10)

1.63
I 2.02

■ 3.24 ~ 3.87

1.77 -1 .95  
I 2.36

3.94

1.36 -1 .5 1  

2.30

• 3.12 -  3.67

1.26 -  1.43 
1.82 -  2.00

I 2.25

I 1.91 -2 .16  
3.01
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TABLE I (continued)

Polar-
Compounds ABca[cd ! caled 2 pa ization0 Configuration, wt %c Ai-obsd

0.00 0 2 A" 88.3 (G)
1.35 0.026 2 A" 47.5 (9/10), 37.6 (8/9) 1.63 ~ 1.91
2.47 0.217 2 A" 35.9 (9/10), 33.5 (8/9)
2.73 0.008 2 A" 91.1 (9/11) j z.oy
3.45 0.019 2 A" 33.1 (9/12), 22.4 (6/9), 15.4 (6/10)/3
3.80 0.020 2 a " 28.7 (9/12), 21.9 (8/11)«, 21.5 (6/9)
4.02 0.040 2 A" 41.0 (8/11)«, 19.8 (9/12), 10.2 (8/11)0

0.00 0 2Blg 98.4 (G) See ref 13,
0.94 0 2B3g 94.6 (6/7) 20
1.95 0.093 2B2u X 94.3 (6 /8 )
2.40 0.008 2AU z 62.4 (6/9), 29.7 (5/6)
3.35 0.145 2AU z 56.0 (5/6), 21.1 (6/9), 15.4 (4/7)0
3.68 0 2B2g 44.5 (6/10), 32.0 (3/6), 21.9 (5/8)0
4.32 0.239 2B2u X 56.3 (5/7)«, 26.6 (4/6), 14.9 (5/7)0

0.00 0 2 A" 98.2 (Gp See ref 28
1.10 0.000 2 A" 95.1 (6/7)
2.05 0.095 2 A" 93.4 (6 /8)
2.49 0.009 2 a " 61.6 (6/9), 29.1 (5/6)
3.42 0.127 2 A" 53.7 (5/6), 18.1 (6/9), 14.4 (4/7)0
3.80 0.014 2 A" 40.4 (6/10), 31.0 (3/6), 19.4 (5/8)0

0.00 0 2B, 98.0 (G)
1.29 0.000 2a 2 . X 94.6 (6/7) 1.39 ~ 1.57
2.18 0.093 2B2 z 92.7 (6 /8 ) 2.04
2.57 0.006 2A2 X 57.6 (6/9), 30.9 (5/6) -3.00
3.40 0.108 2A2 X 49.8 (5/6), 17.8 (6/9), 14.2 (4/7)0
3.97 0.027 2A2 X 37.0 (6/10), 32.8 (3/6), 15.8 (5/8)0
0.00 0 2b 2U 98.1 (G) See refs 13,
1.73 0 2AU 98.2 (8/9) 20
1.84 0.187 2B!g X 94.5 (8/10)
2.08 0.018 2B3g z 72.3 (7/8), 21.8 (8/11)
2.87 0 2b 2U 89.9 (8/12)
3.11 0.181 2B3g z 60.4 (8/11), 19.4 (7/8), 11.2 (6/9)0
3.71 0 2 An 52.4 (5/8), 28.9 (7/10)0, 17.7 (8/13)
3.78 0.011 2B3g z 40.7 (4/8), 20.5 (7/12)0, 16.9 (5/10)0,

14.9 (8/14)
3.95 0.384 2B,g X 57.0 (7/9)«, 22.0 (6 / 8), 19.8 (7/9)0
4.54 0 2Aug 98.8 (7/10)«
4.59 0.768 2B,g X 59.3 (6 /8), 36.6 (7/9)0

0.00 0 2b 2 98.0 (G)
1.95 0.016 2a 2 X 63.5 (8/9), 34.2 (8/10) 1-.54 -  1.72
2.06 0.174 2a 2 X 62.6 (8/10), 32.4 (8/9)
2.21 0.019 2b 2 z 71.6 (7/8), 21.4 (8/11)
2.98 0.000 2b 2 z 86.7 (8/12)
3.20 0.161 2b 2 z 54.5 (8/11), 17.9 (7/8) 3.10 ~
3.67 0.000 2a 2 X 58.2 (5/8), 17.4 (7/9)0, 11.9 (8/13)
3.92 0.032 2b2 z 26.9 (4/8), 18.4 (7/12)0, 13.2 (8/14), 12.9 (3/8)
4.09 0.042 2a 2 X 48.2 (6/8), 24.4 (7/10)«, 17.6 (7/9)«
4.69 1.362 2a 2 X 37.0 (6 /8), 25.0 (7/10)0, 14.4 (7/9)0, 4.02

14.1 (7/10)«
0.00 0 2 B 2u 97.9 (G)
2.20 0 2AU 98.0 (8/10)
2.28 0.025 2 B 3g z 74.6 (7/8), 17.8 (8/11) > 9 0^ ~ 9112.28 0.178 2B,g X 93.7 (8/9)
3.12 0 2 b 23, 85.7 (8/12)
3.36 0.170 2B3g z 64.0 (8/11), 15.8 (6/10)0, 15.1 (7/8)
3.59 0 2AU8 68.7 (5/8), 23.1 (7/9)0
4.06 0.050 2B,g X 74.5 (6 /8 ), 22.7 (7/10)«
4.79 0.012 2B3g z 65.0 (3/8), 17.4 (5/9)0, 13.5 (8/14)
4.84 1.558 2B,g X 39.9 (7/10)«, 39.1 (7/10)0, 16.6 (6/ 8)

0
4NQ0''

6 <

C O ;

. u

NP

, U

C O
QN

, L ,

0 0
QU

• p

:ÒCÒ
AN

, U

0 0 0
AC

PH

, u

a io
F

L ,

a The species for AEcaicd = 0.00 is for the ground state of the anion radicals. 6 The polarization of each transition is given 
by 2Aground state x ^excited state- c For example (5/6) means a one-electron transition from MO 5 to 6 . In addition the right 
superscript a or /3 represents the spin configuration of three half-filled MO’s; p ,  \¡Jk, ipm . The a and (3 correspond to 
l//2(lp-<J7fc(i/m 1 + 1 ŸkÏÏi'I'm I) and l//£ (IO )0 O m  1“  I 'Pk'Pi'Pm I + Ẑ 'Pi'Pm'Pk 0, respectively, d In our MO calculation of 
these nitro-substituted anion radicals the a27t:N0 2 orbital (or the orbital having this character) seems to be quite a bit un
stabilized, so that the transition contributed largely from this orbital is omitted in a visible region. The deleted transitions 
are 1.63 eV (x:f = 0.055) and 1.47 eV (f  = 0.036) for 4NPO -  and 4NQO ", respectively. These transitions seem to be ir
regular. See text in detailed discussions.
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Molecular Orbital (MO) Calculation

In order to interpret the electronic structures and elec
tronic spectra of the doublet state free radicals, a standard 
restricted Longuet-Higgins-Pople type open shell 
SCFMO-CI (hereafter abbreviated as LP-SCFMO-CI) 
calculation was programmed.18̂ 20 Here one-electron transi
tions alone were taken into consideration, since lower ener
gy excited states are mainly considered here. The program, 
was carefully checked and compared with the data of other 
workers on hydrocarbons19’20 etc., the results being very 
reasonable.21 According to the diagonal and the off-diago
nal matrix elements given already in literature,19'20 elec
tronic transitions are classified as follows. Spin orbital (SO) 
configurations are defined as the transitions from SO (half- 
filled MO of the ground state) to unoccupied MO’s (type 
A), and also from lower filled MO’s to SO (type B). For the 
transition to unoccupied MO’s from filled MO’s by jump
ing over SO, there occur two independent configurations (a 
and f) types) because of the three half-filled MO’s resulting 
from the transition. See ref 19 and 20, and footnote c of 
Table I for the detailed descriptions. All the calculations 
were made using a Facom 270-30 computer in our laborato
ry. The parameters, geometries, and the expression of the 
two-electron Coulomb repulsion integrals (Nishimoto-Ma- 
taga approximation) for the SCFMO calculation of the 
anion radicals of the N heterocycles and their IV-oxides 
were the same as those used in our previous papers for 
computing the electronic states of the neutral mole
cules,14’15,22 except for the dS"̂ o value of the N-oxide bond. 
After doing various trials, the value of df?—o = —1-90 eV 
was adopted. This absolute value is a little smaller than 
that (—2.00 eV) of the neutral species. This is because our 
foregoing work verified that the N—O valence bond in aro
matic N —* O and NO2 groups of anion radicals turns out to 
be sacrificial compared with that in neutral molecules.8 
The parameters for the NO2 group will be discussed later in 
this text. The coordinates of all the molecules studied here 
are given in Table I.

PNO-  QNCT ANO“

Figure 4. LP-SCFMO energies of the anion radicals of pyridine, 
quinoline, and acridine W-oxides. The notation of one-electron tran
sitions connected largely with visible spectra are defined as types 1 , 
1', and 2. The abbreviation of HFMO (highest filled MO), SO (spin or
bital), and LVMO (lowest vacant MO) is employed for the orbitals, for 
example, of MO 4, 5, and 6  of PNO-- , respectively.
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Results and Discussion

Correlation of Energy Levels and Excitation Energies 
among the Anion Radicals of Pyridine N-Oxide, Quinoline 
N-Oxide, and Acridine N-Oxide. Although the electronic 
spectra of pyridine AT-oxide (PNO) and quinoline N-oxide 
(QNO) anion radicals could not be observed, the correla
tion of energy levels and excitation energies among PNO, 
QNO, and ANO anion radicals (abbreviated as ANO--  etc.) 
was examined on the basis of the LP-SCFMO-CI calcula
tion. This seems to be important as part of the theoretical 
background for assigning the spectrum of ANO*- ; for, since 
the above correlation was already established for the 1La, 
1Lb, and Ti ((the lowest triplet state) N (ground state)) 
transitions in PNO, QNO, and ANO,22 the comparison of 
the correlation between the spectra of the neutral IV-oxides 
and their anion radicals is of great interest. All the calcula
tions and observed results are listed in Table I. In Figures 4 
and 5 are illustrated the LP-SCFMO’s and the calculated 
transition energies in the lower excited state region. It is 
evident from Figure 4 that the SO energy is considerably 
stabilized with increasing ring size, resulting in the blue 
shift of the type 1 transition (see Figures 4 and 5),23 which 
may appear in the longest wavelength region in the case of 
PNO--  and QNO-- . On the other hand, the type 2 transi
tion is considerably red shifted as the ring size increases, as

0J--------- 1---------------- *---------------- ‘-----------
PNO-  QNO-  ANO-

Figure 5. Correlation diagram of the electronic transitions having 
the same character among the anion radicals of pyridine W-oxide, 
quinoline W-oxide, and acridine W-oxide.

Figures 4 and 5 indicate. Here note that the MO sequence 
and the characteristics of each MO given in Figure 4 are al
most the same as the calculated results for the correspond
ing neutral N -oxides,22 which have recently been born out 
by the analyses of the photoelectron spectra of various aro
matic AT-oxides.24 Experimental3 and MO calculation re
sults suggest that at the highest filled MO of the neutral 
iV-oxides and their anion radicals, the orbital electron den
sities are greatly localized at the A'-oxide group oxygen 
atom. As a result the type 2 transition in Figure 4 causes 
quite a large charge transfer from the oxygen atom of N —»■ 
O bond to the ring residue. All of these characteristics (or
bitals and their natures entering into the transition) are 
quite similar to the 'L a (CT) band of neutral AAoxides25 
except for the problem of band intensity, which is large in 
the neutral species. So, for the above TV-oxide series the 
type 2 transition may be called a 2La (CT) band, and this 
band shows a red shift with increasing ring size, just as does 
the !La (CT) band.
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Absorption Spectra of the Anion Radicals of ANO, 
PMNO, and PDNO. Experimental and calculated results 
are included in Table I, and the spectra are illustrated in 
Figure 6. First let us consider the spectrum of ANO-- . As 
has been understood from the correlation curves and the 
energy level diagram (Figures 4 and 5), the visible spec
trum appearing in a longer than ~450-nm wavelength re
gion would consist of three electronic states, i.e.-, one 2B2 — 
2B2 and two 2A2 •*- 2B2 species. Of these, the 2B2 — 2B2 
band is assigned to lie in the longest wavelength region and 
may have 2La nature. The strong band at ~600 nm is neces
sarily identified with one of the 2A2 « -  2B2 species, which 
have mainly the character of a type A transition from cal
culated energy and intensity, and from the correlation di
agram (Figure 5). The other 2A2 2B2 band with weak in
tensity may be overshadowed by the above two bands. The 
argument about the bands in the uv region will not be 
made here in detail, since there are too many calculated ex
cited states compared with observed ones. Tentative as
signment, however, is given in Table I. As Figure 6 shows, 
the Spectrum of PMNO--  in the visible region is similar to 
that of ANO--  except that the longest wavelength 2B2 <— 
2B2 band of ANO--  is divided into two bands for the case 
of PMNO-- , which may be either the vibrational structure 
of the 2B2 <— 2B2 band or the two electronic states com
posed of the 2B2 <— 2B2 band and an intensified 2A2 •*— 2B2 
band. Particularly note that the visible spectrum of 
PMNO--  is blue shifted in comparison with that of ANO-- . 
By introducing the nitrogen atom . at the 8 position of 
ANO-- , stabilization of SO and the highest filled MO oc
curs, and the transition energies labeled as 1 , 1 ', and 2 in 
Figure 4 result in a more or less higher energy.26 This may 
be one of main reasons for the blue shift phenomenon. The 
aforementioned circumstances are very similar to the blue 
shift phenomenon in the absorption spectra in the longest 
wavelength region of anthracene and naphthalene anion 
radicals with the following sequence of structure changes: 
anthracene —»■ AC — PH, and naphthalene ► quinoline ► 
QU (vide infra). Alternatively, the visible spectrum of 
PDNO--  appears in a longer wavelength region than 
ANO--  or PMNO-- , as Figure 6 indicates. This seems to be 
quite reasonable. Based on the consideration of a compos
ite system, the two Af-oxide group oxygen atoms of PDNO 
are written as l/\/5(0i ±  02), which can interact with the 
MO’s of the parent molecule PH. As a result the present 
calculations show that the highest filled MO and the penul
timate occupied MO of PDNO--  derive from these orbitals, 
where the contribution from l/\ /2(0i — 02) is large for the 
former and the plus combination mainly contributes to the 
latter.27 In other words, the highest filled MO of PMNO-- , 
localized largely on the N -oxide group oxygen atom, splits 
into two MO’s contributed mainly from l /v /l2(01 ±  02), so 
that the energy difference between the highest filled MO 
and the SO becomes smaller for PDNO--  than for 
PMNO-- . This may lead to the red shift of the longer wave
length band of PMNO-- . Note that the longest wavelength 
absorption band, corresponding to the first excited state of 
all the anion radicals of ANO, PMNO, and PDNO, is Z axis 
polarized and has the character of intramolecular charge 
transfer from the oxygen atom of N-oxide group to the ring 
residue (vide supra).

Shift of Visible Absorption Spectra of Anthracene and 
Naphthalene Anion Radicals by Introducing N Hetero 
Atoms. Referring to the discussions given in the preceding 
sections, let us now consider the problem given in the title.

Figure 6 . Electronic spectra of the anion radicals (curve 1) of phen- 
azine di-W-oxide, phenazine mono-N-oxide, and acridine N-oxide, 
and of the solutions obtained by quenching the radicals with air 
(curve 3). Curve 2 is for the neutral molecules. That the neutral sub
stances were not completely converted to the anion radicals is clear 
by comparing curves 1 and 2. The concentrations given in the figure 
are for the neutral species.

Spectra and their assignments for the anion radicals of an
thracene and naphthalene were already reported.19-20 Our 
present calculation has also supported those. In Figures 7 
and 8 are shown the blue shifts of the visible spectra as well 
as the changes in the orbital energies of anthracene and 
naphthalene anion radicals, as AN--  becomes AC-- , and 
PH--  and as NP--  becomes quinoline--  and QU-- . Spectra 
other than those recorded here were cited from the litera
ture.13,28 Roughly speaking, the first three bands of all the 
spectra in Figures 7 and 8 are quite largely due to the elec
tron transition from SO to upper vacant MO’s. Keeping in 
mind these theoretical results, and also considering the fact 
that in the successive structure change the N atom replace
ment causes especially the stabilization of the filled MO 
and SO energies,29 the blue shift phenomenon of the visible 
bands of anthracene and naphthalene anion radicals is rea
sonably expected even if only the orbital energies are con
sidered. In connection with this section we would like to 
discuss the spectrum of NDNO-- , since its electronic tran
sitions are somewhat similar to those of the aforemen
tioned anion radicals. The spectrum is illustrated in Figure
9. The first excited state of NDNO--  may be primarily due 
to a one-electron transition from the SO to the lowest va
cant MO (see Table I). This result is quite different from 
the case of PDNO-- , although the highest two filled MO’s 
come from the combination of two N-oxide group oxygen 
atoms written as l/\/2(0i ±  02), just like those of PDNO-- . 
This may be due to the difference of the ring size of conju
gated system, so that the calculated results for NDNO--  
are rather similar to those of the anion radicals of QNO and 
quinoxaline mono- and di-N-oxides, as deduced from the 
correlation diagram of Figure 5.
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Figure 7. Electronic spectra, LP-SCFMO energies, and one-electron 
transitions contributing largely to visible spectra ot the anion radi
cals of anthracene (AN), acridine (AC), and phenazine (PH). Curves 
1 and 2 of the spectra of AN--  were taken from ref 28b and 13, re
spectively. The calculated transition energies and intensities are 
given in the spectra as stick diagrams. The transitions of the types 
such as 2 and 2', or 1 and 1' are in strong Cl.

Figure 8 . Electronic spectra, LP-SCFMO energies, and one-electron 
transitions contributing largely to visible spectra of the anion radi
cals of naphthalene (NP), quinoline (QN), and quinoxaline (QU). 
Curves 1 and 2 of the spectra of NP--  are those recorded by us and 
taken from ref 13, respectively. The calculated transition energies 
and intensities are given in the spectra as stick diagram (see Table I 
for adopted coordinates). The transition types of 2 and 2' are in 
strong Cl.

Absorption Spectra of the Anion Radicals of 4NP0, 
4NQO, and Related Compounds. In Figures 10 and 11 are 
depicted the spectra of 4NPO--  and 4NQO-- , along with 
those of 4NP--  and 4NQ--  for comparison. The spectral 
patterns of 4NP--  and 4NQ--  in our recorded region are 
very analogous to those of the anion radicals of nitroben
zene and n-nitronaphthalene, respectively. The experimen
tal and theoretical interpretation of the spectra of many 
nitro-substituted aromatic hydrocarbon anion radicals has 
been extensively studied by Shida and Iwata.12 That the 
visible spectra of 4NPO--  and 4NQO--  occur at much long
er wavelengths than for the corresponding 4NP-~ and 
4NQ--  is noted. The LP-SCFMO-CI calculations were per
formed for interpreting the spectra shown in Figures 10 
and 11 . The parameters of NO2 group are the same as those 
of the neutral species used in our previous paper15 except 
for /3n0(NO2) which is —2.20 eV compared with —3.00 eV for 
the neutral species. This takes into account the fact that 
the N—0  stretching vibrations, 5no2 (syn and anti forms),

Figure 9. The electronic spectra of 1,5-naphthyridine di-W-oxide 
anion radical (curve 1), and the solution exposed to air (curve 3). 
Curve 2 and the concentration given in the figure are both for the 
neutral species.

Figure 10. The electronic spectra of the anion radicals of 4-nitropy- 
ridine and its N-oxide (4NPO). Curves 1, 2, and 3 are for the radical 
species, the neutral species, and the solution obtained after 
quenching the radicals with air, respectively. Curve 1 of 4NPO-~ 
consists of the radical species and a small amount of the neutral 
species. The concentrations given in the figure are for the neutral 
substances.

are shifted quite strongly to lower frequency by the forma
tion of 4NPO and nitrobenzene anion radicals.8 The value 
of /3n0(N02) = —2.20 eV reproduces the 465-nm band (2B2 *— 
2B2) of the nitrobenzene anion radical and the 412-nm 
band (2B2 *— 2B2) of 4NPO--  recorded by the present flow 
technique. Recently the photoelectron (PE) spectra of vari
ous basic heterocyclic amine N-oxides and their derivatives 
including 4NPO were recorded and interpreted,24 the re
sults of our calculation being compared with those. The 
order of calculated filled tt MO’s of the PNO neutral 
species is in good agreement with that obtained from the 
PE spectra24 according to Koopmans’ theorem, except that 
the lone pair orbital energy of N-oxide group oxygen atom 
appears as the second vertical ionization energy. This cal
culated order is also kept in the case of the PNO anion rad
ical (see Figure 4). However, in the case of the 4NPO anion
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Figure 11. The electronic spectra of the anion radicals of 4-nitroqui- 
noline and its AAoxide. Curves 1, 2, and 3 are for the anion radical, 
starting solution (neutral substances), and the solution exposed to 
air, respectively. Note that curve 1 consists of the radical species 
and a small amount of the neutral species. Concentrations shown in 
the figure are for neutral substances.

radical our LP-SCFMO-CI calculation (w electron approx
imation) shows that the highest filled MO is a b2ir orbital 
localized largely on the N-oxide group oxygen atom (b27r: N 
—► 0 ), but the second and third highest filled MO’s are a27r, 
localized respectively largely on the NO2 group oxygen 
atoms (a27r: NO2) and on carbon atoms not present on the 
molecular C2 axis (a2x: ring). Considering the fact that 
both the PE spectra and our calculation for neutral 4NP0 
lead to the same order for the first three highest filled 
MO’s, namely, as b2ir: N — O, lone pair electrons on the N 
-*• 0  group oxygen atom, and a 27r,: ring; and also taking 
into account the fact that the sequence of the filled MO’s 
and their characters may not alter greatly between neutral 
and anion radical species of nitro-substituted aromatics,30 
the MO’s of 4NP0-" in the present calculation are good, 
excepting only the point that the a2Tr: NO2MO seems to be 
quite a bit unstabilized. This remains the situation for 
4NQ0--  in spite of several modifications of valence state 
ionization potentials, electron affinities, and (¡$ 0  in the 
NO2 group. From the aforementioned points, and since 
there is no irregularity on the order of vacant MO’s com
pared with that found in references,12’15 it may safely be 
said that the excited states calculated here, where one-elec
tron transitions from SO to vacant MO’s, and from the 
highest filled MO to SO are the main configurations, could 
be used for assigning the visible spectra of 4NP0--  and 
4NQ0-” . Such calculated results and the plausible assign
ment are included in Table I. It is noticed that the calculat
ed excited states for 4NP0--  listed in Table I agree with 
those by Gamba et al.7 That the N 02 group in 4NQ0 is 
twisted from the ring molecular plane is certain,15 but the 
nature of calculated excited states is not greatly affected by 
a twist angle of ~50°. Data shown in Table I are for the 
planar structure. Note that the observed bands of ~649 nm 
(2B2 2B2) and ~412 nm (2B2 2B2) of 4NP0--  arise
mainly from the Cl of the one-electron transitions from SO 
(b2) and the highest filled MO (b2) to the lowest b2 vacant

MO and SO, respectively. The ~760- and ~518-nm bands 
of 4NQ0-~ have the same character as those of the ~649T 
and ~412-nm bands of 4NP0-~, respectively. That is, the 
above two bands of 4NQ0-~ mainly come from the Cl be
tween the one-electron transitions of the lowest vacant MO 
<— SO and SO * highest filled MO. On the other hand, the 
absorption band at 461 nm (£B2 2B2) of 4NP--  may orig
inate from the electron transition from SO to the lowest va
cant b2 type MO, and the weak band having the transition 
2A2 * -  2B2 would be hidden under the 461-nm band. Alter
natively it may be said that the 316-nm band of 4NP-~ cor
responds to the 327-nm band of the nitrobenzene anion 
radical. These interpretations are due to the present calcu
lation results, which are similar to those reported by Shida 
and Iwata.12 The observed bands at ~646 and 430-453 nm 
for the 4NQ anion radical may have character similar to the 
746- and 400-450-nm bands of 1-nitronaphthalene.12
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The dication of 2,3,7,8-tetramethoxythianthrene was studied in solid nitromethane at 77 K by computer- 
controlled electron spin resonance. The Am = 2 transition was observed, yielding a value of D* = 0.106 
cm "1. For comparison the values of D* for thianthrene and 2,3,7,8-tetramethoxythianthrene photogenerat
ed triplets determined were 0.135 and 0.121 cm-1, respectively. Lifetimes of these triplet states were also 
determined. Frozen solutions of the tetramethoxythianthrene dication exhibited a very broad Am = 1 sig
nal that could not be resolved into components D and E of the dipolar tensor. The free energy separation 
between the triplet and singlet states is between 90 and 190 cm-1. The ESR spectrum of the cation was re
determined. The hyperfine splittings at 23 °C in nitromethane were as = 7.30 ±  0.05 G, anlOCFL) = 0.28 
±  0.02 G, and aH(l,4,6,9) = 0.87 ±  0.04 G, and the g  factor is 2.00732 ±  0.00006.

Introduction

A recent publication reported the preparation and isola
tion of the diperchlorate salt of the 2,3,7,8-tetramethoxy- 
thianthrene (TMTh2+) dication.1 The NMR spectrum of 
solutions of TMTh2+ consisted of two broad singlets. The 
singlets due to both the methoxy group protons as well as 
the aromatic protons were shifted farther downfield from 
Me4Si than expected. In addition, this spectrum was found 
to be broad and also concentration dependent, suggesting 
some paramagnetic character to the solution, although 
these solutions exhibited no ESR spectrum. Furthermore, 
the optical absorption maximum of TMTh+ occurred at 
765 nm while that of TMTh2+ occurred at 710 nm. In com
parison, the absorption maxima of Th+ and Th2+ occurred 
at 543 nm2’3 and 311 nm,4 respectively.

These results suggested that the ground state of 
TMTh2+ may be a triplet, or that the triplet state is ther

mally accessible. A structure of the form TMTh2+ would 
not be expected to have a low-lying triplet state. Typically, 
aromatic species which exhibit this property have D̂ h or 
greater symmetry, or the unpaired electrons may be local
ized on either of two sites such as in biradicals, where the 
electron-electron interactions are weak.

We report here preliminary ESR studies on the diper
chlorate salt of TMTh2+ in nitromethane. During these 
studies we found that very little information on the photo
generated triplet states of thianthrene is available in the 
literature. As a result, we also report here preliminary ESR 
studies on 3Th and 3TMTh since these data were necessary 
for comparison with ESR data on 3TMTh2+. The ESR 
spectrum of TMTh+ in nitromethane was reinvestigated. A 
previous publication reports 33S hyperfine splittings (hfs) 
of the ESR spectrum, but no interpretation of the proton 
hfs is given.5
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Experimental Section

TMTh was prepared by the method of Fries et al.6 The 
salt TMTh2+(C104- )2 was prepared by oxidation with per
chloric acid.1 Th was obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. 
and purified by sublimation prior to use. Nitromethane 
(Matheson, spectral grade) was purified by drying and stor
age over calcium hydride, followed by vacuum distillation 
into aluminum chloride then to the ESR sample tube im
mediately before use. Spectral grade toluene and absolute 
ethanol were used as received for photolysis experiments.

The ESR spectrometer was a modified Varian V-4502 
X-band spectrometer interfaced with a laboratory comput
er (Digital Equipment PDP-8m). The apparatus and pro
grams used in this work are described elsewhere.7 Continu
ous photolysis was carried out using a 200-W mercury 
lamp. In several cases, the ESR spectrum was averaged by 
sweeping the field at about 30 G/s 128 times, collecting 
data at increments of between 0.3 and 6 G. Flash photolysis 
experiments which were used to determine lifetimes were 
carried out using a flash lamp constructed by Photochemi
cal Research Associates, London, Ontario, Canada. The 
method of stepping the field to desired locations and aver
aging between 32 and 128 flashes was used.7 The modula
tion frequency used was 100 kHz, with a 3-ms filter. Life
times were determined from the decay curves. Spectra at 
different times were reconstructed from the time-depen
dent data.

ESR spectra of the radical ion were recorded as de
scribed elsewhere.8 A perylene radical anion reference9 was 
used for field calibration and for the g factor determina
tion.10

The temperature dependence of the Q factor was cor
rected in quantitative studies of the temperature depen
dence of the Am = 2 transition of TMTh2+ by using a sam
ple of DPPH dissolved in nitromethane. The ESR signal 
was double integrated and multiplied by temperature. A 
5% decrease of this value was observed between 115 and 
220 K. At 230 K, the double integral decreased" considera
bly due to the loss of the high dielectric liquid.

Results and Discussion

Photogenerated Triplet States. ESR spectra recorded in 
the region Am = 2 for 3Th, 3TMTh, and 3TMTh2+ are 
shown in Figure 1. In all cases only the Am = 2 transition 
could be utilized. In the cases of 3Th and 3TMTh, the Am 
= 1 transition of the randomly oriented material is too 
weak to detect even after averaging up to 64 repetitive field 
scans from 1500 to 5500 G. In the case of 3TMTh2+, the Am 
= 1 transition region gave a broad line with a peak-to-peak 
width of about 3000 G, showing no structure. Values of D*

D* = (D2 + 3 E2)1/2 (1)

where D and E are the principal components of the trace
less electron-electron dipolar interaction tensor,11 were cal
culated from the magnetic field at the derivative maximum 
(Ifm) of the Am = 2 transition using

D* = [3 /4 (M 2 -  3(gWm)2]1'2 (2)

The g factors were assumed to be those of the respective 
radical cations:15 2.0081 for 3Th and 2.0073 for 3TMTh and 
3TMTh2+. Values of D* are given in Table I.

Lifetimes measured for the metastable triplets are also 
given in Table I. The lifetime of 3Th is in reasonable agree
ment with the value of 58 ms in ethanol-ether-isopentane

Figure 1. ESR spectra of the Am = 2 transition of triplet states of 
thianthrene derivatives at —196 “ C: (a) thianthrene in toluene, v = 
9.275 GHz; (b) tetramethoxythiarthrene in toluene, v =  9.275 GHz; 
(c) tetramethoxythianthrene dication in nitromethane, v = 9.278 
GHz.

TABLE I: Parameters of Triplet States of Thianthrene and 
Tetramethoxythianthrene

Solvent D*, cm“ 1 Ti/2,c ms

3Th Ethanol 0.135“ 45
3Th Toluene 0.132“ 40
3TMTh Ethanol 0.1216
3TMTh Toluene 0.1176 34
3TMTh2+ Nitromethane 0.1066
“ Assume g = 2.0081. 6 Assume g = 2.0073. c Temperature is 

-196 °C.

at —196 °C, measured by phosphorescence techniques.12 
Local heating due to the intense flash may be responsible 
for slightly smaller lifetimes observed here. The fact that 
3TMTh has a shorter lifetime than 3Th is consistent with 
its more complex structure. Lifetimes of triplet states are 
also generally inversely dependent upon the spin-orbit 
coupling of atoms conjugated with the heterocyclic struc
ture.

The value of D* for 3Th is slightly larger than that of 
3TMTh. This suggests similar structures of both triplet 
states, but with larger delocalization of the unpaired elec
trons in 3TMTh. The stabilizing effect of the OCH3 groups 
would be expected to have this effect. The value of D* of 
3Th (0.135 cm-1) is much larger than that of triplet an
thracene (3An) (D* = 0.0770,13 D = 0.0724, E = 0.0081 
cm-114).

The values of D and E are determined from the expecta
tion values of interelectron distances shown in

l ° l - X ^ )  <3>

and

(4)
The coordinate system of the molecule is determined by 
the diagonalized dipolar interaction tensor. For 3An, x is 
the long axis and y is the short axis of the molecule, and z 
is perpendicular to the plane of the molecule.15 For discus
sion, the same axis system for 3Th may be assumed, al
though 3An is planar while 3Th may be nonplanar as in its 
ground state which is bent by about 128°.16 Assuming simi
lar electron distribution in 3Th and 3An, then in 3An, r2 — 
3z2 and x2 — y2 are expected to be larger than in 3Th, but 
also r5 should be much larger resulting in smaller values of 
D and E than in 3Th. Also, in 3Th, the electron density
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would be expected to be centered around the sulfur atoms 
which would also result in a larger value of D*. The delo
calizing ability of the OCH3 can similarly account for the 
fact that D* of 3Th is larger than that of 3TMTh. In a se
ries of measurements, values of D* were found to decrease 
in the following order: dibenzothiophene > dibenzofuran > 
fluorene > carbazole; however, the entire range of values is 
from 0.113 to 0.103 cm- 1 .17 In the above series, the heteroa
tom does not contribute significantly, whereas here, the he
teroatom plays a significant role in the determination of 
the zero field splittings.

Tetramethoxythianthrene Dication. The spectrum of 
3TMTh2+ in the Am = 2 region is shown in Figure lc. The 
value of D* is 0.106 cm-1, somewhat smaller than that of 
3TMTh. Several species may be postulated which exhibit 
this spectrum: ground state triplet of TMTh2+, the dimer 
of the form (TMTh+)2, or an entirely different ground 
state triplet.

Solutions of TMTh2+ which exhibit no ESR spectrum at 
the g = 2 region at 25 °C exhibit a strong spectrum in the 
Am = 2 region of the triplet state spectrum at —196 °C. If 
excess TMTh is added to the warm solution a spectrum at
tributed to TMTh+ is observed. Freezing the solution again 
results in a strong absorption at the g = 2 region as well as 
a weaker absorption at Am = 2. It will be shown elsewhere 
that there is significant disproportionation of TMTh+ into 
the neutral molecule and dication. These results rule out 
the possibility of the dimer of TMTh+ as well as an impuri
ty due to reaction of TMTh2+ with the solvent as being re
sponsible for the Am = 2 spectrum. Furthermore, dimers of 
similar sized molecules which are in ground triplet states 
generally exhibit considerably smaller values of D*. For ex
ample, the value of D* of the dimer of the phenothiazine 
cation is 0.021 cm- 1 .18 The thianthrene cation was also 
found to dimerize,2 but the aggregate exhibited no ESR 
spectrum. This was confirmed by our own measurements at 
-196 °C.

The magnitude and reproducibility of the Am = 2 spec
trum indicates that this spectrum is due to the 3TMTh2+. 
By comparison dianions and dications, which exhibit 
ground state triplets, generally have D:>,h or greater symme
try, such as C6Cl62+ 19 and hexamethoxytriphenylene2+.20 
Simple Hiickel molecular orbital (HMO) calculations (see 
below) do not predict the degeneracy required to obtain a 
triplet state dication.

The molar susceptibility of a system containing a ground 
state triplet and a thermally accessible singlet is given by21

s c s  + 1)
3 kT

g2/32N
_________1_________
[1 + exp(—AG/RT)] (5)

A plot of the ESR signal multiplied by the temperature and 
corrected for the temperature dependence of the Q factor 
of the cavity is plotted against the temperature in Figure 2. 
If AG is treated as a constant then two curves fit this data, 
AG = 0.54 ±  0.10 kcal and AG = 0.026 ±  0.08 kcal. Since 
these values are based on observations of the Am = 2 tran
sitions where the complete triplet state wavefunction must 
be known in order to compute the transition probability, 
we have no method of determining the concentration in 
order to determine the experimental error. This may be 
due in part to a smaller value for the entropy than the ex
pected R In 3, due to solvation or structural differences be
tween the singlet and triplet dications. Consequently, we 
must assign a value of 0.40 ±  0.20 kcal to the free energy 
difference. This small value of AG indicates that the near

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the Am =  2 ESR signal of 
the tetramethoxythianthrene dication In nitromethane: O, double in
tegration of the line shape; □ , peak-to-peak amplitude.

V
degeneracy required for the formation of the triplet state is 
accidental and results from unique properties resulting 
from the substituent groups.

The magnitude of D* for 3TMTh2+ is smaller than that 
of 3TMTh. In the dication, due to greater repulsive forces, 
the unpaired electrons are probably more separated. Sim
ple resonance structures also syggest that the 3TMTh2+ 
will be more planar resulting in smaller values for D and E 
as described above.

The absence of a well-resolved spectrum of Am = 1 tran
sitions and the relatively large line width of the Am = 2 
transition suggest that the dication may be undergoing 
some intramolecular processes. This bears further investi
gation at temperatures below —196 °C.

Radical Cation. The ESR parameters derived from the 
TMTh+ cation radical are given in Table II, and the ESR 
spectrum and simulation are shown in Figure 3. A recent 
publication5 reported a similar spectrum but gave no anal
ysis of the proton hyperfine lines. The 33S hfs was re
measured and found to be 7.30 ±  0.05 G over the tempera
ture range —25 to +35 °C, significantly smaller than the 
value 7.91 G previously reported.5 The g factor of TMTh+ 
was determined to be 2.00732 ±  0.00006. Similar measure
ments on Th+ were also carried out. A solution of 
Th+C104-  salt in CH3NO2 yielded the following parame
ters at 20 °C: the proton hfs were 1.29 and 0.14 G each for 
four equivalent protons; the 33S hfs was 8.97 ±  0.04 G; the g 
factor was 2.00830 ±  0.00006, in good agreement with pub
lished values.3,5’27

The large difference between g factors of TMTh+ and 
Th+ can be explained by the different spin distributions in 
radical ions. The largest contribution to the g factors arise 
from the sulfur atoms which exhibit the largest spin-orbit 
coupling constant C (fs = 382 cm-1, fo = 151 cm-1, and (c 
= 28 cm-1), and also have the largest contribution to the 
spin density. In this case, the shift of the g factor from the 
free electron value is approximately given by26

g ~ g e
2 J spsI
3 AE

(6)

The ratio of (g — ge) for Th+ to that for TMTh+ is 1.20 ±  
0.02, in excellent agreement with the ratio of the sulfur hy
perfine splittings of 1.23. This assumes that E (n_w*> is near
ly the same for both cations.

HMO calculations were carried out to support the analy
sis of TMTh+. The resonance and Coulomb integral pa-
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TABLE I I :  ESR Parameters and Molecular Orbital Calculations for 2,3,7,8-Tetramethoxythianthrene Cation Radicals

Molecular orbital calculations4

Position Atom Experimental hfsa

kco  = 1-22 hQ = 1.51 OoIIou ho = 2.50

P* a Prr a

1,4,6,9 C 0.87 ±  0.04 (H) -0.027 0.74 (H) -0.024 0.61 (H)
2,3,7,8 C 0.087 * 0.078
11,12,13,14 C 0.082 0.094
o c h 3 O 0.28 ±  0.02 (H) 0.057 1.11(H) 0.013 0.25 (H)
5,10 S 7.30 ±  0.05 (S) 0.103 3.44 (S) 0.177 7.16 (S)
AE 0.22/3o 0.408o
g 2.00732 ±  0.00006 fit*?'
1 TMTh+C104~ at 23 °C in nitromethane. 4 Q c h h  = -26, Q o c h 3h  == 19.7 (ref 23), Qss = 40.3. Other parameters are discussed in the

text.

Figure 3. ESR spectrum of the 2,3,7,8-tetramethoxythianthrene cat
ion at 23 °C, and spectrum simulation.

rameters were koc -  0.65/3° and hs = c fi + 1.20/3°,5 where 
(3° is the Coulomb integral for a C-C -it bond. The C -OCH3 
fragment was treated using the heteroatom model. Values 
of koc were varied between 0.6 and 1 .2/8° while hocH3 was 
varied between a° + 1.3/3° and a0 + 3.0/3° as was done for 
the dimethoxy derivatives of anthracene, naphthalene, and 
benzene.22 The heteroatom model gives nearly identical re
sults to the hyperconjugative model if the parameters listed 
in ref 22 are used. The value of A for the McLachlan pertur
bation calculation was 1.20.23 In order to calculate the hy- 
perfine splittings, the following equations were used: as = 
Qssps’r where Qss =  40.3,5'28 an(CH) =  Q c h h p c *  where 
Q c h h  = —26, and an(OCH3) = QocH3HPo’r where Q o c h h  = 
19.7.24

Calculated hyperfine splittings and spin densities are 
given in Table II. The results are tabulated for the parame
ters ho = a0 + 1.518° and kco = 1.228° which are the opti
mum parameters for the dimethoxybenzene cation, and the 
values h0 = a0 + 2.508° and ^CO = 1-00/3° which give the

best agreement with the experimental results. Sullivan et 
al.22 suggested that, as the degree of conjugation in the aro
matic system increases, the value of kco should decrease 
while that of ho should increase because of reduced conju
gation of the OCH3 groups with the aromatic system. This 
behavior is confirmed here.

It is also of interest to compare the energy separation be
tween the two highest energy bonding orbitals so that these 
could be related to the triplet TMTh2+. Depending on the 
parameters used in the calculation the energy difference 
between the two highest bonding orbitals is between 0.2 
and 0.4/3°, or about 0.5 to 1 eV. This separation is larger 
than one would expect from HMO values for accidental de
generacy. It is possible that there are some conformational 
changes between the cation and dication.

An anomaly of the ESR spectrum of TMTh+ is the large 
line width (0.16 G peak-to-peak). In comparison the line 
width of Th+ is about 0.07 G. The large line width may in 
fact be due to a large variety of relaxation processes, one of 
which may be relaxation due to Jahn-Teller effects such as 
in the benzene or triphenyler.e radical ions.

Conclusions

The Am = 2 transitions of the photogenerated triplet 
states of Th and TMTh were investigated and their life
times were determined.

The dication TMTh2+ was found to be in a ground trip
let'state. The value of D* determined from the Am = 2 
transition is similar to that of 3TMTh. This result is unex
pected considering the symmetry and high degree of conju
gation within the molecule.

The hyperfine splittings and g factor of the spectrum of 
TMTh+ were measured. The optimum HMO parameters 
were determined. Based on these values, the energy level 
separation between the two highest energy bonding orbitals 
is predicted to be too large for the dication to be in a 
ground triplet state. This may reflect conformational 
changes between TMTh+ and TMTh2+. More sophisticat
ed calculations are now in progress.
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A unified molecular charge transfer (CT) theory is developed which embraces all ranges of molecular inter
actions. In the limit of strong electronic effect (uv and visible region), it reduces to Mulliken’s theory of CT 
molecular complexes; in the limit of dominating vibrational effect (ir and far-ir region), it reduces to 
Hush's theory of intervalence charge transfer. This unifying theory introduces internal molecular vibration 
into Mulliken’s electronic CT theory and electronic resonance interaction into Hush’s simple model. It 
shows the relationship between the two existing theories and introduces Franck-Condon factors into the 
intensity formula of both. Generalized energy (eq 2c) and intensity (eq 5c) formulas are derived to cover all 
ranges of electronic resonance interaction and vibrational structural changes. It is shown that in the case of 
weak electronic coupling, a double well potential results (eq 8) which is the basis of Hush’s double harmon
ic oscillator model. Modified formulas for optical transition frequencies (eq 9) and for the Franck-Condon 
thermal barrier (eq 10) are derived to include electronic effects in intervalence electron transfer. Self-con
sistent ways for the construction of vibrational wave functions and derivation of intervalence transition in
tensity under different weak coupling conditions are shown (eq 11-13). These generalized formulas con
taining different interaction parameters, when applied to experimental data, will help identify the size and 
nature of such interactions.

Electron transfer theory has been developed along two 
separated lines. One line traces back to the charge transfer 
theory of Mulliken.1-2 It deals mainly with electronic ef
fects and is related to transitions in the uv or visible region 
(e.g., the 2900-Â absorption of the benzene-iodine com
plex1). It is also related to the formation of molecular com
plexes.2 Another line traces back to the intervalence trans
fer theory of Hush.3 It deals mainly with vibrational effects 
and is related to transitions in the ir or far-infrared region 
(e.g., the 19 000-À absorption of the biferrocene complex4). 
It is also related to electron-transfer reactions.5

Mulliken’s theory makes no explicit mention of molecu
lar structural change upon charge transfer, nor does it treat 
vibrational structure in the transition. The only nuclear pa
rameter used, the intermolecular distance R, is completely

divorced from the internal molecular vibrational coordi
nates. Hush’s theory, in its use of two displaced harmonic 
oscillators, neglects electronic effect and does not lend it
self to the inclusion of two Franck-Condon overlap factors 
(one for the donor and one for the acceptor).

Even though there are some modern improvements in 
the above theories,6’7 it remains highly desirable to have a 
theory which relates the two theories and covers the whole 
(electronic and vibrational) range and which gives more 
general formulas for intensity and energies that, when com
pared with experiment, will shed light on the nature and 
size of the molecular interactions involved. This is especial
ly important in view of current experimental interests.8

We shall attempt to give semiquantitatively such a uni
fied theory, useful in all ranges, and will show that in the
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limit it reproduces the essential features of Mulliken’s as 
well as Hush’s theory. We shall also introduce Franck-Con- 
don factors not previously included. Our formalism is par
allel to the exciton theory for energy transfer between di
mers treated by Forster9 and others.10

Our theory starts by considering both electronic and vi
brational energies. In the limit of large electronic effect it is 
shown to reduce to Mulliken’s theory for charge transfer 
between (electronically dissimilar) molecules. In the limit 
of vanishing electronic effect it is shown to reduce to 
Hush’s theory for intervalence transfer between (electroni
cally “similar” ) molecule and its own ion. In the intermedi
ate range, it accounts for both electronic and vibrational ef
fects hitherto not considered. Mulliken’s and Hush’s re
sults are, of course, not new. However, a unifying view and 
a self-consistent derivation of both from the same starting 
point and for all ranges of interaction is new.

Given a “ donor” (D) and an “ acceptor” (A) molecule, we 
start with the “ neutral” (DA) and charge-transferred 
(D+A_) wave functions and their corresponding electronic 
and vibrational energies as follows:
ipi = 4>d4>a; Wda = Wd + Wa + Vda

+ ] - ^ ^ R 2 + ^ ( Q d - Q b0)2 + ~ ( Q a - Q a0)2 (la) 2 aR2 2 2

)p2 =  <i>D+<i>A-; W d +a -  =  W d + +  W a -  +  V d +a -

' + ^ B2+ x ‘« ° - e °*0>2

+  ^ = ( Q a - Q a - 0 ) 2 ( l b )

where R is a symbol for pertinent intermolecular distance, 
other symbols such as the force constant, k, and the nucle
ar coordinate, Q, in the harmonic oscillator approximation 
are self-explanatory. Specifically, Qn° is the equilibrium 
nuclear configurational coordinate of the free donor D be
fore the charge is given away. Qd is the instantaneous nu
clear coordinate of the donor. Since Qd describes the nucle
ar positions, it is, of course, the same variable whether the 
donor is charged (D+) or neutral (D). kn is the force con
stant for free D and (feo/2)(QD — Qd0)2 is the harmonic os
cillator energy for displacement from the equilibrium nu
clear coordinates of D. Other symbols in k and Q have par
allel meaning. The energy2 Go due to the formation of the 
hypothetical neutral DA is contained in the interaction 
Vda and the latter’s coordinate dependence, e.g. V2(<32Vda/  
aR2)R2 at the equilibrium separation of D and A. Introduc
tion of interaction mixing results in a 2 X 2 secular deter
minant with standard solutions and energies:

’F+ = 'T'n = cos a<t>D<t>A + sin a<f>-o+<t>A- (2a)

'k_ = 'Fy = sin a<j>r><t>h ~ cos a$D+</,A- (2b)

W± = %(Wda + Wd+a-) t  %[(Wd+a- — Wda)2
+ 4|u|2]1/2 (2c)

where u = H\% — ES12 is the resonance integral in Hiickel 
approximation and a is defined through

tan 2 a =
2u

W da — W d+a-
(3)

Inasmuch as the resonance integral u in the numerator is 
dependent on molecular separation R, the state function 
'F-t is dependent on R as well as on the vibrational coordi
nates Q which occur in the denominator. It will be shown

later (eq 6b) that the wave function will depend on the out- 
of-phase combination of the nuclear coordinates of the 
donor and acceptor.

For charge transfer between dissimilar molecules, the 
electronic energy difference predominates over vibrational 
energy difference and gives a large denominator in (3) com
pared with the numerator, thus giving a small a. As a result 
we obtain, after identifying Wd ~ Wd +  (= —Ia) as the 
negative of the ionization potential and Wa — Wa — (= 
E\) as the electron affinity

tan 2a ^  2a; cos a ^  1

sin a ^  a ~  - u
(W d +  W a +  Vda) — (W d+ +  W a-  +  Vd+a-) 

u
- / d +  E\  +  Vda — Vd+a-

(4a)

and
4'+ = \Fn ^  <t>D</>A + «0D+0A- (4b)
'F- = iky O0D0A — 0D+0A- (4c)

which, except for normalization, is in essential agreement 
with Mulliken’s wave functions for the ground and charge- 
transferred states.1’2 The corresponding charge-transfer 
energy also approximates the acknowledged form W_ —

'  W+ =  Wd+a- ~ Wda ~ I d ~ Fa + ^ d+a-  — Vda- When 
the electronic energy difference is of the same order as the 
vibrational energy spacing, the complete formulas (2c), 
(la), (lb) may then be used. Taking into account the verti
cal Franck-Condon transition from equilibrium configura
tion of the donor (D) and acceptor (A) (to D+ and A~, re
spectively), one may set Qd = Qd° and Qa = Qa°-

If the donor and acceptor electronic states interact 
strongly to form a complex, then their vibration is governed 
by one. resultant molecular potential curve. The linear 
combination of electronic states in eq 4b,c will be multi
plied11 by one vibrational wave function x*. Since the equi
librium position of the lower (\F+) and upper states (4>_) do 
not coincide, vertical transition from the ground vibration
al level necessarily ends in the excited vibrational level of 
the upper state. The wave functions and charge transfer 
transition moment up to the first order in a are

4'+N = (<j>TXt>A + ai<j)D+(t>A-)xoo+ (5a)

4 '-v = (n^D^A -  <t>D+<t>A-)Xnv~ (5b)

D = a(rD ~ ra)Sxoo+Xhv~~ dQ
-  f  0D+<£A-r$D</>A dfjX00+X^_ dQ (5c)

which is also in essential agreement with Mulliken’s results 
except for our introduction of Franck-Condon factors. It 
should be noted that because of the relatively small coeffi
cient a (eq 4a, compared with vibrational trapping see 
below) for electronic mixing of the “ neutral”  and charge- 
transferred wave functions, the first term in the transition 
moment containing a may be less significant than the sec
ond term, which contains the “ overlap” moment r^A = 
X4>D+</iA-t̂ D0A df. The relative contribution of these two 
theoretical terms in intensity, when checked by experimen
tal total intensity, should yield information on the nature 
of the intermolecular interaction.

In the other extreme, when the electronic energy differ
ence is zero (as in the case of symmetric intervalence trans
fer between the same species treated by Hush), only the vi
brational energy difference will remain in Wd+a-  ~ Wda in 
the energy expression (2c). As a result, the relative size of
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the vibrational energy and the resonance integral (u) be
comes important. Symbolically, instead of D + A —► D+ + 
A~ we now have Mi + M2+ —*■ M i+ + M2 where Mi and M2 
refer to similar molecules. If we assume the force constant 
(k) to be the same for the molecule (M) and its ion (M+) 
but the equilibrium distances to be different (Q+ > Q°), 
then the energy and parameter a in eq 2 and 3 are defined 
as

W ± = WM + WM+ + Vmm+ + (A/4) [(Q+ -  Q°)2

+ (Si + Q2 -  Q+ -  Q0)2 + (Qi -  Q2)2]

T %[*2(Qi -  Q2)2«?0 -  Q+)2 + 4|n|2]i/2 (6a)
2 u

ta" 2“  = M Q , - « < « * - « » )  (6b>
Therefore the coefficients cos a  and sin a in the wave func
tion will contain the out-of-phase combination (Qi -  Q2) of 
nuclear coordinates. Regardless of the size of (u), the upper 
potential W - always has one minimum at Qi = Q:> = %(Q+
+ Q°).
W _ m i n ( s t r o n g  ancj Weak coupling) = Wm + R m+ + Vmm+

+ (k/A)(Q+ — Q0)2 + |u| (7a)

For |u| > '/jk(Q+ — Q0)2, the lower potential W+ also has 
one minimum at Qi = Q2 = %(Q+ + Q°)

W+min (strong coupling) = Wm +  ^ m+ +  Vmm+
+ (k/4)(Q+ — Q0)2 — |u| (7b)

This is the strong (electronic resonance) coupling case. For 
the weak coupling case, |u| =$ xkk (Q+ -  Q0)2, the lower po
tential W+ has one maximum at Q\ = Q2 = lb(Q+ + S°)
W+max(weak coupling) = Wm + Wm+ + Fmm+

+ (k/4)(Q+ -Q ° ) 2 -\u\ (7c)
but has two minima at

Qi = %(Q+ + Q°) ±  lk  {(Q° -  Q + )2
-4|n|2/[/e2( Q ° - Q +)2]|1/2 (8a)

q 2 = m + + q °) =f xh m °  -  Q+)2
-  4)rz| 2/[fe2(Q° -  Q+)2]j1/2 (8b)

with the same energy which is

W+mln(weak coupling) = W m + Wm+ + Vmm+
- M 2/[ fe (Q °-Q +)2] (8c)

When plotted9 against (Qi — Qo)/(Q+ — Q°), the lower dou
ble-minimum potential curve plus the upper one minimum 
potential curve then correspond to the avoided crossing of 
two displaced harmonic oscillator potential curves of Hush. 
Therefore, the variable x in Hush’s theory should rightly 
be interpreted as (Qi — Q2)/(Q+ — Q°).

In the limit of zero resonance interaction u = 0, tan 2a = 
0, and a = 0, 'k+ = </>Mi<(>M2+, 'F- = — 0Mi+</>m2 the energies 
in eq 6 reduce to

W± = Wm + Wm+ + Vmm+ + (*/2)(Q i,2 — Q0)2

+ (k/2)(Q2,i -  Q+)2
which are the energies of two noninteracting harmonic os
cillator systems. The two minima in eq 8 also reduce to 
(Qi,Q2) = (Q°,Q+) and (Q1Q2) = (Q+Q°) which are at the 
left and the right of the coordinate origin of (Qi — Q2)/(Q+ 
— Q°), respectively. Without resonance interaction then 
the electron may be (valence) trapped say at left with 
(Q1Q2) — (Q°Q+)- Then vertical transition from 'P+ to 'F_

using eq 6a with u set to zero yields W+ — W - = AEop 
k{Q° — Q+)2 which is in agreement with Hush’s theory. It 
is, therefore, only in this limiting sense that Hush’s theory 
is valid. When u is not zero and vertical upward transition 
from equilibrium configuration (Q1Q2) = (Q°Q+) is still as
sumed, the corrected transition energy should be

A£op = [fc2( Q ° - Q +)4 + 4M 2]1/2 Oa)
which is an improvement over Hush’s theory. For unsym- 
metrical intervalence transfer, the electronic energy differ
ence should be included to give

^  AE0p = [(WD+A- -  WDA)2 + Ob)

In the weak coupling case when |u| is not negligible but 
still less than (fe/2)(Q+ — Q0)2, the difference in the maxi
mum and minimum of the lower curve then gives the vibra
tional potential barrier (the Franck-Condon barrier)

VF+max(weak coupling) — W+mm(weak coupling)

= AHTh = -  (Q+ -  Q0)2 -  M + — — -  (10) 
4 11 k ( Q ° - Q + ) 2

This should be the thermal barrier for electron transfer re
action, corrected for electronic resonance interaction. It is 
also an improvement over Hush’s formula for AE-rh- The 
latter can be obtained by setting u = 0 in eq 10. This has 
been used to compute the rate of thermally activated elec
tron transfer

kT
krh =* —  exp[— AErh/kT] 

h
In the other extreme limit when |u| is large, compared 

with ibk(Q+ — Q°)2, tan 2a —► °°, both the upper (W_) and 
lower curves (W+) have one minimum and there is no po
tential barrier and the electronic wave functions are com
pletely mixed as expected with equal amounts on both mol
ecules; namely, = (1 / v /2)($Mi<)>M2+ ±  <£mi+$m2)- This is 
also true at Qi = Q2 which also gives tan 2a = a and a = 
-it/A. This is the point at the top of the Franck-Condon bar
rier (W +max(weak coupling)) and the vibrational ampli
tudes of the molecule M and its ion M+ have just sur
mounted the thermal barrier at a transition state for elec
tron transfer. This leads to a cooperative effect between 
electron transfer and vibration, and to high conductivity.12

Now we turn to the difference of the present intervalence 
transfer intensity from Mulliken’s charge transfer intensi
ty. For strong electronic coupling |u| > (k/2)(Q+ — Q°)2, 
the transition moment for intervalence transfer is the same 
as eq 5. The only difference will be a larger a due to a 
smaller denominator of vibrational difference in eq 4a. 
However, for weak electronic coupling |u| < (k/2)(Q+ — 
Q0)2 the lower curve W+ had double minima and a poten
tial barrier which splits the vibrational levels of the lower 
electronic state into a closely spaced doublet, one symmet
ric (S) and one antisymmetric (A). For the symmetrical int
ervalence transfer complex and for low vibrational states, 
the vibronic wave function may be approximated by

^+N = (</>M1</>M2+ + a0M,+</>M) ^ [ x o M(Ql)xoM+(Q2)

±  X0M+(Qi)xcM(Q2)] (11a) 

q'+N’ ( A)  = (<Ami0m2+ + ^  [x,<M(Qi)xrM+(Q2)

±  x,m+(Qi)x*m(Q2)] ( l ib)
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As a result, the spectral transition from the lower ground 
vibrational state will show a doublet with unequal intensi
ty. As in the case of ammonia inversion doubling, when the 
barrier gets lower or when vibrational level gets higher the 
spacing of the doublet gets larger and larger. Such double
well potential leads to valence trapping (see below) in a 
mixed-valence compound (e.g., the ruthenium(II,III)-pyr- 
azine complex4). Such trapping, aside from giving rise to a 
special “ charge-transfer” absorption band (e.g., the 6.5 kK 
in the ruthenium(II,III) complex which is not present in 
the (II,II) or (III,III) complexes), may also be studied by 
magnetic resonance and Môssbauer spectroscopy13 (e.g., for 
the biferrocene-Fe(II)-Fe(III) compound) which detect the 
difference between the two valence states. In such studies, 
the rate of electron transfer is a limiting factor and is of 
great interest.14

In the extreme case of intervalence transfer in a valence- 
trapped complex (or compound), the mere fact that the 
electron is valence trapped by vibrational potential barrier 
implies a very weak coupling case |u| «  'kk{Q+ — Q0)2. 
Under this circumstance, there may be very little mixing of 
electronic states and the potential and vibrational wave 
function of each molecular moiety remains essentially in
tact. When the resonance interaction is smaller than the vi
brational spacing of the individual molecules, instead of 
linear combination of electronic wave function as in eq 2, 
one should use the vibronic wave functions as zeroth order 
function and combine them, viz.

'I'+N = ^[0Mii/>M2+XOM(Ql)xoM+(Q2)

+  4>m u 4>m 2Xom +(Q i )xom (Q 2)] (12a)

'k - v =  [<pMi<t>M2+XliM(Ql)XuM+(Q2)

-  <(>Mi+<(>M2XvM+(Ql)xilM(Q2)] (12b)
where the mixing coefficients are equal because of degener
acy of the two zeroth-order wave functions. Only such a 
combination will give the correct vibronic dissociation 
limit.15 The transition moment will be, due to the orthogo
nality of the unperturbed vibrational wave functions, ex
clusively the overlap moment, viz.

D = ~ S4>Mi+<l>M2r,i)M i$M2+ (13)
with

R *  = J x ,M+(Qi)xoM(Qi) dQr
This transition moment with a product of two Franck- 
Condon overlaps of the individual molecular moiety is con
sistent with the expectation for small electronic overlap a 
~  0. It is a limiting case for Mulliken’s intensity formula 
(see eq 5c). Thus, theoretical calculation of intensity and 
energy when checked against experimental data will yield 
rich information on the magnitude and nature of charge 
transfer interaction in various molecular systems. Applica
tion of this theory to the specific case of biferrocene involv
ing electron transfer between doubly degenerate orbitals 
and including electronic overlap is now being pursued in 
this laboratory.16

The above treatment gives a self-consistent account for 
improved formulas of energy, intensity, and wave functions 
from a generalized consideration which in the limit agrees 
with the special case of Mulliken and Hush. The treatment 
is based on the Born - Oppenheimer (BO) separation of 
electronic and nuclear coordinates. In the case of strong

electronic coupling, the splitting due to intermolecular 
(electronic) interaction is large compared with nuclear vi
brational level spacing. In this case the BO approximation 
is obviously valid. When the splitting due to weak electron
ic coupling is small, it may be comparable or smaller than 
the vibrational spacing of the complex. As a result, the nu
clear motion may no longer be considered adiabatic. How
ever, in such weak electronic coupling, avoided crossing of 
the two essentially independent left (e.g., for charge at left) 
and right (for charge at right) potential curves gives rise to 
a (symmetrical) double well potential for the lower curve. 
For low vibrational states that are localized and stay near 
the bottom of the well, the simple BO approximation may 
still apply. This is because it is far from the top o f the bar
rier where the avoided crossing takes place and where the 
electronic degeneracy occurs. At this crossing point, the 
electronic energy does not depend sufficiently smoothly on 
nuclear coordinate for the zeroth-order BO approximation 
to apply.

However, it was contended by a number of authors17-19 
that even such a breakdown in excited dimer is perhaps ov
erestimated. These authors showed that if vibronic equa
tions are written starting with coupled wave functions, the 
total wave function may reduce to a single product both in 
the weak and strong coupling limit; namely, a linear combi
nation of electronic factors (such as our eq 2) multiplied by 
two nuclear factors £(Q+)x(Q~) dependent on the in-phase 
(Q+ = Qi + Q2) and out-of-phase (Q~ = Q, -  Q2) combi
nation of nuclear coordinates. These nuclear factors £ and 
X obey coupled equations.20’21 Making use of these coupled 
equations, Lefebvre et al.17’18 compared their BO result fa
vorably with the exact numerical calculation of Merri- 
field.22

We have here used only the product of monomer vibra
tional wave functions (dependent on Qi and Q2, respective
ly) because of the physical insight they give to the intensity 
problem. Such a product can be obtained from a coordinate 
transformation of the coupled nuclear wave functions that 
are dependent on Qi ± Q2. It will be noted that many of 
these theoretical works on excimers17-19-22 all used the as
sumption that the force constant is the same for ground 
and excited states of the monomer, only the equilibrium 
nuclear distances may be different. The same assumption 
is also used in the polaron study23 of an excess electron 
moving among an aggregate of molecules in a lattice. We 
have used this assumption for the monomer (M) and its ion 
(M+). This amounts to the assumption that the transferred 
electron interacts with vibration only linearly in the vibra
tional coordinate.
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Theoretical Derivation of Partition Coefficient from Solubility Parameters
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Using the free energy expansion series of Scatchard and Prentiss, we have derived an expression for the 
partition coefficient in terms of solubility parameters of solute and solvents, their molar volumes, and the 
partial molai volumes of the solute in these solvents. This treatment assumes: (1) total separation of 
phases; (2) absence of complexes; (3) no contribution from three-center interaction; (4) low concentration 
of solute; and (5) geometric mean assumption for unlike interactions.

Introduction

In the course of an investigation of the partitioning of 
structurally nonspecific agents between two biophases that 
differ in composition, the need arose for a theoretically de
rived expression relating the concentration partition coeffi
cient, K, to the solubility parameters of the agent and the 
phases involved. Such a relationship was deduced by 
Davis1 from the Hildebrand-Scatchard equations2 for the 
excess free energy of a regular solution:

In K = [(5a -  S,)2 -  (i„ -  5/)2] + In ^  (1 )
t i l  V O

where V,- is the molar volume of solute i, <5, its solubility pa
rameter, and Va, 5a and V„, <50 those of the aqueous and or
ganic phases, respectively. Equation 1 is based on the as
sumption that both organic and aqueous solutions of i 
abide by the criteria for a regular solution2 and that the 
partial molal volume of i is not different from its molar 
volume, Vi. Also, the value of <5a is still unsettled, ranging 
from 15.5 to 24.4,5 Indeed, Davis himself cautioned against 
too much reliance on K values derived theoretically by as
suming regular solution theory.

We contend that eq 1 could be refined to an extent that

* Address correspondence to this author at McMaster University.

would allow a more accurate prediction of K, provided: (a) 
the partial molal volume of i in the corresponding phase be 
considered rather than its molar volume. This is necessi
tated from the fact that certain solutes incur a considerable 
expansion in molar volume in their regular solution, e.g., a 
70% increment in the case of iodine in C7P16.6 (b) Partition
ing be considered between two phases, both of which are 
organic but held immiscible by an imaginary boundary. 
The experimental value of K that corresponds to such a hy
pothetical situation could be readily obtained by relating 
the oil/water partition coefficient of i for phase 1 to that for 
phase 2. This procedure obviates the need to use 5a. A basic 
assumption in this procedure is the total separation of the 
phases, (c) Derivation beyond regular solution theory, by 
including S®, the partial excess entropy, in the derivation.

D erivation

When a species i is distributed between two phases 1 and 
2 at equilibrium, then its chemical potential in one phase is 
equal to that in the other:

aFJaNi = aF /̂aN, (2)

F\ and F2 are the Gibbes free energies of the two totally 
separated phases, 1 and 2. For a nonionic solution, this en
ergy can be represented by an expansion series of Scat
chard and Prentiss:7’8,16
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¿ r = E  N M  + Z  Ni In Q + j Y  NtNjft,-
t i l  i i V ij

l
+  TT2 Z N iN jN ky ijk + . . .  (3)

uk

where, V  is the total volume of the mixture, IV, the number 
of moles of component i, Cj the concentration of compo
nent i, Bi a constant for component i (related to its free en
ergy per mole in the gas phase), ft; a constant related to the 
interaction between molecules i and j (independent of con
centration), and yijk a constant associated with three-cen
ter interactions (excluded in this treatment).

For phase 1 which consists only of solvent 1 and solute i, 
we obtain

=  Bi +  1 +  (2 0 i ; -  f t i ) C i  -  P £1(C ia0 u
n i dJyi i

+ 2ftiCjCi + ft,C,2) + 2ftfCi + In C i (4)

where

f t i  = aV/aNi

is defined as the partial molal volume of solute i in phase
1 .

By applying eq 4 to phase 2, assuming Ci «  C; or C2 and 
substituting for aFi/aJV, and dF2/dNi in eq 2, we obtain

l n ^ =  (2ft, -  Va)C! -  (2ft,- -  f t 2)C2

-  V afft^n  + f t 2C22f t 2 (5)

Since C,i and C,2 are the equilibrium concentrations of i in 
phases 1 and 2, then

C,2/C „ = X (6)
where K  is the partition coefficient. It can be shown that 
[Appendix A]

0 11« -
(A H Y -R T W x

R T
ft2f t 2

R T
(7)

where AHiv is the heat of vaporization of pure solvent 1 
and Vi is its molar volume. The solubility parameter, ft, is 
numerically equal to [ (A / i iv — R T ) / V i ] 1/2.3

By substituting for ft; its commonly used geometric 
mean approximation:3’7 8

ft; = —(ftift; ) 1/2

and for (ft of the pure solvent 1/ft, then eq 5 may be re
written as:

InK =
2ftft
R T

w +  i l ! ,  f t  -Yil
1 +  R T  V a  f t

^ f t ± ^ f t 2
R T  R T

For comparison with Davis’ equation, another form of eq 
8 is useful.

In K  = —ft [(ft -  ft)2 -  (ft -  ft)2] + (V;i -  ft) 
K1

~~ ( ft  2 ft  )

( h 2_ _ A
\ R T  V

v j  V fti v2)
l  

\r t

i)
(9)

In case we do not have the-required values for the partial 
molal volumes, we suggest the use of the fairly good ap
proximation3

ft i ~ ft _  (ft ~ ft)2 
ft  "  (aEx/aVx) (10)

where (dEi/alft) is the internal pressure for pure solvent 1 .
Thus, we obtain an alternative but more approximate 

form of eq 9.

In K  =
_ft
R T

[ ( f t - f t ) 2 (  

■i)2 ( l  +(ft — 5,

(a E J a V i)

ft2

R T  \  
(aEx/dVJvJ 

R T

(dE2/ d V 2) (dE2/ d V 2) V2)  ]

W i  v jft (ID

By assuming ftu = f t 2 = ft  and neglecting ( ft /V 2) -  ( f t /  
Vi), then eq 9 reduces to the form given by Davis, eq 1. As 
will be shown, this is not always justifiable.

This derivation is different than that of Davis by not as
suming the regular solution model. By “ regular solution” 
model we refer to the original definition given by Hilde
brand. A regular solution is defined only by its partial ex
cess entropy SE, being zero,3 whereas the solubility param
eter and the geometric mean assumption (which are some
times mistakenly identified with regular solution theory) 
are general concepts that happen to hold well in regular so
lutions, but can be used in other models as well. Our model 
retains the use of the solubility parameter and geometric 
mean assumption, but stretches beyond regular solution 
theory by including SE in the derivation.

Discussion

The application of eq 9 or 3 requires knowledge of solu
bility parameters and of partial molal volumes. Usually, 
values of 6 for most organic solvents appear to be well doc
umented,9 with the reservation that values for hydrocar
bons derived from A H V are less reliable than those ob
tained by a dilatometric procedure. This subject, referred 
to as the anomalous behavior of hydrocarbon solution, has 
been reviewed by Scott10 and recently by Hildebrand.3 A 
more serious limitation is the extreme paucity of data on 
partial molal volumes, the main source being the published 
results of Hildebrand and coworkers.3 Among these, only 
two systems lend themselves to accurate inspection. These 
are the solutions of iodine and bromine in CCI4 and CS2 
and for which the experimental partition coefficients have 
also been given in the literature.11

The results (Table I) show very good agreement between 
the theoretically and experimentally derived values, proba
bly within the experimental error of the data. Regular solu
tion theory is less satisfactory in this comparison but still 
gives an estimate within 0.1 of the experimental data. This 
points out the role of the volume change even in systems 
which are considered to be typical of regular solutions.

The application of eq 8 to other systems would be possi
ble only by obtaining values or estimates for the related 
partition coefficents. An approximate method is to use the 
solubilities of the solute in the two phases, which for iodine 
are known for all the solvents where the partial molal vol
ume is known. We limit ourselves to noncomplexing sys
tems, so that the only restriction for this method is the fail
ure of the assumption of dilute solutions. Observation in 
different systems12 leads tc an estimated error in this 
method of ±0.05 on the average for log K  (up to 0.1 for I2 in 
C3H80 3-CC14).

In Table II we compare the values of log K s, the log of
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TABLE I: Values of Log K Obtained by Use of Eq 1 and 8
Log K, exptl*

T n r  V  P 11“ 6  2 calcdSolute“ Phase“ Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 2 phase 1
i 1 2 H20 H20 phase 1 Eq 1 Eq 8

I2
Br2

CC14 CS2 
CC14 CS2

1.93
1.35

2.77
1.89

0.84
0.54

0.78
0.44

0.86
0.54

a 6 values (ref 3) used are: I2) 14.1; Br2, 11.5; CS2, 10.0; CC14, 8.6 (cal/cm3)1/2. V29go values (ref 3 and 15) used are: I2 (liquid), 58.5; 
Br2, 51.5; CS2, 60.7; CC14, 97.1 cm3. V, values (ref 3 and 15) used are: I -̂CCl.), 66.7; I2-CS2, 62.8, Br2-CCl4, 56.4; Br2-CS2, 52.6 cm3. 
6 Values obtained from compilation by Leo, Hansch, and Elkins (ref 11).

TABLE II

Phase 2

Phase 1 CS2 CC14 CHCI3 C7F16 SÌCI4 c-CßHi2

CS2
CC14 0.857

0.794
0.779

CHCI3 0.531 -0.326
0.498 -0.296
0.433 -0.347

C7F16 3.139 2.282 2.608
3.059 2.265 2.561
2.770 1.890 2.236

SiCl4 1.342 0.485 0.811 -1.797
1.322 0.528 0.824 -1.737
1.370 0.591 0.937 -1.300

c-C6H12 1.114 0.257 0.583 -2.025 -0.228
1.034 0.240 0.536 -2.026 -0.289
1.027 0.248 0.594 -1.642 -0.343

“ The values of log K of I2 between different phases are
given according to three methods: (1) calculated by eq 8 (the 
upper value); (2) calculated from solubilities of I2 (intermedi
ate value); and, (3) calculated by eq 1 (the lower value). All the 
required data were taken from Tables 8.3, 8.4, 9.1, and Appen
dix 4 of ref 14. V; of I2 was taken as 58.5 according to ref 3.

the partition coefficient obtained from solubilities, with 
those evaluated by eq 1 and 8. The same results are com
pared graphically in Figure 1. We can conclude that the re
sults obtained from our equation agree with the experiment 
values of log Ks with a maximum deviation of ±0.08, a 
range of values not much greater than the estimated error 
for log Ks.

Relatively large discrepancies are found when CS2 forms 
one of the phases. This is due to the high solubility of io
dine in CS2 (more than in the other solvents). Comparison 
of the log Ks value for iodine partitioned between CS2 and 
CC14 (Table II) with the corresponding value of log Kexp1 
(Table I) shows that the theory correlates better with the 
data derived in a dilute solution.

Regular solution theory gives good estimate for the value 
of log Ks in all solvents but C7F16, where it is quite bad. 
Scott10 and Hildebrand3 have suggested that the anoma
lous behavior of fluorocarbons may be due to a failure of 
the mean value assumption resulting from the action of 
special dispersion forces in such systems. However, agree
ment is obtained with the present theory which does em
ploy the mean value assumption. Thus, the failure of the 
regular solution theory in this case is more likely due to its 
neglect of the large increase in the partial molal volume of 
the solute in the fluorocarbon solvent.

Figure 1. V alues of log Xs — log K^al a re  given according to tw o  
m ethods: ( • )  denotes calculation by eq 8; (x) denotes calculation by 
eq 1. ( # )  D enotes a  re fe ren ce  point p laced on the zero  lines  
(dashed) by definition. The vertical solvent is phase 2 and th e  nu
m erica l values are  shown in Table II.

This theory was applied13 to build a model to account for 
the differing behavior of the anesthetic and convulsant 
drugs in terms of their differing distributions between the 
phases within a membrane.
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Appendix A
Comparison of the two-center interaction terms in the 

free energy expansion series with the “ cohesive energy” , 
—E, of Scatchard-Hildebrand gives

EV i _  (-E /VQ V ig = W i 2 

RT RT RT (Al)

Essentially, — E is the molar energy of vaporization to the 
gas at zero pressure. However, the chemical potential of 
Hildebrand, and hence the partition coefficient of Davis, 
have been derived from the heat of mixing, while the 
present derivation deals with the total free energy. The fol
lowing is, therefore, an independent derivation of f)n .

The free energies of the liquid phase, Fs, and the gas 
phase, F ,̂ are given by
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—  = NaB + NalnCa + —  0nNa 2 (A2)RT ys
Fg/RT = W B  + Ng In Cg (A3)

where s denotes the standard, i.e., the liquid state and g the 
gas state.

At equilibrium, we write

aFg/aNg = aF /̂aN3 (A4)

Using the following relations, Cs = Na/V a = 1/V\; aCs/dNs 
= 0; Cg = Ng/V g; at constant volume aCg/aNg = l/V®; PVg 
= NgRT; and combining eq A2, A3, and A4, we obtain

but

hence

Therefore

l P l 1
lnP h,v T V 1

AW  = -R
a ln P
a ( l / T )

AHv = RT - R d ß ll

V i  a ( l / T )

AHv - R T lr „
d u ---------- r—: Vi + DRT

( A 5 )

(A6)

(A 7 )

(AS)

where D is a constant independent of temperature. 
Using the definition of 8 given above

dn = -
w 2

RT
+ D (A9)

The significance of D would require arguments as those 
given by Guggenheim, as quoted by Hildebrand and 
Scott,14 but the actual effect would be to shift all 8 values 
upward.

This alternative derivation of 8 from the total free energy 
can explain the fact that the chemical potential ¡X — £ideal 
correlates better with FE than with HE in regular solution 
theory, a point which has been emphasized by Scott.10
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Scatchard and Prentiss in terms of molar concentrations rather than 
molar fractions.7 They pojnt out that in this way we get for dilute solu
tions the known relation Ff =  Ff° +  RT In C/. Using this kind of expan
sion we have to analyze the coefficient f}// which we do in Appendix A.
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Using the modified versions of the scaled particle theory amended by Stillinger, we have considered the in
fluence of nonpolar solute size on its thermodynamic parameters of transfer from gas to water or from light 
to heavy water. In the first case it is found that the process is dominated by an entropy contribution at small 
solute size and an enthalpy contribution at larger size. In the second process the increase in solute size also 
results in a change in the sign of the free energy and enthalpy of transfer, which is supported by our experi
mental data on bulky solutes, such as adamantanemethanol or sodium adamantanecarboxylate.

I. Introduction

In a previous paper,1 we have considered the influence of 
solvent size on transfer of nonpolar hydrophobic solutes from 
one solvent to another or to the gaseous state. It has been

observed that the difference in solvent size is important to 
determine the free energy of transfer of the solute.

That the solute size may well be important in the solution 
processes into water appears from experimental studies of 
various solutes. Whereas Philip and Jolicoeur2 have shown
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that the scaled particle theory (SPT), as suggested previously,3 
gives the possibility of predicting various thermodynamic 
properties of transfer of solutes with linear alkyl chains from 
H20  to D2O, Jolicoeur and Lacroix4 have shown that replacing 
linear chains by branched one in ketones, thus increasing the 
bulkiness of the solute, changes the sign of AG of transfer from 
H2O to D2O; the AH also becomes much more positive. They 
have ascribed these changes to the possibility that a large 
solute may break H bonds in water instead of fitting into the 
water cages as this possibility is generally ascribed to linear 
alkyl chains.4 Very recently it has been found by Wilson and 
Wen.5 that the bulky bicyclic quaternary ammonium halides 
(azoniaspirohalides) had a distinctly more positive heat of 
transfer from H2O to D2O than the tetra-n-alkylammonium 
halides with comparable molar volume.

The SPT in its original version6 does not incorporate ex
plicitly1 tetrahedral water coordination, but its Stillinger’s 
amended version7 does and therefore is more suitable to 
considering changes in solute thermodynamic properties when 
the hard sphere solute diameter is increased from zero to in
finity.

In the first part of the Discussion we shall consider the 
thermodynamic properties of transfer of a nonpolar hard- 
sphere solute from the gaseous state to water and in the second 
part the transfer of the solute from H2O to D20.

II. Discussion

(a) Transfer of a Nonpolar Hard-Sphere Hydrophobic 
Solute from the Gaseous State to Water at Infinite Dilution. 
A hard-sphere solute is characterized by its hard-sphere di
ameter <22. The process of solution is defined by AG = RT In 
K, where K, the Henry constant, is equal to p/x, p being the 
partial pressure of the solute in the gaseous state and x its 
mole fraction in solution. (In the following calculations p is 
in atmospheres.) The AG, AH, and TAS have been computed 
by the same procedure as in ref 1 from data in ref 7.

The AG, AH, and TAS have been computed at 4 °C. The 
influence of dispersion has been neglected, as it is more dif
ficult to assess in Stillinger’s than in Pierotti’s analyses.

In Figure 1 we have plotted the reduced quantities AG/af2, 
TAS/a22, and AH/af2 computed from modified SPT (labeled 
STL from Stillinger) and original SPT against the solute 
hard-sphere diameter <22 in angstroms as the abscissa.

These plots show some interesting features: if it is assumed 
that Stillinger’s analysis improves upon Pierotti’s, then the 
original SPT is excellent for 02 < 1.4 Á and acceptable as an 
approximation for 02 < 4 Á, in the sense that the Gspt differs 
only from Gstl by less than 10%, and TAS by 25%. At higher 
values for <22, the SPT gives different, and presumably much 
less accurate, results. (A possible exception is for the AG 
values which seem relatively insensitive to the fact that tet
rahedral coordination .of water has been or not built into the 
model. This supports the conclusions of ref 1 on the relative 
insensitivity of AG to structural features, opposed to the large 
influence of solvent structure on AH and TAS. This implies 
also that there is a large compensation between enthalpy and 
entropy.) At higher values for <22, the process of solution as 
viewed from the Stillinger model is dominated by the enthalpy 
rather than the entropy contribution.

From purely extrathermodynamic, intuitive grounds, these 
findings suggest that the possibility exists that the influence 
of the solute on water structure may be the opposite when the 
solute is small where it may not disrupt the water structure, 
or when it is large where the high positive enthalpy and small

Kcol molt 1 ~ ^

Figure 1. Plots of the reduced quantities AG/a22, A H/a22, and TAS/a22 
against solute hard-sphere diameter a2 as the abscissa: full lines, 
Stillinger's model; dotted line, original SPT. Temperature 4 °C.

negative entropy seem more consistent with a process of 
breaking H bonds.

The initial success of calculations using the SPT2*6 can be 
explained because it dealt mainly with small solutes,2 or large 
solutes6 with linear alkyl chains which can fit in the water 
structure,8 and therefore could perhaps be considered as cu
mulating the effect of methylene and methyl groups, the size 
of which does not exceed 3.2 A, so that it is in the range where 
the SPT still does work.

(b) Thermodynamic Properties of Transfer from H20  or 
D20 for Nonpolar Hard-Sphere Solutes. They can be com
puted by applying the preceding procedure to D20  and sub- 
stracting the related quantities obtained with H2O as a sol
vent. However as the radial distribution function for D2O is 
not known except at 4 °C,9 we have to make some assumptions 
about the value of the function G(A) which is used7 in the 
calculation of AG. First we assume that D20  has more struc
ture than H20  s o  that it behaves as H20  colder by a few de
grees. That assumption, usual in that type of studies, is now 
questioned.10 However, Narten states9 that “ the distribution 
of 0 — H (D )-0 angles about a mean value is sharper in D20  
than in H20 ” at 4 °C. This may be interpreted as showing that 
D20  is really more structured than H20 ,5 so that D20  has the 
same G(A) as H2O at a lower temperature. We have now to 
decide to what extent D20  is “ colder” than H20. A first esti
mate can be made considering the fact that D20  melts 4 °C 
higher than H20. Another different estimate can be made, 
since the isothermal expansion coefficient, which is probably 
an index of the structure in the liquid, is equal to zero, 7 °C 
higher for D20  than for H20. Therefore we have carried out 
the calculation of the G of transfer in two cases, assuming first 
that D20  at 25 °C has the same G(A) as H20  at 19 °C, or the 
same as H20  at 22 °C in the second case. Then from data in 
ref 7, it is possible to compute G(A) for D20  in the two cases. 
In the calculations the same value a for the diameter of H20  
and D20  has been taken.

Now if we want to compute AH and TAS as well, it is nec
essary to make some assumptions about the variation of G(A) 
with the temperature for D20. As D20 ’s boiling point is 1.5 °C 
higher than that of H20 , from melting and boiling point we 
may assume that the structure of D20  changes in a tempera
ture range of 97.5 °C to the same extent as that of H20  in a
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Figure 2. Plots of the AG, AH, and TAS of transfer of a nonpolar 
hard-sphere solute from H20  to D20  against solute hard sphere diameter 
a2 as the abscissa: full lines, Stillinger’s model with assumptions 1 
(curves labeled 1 ) or assumptions 2  (curves labeled 2 ); dotted line, 
original SPT. Temperature 25 °C.

range of 100 °C, or from the temperature at which the two 
liquids have their expansion coefficient equal to zero and their 
boiling points, the structure of D2O changes in a temperature 
range of 90 °C as that of H2O in a range of 96 °C. In the first 
case dG(X)/dT is assumed to decrease 1.025 time faster for 
D2O than for H2O, and 1.06 time faster in the second case. In 
fact in the calculations we have used the slightly smaller values 
of 1.02 and 1.05. Then the calculations have been carried out 
with the following assumptions. In the first case G(X) for D2O 
at 25 °C is the same as for H2O at 19 °C and dG(X)/dT for D2O 
is 1.05 time that for H2O. In the second case G(X) for D2O at 
25 °C is the same as for H2O at 22 °C and dG(X)/dT for D2O 
is 1.02 time that for H2O. In Figure 2 we have plotted the AG, 
AH, and TAS of transfer for a nonpolar solute from H2O to 
D2O, against solute hard-sphere diameter a2 (in angstroms) 
as the abcissa. Curves 1 refer to parameters computed with 
the first assumption. Curves 2 refer to the second assumption. 
Dotted curves are calculated from the original SPT.

It is apparent that for solutes with a moderate size (<4.8 A) 
the sign of AH and TAS is the same in the three cases con
sidered (original SPT, first, and second assumptions). In 
contrast the AGtr, always negative when computed from the 
original SPT, is positive for a2 > ~3.0 A. This is consistent 
with the trend observed by Jolicoeur4 for branched aliphatic 
ketones. Data for hydrocarbons are very scarce and not con
sistent: AGtr for butane is either slightly negative11 (—17 cal 
mol-1) or positive12 (+8 cal mol-1) at 25 °C; AGtr for cyclo
hexane at 25 °C is slightly positive.13 The more accurate AGtr 
measured for a series of sodium n-alkyl carboxylate14 shows 
an increase of ca. 2 cal mol-1  by addition of a methylene group

TABLE I: Molal Heat of Solution (kcal mol-1) of Various 
Solutes from the Solid State to Dilute Solution in 
Watera'6’d

d 2o h 2o AtftdHaO-DaO)

Methanol
ierf-Butyl -4.45 -4.00

(—0.18)c 
—0.45

alcohol (—4.14)e (—0.51)c
1-Adamantanol +0.45 -0.70 +1.15
Sodium acetate -3.49 -3.54 +0.05

Sodium - 6.68 -6.33
(+0.07)c 
—0.35

trimethylacetate
Sodium -3.30 -4.40 + 1.10

adaman tylcar- 
boxylate
“ For the sodium salts, the transfer is measured from a 0.02 m 

NaOH solution in H20 to a 0.02 m NaOH solution in D20  in order 
to prevent hydrolysis. The added salt final molality is about 3 X 
10-3 M. A correction for the Debye-Huckel limiting law should 
be applied to the heat solutions (—0.9c1/2 in kcal mol-1), but in 
the transfer this correction nearly cancels, due to similar dielectric 
constant of H20  and D20. 6 Reproducibility better than ±0.05 
kcal mol-1. c Literature values (ref 15). d Improved adiabatic 
calorimeter as in J. Jordan, J. Chem. Educ., 40, A5 (1963). e D.
J. T. Hill, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Queensland, Queensland, 
Australia, 1965. For the alcohols no correction has been done for 
the OH isotopic exchange.

neglecting the first terms in the series. On the other hand, 
there are many calorimetric data available for the AH of 
transfer of various classes of solutes with linear alkyl chains.15 
The AHtr corresponding to the addition of a methylene group 
is between —30 and —60 cal mol-1  depending upon the class 
investigated: if the size of such a group is about 3.4 A, this is 
smaller than the —80 cal mol-1  predicted in the present cal
culations (with AHi), but this last value is nevertheless a 
marked improvement upon the —220 cal mol-1  predicted by 
the original SPT. When more bulky solutes as 6-azoniaspi- 
roalkane bromide are considered,5 the AHtr is found to be 0.24 
kcal mol-1  more positive than for the corresponding tetra- 
n-alkylammonium bromide with the same molar volume, in 
agreement with the trend exhibited by curve 1 for AHtT in 
Figure 2.

In order to examine which approximate choice for the pa
rameters is the best for the AHtI, we have measured the heat 
of solution of some solutes of increasing bulkiness: sodium 
acetate, sodium trimethylacetate, sodium adamantanecar- 
boxylate, tert-butyl alcohol, and 1 -adamantanol in order to 
examine the influence of the solute bulkiness.

Due to the poor solubility of the corresponding hydrocar
bons more soluble compounds as alcohols or acid sodium salts 
have to be used.

The enthalpy of solution and enthalpy of transfer, with 
some experimental details, are given in Table I.

It is apparent from the data in this table that there is an 
increase in the AHtr when the tert-butyl group is replaced by 
the more compact adamanryl group. This increase is very 
important, about 1.60 kcal mol-1  in the alcohol series and 
+1.45 kcal mol-1  in the sodium carboxylate series. These 
values are very similar in view of the experimental error 
(+0.05) and the fact that eight different experimental heats 
of transfer are involved in this type of comparison.

The increase in the enthalpy of transfer for the methyl and 
adamantyl group is +1.3 in the alcohol series and +1.05 in the 
sodium acid salt series. When the size of the alkyl group is
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increased from methyl (ca. 3.4 A in diameter) to adamantyl 
(ca. 7 A), the increase in the enthalpy of transfer is about + 1 
kcal mol-1. This shows that the approximate choice for the 
parameters which gives the curve labeled AH i is much better 
than that which gives the curve labeled AH2. More experi
mental data are needed to further determine the parameters 
that give the best fit. In any case the experimental findings 
appear to give some support to the theory used in this paper.

Finally one may comment on the physical interpretation 
of the calculated thermodynamic quantities of transfer. It has 
been observed previously1 that when one solute is transferred 
from one solvent to another with a sufficiently different mo
lecular diameter, the AGtr is mainly a function of the different 
solvent size (for a given solute hard-sphere diameter), and is 
relatively independent on the structural features that can be 
built into the model. On the contrary when two solvents are 
considered, with the same hard-sphere diameter and very 
similar molar volumes, as D20  and H2O, the difference in the 
structure of the two solvents is likely to play an important role 
in determining the sign of the AGtr. Here the interpretation 
for the AGtr > 0 for solutes with large size is possibly that 
proposed by Jolicoeur,4 that is that the large solute which 
cannot fit into the solvent cages is more difficult to insert in 
the more structured D20  than in H20.

The interpretation of the sign of the AHtr is much more 
difficult since it is related to the relative decrease in structure 
with increasing temperature of H20  and D20  through their 
G(A). In the present calculation, the sign of AHtr changes with 
solute size because we have assumed that G(A) decreases 
sufficiently faster for D20  than for H20  when the temperature 
is increased.
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Viscosities and Conductivities of the Liquid Salt Triethyl-n-hexylammonium 
Triethyl-n-hexylboride and Its Benzene Solutions1
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The viscosity of neat liquid triethyl-n-hexylammonium triethyl-n-hexylboride (N2226B2226) decreases 
nonexponentially with 1/T  by a factor of 15 in the range 20-80 °C while its equivalent conductance in
creases similarly by a factor of 13. Dilution of liquid N2226B2226 with an equal volume of benzene increases 
the specific conductance at 25 °C by a factor of 10.5.

Introduction

Triethyl-n -hexylammonium triethyl-n-hexylboride 
(N222gB222g) is a liquid salt at room temperature.2 It resem
bles a charged alkane: the cation and anion are nearly equal 
in size, and both are isoelectronic with 3,3-diethylnonane. 
N2226B2226 is miscible in all proportions with most organic 
solvents, but immiscible with hexane, which it resembles 
structurally, and immiscible with water, nature’s ubiqui
tous solvent for ions.

We now have studied transport properties of N2226B2226 
with two aims. First, we wanted to determine whether 
N2226B2226 could be a suitable conductor for electrochemi
cal applications. Second, we wanted to compare tempera

* Address correspondence to this author at Rohm and Haas Co., 
Research Laboratories, Spring House, Pa. 19477.

ture effects on its transport properties, which depend on 
translational diffusion, to the temperature effects on its 
carbon-13 spin-lattice relaxation times, which depend on 
rotational diffusion.

The compatibility of N2226B2226 with a wide variety of or
ganic materials makes it intriguing for possible electro
chemical uses, either as a supporting electrolyte in high 
concentration in nonaqueous solvents or as both solvent 
and supporting electrolyte in neat liquid form. Preliminary 
conductivity and cyclic voltammetry experiments indicated 
that neat N2226B2226 may be suitable for cathodic electro
chemistry.3

Earlier information on viscosities and conductivities of 
molten salts at low temperature is limited to tetra-n-butyl- 
ammonium picrate at 91 °C4 and tetra-n-amylammonium 
thiocyanate at 52-110 °C5. The specific resistance of tetra-
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TABLE I: Viscosity and Conductance of Neat N2226B2226

A, equiv 1 ohm 1
T, °C V, cP T, °C cm2 d, gem ■

0.00“ 1544 0.8445
10.00 702 0.8405
20.00 346 20.02 0.1509 0.8368

25.00 0.204 0.8350
30.00 188.5 30.05 0.272 0.8330

35.01 0.365 0.8312
40.00 112.3 40.08 0.447 0.8294

45.06 0.582 0.8273
50.00 71.1 50.05 0.703 0.8252

54.99 0.875 0.8231
60.00 47.0 60.10 1.046 0.8213

65.08 1.260 0.8194
70.00 32.4 70.16 1.477 0.8174

74.63 1.717 0.8156
80.00° 23.0 79.73 1.997 0.8137

° ±0.1 °C.

TABLE II: Walden Products and Activation Energies for 
Viscosity and Conductance of Neat N2226B2226

T , ° C  A t;“ EAb k c a l kcal m o l-1 E”/EA

420.00 52.3
30.00 51.1 9.86 10.41 1.056
40.00 50.1 9.25 9.71 1.050
50.00 49.9 8.79 9.02 1.026
60.00 49.0 8.15 8.72 1.070
70.00 47.7 7.72 8.39 1.087
80.00 46.4

“ A values iinterpolated from Table I. b Calculated from data at
ca. +10 and - ■10 °C from indicated temperature.

TABLE III: Viscosity and Conductance of N2226B2226-Benzene
at 25.00 °C

N222&B2226 conen, A, equiv 1 ohm 1
M V, cP cm2 Arj

2.26 254“ 0.204 51.7
2.01 87.2 0.522 45.5
1.617 23.0 1.769 40.7
1.315 9.01 3.39 30.5
1.132 6.00 4.26 25.6
1.004 3.96 4.59 18.2
0.873 3.15 4.69 14.8
0.712 2.33 4.30 10.02

“ Interpolated from 20 and 30 °C values in Table I.

n-hexylammonium benzoate hemihydrate at 25 °C also has 
been reported.6 Viscosities and pVT properties of some tet- 
raalkylammonium tetraalkylborides7 and viscosities and 
conductances of some tetraalkylammonium tetrafluorobo- 
rates8 have been explored at >100 °C. Walden and co
workers examined viscosities and conductances of molten 
tetraalkylammonium picrates at >100 °C 50 years ago.9

Results
Viscosities and equivalent conductances of neat liquid 

N2226ES2226 are given in Table I. From 0 to 80 °C its viscosi
ty decreases by a factor of 67 and from 20 to 80 °C its con
ductance increases by a factor of 13. The Walden product 
decreases somewhat with increased temperature (Table II). 
Arrhenius plots of the viscosity and conductance data are 
not linear; the apparent activation energies decrease with 
increased temperature (Table II).

Figure 1. Specific conductance and equivalent conductance of 
N222 6 B2 2 2 6 -benzene solutions at 25 °C.

The viscosity and conductance data on N2226B2226-ben- 
zene' solutions in Table III extend from the molten salt to 
near the solubility limit of benzene in N2226B2226- (An at
tempt to prepare a 71.4 vol % benzene solution gave a two 
phase mixture.) In this range the viscosity decreases by a 
factor of 109 and the specific conductance and equivalent 
conductance reach maxima at about 50 and 61 vol % ben
zene, respectively,-as shown in Figure 1. These maxima are
10.5 times greater than the Ksp and 23 times greater than 
the A of the neat liquid salt.

Discussion
Qualitatively the nonexponential dependences of con

ductance and viscosity of N2226B2226 on 1 IT resemble ear
lier reports of tetraalkylammonium picrates9’10 and tetra- 
fluoroborates8 at >100 °C and tetra-n-pentylammonium 
thiocyanate (N5555SCN) at 52-110 °C.5b The values of E* 
and EA for N2226B2226 at 20-80 °C are larger than reported 
for other molten salts, but would not be larger if they were 
extrapolated to the higher temperatures required to melt 
the other salts. The small decrease in At; of N2226B2226 with 
increasing temperature also resembles the behavior of 
other molten tetraalkylammonium salts.5b>9>10 The ratio 
EV/E A is greater than unity in a wide variety of molten 
salts and has been explained in terms of a difference in 
transport mechanisms. Viscous flow requires movement of 
both ions at the same rate in the same direction, but cation 
and anion must move in opposite directions in electrical 
conductance and may have unequal transport numbers. 
When the ions are nearly equal in size, they often are as
sumed to have equal transport numbers. This assumption 
is based on limiting equivalent conductances in water of 
many electrolytes. As their transport numbers approach 
equality, Er}/EA should approach unity, as it does in 
N2226B2226- (Actually typical N-C and B-C bond lengths in 
quaternary ions, 1.52 and 1.65 A, respectively,11'12 imply 
that the B2226 anion is slightly larger than the N2226 cation.) 
An alternative explanation for values of EV/E A close to 
unity is that the alkyl chains of the N2226 and B2226 ions are 
entwined, and consequently conductance requires coopera
tive motion of anion and cation just as viscous flow does.10
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The activation energies E’’ and EA are substantially larg
er than the activation energies for effective rotational cor
relation times calculated from carbon-13 NMR spin lattice 
relaxation times of individual carbon atoms in N2226B2226-13 
The NMR correlation times depend on both overall reori
entation (Brownian motion) and internal rotation about 
single bonds. At the carbon atoms where the overall reori
entation contribution is the greatest, those bound directly 
to nitrogen or boron, Ea = 6.4-7.0 kcal/mol from data at 
10-120 °C. Apparently the frictional forces which impede 
rotational diffusion are less dependent on temperature 
than those which impede translational diffusion.

Molten salts have been described as unassociated be
cause A?; of the melt is approximately equal to A0?; extrapo
lated to infinite dilution.4’5-9 As benzene is added to 
N2226B2226 at 25 °C or p-xylene is added to N5555SCN at 52 
or 90 °C ,5 At; decreases, presumably due to ion association 
in the nonpolar solvent. The fraction of dissociated ions in 
concentrated solutions has been defined as F\ = (A t;)/(A?/)o, 
the ratio of the Walden product of the solution to that of 
the neat liquid salt.5 However, At; of N5555SCN increases 
when small amounts of nitrobenzene are added,14 which 
contradicts the complete dissociation hypothesis of Ken- 
ausis, Evers, and Kraus5 for liquid salts. We have rational
ized relative rates of some ion-molecule reactions in 
N2226B2226 on the basis of cooperative anion-cation mo
tion.15 Addition of a low dielectric constant solvent such as 
benzene or p-xylene may enhance the cooperativity, while 
a higher dielectric constant solvent such as nitrobenzene 
may reduce the cooperative motion by separating the ions 
whose alkyl chains are entwined in the melt.

The specific conductance of a 50/50 (v/v) N2226B2226-  
benzene solution is >10  times higher than that of any other 
benzene solution at 25 °C listed in the massive compilation 
of Janz and Tomkins.16 Dilution with more polar organic 
solvents would probatly give even higher specific conduc
tances. Such solutions may be highly useful media for ca
thodic organic electrochemistry.3

Experim ental Section

N2226B2226 was prepared as described before and ana
lyzed to contain <4 X 10-5 M Li, <1.4 X 10~4 M Br, and 
<10~3 M water.2 It is not stable to air indefinitely, and the 
batch used for all experiments in this paper was pale yellow 
due to a trace of unknown decomposition product which is 
detectable by uv-visible but not by ir or PMR spectral 
methods. Compared to preliminary measurements17 with 
colorless samples of N2226B2226, the conductance of the ma
terial used in this work is 12% lower at 25 °C and its viscos
ity is 9-11% lower at 20-40 °C. These observations imply 
that the decomposition products are less viscous nonelec
trolytes. To prevent decomposition during viscosity and 
conductance experiments the N2226B2226 was kept in a ni
trogen atmosphere. After higher temperature experiments 
measurements were made again at low temperature to 
check for decomposition. No change of more than 1% was 
observed in the resistance or efflux time. Densities of 
N2226B2226 were measured at four temperatures from 22 to 
65 °C in a 2-ml pycnometer. The densities in Table I were 
extrapolated or interpolated from the measurements and 
are estimated to be accurate to ±0.0005 g cm-3. Benzene 
(Burdick and Jackson, distilled in glass) was used without

further purification. Volumes of N222sB2226-benzene were 
determined to be equal to the sum of the volumes of the 
pure components within 0.3%, so densities of mixtures were 
taken as linear combinations of densities of the compo
nents. N2226B2226-benzene mixtures were prepared by 
weight.

Conductivities were measured in a home-made cell with 
platinum black plates about 1 cm apart and a volume of 4 
ml in a mineral oil bath. The cell constant of 0.686 ±  0.001 
cm-1 was determined with aqueous potassium chloride so
lutions. Temperature was measured with calibrated ther
mometers and controlled to ±0.01 °C. Resistances of 150- 
2000 ohm were measured at 1 and 3 kHz with a conductivi
ty bridge from Industrial Instruments, Inc., Cedar Grove,
N.J. Observed resistances at 3 kHz were up to 0.4% lower 
than at 1 kHz when jR0bsd ~ 150 ohm, but the values dif
fered by <0.1% at Robsd >400 ohm. No impedance mea
surements to correct for polarization were attempted. The
3-kHz values were used to calculate A.

Viscosities were measured in six different Cannon and 
Ostwald capillary viscometers which were calibrated with 
water, benzene,' glycerol, and castor oil with efflux times 
comparable to those used in the N2226B2226 experiments. 
Temperature was measured with calibrated thermometers 
and controlled to ±0.02 °C except where noted in Table I. 
Two viscometers were used for each determination of neat 
N2226B2226 except at 0 and 10 °C. The results differed by 
<1.0% except at 20 °C where they differed by 2.0%. Aver
age values are reported in Table III. A single Cannon vis
cometer was used for each N222fiR2226-benzene mixture.
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The glass transition temperatures of binary mixtures of chloroform, dichloromethane, and trichloroethyl
ene with several Lewis bases have been measured as a function of composition. The glass transition tem
peratures of the mixtures are shown to be increased by complex formation between the chloride and the 
base, and the glass transition temperature is shown to increase with base strength. The chloroform mix
tures show the greatest effect of complex formation. A cusp is found in the composition dependence of the 
glass transition temperature Tg of mixtures of chloroform with triethylamine. The cusp is found at the 
equimolar composition. It is taken as evidence for the complete association of chloroform with triethyl
amine into a 1:1 complex at Tg. The trichloroethylene mixtures show greater effects of complex formation 
than do the dichloromethane mixtures, although evidence from the literature seems to indicate that dichlo
romethane is the stronger acid.

Introduction

Association between the components of a mixture has 
been shown to increase the viscosity1 and thereby the glass 
transition temperature.2 Recent work by Angell and co
workers3 has demonstrated the effect on the glass transi
tion of the formation of a stoichiometric ionic complex in 
electrolyte solutions. To date, however, no studies of the 
glass transition illustrating the effect of the formation of 
stoichiometric molecular complexes in nonelectrolyte solu
tions have been published. Solutions of the chlorinated hy
drocarbons are well suited to such a study. The protons of 
such hydrocarbons have been shown to be activated to hy
drogen bond formation by the attached chlorine atoms.4’5 
Formation of hydrogen-bonded association complexes be
tween chloroform (CFM) and various organic bases has 
been demonstrated by calorimetry and various spectro
scopic techniques.6 Since trichlorethylene (TCE) and di
chloromethane (DCM) have also been shown to be capable 
of serving as electron acceptors in the formation of a hydro
gen bond, such complex formation can be expected to occur 
with these materials as well. In order to examine the effect 
of this complex formation on the glass transition, the glass 
transition temperature Tg was measured as a function of 
composition for binary mixtures of CFM, TCE, and DCM 
with various electron donors.

Experimental Section

The bases chosen for study were triethylamine (TEA); 
the ethers, tetrahydrofuran (THF), diethyl ether (DEE), 
and isopropyl ether (IPE); the carbonyls, acetone, methyl 
ethyl ketone (MEK), methyl isobutyl ketone (MIK), and 
benzaldehyde (BZA); the ester, ethyl acetate (EtAC); and 
the aromatic ir donor, toluene. The sources of the materials 
are listed in Table I. All materials were of reagent grade 
with the exception of the TEA which was practical grade. 
All materials were used as received with the exception of 
acetone and TEA. Because the acetone was common labo
ratory stock dispensed from a 5-gal drum, it was dried be
fore use by stirring with Drierite, from which it was re
moved by simple distillation. The TEA was stirred for 2 h 
or more with KOH pellets from which it was removed by 
simple distillation. It was then fractionally distilled at a 20

to 1 reflux ratio in a 50 plate Penn State column. The cen
tral 80% was taken for measurement. The TEA used in the 
extrapolations to determine Tg values of the pure organic 
chlorides was purified by a simpler procedure. Samples of 
TEA were subjected to simple distillation off of KOH pel
lets. They were then refluxed with metallic potassium to 
remove water and again subjected to simple distillation. 
These samples showed Tg values agreeing to within 1 °C 
with those of TEA purified by fractional distillation. Be
cause of the tendency of the BZA to oxidize upon exposure 
to the atmosphere, fresh unopened bottles were frequently 
exchanged with bottles of the material in use. The water 
content of all the reagent material was listed by the manu
facturer as under 0.2% with the exception of the Baker 
CFM and the Mallinckrodt BZA for which no water con
tent was given.

Mixtures were prepared gravimetrically. The Tg values 
were determined by means of differential thermal analysis 
(DTA) using apparatus previously described.7 In the 
present work the strip chart recorders previously used to 
record the sample temperature T and the temperature dif
ference AT of the sample from the DTA reference material 
have been replaced by a single X-Y recorder recording AT 
on the vertical axis against T on the horizontal axis. A suit
able choice of scale was made to allow recording a 40 deg 
range of temperature around the glass transition. The Tg 
values were taken to represent the onset of the transition 
determined using the procedure of Thompson.8 They were 
found to be reproducible in the present work to within 0.3 
°C, and the absolute accuracy is estimated to be 1.5 °C. 
Absorption of water from the atmosphere during the course 
of a run was estimated to be less than 0.2% of the sample 
material b y ' weight by making the tests previously de
scribed.7

DTA measurements were carried out at a heating rate of 
12 deg/min. Samples were contained in 1-mm diameter 
melting point capillaries. In most of the measurements 
samples were vitrified by immersion of the sample capillary 
in liquid nitrogen. It was then inserted into the DTA block, 
which was maintained under liquid nitrogen. Quenching 
the sample often leads to a small exothermic peak following 
the transition.9 Because this peak sometimes became con
fused with the glass transition, making it difficult to deter-

!js
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TABLE I: Sources and Te Values of Solvents

Compound Manufacturer Tg, °C

Chloroform (CFM) 
Dichloromethane (DCM) 
Trichloroethylene (TCE) 
Triethylamine (TEA) 
Diethyl ether (DEE) 
Isopropyl ether (IPE) 
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
Acetone
Methyl ethyl ketone 

(MEK)
Methyl isobutyl ketone 

(MIK)
Ethyl acetate (EtAC) 
Benzaldehyde (BZA) 
Toluene

Baker, Mallinckrodt
Baker, Mallinckrodt
Baker, Mallinckrodt
Matheson, Eastman
Mallinckrodt
Mallinckrodt
Baker
Matheson
Mallinckrodt

Mallinckrodt

Eastman 
Mallinckrodt 
Baker

-167.3 
-170.1 
-166.9 
-170.0 

-180.6 
-171.8 
-193 ± 3 
-173 ± 2.5 
-161.8

-153.3

-155.5
-124.1
-155.9 Figure 1. Tg as a function of composition for CFM mixtures: deter

mination of the CFM T„.

mine Tg, certain samples were rapidly cooled to a point 
somewhat above Tg but well below their melting point by 
inserting them into the block at the intermediate tempera
ture. The samples were then slowly cooled through the 
glass transition by pouring liquid nitrogen directly onto the 
DTA block. Samples vitrified in this fashion demonstrated 
a very clean glass transition free of subsidiary peaks. Test 
measurements on material vitrified by both methods pro
duced Tg values agreeing to better than 1 °C.

Samples were checked for crystallinity by visual inspec
tion. Samples of material to be run by DTA were quenched 
to liquid nitrogen temperature and then removed from the 
nitrogen bath. Crystalline areas in the sample were clearly 
visible as the glass softened. In almost all cases the appear
ance of crystals under visual inspection was associated with 
a drastic decrease in the prominence of the glass transition 
in the DTA record.

The Tg values of the pure solvents are listed in Table I. 
The uncertainty in each value should be taken to be 1.5 °C 
unless otherwise indicated. This error represents mainly 
the overall uncertainty in the temperature measurement. 
The relative error among the different Tg values is much 
better than 1 °C. Of the materials listed, toluene, BZA, 
EtAC, DEE, TEA, and MIK can be vitrified as pure mate
rials, and the values listed for these materials were deter
mined as the means of many direct measurements. THF 
appears to the eye to vitrify when quenched to the temper
ature of liquid nitrogen. However, the Tg value is so close 
to liquid nitrogen temperature that the signature of the 
transition is lost in the starting transient of the DTA mea
surement, and the Tg value had to be determined by ex
trapolation. Similarly, IPE can apparently be vitrified in a 
capillary tube by quenching in liquid nitrogen. However, 
the presence of a thermocouple in the sample tube seems to 
nucleate crystallization so that no direct measurement of 
the Tg values of this material could be made. The Tg of this 
material and the rema ning solvents were determined by 
extrapolation. The Tg value for MEK is the mean of ex
trapolations in six binary mixtures of MEK with CFM, 
TCE, DCM, reagent methanol, reagent 1-propanol, and re
agent 1-butanol. In each mixture the glass transition could 
be traced to within 90 mol % of the pure MEK. The Tg of 
IPE is the mean of extrapolations in TCE and DCM mix
tures from better than 90 mol % IPE. The THF and ace
tone Tg values are the result of linear extrapolations in 
CFM and TCE binary mixtures from 85 mol % or better to

Figure 2. Tg as a function of composition for DCM mixtures: deter
mination of the DCM 7"g.

Figure 3. Tg as a function of composition for TCE mixtures: determi
nation of the TCE Tg.

pure acetone or from 75 mol % or better to pure THF.
The Tg extrapolations for the organic chlorides were 

made with particular care. The Tg value reported for TCE 
is the mean of extrapolations in binary mixtures with three 
different reagent alcohols and with TEA. Examples of 
these extrapolations are shown in Figure 1. Thé DCM value
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Figure 4. Mixtures of DEE with organic chlorides: Tq as a function of 
composition.

Mole P ercent Chloride

Figure 5. Mixtures of carbonyls with the organic chlorides: Tg as a 
function of composition.

is the mean of extrapolations in binary mixtures with tolu
ene, TEA, EtAC, and BZA (Figure 2). The CFM value is 
the mean of extrapolations in binary mixtures with toluene 
and with TEA (Figure 3).

Results
All possible combinations of chloride proton donors with 

the bases listed above were studied. Glass formation over 
wide central ranges of composition was observed even in 
those mixtures where neither pure component is by itself a 
glass former. Only in DCM-acetone mixtures and CFM- 
IPE mixtures was crystallization observed to intervene in 
the central region of composition. In the former, crystalli
zation was observed over a range of about 20% centered on 
the equimolar composition, while in the latter mixtures,

Figure 6 . Mixtures of TEA with the organic chlorides: Tg as a func
tion of composition. Arrows indicate the estimated Tg for each chlo- 
ride-TEA complex.

crystallization was observed to occur only at the equimolar 
composition.

Figures 4-6 show representative examples of the compo
sition dependence of Tg in the mixtures studied. In all 
cases but one the Tg value of the mixture lies above the 
value predicted by a linear composition dependence. In 
most mixtures this results in a well defined maximum in 
the Tg curve. The TEA mixtures are of particular interest. 
A very sharp maximum is found at 50 mol % in mixtures 
between this material and CFM. The maximum takes the 
form of a cusp in so far as the accuracy of the measure
ments allow it to be determined. A similar maximum is 
found in the DCM-TEA mixtures near 33 mol % DCM. In 
this case these data indicate definite rounding at the peak. 
The TCE-TEA mixtures display a very rounded maxi
mum, near the 50 mol % point.

An excess glass temperature Te may be defined as the 
difference between the observed Tg and that predicted as
suming a linear variation of Tg with molar composition. 
Regularities in the data appear when this Te is plotted 
against composition as in Figures 7-9. In all mixtures ex
cept that between toluene and DCM the Te value shows a 
maximum. TEA and BZA mixtures have not been included 
in these figures. TEA attains maximum Te values of 19, 15, 
and 12 °C in the CFM, TCE, and DCM mixtures, respec
tively. BZA shows a maximum comparable in shape to that 
of the other carbonyls and attains a maximum Te of 11, 3.5, 
and 2 °C in the CFM, TCE, and DCM mixtures, respec
tively. In mixtures with each proton donor the Te value is 
approximately the same for each class of base. The Te
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Figure 7. Excess glass temperature as a function of composition: 
CFM mixtures. The numeral on each curve indicates the second 
component of the mixture as follows: 1, DEE; 2, THF; 3, IPE; 4, ace
tone; 5, MEK; 6, MIK; 7, E:Ac; and 8, toluene.

Figure 8. Excess glass temperature as a function of composition: 
DCM mixtures. The numeral on each curve indicates the second 
component of the mixture as in Figure 7.

value is greatest in size when the base is TEA or an ether. 
The carbonyls, including BZA and EtAC, show a generally 
smaller Te value. The Te maximum is smallest in size for 
toluene, and toluene in fact exhibits a Te minimum rather 
than a maximum in the DCM mixtures. In the DCM mix
tures (with the exception of the TEA-DCM mixture) and 
in the TCE mixtures the position of the Te maximum is 
very nearly at the equimolar composition, while among the 
CFM mixtures the Te maximum lies at almost exactly 66 
mol % CFM in mixtures with the carbonyls and in the 
range 55-60 mol % CFM in mixtures with ethers.

Besides using the listed bases we have studied mixtures

Figure 9. Excess glass temperature as a function of composition: 
TCE mixtures. The numeral on each curve indicates the second 
component of the mixture as in Figure 7.

of the organic chlorides with pyridine and cyclohexanone. 
We found again a broad central range of glass formation in 
each of these mixtures. We have not included these data in 
present study because we have not been able to make a reli
able determination of the glass point of the pure base. We 
have also investigated mixtures of CFM with dimethyl sulf
oxide and with p-dioxane. In these mixtures we observed 
glass formation only in a 40% molar range of composition 
centered on the 60 mol % CFM point.

Discussion

We believe that the maxima observed in the excess glass 
temperature in these mixtures are due to the formation of 
hydrogen-bonded association complexes between the chlo
ride and the base. The Te value at the maximum correlates 
with published values10-15 of the excess enthalpy of mixing 
at the equimolar composition. In Figure 10 this correlation 
is shown for the CFM mixtures; the Te value at the maxi
mum is found to increase more or less linearly with excess 
enthalpy. In these systems the major contribution to the 
enthalpy of mixing is believed to be the energy released 
upon formation of the hydrogen bond of the complex.16-19 
The correlation therefore indicates that the Te value in
creases in size with the stability of the complex. The Te 
value is also found to correlate with infrared measures of 
base strength. The shift Ai/S in the phenol O-H stretching 
frequency upon formation of a hydrogen bond to a particu
lar base has been shown to correlate with base strength.20 
Accordingly we have plotted in Figure 11 the observed 
maximum Te value for mixtures with a particular base 
against the base strength as measured by the Ava for the 
hydrogen bond formed by that base with phenol in CC14 at 
20 °C as tabulated by Murthy and Rao.21 Again we find 
that Te increases with base strength and a least-squares fit 
of a straight line to the data points leads to a correlation 
coefficient greater than 0.9.

Trends in tabulated22 Tg values indicate that a positive 
Te is to be expected as a result of the formation of molecu
lar complexes. The Tg values of homologous liquids in gen-
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-H m (KJ/mole)

Figure 10. Peak excess glass temperature in relation to the equimo
lar excess enthalpy of mixing: CFM mixtures. The numeral at each 
point indicates the second component of the mixture as in Figure 7 
(9, TEA).

Figure 10(10, BZA).

eral increase with molecular size. Since the free energy re
lease upon formation of a complex can be shown to be large 
in comparison with the thermal energy at the glass point, 
most of the molecules in solution capable of participating

in complex formation can be expected to do so. Such com
plexes once formed can be expected to live a long time in 
comparison with the mean time between molecular colli
sions. The creation of larger molecular units will then have 
the effect of increasing Ts.

The cusp found in the Tg curve for the CFM-TEA mix
tures strongly suggests that we are observing virtually com
plete association between CFM and TEA. That the associa
tion is in the form of a 1:1 complex is indicated by the oc
currence of the cusp at the 50 mol % composition. The cusp 
appears because the character of the mixture changes 
sharply at the 50 mol % point. If association is complete the 
species in solution change from TEA plus complex to CFM 
plus complex at the 50 mol % point. The conclusion that as
sociation is virtually complete in these mixtures is support
ed by the NMR measurements of Wiley and Miller.23 
These authors report the enthalpy AH of formation of the 
CFM-TEA hydrogen bond to be —17.0 kJ/mol and the en
tropy change to be —63.6 J/mol deg at room temperature. If 
these values are assumed to be temperature independent, 
the free energy change upon bonding at the cusp tempera
ture must be —9.1 kJ/mol implying an association constant 
K  of 6900 (mole fraction)-1  at this temperature. This K  
value implies that complex formation is almost 99% com
plete at the cusp temperature. Accordingly we believe that 
we are observing complete CFM-TEA association and that 
the cusp temperature of —149 °C represents the Tg value of 
the complex.

The rounding of the peak in the DCM-TEA mixtures 
suggests that association in these mixtures is not complete. 
The position of the maximum indicates the formation of a 
2:1 complex representing the bonding of TEA molecule to 
each of the two DCM protons. The intersection points of 
quadratic curves fit to the two sides of the maximum lead 
to an estimate —157 °C as the Tg value of this complex as 
shown in Figure 6.

The Tg maximum in the TEA-TCE mixtures occurs at a 
point near 50 mol % TCE, which indicates formation of a 
1:1 complex. The pronounced rounding of the maximum in 
these mixtures suggests that complex formation is far from 
completion. This conclusion is consistent with the weak
ness of TCE as a proton donor.4’5

The fact that the carbonyls and ethers show a Te maxi
mum in the CFM mixtures near 60 mol % CFM suggests 
that the formation of a 2:1 CFM:base bicomplex is the pre
dominant mode of association in these mixtures. The for
mation of such a bicomplex between CFM and acetone, in 
which two CFM molecules are most likely directly bonded 
to each acetone oxygen, has been reported by several au
thors.12’24-27 Since an ether is in general a stronger base 
than a carbonyl,20 bicomplex formation of this type can be 
expected in ether mixtures as well.

Among the DCM mixtures with an oxygen carrying base, 
the Te maximum occurs at the 50 mol % composition. DCM 
is known to be a rather strong proton donor, although 
weaker than CFM.28 Since each oxygen atom has two pro
ton acceptor sites, and each DCM molecule can donate two 
protons to a bond, chainwise association with DCM and 
base serving as alternate links in the chain should be possi
ble. The bond entropy and enthalpy for the DCM-acetone 
bond given by Pang and Ng29 imply association very nearly 
as extensive as in the CFM mixtures at the glass tempera
ture. Therefore the presumed association chains should 
grow very long as the equimolar composition is approached. 
The Gibbs-DiMarzio theory of the glass transition in long
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chain polymers30 should describe the effect of this chain 
growth qualitatively.31 This theory predicts a steep initial 
rise in Tg leading to large increases in Tg as chains form 
from the monomer. Because the Te values in the DCM mix
tures are smaller than in the CFM mixtures where this sort 
of chain formation cannot occur, we doubt that chain for
mation occurs in the DCM mixtures. We believe that the 
position of the Te peak near the equimolar composition in
dicates the formation of a 1:1 complex with a single DCM 
molecule bound to a single base. Bond angles should pre
vent the formation of a second hydrogen bond between the 
two molecules. The hydrogen atom in a bond seldom de
viates far from the line connecting the two atoms bound to
gether,32 and bond angles at the hydrogen are seldom 
smaller than 150°. For the two DCM protons to occupy 
both acceptor sites on the oxygen atom would require a 
C -H -0  bond angle of about 71° in each bond. Further evi
dence that one DCM proton is free in the 1:1 complex is the 
fact that the Te peak occurs at compositions slightly poorer 
in the DCM than 50 mol % among the ether mixtures. This 
indicates a small amount of bicomplex formation with a 
single DCM molecule binding two ether molecules. The 
presence of the bicomplex shows that one DCM proton is 
free in the 1:1 complex to bind a second molecule.

The effect of complex formation on the glass transition is 
most easily understood in terms of its effect on the entropy 
of the mixture. There is increasing evidence33’34 that the 
occurrence of the glass transition is due to the decrease of 
configurational entropy associated with structural rear
rangements in the liquid. Complex formation in the mix
tures investigated in the present work produces negative 
excess entropies of mixing whose composition dependence 
runs generally parallel to that of the excess enthalpy of 
mixing. Much of the entropy loss upon formation of a com
plex must be configurational as the molecules associating 
lose the ability to move independently of each other. A fur
ther loss in configurational entropy must arise from the in
crease in the so-called “ physical interactions” 35 produced 
by association. The materials that we are concerned with 
here are highly polar with electric dipole moments of the 
order of 1 to 2 D .36 The combination of these moments can 
be expected to lead to a complex having a large dipole mo
ment, which will be further increased by the dipole mo
ment enhancement known to occur upon formation of a hy
drogen bond.37' 39 The increased cohesion produced by 
these larger dipole moments will lead to a loss of both 
translational and rotational freedom among the molecules 
of the mixture producing a loss of entropy.

The temperature at which the glass transition is ob
served will depend upon the rate of decrease of the remain
ing configurational entropy with temperature, that is, upon 
the liquid-glass specific heat difference ACp. If association 
does not produce a large decrease in ACP, complex forma
tion must increase Tg. Conversely, the observed increase in 
Tg implies that ACP must vary little with composition. This 
point is accessible to test, for the size of ACP determines 
the magnitude of the DTA signature of the glass transition. 
Although we can make no quantitative measurements of 
the size of ACP with our present apparatus, we observe no 
dramatic variation in the size of the DTA signal with com
position. Further measurements to confirm the constancy 
ACP would nevertheless be important to make.

Our results indicate that Te correlates with the binding 
energy of the association complex formed in the mixture. 
The size of Te implies the following order in proton donat

ing power; CFM > TCE > DCM. We have previously found 
the same order in mixtures of these chlorides with the nor
mal alcohols.7 The position of TCE in this series seems to 
be anomalous. Trew and Watkins40 report excess enthal
pies of mixing in TCE-acetone mixtures that are about 
one-half as great as the values given by Findlay and Kavan- 
agh41 for DCM-acetone mixtures. The weakness of TCE as 
a proton donor is further shown by the lack of maximum 
boiling azeotropes with this material. The tabulation of 
Lecat42 lists only a single such azeotrope, that between 
TCE and ethylal, which boils within 1.5 °C o f TCE, while 
the bases which give maximum boiling mixtures with DCM 
span a range of about 15 °C about the DCM boiling point. 
These data indicate that TCE is in fact a much weaker pro
ton donor than DCM, although it shows larger Te values. 
This anomaly is very difficult to explain in terms of molec
ular interactions. Consideration of the configurational en
tropy, however, suggests that the large Te values of TCE 
may be due to an unusually large ACP values in its mix
tures. As our present data give only a very qualitative esti
mate of ACP, it would be interesting to obtain additional 
calometric data to test this suggestion. We are grateful to 
the referee who suggested this possible resolution of the 
anomaly.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the formation of hydrogen 

bonded complexes between organic chlorides and various 
bases produces an increase in the glass transition tempera
ture of the solution. For a particular chloride the Tg value 
increases with the strength of the bond, but the size of the 
increase for different-chlorides and the same base is related 
in no obvious fashion to the bonding power of the chloride.
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Reactions of Cation Radicals of EE Systems. IV. The Kinetics and Mechanism of the 
Homogeneous and the Electrocatalyzed Reaction of the Cation 
Radical of 9,10-Diphenylanthracene with Hydrogen Sulfide1

John F. Evans and Henry N. Blount*

Brown Chemical Laboratory, The University o f Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19711 (Received October 17, 1975)

Potential step spectroelectrochemical studies of the reaction of H2S with electrogenerated DPA-+ at Pt- 
OTE’s on which PtS has been anodically formed prior to the pulsed experiment shows unusually fast con
sumption of cation radical during the initial stages of the pulse. Similar experiments using electrodes on 
which PtS has not been formed as well as those on which PtS has been formed and then cathodically dis
charged do not give rise to this behavior. On the basis of these experiments, it is concluded that H2S is ad
sorbed onto PtS where it reacts with electrogenerated DPA-+ and further, that the adsorption process is 
kinetically slow. Open circuit relaxation spectroelectrochemical experiments of varying pulse duration 
show that the consumption of DPA-+ is initially a zero-order process involving H2S adsorbed onto the PtS 
surface and, as this adsorbed material is depleted, the consumption of DPA-+ becomes a second-order pro
cess. In concert with the potential step experiments, these pulse time studies show the parallel nature of 
the heterogeneous and homogeneous reaction pathways. The zero-order rate constant for the heterogene
ous process was evaluated from pulse relaxation experiments (by extrapolation to zero pulse duration) to 
be 1.51(±0.05) X 10“ 2 M s_1. The bimolecular rate constant for the homogeneous process was evaluated 
from potential step and pulsed relaxation spectroelectrochemical measurements and stopped-flow kinetic 
spectrophotometry to be 6.6(±1.2) M-1 s_1.

Introduction

Reactions of the cation radical derived from 9,10-diphen- 
ylanthracene (DPA), a representative EE system,2 have 
been addressed in several recent studies in these3-6 and 
other7-12 laboratories. These investigations have shown 
that reactions of this cation radical (DPA-+) with various 
nucleophiles afford both addition and electron transfer 
products. In the course of examining the reactivity of vari
ous such “ hard” and “ soft” nucleophiles22 with DPA*+, the 
reaction of this cation radical with hydrogen sulfide was in
vestigated.

It has recently been found that the oxidation of H2S at 
platinum electrodes in acetonitrile solutions gives rise to 
the formation of platinum sulfide surfaces on these elec
trodes.23 In view of this, the mechanistic role of these anod
ically modified surfaces in reactions of electrogenerated 
DPA-+ with H2S was examined. In order to clearly delin
eate the extent of participation of the platinum sulfide sur

face in the reaction of DPA-+ with H2S, parallel experi
ments utilizing stopped-flow kinetic techniques were con
ducted. This paper reports the results of these studies 
which afford the first spectroelectrochemical24 observation 
of an electrocatalyzed reaction.

Experimental Section
The sources of and purification procedures for acetoni

trile, DPA, tetraethylammonium perchlorate (TEAP), and 
hydrogen sulfide have already been reported.23 The test 
electrodes used in this work were vapor deposited platinum 
optically transparent electrodes (OTE) prepared after the 
manner of von Benken and Kuwana25 and platinum sulfide 
OTE’s prepared by anodic oxidation of platinum OTE’s as 
previously reported.23 These electrodes were incorporated 
into an electrochemical cell of a type which has been pre
viously described.26 The potentiostat used in this work was 
similar in design to that reported by Pilla.27 The spectroe
lectrochemical apparatus has also been described.26
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Stopped-flow experiments employed a Durrum Model 
D-110B stopped-flow kinetic spectrophotometer. In these 
experiments, DPA*+ was electrogenerated in an electro
chemical cell external to the stopped-flow apparatus by the 
controlled potential (E = +1.40 V) electrolysis of acetoni
trile solutions of 0.10 M TEAP and the requisite concentra
tion of DPA. These partially electrolyzed solutions were 
transferred via a closed system to one of the drive syringes 
of the stopped-flow spectrophotometer. The remaining 
drive syringe was filled with an acetonitrile solution con
taining 0.10 M TEAP and the desired concentration of hy
drogen sulfide.28 Solutions of this latter reagent were pre
pared and assayed in the manner previously reported.29

A dedicated NOVA 1200 computer system (Data General 
Corp.) was used to control both spectroelectrochemical and 
stopped-flow kinetic reactors, as well as to acquire and re
duce the data therefrom. The wavelength employed for all 
kinetic spectrophotometry was the Xmax of DPA-+, 653.0 
nm.30 All kinetic experiments were conducted at 25.0(±0.2) 
°C. All electrode potentials are reported relative to the 
aqueous saturated calcmel electrode.

The stoichiometry of the reaction of DPA-+ with H2S 
was determined by measuring the amount of DPA pro
duced relative to the amount of DPA-+ consumed. These 
measurements were effected by monitoring the absorbance 
of DPA at 392.5 nm and indicated that 97(±3)% of the 
DPA-+ consumed was reduced to DPA by the action of 
H2S.31 Following macroscale reaction of electrogenerated 
DPA-+ with either gaseous H2S or H2S-saturated acetoni
trile, the solvent was removed under vacuum and the resi
due extracted first with cold benzene and then with water 
to remove DPA and TEAP, respectively. The remaining 
residue was determined by mass spectral measurements to 
be oligomeric elemental sulfur containing up to eight 
atoms.

Results
The stoichiometry observed in this study reaffirms the 

electron transfer character of this reaction as originally re
ported by Sioda.20 That such an electron transfer process 
occurs following the selective oxidation of DPA in the pres
ence of H2S is a manifestation of the relative magnitudes of 
the thermodynamically reversible electrode potentials (E° ) 
of the two couples vis-a-vis the relative magnitudes of the 
observed discharge potentials of these redox couples. The 
potential at which H2S undergoes oxidation is shifted ano- 
dically upon oxidative modification of the electrode surface 
(PtS formation)23 whereas that of DPA is not as is shown in 
Figure 1 . Cathodic discharge of this modified surface re
sults in the return of the initial voltammetric response ob
served at pristeen platinum.23

Single Potential Step Spectroelectrochemistry. Utiliz
ing this technique, the kinetics of the reaction of DPA-+ 
with H2S were monitored by the in situ measurement of 
the time-dependent absorbance of the cation radical as the 
potential of the optically transparent electrode was stepped 
from a value (+0.60 V) at which the oxidation of DPA (eq 
1) does not occur to a value (+1.40 V) at which this process

DPA — DPA-+ + e~ (1)

2DPA-+ + H2S — 2DPA + S + 2H+ (2)
proceeds at a diffusion-controlled rate.32 At pristeen plati
num surfaces (free of PtS) the reaction between DPA-+ and 
H2S was observed to be first order in each reactant over a 
wide range of concentrations as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Anodic voltammetric behavior of acetonitrile solution con
taining 1.0 mM DPA, 0.50 mM H2S, and 0.10 M TEAP at (A) pristeen 
platinum and (B) platinum sulfide electrodes. Sweep rate =  0.10 
V/s, electrode area =  0.36 cm2.

Figure 2. Dynamic single potential step spectroelectrochemical re
sponse for the DPA-H2S system at pristeen platinum electrodes. 
Solid line represents theoretical response predicted for totally re-

Jenerative system.32 Symbols mark experimental data: ■ , [H2S ]/ 
DPA] =  28.0 ([DPA] =  1.05 mM); • ,  [H2S]/[DPA] =  62.1 ([DPA] 

=  1.13 mM); A, [H2S]/[DPA] =  93.7 ([DPA] =  1.13 mM). TEAP 
present at 0.20 M in all cases. Bimolecular rate constant, k, is that 
given in eq 8 . Cz is the molar concentration of H2S.

It has been shown32 that for totally regenerative systems 
such as that represented by eq 1 and 2, the absorbance of 
the product of the electrode reaction (DPA-+) achieves a 
steady-state value at sufficiently long times of measure
ment, namely

lim A opA .+(X ,i) = A d p a .+(X)ss =

¿d p a .+ (X )P d p a 1/2C °dpa

(feC°H2s )1/2 }

which is valid if the bulk concentration of H2S, C °h2s , ex
ceeds that of DPA, C °d p a , by an amount sufficient to en
sure pseudo-first-order reaction conditions. Time indepen
dent absorbances predicted by eq 3 were manifest in this 
present study at both pristeen platinum and platinum sul
fide surfaces. Representative behavior is shown in Figure 3.

When single potential step spectroelectrochemical exper
iments were carried out on anodically formed PtS surfaces, 
transient absorbance-time behavior was observed which 
was extremely dissimilar to that seen when pristeen plati
num surfaces were used. Immediately upon application of 
the potential step perturbation to the platinum sulfide sur-
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TIME, sec

Figure 3. Steady-state single potential step spectroelectrochemical 
response observed for DPA-H2S systems: (curve A) [DPA] =  1.13 
mM, [H2S] =  106. mM, pristeen platinum electrode; (curve B) 
[DPA] = 1.05 mM, [H2S] =  29.5 mM, platinum sulfide electrode; 
(curve C) [DPA] =  1.05 mM, [H2S] =  15.5 mM, platinum sulfide 
electrode. TEAP present at 0.20 M in all cases.

Figure 4. Dynamic single potential step spectroelectrochemical re
sponse for the DPA-H2S system at platinum sulfide electrodes 
showing initial rapid consumption of DPA-+. Solid line represents 
theoretical response predicted for totally regenerative system.32 

Symbols mark experimental data: ■ , [H2S]/[DPA] =  28.0 ([DPA] 
=  1.05 mM); ▲, [H2S]/[DPA] =  93.7 ([DPA] =  1.13 mM). TEAP 
present at 0.20 M in all cases. Bimclecular rate constant, k, is that 
given in eq 8 . Cz is the molar concentration of H2S.

face, the absorbance of DPA-~ was abnormally low but 
grew with time to coalesce with the dynamic response ob
served at pristeen platinum. This behavior, shown in Fig
ure 4, indicates a rapid consumption of DPA*+ immediately 
following potential step perturbation due to a local excess 
of reducing agent (H2S) in intimate proximity to the elec
trode. The coincidence of the longer time behavior reflects 
a surface-dependent phenomenon which decreases in sig
nificance with time and is not recurrent during the poten
tial step. If, however, the solution is stirred or sufficient 
time allowed between potential step experiments to permit 
reequilibration of the PtS surface, then reproducible short- 
time, rapid consumption of DPA-+ upon application of the 
potential step is again observed. The necessity of the anod- 
ically modified surface to the short-time behavior was dem
onstrated by reductively discharging the PtS at —0.70 V 
and then repeating the potential step oxidation DPA. The 
time-dependent normalized absorbance noted in such cases 
was identical with that observed at nonmodified platinum 
(Figure 2).

TABLE I: Kinetic Data for the Reaction of the DPA Cation 
Radical with Hydrogen Sulfide Determined by Single 
Potential Step Spectroelectrochemistry

Electrode
surface

Method of 
evaluation

KPfDPAJ,
M

103[H2S],
M k,A M“ 1 s“ 1

Pt SPS“ 1.05 29.5 5.27(±0.78)
Pt SPS 1.13 70.2 7.62(±0.81)
Pt SPS 1.13 106 6.85(±0.68)
PtS SPS* 1.05 29.5 6.35(±0.24)
PtS SPS 1.13 70.2 6.92(±0.77)
PtS SPS 1.13 106 6.84(±0.86)
Pt SPS/SSC 1.05 15.5 4.42(±0.38)
Pt SPS/SS 1.05 29.5 4.58(±0.35)
Pt SPS/SS 1.13 70.2 6.35(±0.38)
Pt SPS/SS 1.13 106 6.36(±0.31)
PtS SPS/SS 1.05 15.5 4.11(±0.69)
PtS SPS/SS 1.05 29.5 4.56(±0.67)
PtS SPS/SS 1.13 70.2 6.56(±0.62)
PtS SPS/SS 1.13 106 6.21(±0.39)

0 Single potential step (SPS) dynamic response. * Single poten-
tial step dynamic response following decay of surface reaction (see 
Figure 4). c Single potential step steady state response according 
to eq 3. d Bimolecular rate constant (eq 8).

Figure 5. Open circuit relaxation spectroelectrochemical behavior 
of DPA-H2S system following pulse of short duration at platinum 
sulfide electrode: r  =  0.100 s, [DPA] = 1.05 mM, [H2S] = 29.5 
mM, [TEAP] =  0.20 M, coefficient of correlation =  —0.9726.

Kinetic parameters obtained from single potential step 
measurements at pristeen platinum, steady-state measure
ments at both pristeen platinum and platinum sulfide, and 
single potential step measurements at platinum sulfide sur
faces following the decay of the surface phenomenon are 
summarized in Table I. In all cases, the rate of reaction was 
seen to be independent of DPA concentration.

Open Circuit Relaxation Spectroelectrochemistry. The 
utility of this technique of examining the reactions of elec
trogenerated species has already been demonstrated.12’33“35 
This experimental method utilizes a potential step pertur
bation of controlled duration followed by disconnection of 
the working electrode thereby allowing the system to relax 
without electrolysis.33 In the present study this technique 
afforded a unique way of probing the nature of the surface- 
associated reaction occurring at the onset of the potential 
step oxidation of DPA at platinum sulfide surfaces. Choice 
of short pulse times permits examination of the surface re
action under relaxation conditions while the relaxation be-
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TIME,sec

Figure 6 . Open circuit relaxation spectroelectrochemical behavior 
of CPA-H2S system following pulse of long duration at platinum sul
fide electrode: r  =  10.0 s, [DPA] =  1.05 mM, [H2S] =  29.5 mM, 
[TEAP] = 0.20 M, coefficient of correlation =  —0.9868.

cuit relaxation spectroelectrochemistry at platinum sulfide elec
trodes: [DPA] =  1.05 mM, [H2S] = 29.5 mM, [TEAP] = 0.20 M.

havior following pulses of longer duration chiefly reflects 
the “ bulk” reaction. Under open circuit relaxation condi
tions following short duration pulses at platinum sulfide 
surfaces, the decay of the absorbance of DPA-+ was essen
tially linear with time indicating a predominantly zero 
order consumption of DPA-+ as shown in Figure 5. When 
pulses of considerably longer duration were employed, a 
first-order consumption of DPA-+ was in evidence during 
open circuit relaxation. Representative data are shown in 
Figure 6. As the pulse time, r, was varied from 0.100 to 10.0 
s, the apparent first-order rate constant for the consump
tion of DPA-+ decreased with increasing pulse duration, 
reaching an invariant value at r > 1 s as shown in Figure 7. 
The attendant uncertainty in the fit of the data to first- 
order behavior also decreased with increased pulse dura
tion, corresponding to increased predominance of the first- 
order process.36 Kinetic parameters derived from open cir
cuit relaxation behavior following long duration pulses (r > 
2 s) at platinum sulfide electrodes are shown in Table II.

Stopped-Flow Kinetic Spectrophotometry. In order to 
determine the degree to which the open circuit relaxation 
kinetic behavior following pulses of long duration at plati

TABLE II: Kinetic Data for the Reaction of the DPA Cation 
Radical with Hydrogen Sulfide Determined by Open Circuit 
Relaxation at Platinum Sulfide Electrodes*

103[DPA],M 103[H2S], M k f M - ' s - '

1.05 29.5 8.56(±0.56)
1.13 70.2 5.99(±0.19)
1.13 106 6.67(±0.52)

° r > 2 s. bBimolecular rate constant (eq 8).

TABLE III: Kinetic Data for the Reaction of the DPA Cation 
Radical with Hydrogen Sulfide Determined by Stopped-Flow
Kinetic Spectrophotometry

104[DPA],'3 M 103[H2S], M k,b M 1 s 1

4.96 140 5.62(±0.70)
4.96 82.5 7.38(±0.33)
4.96 69.6 8.55(±0.25)
1.40 88.0 6.42(±0.25)
0.50 69.6 7.71(±0.46)
0.50 27.3 5.60(±0.99)

° [DPA-+]o =  5 X K) 5 M in all experiments. b Bimolecular rate 
constant (eq 8).

num sulfide surfaces and single potential step experiments 
at pristeen platinum electrodes reflect the reaction of 
DPA-+ with H2S wherein the electrode per se is not a direct 
participant, the homogeneous reaction of DPA-+ with H2S 
was examined via stopped-flow kinetic spectrophotometry. 
Over a tenfold range of DPA-+/H 2S concentration ratios, 
the reaction was observed to be the first order in both cat
ion radical and hydrogen sulfide, and independent of DPA. 
The results of these experiments are shown in Table III.

Discussion

The Bulk Reaction. The coincidence with theory32 of 
both the transient and the steady-state absorbance behav
ior of DPA-+, electrogenerated in the presence of H2S, is in
dicative of a totally regenerative process in which the ini
tial encounter of DPA-+ with reducing agent is rate deter
mining. Since the conversion of H2S to elemental sulfur re
quires the release of two electrons per molecule of H2S oxi
dized, participation in the reaction sequence by a second 
DPA-+ is implied.37 Incorporation of this implication into a 
mechanism consistent with the observed kinetics and reac
tion products suggests the following reaction sequence

DPA -* DPA-+ + e_ (1 )

DPA-+ + H2S -► DPA(SH2).+ (4)

DPA(SH2).+ + B — DPA(SH)- + BH+ (5) 

DPA(SH). + DPA.+ — DPA(SH)+ + DPA (6) 

DPA(SH)+ + B -*■ DPA + S + BH+ (7)

where eq 4 is rate determining and B represents a general 
base38 present in the acetonitrile solution.39-40 Solution of 
the kinetic equations describing the processes embodied in 
eq 4-7 affords the rate law,

d[DPA.+]/df = —2fc[DPA-+][H2S] (8)

Alternatively, bond formation may not occur in the rate
determining step (eq 4) and a mechanism of the following 
form may be tenable:
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DPA-+ + H2S DPA + H2S-+ (9)

H2S-+ + B — HS- • BH+ (10)

HS- • BH+ + DPA-+ -*■ DPA + S + BH+ (11)

where eq 9 represents the rate-determining step. The over
all reaction stoichiometry is maintained in this scheme, and 
with the stipulation that HS--BH+ is more reactive than 
H2S toward DPA-+, this reaction sequence also gives rise to 
the rate law expressed in eq 8.

The applicability of either of these mechanistic path
ways and the attendant rate law is demonstrated by the re
sults derived from the three kinetic techniques shown in 
Tables I, II, and III. That single potential step spectroelec- 
trochemical measurements at pristeen platinum electrodes 
as well as long time open circuit relaxation and potential 
step measurements at platinum sulfide electrodes reflect 
the “ bulk” process is shown by the agreement of the kinetic 
parameters arising from these electrochemical techniques 
(Tables I and II) with those determined via a purely homo
geneous method (stopped flow; Table III). For 143 observa
tions utilizing the three kinetic methodologies, the compos
ite second-order rate constant (eq 8) was evaluated to be 
6.6(±1.2) M_1 s-1.

The Surface Reaction. In considering the anomalously 
fast consumption of DPA-+ generated at the modified sur
face, it is necessary to characterize the nature of this ancil
lary reaction. There is a high local excess of nucleophile at 
the electrode surface which reacts with the DPA-+ pro
duced in the initial stages of the pulse perturbation. Clear
ly this is not simply H2S adsorbed onto platinum since the 
anomalous kinetic effect is observed only after anodic mod
ification of the electrode. The possibility of the PtS per se 
being the highly active reducing agent must also be consid
ered. If this were the case, the PtS would be expended in 
reaction with DPA-+ which would reduce the PtS, thereby 
eliminating this heterogeneous reaction pathway. That this 
is not the case is shown both (a) by the presence of the ca
thodic wave for the reduction of the PtS surface (—0.70 V) 
following a potential step experiment yielding data of the 
type shown in Figure 4, and (b) by the reversible nature of 
the catalytic phenomenon. That is, when the solution is ei
ther stirred or allowed to stand for some time following the 
potential step experiment (ca. 60-100 s) to restore the ini
tial conditions of the system (i.e., homogeneous distribu
tion of the precursor; CDPA(Iio) =  C ° d p a )> a subsequent po
tential step spectroelectrochemical experiment again gives 
rise to this fast initial consumption of DPA-+. The contin
ual repeatability of this sequence is indicative of adsorp
tion of H2S onto the PtS surface and reaction therefrom, 
rather than reaction of the PtS layer.

Hydrogen sulfide is well known to be strongly adsorbed 
on platinum surfaces.41-43 Yet on pristeen platinum, it is 
not as reactive toward DPA-+ as it is on the PtS surface. 
Even though the PtS is not consumed in the reaction of the 
adsorbed H2S with electrogenerated DPA-+, it nonetheless 
participates in the reaction as a specifically active surface 
for the process in question. This kinetic demeanor may well 
be an effect of a preferred molecular orientation of H2S in 
the adsorbed state on PtS that renders it more reactive 
than the corresponding orientation in the adsorbed state 
on platinum.

In this work the bulk concentration of H2S exceeded that 
of DPA by as much as 100-fold. It seems reasonable, then,

to ask why H2S, present in this much greater concentra
tion, is not readsorbed from solution as the originally ad
sorbed material reacts. The most probable answer to this is 
that the adsorption of H2S onto PtS is a kinetically slow 
process. Such slow adsorption processes are known44’45 and 
this phenomenon is substantiated in this case by the time 
required between potential step experiments to reestablish 
the conditions for initial fast reaction.

We are now addressing two reaction pathways which can 
be represented as

DPA-+ + H2Sads -*• products (12)

DPA-+ + H2Ssoiv —>■ products (13)

where H2Saas and H2Ssoiv represent the adsorbed and sol
vated H2S molecules, respectively. The surface reaction (eq
12) is of decreasing importance to the overall consumption 
of DPA-+ as the adsorbed H2S is reacted. If one assumes a 
limiting sequential model for these two pathways, namely, 
that the adsorbed H2S reacts before the solvated H2S as is 
suggested by the behavior shown in Figure 4, then the time 
required to generate sufficient DPA-+ to strip the surface 
of adsorbed H2S and consequently, the time at which the 
reaction pathway described by eq 12 becomes inoperative, 
can be calculated from elementary considerations. Taking 
the distance between centers of adsorbed H2S molecules41 
to be 4.5 A, one calculates the surface excess, r^ s , for mo
nolayer coverage to be 8.2 X 10~10 mol/cm2. From the 
working electrode area of 0.36 cm2, one further calculates 
that for 9 = 1.0, 3.0 X 10~10 mol of H2S is in the adsorbed 
state. On the basis of the stoichiometry given in eq 2, twice 
this amount of DPA-+ or 6.0 X 10-10 mol of the cation radi
cal must be generated for complete reaction with the ad
sorbed hydrogen sulfide. In a 1.0 mM solution of DPA, the 
time required for generation of the requisite amount of cat
ion radical is calculated from an integrated form of the 
Cottrell equation and a knowledge of the diffusion coeffi
cient of DPA in this medium11 to be ca. 175 ms.

In order to evaluate the extent to which this limiting 
model of “ adsorbed H2S reacting first” holds, open circuit 
relaxation spectroelectrochemical experiments were carried 
out on composite DPA-H2S systems. At pulse times, r, 
short compared to the calculated time, fCaicd. necessary for 
the production of the amoun; of DPA-+ required for com
plete reaction of the adsorbed H2S, the observed relaxation 
kinetics should primarily reflect the heterogeneous reac
tion. However, when r »  f caicd» the observed relaxation ki
netics should mirror the homogeneous process.

While the first-order rate constant for the homogeneous 
reaction of DPA-+ achieves a constant value when the bulk 
reaction prevails (Figure 7), the corresponding zero-order 
treatment of the observed kinetic data should not give rise 
to invariant values of the zero-order rate constant (kg) at 
short pulse duration. Rather the zero-order rate constant 
embodies the activity of the adsorbed hydrogen sulfide and 
this parameter changes with surface coverage. Assuming 
dominance of the heterogeneous reaction, the adsorbed 
layer is being removed with a t dependence in reaction with 
DPA-+ which, in turn, is being generated with a i 1/2 depen
dence. This means that the observed zero-order rate con
stant should be approximately linear in r1/2, and extrapola
tion to r = 0 affords a measure of kg&t 9 = 1.0. This r1/2 de
pendence and attendant extrapolation are shown in Figure 
8 and afford a kg value at r = 0 of 1.51(±0.05) X 10~2 M
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Figure 8 . Pulse duration dependence of zero-order rate constant de
rived from open circuit relaxation spectroelectrochemical experi
ments for the reaction of DPA-+ with adsorbed H2S at platinum sul
fide electrodes: ■ , [H2S]/[DPA] =  28.0 ([DPA] =  1.05 mM); A, 
[H2S]/[DPA] =  62.1 ([DPA] =  1.13 mM); A, [H2S]/[DPA] =  93.7 
([DPA] = 1.13 m M). TEAP present at 0.20 M in all cases.

From Figure 7, the pulse time corresponding to realiza
tion of a clean first-order decay of cation radical (second 
order overall) for relaxation experiments is approximately 
1 s. Correspondingly, the time at which the expected sec
ond-order kinetic behavior (first order in radical ion) mani
fests itself during potential step experiments can be seen 
from Figure 4 to be approximately 2 s. The prolonged peri
od required for the surface process to become an insignifi
cant contributor to the observed kinetic behavior of this 
system provides clear indication of the parallel nature of 
the heterogeneous and homogeneous processes, rather than 
a stepwise “ adsorbed first, solvated next” reaction se
quence. The parallel nature of these processes is further 
supported by the data ensuing from the short pulse dura
tion, open circuit relaxation experiments. Close examina
tion of Figure 5 reveals some curvature present in this zero- 
order plot, and this is taken as indication of a higher order 
contribution to the observed kinetics even for cases of short 
pulse duration.

Upon cursory examination, it would seem that the short 
time behavior reflected in Figure 4 could be simulated in a 
straightforward fashion.34 Such is not the case because of 
the necessity of knowing the adsorption isotherm for H2S 
on PtS which dictates the functional dependence of kg on 8. 
Assuming a linear isotherm, a [1 — (f/icaicd)1̂2] consump
tion of H2Sac)s, and parallel nature of the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous processes, an approximate fit to the behav
ior shown in Figure 4 has been achieved. Although kinetic 
parameters in agreement with those shown in Table I for 
the homogeneous portion of the process can be extracted, 
the interrelation of the zero-order and second-order rate 
constants in such a simulation is open to question.

Conclusions

From these studies, it is concluded that hydrogen sulfide 
is adsorbed onto platinum sulfide and that this adsorbed 
material is more reactive than hydrogen sulfide adsorbed 
onto platinum toward the electrogenerated cation radical 
of DPA. Moreover, this adsorption of H2S onto PtS is a 
kinetically slow process.

It is further concluded that the reaction of DPA-+, elec- 
trogenerated at a platinum sulfide surface onto which hy
drogen sulfide is adsorbed, proceeds via parallel heteroge
neous (adsorbed H2S) and homogeneous (solvated H2S) 
pathways.
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The emission spectra of fluorinated benzene derivatives excited by radiofrequency discharges were mea
sured and compared with those obtained using other modes of excitation. In the spectra of CsHsF and o-, m-, 
and p-Cf;H4F2, the emissions were assigned to the fluorescence spectra of these molecules. Molecular emis
sion spectra were never detected for C6HF5 and C6F6 although emission bands due mainly to CF2 radicals 
were observed. The reaction products were analyzed by infrared spectroscopy, gel permeation chromatogra
phy, gas chromatography, and mass spectrometry, and the results show that they are formed mainly of medi
um and high molecular weight compounds. The degree of polymerization is higher as the monomer passes 
from CeHsF to C(;Ffi and, also, as the power applied to the discharge is increased. On the basis of the product 
analysis and electrical emission study, a general reaction mechanism was proposed involving interactions be
tween excited molecules and fragmentation species. Finally an interesting relationship was found to exist 
between both the emission features and the degree of polymerization of these molecules in electrical dis
charges and fluorescence and triplet yield measurements reported by other authors.

Introduction
Many papers have already been published on the photo

chemistry of fluorinated benzene derivatives in the gas 
phase.1“8 The quantum yield and lifetime of the first singlet 
(Si) and triplet states (Ti) of these compounds have been 
measured as functions of the exciting wavelength and the 
pressure. Analysis of the energy relaxation processes em
phasizes the following interesting point: the value of the 
quantum deficit 1 — (0si + </>Ti), where <i>s, and 4>t1 represent 
the luminescence quantum yield of the first singlet and triplet 
states, respectively, tends to increase with both the energy of 
the photons and the number of fluorine atoms on the benzene 
ring (Table I).

The value of the quantum deficit gives an indication of the 
importance of photochemical processes over other modes of 
energy relaxation; in other words, photochemical reactions 
tend to become more important at higher vibronic levels of 
the first electronic excited state and with higher degrees of 
fluorine substitution on the benzene ring. Thus it appears 
from these earlier studies that a large fraction of these com
pounds in their excited states use photochemical processes 
to release their excess energy by dissociation, isomerization, 
or polymerization.

Monofluorobenzene (Cf;HsF) has also been studied by 
controlled electron impact in the gas phase. Ogawa et al.,9 in 
experiments carried out with an electron energy of 60 and 300 
eV, have observed the fluorescence of CfjH.sF as well as the 
emission of species resulting from molecular fragmentation. 
Shukla et al.10 and Singh and Singh,11 for their part, have 
investigated the high-resolution emission spectra of mono- 
and difluorobenzenes as excited by uncondensed transformer 
discharges and have made an exhaustive interpretation of the 
fine structure.

Although most of the authors referred to above make oc
casional mention of the formation of isomers and polymers, 
very few investigations have been carried out to identify the 
specific reaction products resulting from the interaction of 
fluorinated benzene derivatives with particles of high energy. 
The purpose of the study presented in this paper, therefore, 
was to obtain such additional information. The paper deals 
particularly with the reactions of CeH5F, the isomers of di- 
fluorobenzene (0-, m-, and P-C6H4F2), pentafluorobenzene 
(C6HF5), and hexafluorobenzene (C<;Ffi) in a capacitively 
coupled radiofrequency (rf) plasma discharge.12

First, the emission spectra of these compounds excited by 
electrical discharges are compared with those obtained with
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TABLE I: Variation of the Quantum Yield of the First 
Singlet and Triplet States as a Function of the Exciting 
Wavelength and the Number of Fluorine Atoms on the 
Benzene Ring

EXCITING SINGLET AND TRIPLET
MOLECULES WAVELENGTH QUANTUM YIELDS QUANTUM DEFICIT REFERENCES

(nr0 l-(<lc + 0T ) S, T,
c6hsf 267.0 0.82 0.18 2

264.4259.0 (0-0) 0.93 0.07255.0 0.75 0.25247.0 0.67 0.33
I,2-C6HuFy 270.0 0.97 0.03 3266.0 0.75 0.25262.2258.0 (0-0) 0.52 0.48250.0 0. 34 0.66
1.3-C6HhF2 274.0 1.05 0.00 4263.7262.0 (0-0) 0.73 0.27258.0 0. 79 0.21

276.0 0.7 0.3 3274.0271.3 (0-0) 0.5 0.5
266.0 0.5 0.5

1,2,A,5-C&ii2F̂ 273. 1 267.0 (0-0) 0.5 3 0.46 5
252.0 0.29 0.71

CGHF5 265.0 0.115 0.99 6

<V6 280.0 0.069 0.93 62 70. (J 0.029 0.98265.0 0.035 0.97

5- McLEOO GAUGE 8-GAS SAMPLER
6- TRAP FOR SOLIDS 9-VACUUM PUMP
7- GAS AND LIQUID CONDENSATION TRAPS

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of radiofrequency discharge apparatus.

other modes of excitation then the results of the analysis of 
the product reactions are discussed and compared with pho
tochemical measurements.

Experimental Section
A schematic diagram of the rf discharge apparatus used for 

the present study is shown in Figure 1. Vapors of the fluo
rine-substituted benzene compounds were let into a quartz 
tube 30 cm long, and 2.5 cm o.d., at regulated pressure and 
flow rate, through two precision needle valves and one flow
meter. The plasma was maintained in the tube by means of 
rf-fed copper-sleeve electrodes connected to the outputs of 
the rf generator through an impedance-matching unit. The 
250-W Tracerlab rf generator operates at a frequency of 13.56 
MHz. The plasma emission spectra were observed through a 
quartz window and recorded from 700 to 200 nm by means of 
a Cary 17H spectrophotometer equipped with an EMI 9783 
B photomultiplier. This photomultiplier offers the advantage 
of giving an almost linear response between 350 and 200 nm, 
which is the spectral region of particular interest in this study. 
All feed-troughs and connection joints have O-ring connectors 
or swagelock fittings. The system is evacuated and degassed 
prior to each experiment by applying an electrical discharge 
for several minutes at a pressure of 10-2 Torr. Table II gives 
the various discharges obtained with different pressures,
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200 220  2 4 0  260  28 0  300  3 2 0  3 4 0

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Figure 2. Emission of monofluorobenzene (A), odifluorobenzene (B), 
m-difluorobenzene (C), and p-difluorobenzene (D) excited by rf dis
charge.

power levels, and flow rates. The ratio W/P of power level (IT) 
over pressure (P) is a measure of the energy of the electrons 
in the plasma:13 high values of W/P correspond to plasma with 
an electron energy distribution displaced toward higher en
ergy.

The fluorine-substituted benzene compounds were pur
chased from Pierce Chemical Co. All products were distilled 
prior to use. Solid products formed during the electrical dis
charge were removed from the tube with tetrahydrofuran 
(THF) solvent: products insoluble in THF (fraction B) were 
removed and weighed on micropore filters while the remaining 
solution (fraction A) was analyzed by gel permeation chro
matography (GPC) with a set of low-porosity styragel col
umns, as described in an earlier publication.14 Besides gas and 
liquids collected in the cold traps, the low molecular weight 
solid products soluble in THF were analyzed by gas chroma
tography and mass spectrometry using a Hewlett Packard 
GC/MS Model 5981 A. Finally, the infrared spectra of the 
solid products were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Model 180 
spectrophotometer.

Results and Discussion
A. Emission Spectra. The emission spectra of fiuorinated 

benzene derivatives excited by electrical discharges according 
to the experimental conditions tabulated in Table II are shown 
in Figures 2 and 3. Under mild electrical discharge conditions 
(application of approximately 10 W), CeH5F and the C6H4F2 
compounds are found to have an emission corresponding to 
the fluorescence spectra of these molecules. However, when 
the power applied to the discharge is increased, it is observed 
that the emission bands of the species resulting from the 
fragmentation of the molecules increase at the expense of 
molecular emission. On the other hand, even under the mildest 
discharge conditions needed to sustain the plasma, molecular 
emission spectra were never detected for CgHFr, and C(;Ffi 
while emission bands due mainly to CF2 radicals were ob-

Figure 3. Emission spectrum of hexafluorobenzene excited by rf dis
charge.

served. For this reason, it was decided to discuss the emission 
spectra of the two groups of molecules separately.

Group I {CeH^F and 0-, m-, and p-CcJ-tyF'i)- For this group 
of molecules, the emission spectra in the 350-265-nm region 
present a fine structure superposed on a high-intensity con
tinuous background. The fine structure is made up of ap
proximately 22,12,15, and 17 bands for CeH5F and 0-, m-, and 
P-C6H4F2, respectively. The emission spectra of these mole
cules are equivalent to the well-known forbidden transition 
7r 7r* (xAig <— 1B2u) of benzene which occurs weakly because 
of a vibronic coupling between the xAig and 1B2u states. Since 
these compounds are of lower symmetry than benzene, D̂ h 
(1Aig •«— ’ B.-iu) for P-C6H4F2 and C2u ( 1A t «— xBi) for the other 
molecules, the electronic transition 7r <— x* is now allowed. In 
theory, these molecules should have a higher emission effi
ciency than benzene.

Recently, two independent research teams10’11 reported the 
results of their investigations on the high-resolution emission 
spectra of these molecules obtained by uncondensed trans
former discharge excitation through the constant vapor flow 
of these compounds. The observed spectra were interpreted 
in terms of several fundamental vibrations in the ground and 
excited states. The frequencies observed in the ground state 
were found to correlate well with values measured in Raman 
and infrared spectra by other authors. According to Stock- 
burger’s interpretation15 of the emission spectrum of benzene, 
the continuous background can be assigned to a vibrational 
rearrangement among the vibronic levels in the first excited 
state XB3U or 1B 1.

In the case of the emission spectrum of CbH5F excited by 
a controlled electron impact with an energy of 60 and 300 eV, 
Ogawa et al.9 have observed, besides the ir ■*— ir* molecular 
transition, bands which were assigned to the emission of CH 
radicals (A2A -X 2x and B22 - - X 2tt) and hydrogen atoms 
(Balmer series). These bands appear in the spectral region 
between 450 and 350 nm and, under the experimental condi
tions used by the latter authors, their intensity is comparable 
to that of the xAi <— 1B ] transition.

Despite the difference in resolution of the spectra, the 
agreement between these results and those reported by the 
authors of this paper is generally very good. On the other hand, 
on the high-frequency side of the origin band (0-0 transition), 
emission bands were recorded which probably correspond to 
“ resonance fluorescence” .16 The low-pressure experimental 
conditions used are indeed favorable to the induction of such 
transitions. However, the intensity of the emitting light in this 
range of spectra is very weak and demanded an opening of the 
slit of the monochromator with the result that the resolution 
of the spectrophotometer was reduced to a value of approxi
mately 2 nm. The spectra for mono- and difluorobenzene 
isomers between 255 and 210 nm show poorly resolved band
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structures superposed on a continuous background. The 
possibility that these bands are due to the emission of nitrogen 
molecules still present as a trace in the discharge tube cannot 
be completely discarded.

It is also interesting to note the relationship between the 
general shape of the ir ■*- tt* emission band and the wavelength 
of the exciting light radiation. Examples of this effect for 
wavelengths between 260 and 250 nm have been reported by 
Nakamura17 for C6H5F and by Brewer18 for 1,3-difluoroben- 
zene. On the basis of these results, the shape of the bands re
corded by the present authors for the same molecules suggests 
that the electronic excitation of the molecules during electrical 
discharges is caused mainly by electrons with an energy 
equivalent to that of short wavelength radiation, i.e., ~250 nm 
or 4.95 eV, a feature which may prove useful for qualitative 
evaluations of the mean energy value of electrons in electrical 
discharges. At such short wavelengths, molecules populated 
in their high vibronic levels are more likely to subsequently 
undergo chemical relaxation processes.

Group II (CqHF5 and CqF6). Since electrical discharge 
emission spectra for CgHF5 and CgFg give almost identical 
results, only the spectrum for the latter molecule has been 
reproduced in Figure 3. In the 350-235-nm part of the emis
sion spectrum, over 60 bands were observed, all of which could 
be assigned to the fine structure of the CF2 radical lA t •*— 1Bi 
transition. The emission spectrum of the CF2 species has al
ready been measured by excitation through the vapor of 
tetrafluoromethane with an electrical discharge19 but, to the 
authors’ knowledge, this is the first time the radical has been 
observed by fragmentation of aromatic molecules.

Furthermore, between 235 and 200 nm some 15 bands of 
very weak intensity were measured, some of which were as
signed to the emission of CF(X2 ir •*— A2S+ and X 2?r B) and 
CF+(X 12 + <— AX7t) radicals while others were believed to be 
associated with the emission of such impurities as CO and SiF4 
produced by the deactivation of fluorine-excited atoms on the 
reactor walls. However, the low resolution power of the spec
trophotometer used, combined with the very short lifetime 
of CF and CF+ radicals in comparison with the lifetime of CF2 
radicals,20 hampers the interpretation of the very weak bands.

The tt ■*— ir* molecular emission spectra for these molecules 
excited with light radiation have been measured by different 
authors.21-23 The values for the fluorescence quantum yields 
were found to be very low compared with the same values for 
the mono- and disubstituted benzene derivatives. In the ex
periments carried out for this study, it was impossible, even 
under the mildest discharge conditions needed to sustain the 
plasma, to record the same molecular transition. Thus it seems 
that the mode of excitation used excites the molecules into 
higher electronic levels where the energy relaxation process 
takes place through molecular dissociation to yield CF2 rad
icals for instance. The high intensity of the CF2 emission 
bands probably obscurs the ir  *— 7r* molecular emission.

B. Characterization of the Products. In this study, the 
experiment carried out with low and average values of W/P 
led to the formation of solid, liquid, and gaseous products 
whose distribution as a percentage is given in Table II. Under 
the present experimental conditions, an almost complete 
transformation of the compounds into either soluble solids 
(fraction A) or insoluble solids (fraction B) is observed in THF 
solvent. The remaining liquid and gaseous products, fractions 
C and D, respectively, constitute a relatively small proportion 
of the collected products and were therefore not subjected to 
extensive analysis. Besides, it has been observed that an in
crease in the W/P ratio of the discharge generally has the ef-

Figure 4. GPC chromatograms of soluble solids (fraction A) resulting 
from rf discharge through benzene (A), p-difluorobenzene (B), and 
hexafluorobenzene (C).

feet of increasing the insolubility of the solid products. For 
comparison, some experimental data obtained for benzene 
under similar experimental conditions have also been included 
in Table II.

Gas Analysis. The gas chromatographic analysis of the 
decomposition products of CgF6 identified C2F6, C2F4, C3F8, 
C3F6, and C4F10 as the major reaction products. For the other 
partially fluorinated benzene derivatives, similar gas products 
with different ratios of H/F were obtained but no specific 
identification was undertaken.

The gas sampling procedure used did not permit the anal
ysis of hydrogen, fluorine, and hydrofluoric acid. However, 
according to studies of the behavior of aromatic perfluorinated 
compounds irradiated with 7  radiations in the liquid state,24 
a concentration of fluorine does not seem to build up in these 
liquids as opposed to hydrogenated liquid homologues where 
it has been found that hydrogen tends to accumulate in the 
reactive medium. The fluorine atoms formed are eliminated 
by additive reactions on the double bonds of molecules to 
produce saturated cyclic compounds, for example. As a matter 
of fact, the gaseous products resulting from the decomposition 
of CfiF6 show an increase of the saturated carbon/unsaturated 
carbon ratio with increasing W/P values as a consequence of 
the earlier mentioned reactions in the gas phase. Thus, for 
high values of W/P, the production of fluorine atoms is in
creased because of a higher concentration of electrons in the 
discharge with sufficient energy to break C-F links (~145 kcal 
or 6.28 eV/mol for CglV24).

Analysis of Solid Products. The gel-permeation chroma
tography analysis (Figure 4) of the solid products (fraction A) 
resulting from rf discharges through the vapors of benzene 
indicates the presence of two sets of broad bands of approxi
mately equal intensity corresponding to medium and high 
molecular weight compounds at long and short elution times, 
respectively. “Medium molecular weight” is used here to mean
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Figure 5. Gas chromatograms of low molecular weight products (fraction A) resulting from rf discharges through p-difluorobenzene (A) and hex- 
afluorobenzene (B).

compounds formed of either a few condensed aromatic rings 
or short aliphatic chains. This pattern of the GPC chro
matogram for benzene products is similar to that obtained by 
Duval and Theoret14 from benzene with approximately the 
same experimental discharge conditions. The same two bands 
are observed for fluorinated benzene derivatives but the band 
corresponding to higher molecular weight products increases 
steadily in intensity with the number of fluorine atoms on the 
benzene ring at the expense of the other band. This behavior 
is well illustrated in the case of CrF̂  where the long elution 
time band almost completely vanishes.

Furthermore, a gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 
(GC/MS) analysis was undertaken of the low molecular weight 
products. The results are illustrated in Figure 5 for 1 ,4-C6H4F2 
whose chromatogram is characteristic of all fluorinated ben
zene derivatives except CgFe. As shown in the figure, the 
chromatogram for CgFs gives an ill-defined baseline. On the 
other hand, according to the GPC analysis, the proportion of 
high molecular weight compounds which, for the purposes of 
this study, are termed polymers, increases when the ratio W/P 
applied to the discharge increases; at the same time, as men
tioned before, the insolubility of the products, probably due 
to a higher degree of branched polymers and carbonized 
residues, increases in THF. An elemental analysis of the in
soluble products tends to confirm the latter assumption, as 
can be seen by the weak but significant increase in the C/F and 
C/H ratios as compared to those of the monomers.

Finally, infrared spectra of the soluble reaction products 
obtained from the reactions of fluorinated benzene derivatives 
have been reproduced in Figure 6. For the products resulting 
from monomers with a low degree of fluorine substitution, the 
bands at 3020,1600, and 1500 cm-1  are evidence of the strong 
aromatic character of these compounds while the strong bands 
at 750 and 690 cm-1 are characteristic of substituted aromatic 
rings. The presence of aliphatic chains is confirmed by the 
bands at 2920,1450, and 1370 cm-1. For the products obtained

Figure 6 . Infrared spectra of soluble solids (fraction A) resulting from 
rf discharges through benzene (A), monofluorobenzene (B), m-difluo- 
robenzene (C), pentafluorobenzene (D), and hexafluorobenzene (E).

from CeHFs and CeF6, spectra d and e on Figure 6, the bands 
at 1500 and 995 cm-1 are assigned to perfluorinated aromatic 
rings. The other broad band located between 1000 and 1400 
cm-1 is characteristic of CF and CF2 stretching vibrations and, 
as expected, becomes more intense with the degree of fluorine 
atom substitution on the monomers.

In the region between 1600 and 1800 cm-1 , the infrared
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spectra show some bands which may be assigned to double 
bond stretching vibrations although they could quite possibly 
result from carbonyl groups obtained by the oxidation of 
radicals trapped in the polymers.

Reaction Mechanisms. From this product analysis and 
electrical discharge emission study, a simple, general reaction 
mechanism can now be proposed to explain the main feature 
of the results.

Group I (CgH^F and o-, m-, and p-C^H^F?). For this group 
of monomers, the emission spectra result almost exclusively 
from a molecular emission equivalent to the well-known tr * 
it* band system of the benzene molecule. Emission bands due 
to molecular fragment species are of very weak intensity. A 
polymerization mechanism, similar to the one proposed for 
benzene,25 can be applied to explain the formation of polymers 
for this group of monomers. According to this mechanism, 
polymerization takes place through the reaction of acetylene 
or acetylene derivatives formed during the discharge with 
electronically excited monomers to yield what can be termed 
a plasma version of a polystyrene polymer. Such a mechanism 
seems a reasonable explanation of the polymerization of this 
first group of monomers:

(o,m , p)-C 6H 4F 2* +  C2H 2 (or C ,HF) — *-

c 6h 3f , — c h = c h 2

— C H — C E ,—

I
GH F

The theoretical ratio C/H (1.33) and C/F (4.00) for this 
polymer structure is in fair agreement with the values ob
tained from the elemental analysis which are 1.35 and 3.56, 
respectively, for p-CgH4F2 polymers. Furthermore, the in
frared spectra for these polymers suggest a structure similar 
to that of polystyrene.

Group II (CqHF5 and CgFg). The discharge emission 
spectra for this group of monomers are characterized by the 
strong emission of CF2 radicals. The following reactions could 
explain the formation of this radical in rf discharges.

c 6F 6 —  C6F5 +  F F c-f — 145 kca l /  mol (2a)
— 3C, F2 A H  =  -~ 134.7 kca l /  mol (2b)

c 2f 2 +  2F — v  C2F 4 A H  =  - — 161.4 kca l /  m ol (3)
c 2f 4 —  2CF, A H  =  ' 95 kca l /  mol (4)

According to Baddour and Bronfin,26 the difluoroacetylene 
molecule is very unstable at temperatures below 2000 K and 
reacts immediately with fluorine atoms to yield tetrafluoro- 
ethylene. Incidentally, this compound constitutes one of the 
major gaseous reaction products obtained in this work and 
accordingly supports the mechanism advanced to explain the 
formation of CF2 radicals. As a matter of fact, it is well known 
that the decomposition of C2F4 either by pyrolysis27 or in 
electrical discharges26 is a major source of CF2 radicals. There 
are thus many possible intermediate steps for the polymer
ization of these two monomers, the most probable being the 
following:

c 6f 5 +  CF2 

+  c ,f 4

c 2f 4 +  C .F ,

[ — C F — C6F 4— ]„ C /F  -1 .1 6  (5a)

[ — CoF 4—  C6F 4— ]„ CVF =  1 (5b)

— C F— CF.,-

I
c 6f 5

+  F$  C /F  =  1 (6)

The polymer structure from eq 5a has a C/F ratio which 
shows the best agreement with the elemental analysis results 
obtained with CgFg polymers.
Conclusion

In conclusion, even if the present study touches only lightly 
on the subject, the authors believe that this work shows the 
existence of a relationship between the value of quantum 
deficit 1 — + 4>t4) and both the emission features and the
degree of polymerization of these monomers in electrical 
discharges. The increase in the value of the quantum deficit 
with the degree of fluorine atom substitution on the benzene 
rings is reflected in the results by the disappearance of mo
lecular emission and the enhancement of the emission of CF2 
radicals on the one hand and, on the other, by a greater yield 
of polymers in going from monofluorobenzene to perfluo- 
robenzene.
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Dynamic Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in the Gas Phase. 
The Torsional Barrier in /V,/V-Dimethylthioformamide
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The torsional barrier in gaseous iV,iV-dimethylthioformamide has been obtained from a total bandshape 
analysis of the proton NMR spectrum. The height of the same barrier for nonpolar solutions has also been 
estimated. It was found that the barrier was increased considerably by solute-solvent or solute-solute in
teraction, especially in the neat liquid. The gas phase barrier was found to be ca. 22.5 kcal/mol (AG*), 
whereas the barrier in the neat liquid is greater than 25 kcal/mol.

Introduction
The dynamic NMR methods, especially the total band- 

shape analysis technique, have been very useful tools for 
the study of interconversion barriers with activation ener
gies (AG*) ranging from ca. 5 to ca. 25 kcal/mol.1’2 In al
most every study neat liquids or solutions have been used, 
and only in very few cases has the gas phase been stud
ied.3-6 The lack of data for the gas phase is easily under
stood as being due to the very low sensitivity of the NMR 
method, and furthermore the relaxation time in the gas 
phase is often short as a result of efficient spin-rotation re
laxation. At least the problem with the low sensitivity can 
nowadays be partly overcome with the use of the pulsed 
Fourier transform technique, which was recently used in 
the study of the inversion barrier in gaseous aziridine.6

The lack of reliable gas phase data for most kinds of in
terconversion processes feasible for dynamic NMR studies 
is rather unfortunate, since most theoretical calculations, 
used for comparison with experimental data, refer to isolat
ed molecules, which is best realized in the gas phase.

This work is a continuation of the attempts to obtain 
reasonably reliable data on various kinds of interconversion 
barriers, in the gas phase, and deals with the torsional bar
rier in N,N-dimethylthioformamide (DMTF), which has 
previously been studied as the neat liquid or in concentrat
ed solutions.7 Attempts have also been made to study 
A',,V-dim ethy 1 formamide, but up to now only a single line 
has been observed for all the methyl protons, probably due 
to chemical shift equivalence.

To test if data from nonpolar solvents could be used to 
estimate the true gas phase barrier, DMTF has also been 
studied in m-dichlorobenzene and decalin solutions.

Results and Discussion
In Figure 1 a few spectra of DMTF in the gas phase are 

reproduced. As can be seen, it is possible to obtain a rea
sonable signal-to-noise ratio even at temperatures far 
below the boiling point of the compound studied. It may be 
clearly seen from these spectra that the coalescence is not 
due to a temperature dependence in the chemical shift dif
ference, but is caused by an exchange between the two 
methyl groups. From the spectra it was not possible to di
rectly obtain the spin coupling between the methyl protons 
and the formyl proton. It was, however, possible from the 
high temperature spectrum, to show that the mean cou

pling constant is less than or equal to 0.6 Hz, in good agree
ment with the coupling constants observed for DMTF in 
m-dichlorobenzene (mDCB) or decalin solutions. The cou
pling to the high-field methyl signal was found to be 0.5 
Hz, and that to the low-field methyl signal 0.7 Hz.

For both solvents used, the DMTF methyl proton chemi
cal shift difference is concentration dependent, as can be 
seen from Table I. The negative sign for the neat liquid in
dicates that the order of the chemical shifts has been in
verted, as judged from the relative magnitudes of the cou
pling constants. The pronounced concentration depen
dence of the chemical shift difference for the mDCB solu
tion is expected, due to the so-called ASIS effect.8 The con
centration dependence of the chemical shift difference for 
the decalin solutions is most easily explained if it is as
sumed that the thioamide homoassociation causes an up- 
field shift of the signal due to the methyl protons cis to sul
fur. This problem is, however, not the main interest of this 
paper and will not be discussed further.

From the observed chemical shift differences (see Table
I), it is obvious that the assignment of the gas phase signals 
must be the same as for the dilute decalin solution, and in 
the total bandshape analysis performed to determine the 
activation energy of the hindered rotation, coupling con
stants of 0.5 and 0.7 Hz were used for the high- and low- 
field signals, respectively. The resulting free energy of acti
vation is given in Table I, together with data for the liquid 
state. From this table it is obvious that the torsional barrier 
in DMTF is considerably higher in the liquid state than in 
the gas phase. This is in agreement with the data for N,N- 
dimethylnitrosamine.3 Harris and Spragg reported for this 
compound a difference in AG* of ca. 2 kcal/mol between 
the gas phase and the neat liquid, with the gas phase lower. 
Similar results have been reported for the aldehyde rota
tion in benzaldehydes obtained from ir data.9

It was of interest to determine whether a dilute solution 
in an inert, nonpolar solvent could be used to estimate “ gas 
phase” data in the case of DMTF as shown to be the case 
for some aziridines.4 Thus, the barrier to internal rotation 
in DMTF dissolved in decalin and mDCB was obtained 
from bandshape analysis, resulting in the data given in 
Table I. mDCB is not a nonpolar solvent, and in these solu
tions, even at the lowest concentration used, the barrier is 
considerably higher than in the gas phase. For decalin, on 
the other hand, it was difficult to obtain usable spectra at 
very low concentrations of DMTF due to the closeness of
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ppm from TM8 J u
Figure 1. Proton NMR spectra of the methyl proton signal from N,N- 
dlmethylthloformamide at a few temperatures in the gas phase.

the solvent NMR signals. However, for the lowest concen
tration, much higher than for the mDCB solution, the bar
rier is only ca. 1 kcal/mol higher than for the gas phase. 
From the variation of the chemical shift difference with 
concentration, it is plausible that there is an interaction be
tween the DMTF molecules, responsible for the difference 
in both the chemical shift difference and the barrier be
tween the solution and the gas phase. It thus seems possi
ble to estimate gas phase barriers for thioamides (and 
probably amides) from data on dilute solutions in nonpolar 
solvents. Care must however be taken to ensure that a suf-

TABLEI: Chemical Shift Difference between the Methyl 
Proton NMR Signals and the Barrier to Internal Rotation in 
jV,N-Dimethylthioformamide

AG*,
Sample composition An, ppm (T, K) kcal/mol (T, K)

DMTF gas + TMS gas 0.09 (381) 22.5 (420)
DMTF liquid - 0.12 (303) 25.5 (473)
1 M in mDCB 0.07 (303) 24.8 (443)
0.1 M in mDCB 0.14 (303) 24.6 (443)
0.01 M in mDCB 0.15 (303) 24.2 (443)
0.1 M in decalin 0.05 (303) 23.5 (431)
0.01 M in decalin 0.08 (303)

ficiently low concentration has been used and that the sol
vent really is nonpolar.

The work on dynamic NMR studies in the gas phase will 
continue with studies on other types of interconversion 
barriers.

Experimental Section
The solvents, m-dichlorobenzene and decalin, were com

mercial products used without purification, and the N,N- 
dimethylthioformamide was a generous gift from J. Sand- 
strom, University of Lund. The gas phase samples were 
prepared in glass ampoules that fitted perfectly in 12-mm 
NMR tubes. The ampoules were filled on a vacuum line 
with DMTF and TMS and were sealed off under vacuum at 
dry-ice temperature. At temperatures above 150 °C the 
sample were completely gaseous.

The NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian XL-100 
spectrometer operating in the Fourier transform mode and 
using external proton lock. The temperature was measured 
with a thermocouple as described previously.6 Typical set
tings for the parameters used for the FT spectra were: 
spectral width 2000 Hz, acquisition time 2 s, number of 
transients 2000, and pulse width 80 ¡is (45° flip angle).
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The thermal decomposition of the chemiluminescent compound tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene (TMAE) 
has been investigated in a static system between 283 and 323 °C over initial pressures from 6.0 to 45 mmHg. 
The order of the reaction was first, as was the order for the formation of methane and dimethylamine, the 
major decomposition products. The Arrhenius parameters for the TMAE decomposition are given as ki = 
9.0(±1.0) X lO 1̂ -39900* *2000̂ 7' s-1  while those for CH4 and DMA are £ch4 = 4.3(±0.03) X 
1011e-393O°(±3OO,/fi7’ s—1 and &d m a  =  2.5(±0.01) X 1010e~36 500(±200)/RT g -i^ respectively. The effect of cer
tain foreign gases indicated that the decomposition was free radical in nature. A mechanism is suggested 
which accounts for the predominant gaseous products and calculations from experimental data are offered 
in support of the proposed mechanism.

Introduction
Tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene (TMAE) was first re

ported by Pruett et al.1 and its structure is given as

(CH3)2N. .N(CH3)2

/ c==c\(CH3)2N N(CH3)2

This molecule has many interesting characteristics. When 
exposed to air at ambient temperatures, it chemiluminesces 
strongly in the visible region. Winberg, Downing, and Coff
man2 report that the fluorescence and chemiluminescence 
spectra of TMAE are essentially equivalent and without 
fine-line structure, with the maxima at 5150 A. Since the 
known oxidation products3 do not fluoresce under these 
conditions, they conclude that an electronically activated 
TMAE molecule is the emitting species. From the overall 
chemiluminescence quantum yield, there appears to be only 
about three photons emitted for 10 000 molecules of TMAE 
oxidized. It is further reported2 that the presence of protonic 
material is essential for chemiluminescence.

Fletcher and Heller4-5 studied the kinetics of the oxidation 
of TMAE in decane using octanol as a catalyst. They found 
the rate of disappearance of TMAE to be first order and the 
chemiluminescence to be second. They conclude that the 
oxidation mechanism is not free radical in nature. Urry and 
Sheets,6 on the other hand, investigated the autoxidation of 
TMAE in various solvents and give evidence for a free-radical 
mechanism. Paris,7 however, proposes an oxidation process 
which depends upon carbene formation and subsequent re
combination of two carbenes to form an electronically excited 
TMAE. The TMAE* then decays to the ground state with the 
emission of light.

It is clear from the literature that the mechanism of the 
oxidation of TMAE in solution is a complicated process. Be
cause of this, various investigators have been unable to agree 
on the initial step, the products, or the mechanism of light 
emission. The purpose of this investigation is to examine first 
the high-temperature pyrolysis of TMAE vapor for unusual 
thermal reactions and to see if there is any correlation between 
these reaction products with those reported for the oxidation 
of TMAE at ambient temperatures. A subsequent paper will

report on the kinetics of the gas phase oxidation of this un
usual molecule.

Experimental Section
A. Apparatus. The thermal decomposition of TMAE was 

studied in a static manometric system. The reaction chamber 
was a 200-ml round-bottom Pyrex flask. This was centered 
in the furnace well and surrounded with asbestos. The furnace 
temperature was maintained to within ±0.5 °C by a Leeds and 
Northrup Electromax control unit. Temperatures were 
measured with a chromel-alumel thermocouple in conjunction 
with an automatic recording potentiometer.

The system was evacuated by the usual techniques and no 
run was made unless the pressure (as measured with an NRC 
ion gauge) was 10-5 mmHg or less. Due to the low vapor 
pressure of TMAE, samples were introduced into the reaction 
chamber from a large expansion flask. All external lines and 
the expansion flask were maintained at 120 °C by asbestos 
heating tape. The pressure change in the reaction chamber 
was followed by means of a Consolidated Electrodynamics 
Corp. absolute pressure transducer. Gaseous reaction products 
were withdrawn by an automatically controlled Toepler pump 
and transferred to a sample bulb.

B. Materials. The TMAE employed was obtained through 
the courtesy of the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif. 
It was placed in an I2R dry nag which had previously been 
purged with nitrogen and dried for 12 h with P2O5. The 
TMAE was then stirred with alumina to remove any polar 
products of oxidation, siphoned into an evacuated flask, re
moved from the drybag, and attached to the vacuum line 
through a Teflon connector.

Nitric oxide was obtained from the Matheson Co. and pu
rified by methods previously described.8

Propylene was also furnished by the Matheson Co. It was 
vacuum distilled until a 99% purity was obtained.

The argon employed was from the Air Reduction Co. and 
the oxygen supplied by the Allstate Gas Co. Because of the 
high stated purity of these gases, they were used directly.

C. Analyses. Analyses of the gaseous reaction products were 
made on a Perkin-Elmer Model 154A gas chromatograph. The 
absolute identification of the components was checked on 
three different columns.
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Figure 1. Calibration of the pressure of TMAE in the reaction vessel 
per mm of oxygen consumed in the special collector (slope =  0.242).

In order to determine the rates of disappearance of TMAE 
it was necessary to devise an analytical technique for mea
suring the amount of unreacted TMAE remaining. This was 
accomplished by adding an excess of oxygen to known 
amounts of TMAE and measuring the decrease in oxygen 
pressure which corresponded to the amount of TMAE con
sumed. Figure 1 shows the calibration curve in which the 
amount (mmHg) of TMAE in the reaction vessel is plotted 
against the corresponding amount (mmHg) of oxygen con
sumed. The slope of the line, which gives the ratio of the 
pressure of TMAE to the oxygen consumed, was 0.242. Thus, 
for each mmHg of TMAE present, 4.1 mmHg of O2 are con
sumed.

Further, in order to determine if the products had any effect 
on the oxygen take-up, a sample of TMAE was pyrolyzed for 
5 h, or until decomposition was complete. Upon addition of 
oxygen, no significant change in pressure was observed. It was 
concluded, therefore, that the products did not affect the 
TMAE analysis.

Results
1. Nature of the Decomposition. The thermal decomposi

tion of TMAE vapor was found to be homogeneous over the 
temperature range 283-323 °C and over an initial pressure 
range of 6.0-45.0 mmHg. The ratio of the final to the initial 
pressure at five different temperatures was approximately 3.

2. Order of Reaction. For the decomposition of TMAE, the 
changes in pressure with time for ten different initial pressures 
were determined at five different temperatures. These data 
were programmed on an IBM 1620 computer to solve for k\, 
the initial rate constant, and n, the order of reaction, in the 
equation

log (dpfdt)o = logfe; + n logpi (1 )

The values of n varied from 0.9 to 1.1 over the five tem
peratures and the average value was 1.02, indicating that the 
order of the decomposition is unquestionably first.

Using the calibration curve in Figure 1, the order of reaction, 
based upon the measured rate of disappearance of TMAE, was 
also determined. As before, the initial rate of disappearance 
was evaluated at each initial pressure and the data pro
grammed to obtain k \ and n by eq 1. These data are presented 
in Table I. A plot of log (dp/di)o vs. p, was also linear, giving 
a slope, n = 1 .0.

TABLE I: Variation of the Initial Rate of Disappearance 
of TMAE with Initial Pressures at 310 °C

Pi, mm 8.7 15.4 19.3 27.3 32.0

(dp/di)oX 8.4 14.9 17.0 24.0 32.0
10* 3

ki X 104 s -1 9.61 9.67 8.82 8.80 10.0 (Av =
9.38)

TABLE II: Variation of Initial Rate Constants of TMAE, 
C H 4, and DMA with Temperature

t , °  c 283 294 304 310 313 323

¿TMAE X 104 1.89 3.38 5.15 9.56 11.9 20.9
¿CH4 X 104 * * 4.97 8.42 14.8
¿DMA X 104 3.75 6.26 10.3

TABLE III:  Mole Percent of Gaseous Products at 10 min 
from the Decomposition of 28 mm of TMAE at 323 °C

(CH3)2N -
(CH3)2- (CH3)3- CH3N- CH2-N

Product CH4 NH N H2 C2H6 (CH3)2
Mol % 63 35 <1 <1 <1 <1

Since methane and dimethylamine (DMA) were the only 
predominant products from the decomposition of TMAE, 
their initial rates of formation were also determined at various 
initial pressures of TMAE. Again, by use of eq 1 , n and k, were 
evaluated for each compound at three different temperatures. 
The order of reaction, n, was found to be 1.1 for CH4 and 0.9 
for DMA.

3. Activation Energies. The activation energies and fre
quency factors for the thermal decomposition of TMAE, and 
for the formation of CH4 and DMA, were determined by the 
method of least squares from the data in Table II.

The Arrhenius parameters for the decomposition of TMAE 
are given by

ki = 9.0(±1.0) X 10u e~39 9 0 0 (± 2 0 0 0 )/r t  s - i  ( 2 )

The analogous expressions obtained for the formation of CH4 
and DMA are

¿ c h 4 = 4.3(±0.03) X 10u e- 39 3 0 0 (± 3 0 o ) /i ? r  s - i  (3)

and

¿ D M A  =  2.5(±0.01) X 10loe~36 5 0 0 (± 2 0 0 )/r t  S - 1  ( 4 )

4. Products of Reaction. The thermal decomposition of
TMAE produced only two major gaseous reaction products:
methane and dimethylamine. Table III presents all the gas
eous products that were formed. The identity of bis(dimeth-
ylamino)methane is somewhat uncertain since a known
sample of the material could not be obtained. However, a mass 
spectrum of a chromatographic separation agrees well with 
the mass spectrum Urry9 obtained for this compound.

Two condensable products were also obtained. One was a 
volatile, clear liquid and the other a dark brown, nonvolatile, 
viscous liquid. The infrared spectra of the two liquids show 
they are not very different. A further indication that they may 
be the same is the fact that, on standing, the clear liquid be
comes dark brown and viscous, apparently due to polymer
ization. Attempts to identify this material further were un
successful. The spectra indicate the presence of C-H, C =C  
without associated olefin C-H stretching, and C=N . The
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TABLE IV: Partial Pressures (mm) of CH4 and DMA 
from the Decomposition of 28 mm of TMAE at Various 
Temperatures

Time,
min

304 °C 313 °C 323 °C
P ch4,
mm

PDMA,
mm

P ch4, 
mm

P d m a ,
mm

P ch4,
mm

P d m a ,
mm

i 0.8 0.5 1.4 0.7 2.6 1.8
2 1.6 1.1 2.7 1.4 4.7 3.2
4 2.8 1.9 5.0 2.6 8.6 5.3
6 4.1 2.6 6.7 3.6 11.2 6.8
8 5.2 3.0 8.1 4.3 13.2 7.9

10 6.1 3.4 9.4 4.9 15.2 8.8
12 7.0 3.8 10.6 5.5 16.7 9.7
15 7.8 4.2 12.1 6.4 18.6 11.2

Av CH4/DMA = 
1.6

Figure 2. Variation of pressure with time for the decomposition of 28 
mm of TMAE in the presence of various foreign gases at 317 °C: (O) 
0 mm foreign gas; (3) 30 mm of propylene; ( • )  100 mm of argon; (©) 
0.3 mm of nitric oxide.

presence of a conjugated system, C =C -N , is possible but 
difficult to determine with any certainty.

The change in the partial pressures of the major products 
of reaction with time at several different temperatures are 
given in Table IV.

5. Effect of Foreign Gases. A. Propylene. The addition of 
propylene significantly decreases the initial rate of decom
position of TMAE. Relatively large amounts of propylene are 
required to produce maximum inhibition. For example, 80 mm 
of this inhibitor are required to reduce 28 mm of TMAE to a 
limiting rate of one-quarter of that of the uninhibited reaction. 
Figure 2 compares the effect of propylene with the uninhibited 
decomposition of TMAE.

B. Argon. It was suspected that the inhibition by propylene 
might be due to a mass action effect rather than to an actual 
chain termination process. To resolve this, the rate of pressure 
increase for the decomposition of TMAE was determined in 
the presence of various partial pressures of argon. In Figure 
2, it can be seen that 100 mm of argon in the presence of 28 mm 
of TMA produces only a slight increase in the rate of decom
position. This result clearly indicates that the propylene in
hibition is not a mass action phenomenon. It does suggest, 
however, that the effect of argon may be to reduce chain ter
mination at the walls.

C. Nitric Oxide. The effect of NO on the pyrolysis of TMAE 
was unusual. With the addition of 1.0 mm or less of NO to 28.0

TABLE V: Comparison of the Rates of Formation of CH4 

from the Inhibited and Uninhibited Decompositions of 28 
mm of TMAE at 313 °C (p n o  = 2.0 mm)

Time, s 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

CH4(un),
mm

2.3 4.3 5.8 7.0 8.2 9.4 10.1 11.2

CH4(in),
mm

0.13 0.24 0.34 0.43 0.50 0.56 0.61 0.65

mm of TMAE, there was an induction period of approximately 
400 s. During this time, very little TMAE reacted. Throughout 
the induction period, the only gaseous decomposition products 
were methane, nitrogen, and small amounts of carbon mon
oxide. This is in sharp contrast to the products obtained from 
the uninhibited reaction. Table V gives the comparison be
tween the rates of formation of CH4 in the NO inhibited and 
uninhibited reactions. It is of interest to mention that rate of 
formation of CH4 throughout the induction periods was al
ways roughly inversely proportional to the rate of disap
pearance of NO.

A number of runs were made pyrolyzing a fixed partial 
pressure of TMAE in the presence of different initial pressures 
of NO. Under these conditions, the length of the induction 
period was a linear function of the partial pressure of NO. At 
the end of the induction period, mass spectrographic analyses 
showed no nitric oxide to be present. At this point, the rate of 
pressure increase is slightly greater than that in the absence 
of NO, as seen in Figure 2. In this latter pressure increase re
gion, the proportion of the major gaseous products are the 
same as in the uninhibited reaction, namely, 63% CH4 and 37% 
DMA.

Discussion
The inhibiting effects of propylene and nitric oxide indicate 

that the decomposition of TMAE vapor is undoubtedly free 
radical in nature. It is also reasonably certain that the overall 
mechanism of the reaction is more complicated than the de
tected products reported in Table III suggest. A plausible 
mechanism can be written, however, to account for the pre
dominant products of the pyrolysis:

* (CH3)2N N(CH3)2
TMAE CH3 +  / G = c C  (5)

CH3— W  ^N(CH3)2

Ri

k (CHshN
Ri (CH3)2N + '^ c = C = N — CH3 (6)

(CH3)2N

k (CH3)2N N(CH3)2
CH3 +  TMAE CH„ + C = C ^  (7)

CH3— N T'KCHnh
I
CH,

R?
(CH3)2N .N(CH3)2

(8)R, CH3 +  C = C
CH2= N  N(CH3)2

(CH3hN +  TMAE ^  (CH3)2NH +  R2 0 )

CH3 +  R2 end (10)
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The justifications for the proposed mechanisms are as fol
lows. If one compares the bond dissociation energies of various 
amines, 10 it is seen that the energy of the CH 3-N  bond is de
creased when the nitrogen is also bonded to a rr-bonded sys
tem. In TM AE, where all the nitrogens are partially involved 
in the t  bond of ethylene, the CH3-N  bonds are undoubtedly 
the weakest. This would tend to favor reaction 5 as the initial 
step over the elimination of a DMA radical. From an ener
getics standpoint, reactions 6-9 appear to be the most plau
sible ones to account for the formation of the two major 
products, CH4 and DMA. The postulated product molecules 
in steps 6  and 8  are admittedly somewhat speculative and 
must be highly transitive. The compounds indicated, however, 
have been postulated by Urry,9 based on NM R analyses, as 
intermediates in the reaction of TM AE with methyl iodide 
in dioxane.

If one applies the usual steady-state approximations to the 
postulated mechanism it can be readily shown that

fecH4

& D M A

4.3 X loH e- 39300/ * 7^ - 1

2.5 X !0loe “ 36 500/RT s“ 1
= 1 1 .2 0 e ~ 280O/RT (14)

that E g  — E ^  = 2 .8  kcal/mol. This represents the increase in 
activation energy required for a (CH3)2N radical to abstract 
a hydrogen from TM AE over that required for a CH 3 radical 
to remove a similar H atom. If one assumes E q  = 7.2 kcal/mol 
as an average value for the abstraction of an H atom from 
amines11 by a methyl radical, then the activation energy for 
a similar abstraction by a (CH3)2N radical, E g , becomes 10.0 
kcal/mol.

Further, if one refers to the data in Table IV at 323 °C, it 
is seen that the ratio CH 4/DMA = 1.6. A t this temperature, 
the ratio of fecH4/&DMA is found by eq 14 to be 1.6. This ex
cellent agreement between the observed and calculated values 
for the CH4/DMA ratios provides additional support to the 
argument that these compounds are each the product of a 
single step reaction.

[C H 3]ss =  ( W M i o ) 1/2 (11)

and

[(CH3)2N]ss = k j k g  (12)

The rate of disappearance of TM AE is then found to be

-d[TM AE]/di = ^2fe5 + ( - [ TMAE]  (13)

Thus, the rate of decomposition of TM AE is seen to be first 
order, in agreement with that observed experimentally.

There is support for the fact that methane and dimethyl- 
amine are produced predominantly by only one reaction, such 
as that proposed in steps 7 and 9. If one takes the ratios of the 
Arrhenius parameters for the formation of CH4 and DMA, it 
can be seen from eq 3 and 4
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C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  T O  T H E  E D IT O R

Evidence for Superficial Reduction of NH4Y Zeolite 
Silicon upon Pyridine Adsorption at 150 °C

S ir :  A number of studies of zeolites by x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) have recently been published, 1^ 1 but 
none so far has been concerned with adsorption phenome
na of organic bases by zeolites. In particular, this problem 
constitutes a very interesting field to explore the potential
ities of X PS for the characterization of surface acidity, a 
problem of major interest in catalysis. Some preliminary 
results5 have shown that the position of the N is line of ani
line adsorbed at room temperature depends on the activa
tion temperature. It seemed interesting, therefore, to inves
tigate this problem further by using other substances, e.g.,

pyridine. In infrared spectroscopy studies especially, the 
adsorption of pyridine has very often been carried out at 
150 °C to prevent physisorption of the adsorbing molecule. 
For the sake of comparison, we have conducted some ex
periments involving the adsorption of pyridine at 150 °C. 
We report here the results obtained in this case. An unex
pected experimental result brings a new complication in 
the study of surface acidity by X PS of adsorbed probe mol
ecules.

The procedure includes an outgassing of the NH4Y  zeo
lite (Union Carbide no. 3606-385, Si/Al molar ratio: 2.2, ex
change level: 72%) up to 300 °C at a very slow rate (<100 
°C h_1) under 10- 5  to 10- 6  Torr; the final temperature is 
maintained for another 5 h before Cooling the sample to 150
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Figure 1. Si 2p1/2 3, 2 profiles for NH4Y zeolite activated at 300 °C: 
(a) with no pyridine adsorption; (b) upon pyridine adsorption at room 
temperature; (c) upon pyridine adsorption at 150 °C; (d) upon ethyl
ene adsorption at 150 °C. The signal/noise ratio is ~30/1. Refer
ence C1s has a BE value of 283.5 eV.

°C. Pyridine (distilled, outgassed thoroughly, and stored on 
a 5 A molecular sieve) is admitted under its own vapor 
pressure at room temperature for 0.5 h. After a further out- 
gassing at the adsorption temperature, the sample is sealed 
off and kept in liquid nitrogen overnight. The cell is broken 
inside a drybox hermetically connected to the sample prep
aration chamber of a Vacuum Generators ESCA 2, and the 
powder is sprinkled on a polished gold backing.

Figure 1 shows the Si 2pi/2 3/2 profiles for different sam
ples. In all cases, the probe is maintained at -50  °C to min
imize the carbon contamination of the surface.6 From these 
spectra, it is clear that a second Si 2pi/2 3/2 line appears 
after adsorption of pyridine at 150 °C (c), which neither ex
ists for the simply outgassed zeolite (a) nor for the sample 
exposed to pyridine at room temperature (b). Moreover, if 
the zeolite exposed to pyridine at room temperature is 
slowly outgassed further at 150 °C for 1 h, the Si 2pi/2 3/2 
line of higher binding energy (BE) is unique (similar to (b), 
not shown). Therefore it is concluded that the adsorption 
at 150 °C is a necessary condition for the apparition of the 
second silicon species shifted to lower binding energies 
with respect to the position of the Si 2p1(<2 3/2 line obtained 
in cases a and b. A similar experiment using C2H4 instead 
of C5H5N gives the same result (d), except for the intensity 
ratio. Thus, the new species cannot be attributed to a spe
cific interaction between pyridine and the zeolite, nor to a 
phenomenon induced by x-ray bombardment under vacu
um, since it is not observed in cases a and b. The separation 
in two lines cannot be attributed to a charging effect be
cause only the silicon XPS spectrum is modified by adsorp
tion. Neither the Al2S nor the 0 ls lines are splitted by expo
sure to organic molecules.

The peak separation is nearly 4 eV, similar to the differ
ence in binding energy between silicon in quartz an ele
mental silicon.7’8 We therefore conclude that some elemen
tal silicon (Si°) has been formed on the external zeolitic 
surface. This effect would be similar, although involving a 
much more surprising reduction (i.e., that of silicon), to 
those observed when adsorbing various hydrocarbon vapors 
on other oxides (e.g., Bi2C>3).9

The difference in binding energy between the two peaks 
is too large for ascribing the left-hand side peak to some 
only partially reduced silicon. The hypothesis that some Si° 
is formed on the surface is also consistent with the fact that 
water exposure inside the preparation chamber of the ma
chine followed by subsequent analysis leads to the observa
tion of a third silicon species situated at —2.7 eV relative to 
the original position. This new pc;ak may correspond to a 
partially reoxidized silicon. This fact rules out the possible 
explanation of the Si 2p line splitting by formation of a su
perficial silicon carbide because if Si C species were present 
at the surface, they would be more stable and would proba
bly not react with H2O. Moreover, it is difficult to admit a 
relaxation effect as an alternative explanation; this would 
assume a strong shielding of the Si atoms that would also 
very likely affect the 0 ls and Al2S line shape. Moreover the 
C/Si intensity ratios for samples c and d do not seem to be 
enhanced with respect to that of samples a and b. Never
theless, because of the existence of a carbon contamination 
overlayer, their precision is not sufficient to rule out defi
nitely this last hypothesis.

In spite of the possible interference of other contaminat
ing gases, and the subsequent difficulties of correlating 
with certainty the decrease of the line attributed to Si° 
with the presence of a small amount of oxidizing gases, con
trol experiments indicate that the latter line disappear in 
the presence of traces of O2. In addition, the line attributed 
to Si° tends to disappear over long periods of x-ray expo
sure at room temperature, probably by a diffusion into the 
bulk. Nevertheless, a possible reoxidation because of the 
poor quality of the vacuum cannot be excluded. This fact 
would reinforce the “ surface” character of the reduced sili
con. In view of this surface character, the reduction of the 
silicon atoms may only affect the very thin amorphous gan- 
gue surrounding the crystallites of the zeolite which may be 
mainly constituted of silica, as it has been shown by XPS 
that the superficial composition of this material is twice as 
rich in silicon atoms as the mass composition.4-10

The results reported above suggest that previous studies 
on pyridine adsorption at 150 °C on NH4Y zeolites should 
be reexamined with consideration of our findings. Our re
sults show that a strong reduction of the near surface atoms 
can occur. It is difficult to discern to which extend this sort 
of effect could modify the acidic properties of the surface. 
Moreover, we think that most methods are not sensitive 
enough to be perturbed by the effect which we have detect
ed.
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